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GUERNSEY AND ALDERNEY STAMPS - NOVEMBER ISSUES
NEW ISSUE: Set of six stamps: £4.06
Issue date: 11th November 2017
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Also available:
First Day Cover: £5.26 Presentation Pack: £4.96
Prestige Booklet £16.24 Sheets of 10: £40.60
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70th Wedding Anniversary
of HM The Queen and HRH
The Duke of Edinburgh

NEW ISSUE: Set of six stamps: £4.06
Issue date: 8th November 2017

Also available:
First Day Cover: £5.26
Presentation Pack: £4.96
Sheets of 10: £40.60

Good King Wenceslas

NEW ISSUE: Set of seven stamps: £4.45
Issue date: 8th November 2017

Also available:
First Day Cover: £5.65
Presentation Pack: £5.35
Sheets of 10: £44.50

ORDE
TODA R
Y!

Alderney: The Holly and the Ivy
NEW ISSUE: Set of 7 Stamps £4.45
Issue date: 8th November 2017

Also available:
First Day Cover: £5.65
Presentation Pack:£5.35 Sheets of 10: £44.50

www.guernseystamps.com
Order Guernsey & Alderney stamps online
or by telephone on +44 (0) 1481 716486

Selling your stamp collection?
Warwick and Warwick have an expanding requirement for world collections, single country collections, single items, covers,
proof material and specialised collections. Our customer base is increasing dramatically and we need an ever-larger supply
of quality material to keep pace with demand. The market is currently very strong for G.B. and British Commonwealth and
the Far East. If you are considering the sale of your collection, now is the time to act.

FREE VALUATIONS
We will provide a free, professional valuation of your collection,
without obligation on your part to proceed. Either we will make
you a fair, binding private treaty offer, or we will recommend
inclusion of your property in our next public auction.
FREE TRANSPORTATION
We can arrange insured transportation of your collection to our
Warwick offices completely free of charge. If you decline our
offer, we ask you to cover the return carriage costs only.
FREE VISITS
Visits by our valuers are possible anywhere in the country or
abroad, usually within 48 hours, in order to value larger and
valuable collections. Please phone for details.
ADVISORY DAYS
We have an ongoing programme of advisory days, in all regions
of the United Kingdom, where you can meet us and discuss the
sale of your collection. Visit our website for further details.
We will be visiting the following towns within the next few weeks:
Bridgend, Merthyr Tydfil, Hinckley, Uttoxeter,
Milton Keynes, Witney, Cannock, Grimsby, Scunthorpe,
Darlington, Harrogate, Evesham, Plymouth,
Exmouth, Rayleigh, Colchester.

EXCELLENT PRICES
Because of the strength of our customer base we are in a
position to offer prices that we feel sure will exceed your
expectations.
ACT NOW
Telephone or email Ian Hunter today with details of your
property.

Auctioneers and Valuers
www.warwickandwarwick.com

Get the experts on your side!

Warwick & Warwick Ltd., Chalon House, Scar Bank,
Millers Road, Warwick CV34 5DB England
Tel: (01926) 499031 • Fax: (01926) 491906
Email: ian.hunter@warwickandwarwick.com
/warwickauctions

@warwickauctions
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Gazetteer of India, c1881. Identifier no: 001772454
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Dear Reader
One of the numerous highlights of Stanley Gibbons’ recent
auction of the Dunlop Collection, which took place on 18 and
19 October, was a very nice – and very rare – uncracked example
of one of the gems of Indian philately – the 1852 ½a. red Scinde
Dawk. This famous issue, produced for the sole use in the district
of Sind – now part of Pakistan – was not only the first stamp of
India, pre-empting the country’s first national issue by almost two
years, it also has the honour of being the very first stamp to be
issued in the whole of Asia.
Given its fascinating history, Indian philately has always been
a favourite among collectors. Issues of the Convention and
Feudatory States, the colonial, dominion and republic eras, as
well as a rich and diverse postal history, means philatelists can lose
themselves in its study for a lifetime. If you haven’t considered
collecting India before, make sure you turn to page 52 where
Pragya Jain begins a series of articles introducing the first stamps
of this fascinating country. In his first instalment, he looks at
some of the early postal history of India before revealing the story
behind one of the treasures from the colonial era – the famous
Scinde Dawk.
We talk more about colonial issues elsewhere in this month’s
GSM as Brian Livingstone, of the King George VI Collectors Club,
provides a detailed discussion on the difficulties in producing a
satisfactory image of King George VI on some colonial stamps.
84 The 1964 Provisional Republican Stamps of
Zanzibar
The production and use of Zanzibar's provisional
Republican overprints following the 1964 revolution.
90 The Voyages of Columbus
Christer Brunström is on deck to offer some helpful advice
for those looking to explore new thematic waters.

REGULAR FEATURES
50 Dear GSM
Readers have their say, courtesy of the GSM postbag.
59 Competition
Another chance to win a £50 Stanley Gibbons voucher.
83 Stamp Hunting
Nimrod highlights some desirable stamps to look out for.
94 Postal Stationery Matters
Peter van Gelder returns to GSM with another selection of
new postal stationery finds.
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Brian’s article gives a unique insight into some of the challenges
facing those involved in producing new stamp designs.
More examples of when things don’t quite go according to plan
are discussed by Richard Garcia, who reveals some of the stamp
designs created for Gibraltar which, for one reason or another,
never quite made it to the final production stages. You can read all
about the stamps ‘that never were’ on page 46.
Elsewhere, Richard Stock takes us behind-the-scenes of another
stamp issue as he talks us through the development of the Sudan
pictorials which replaced the famous Camel defintives in 1951.
Supported by numerous essays, both rejected and approved, and
rare, original reference photography, Richard’s article provides an
excellent background study of the origins of this attractive issue.
All this and more can be found inside this month’s issue. I hope
you enjoy it.

Dean Shepherd
Editor Gibbons Stamp Monthly
Your £1 Stanley Gibbons Voucher can
be found on page 138
106 The Unissued Stamps of Costa Rica
More faux fun from the Hedley Adams Mobbs collection.
106 Catalogue Column
Hugh Jefferies offers more comments from the Catalogue
Editor’s chair.
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A summary of recent and forthcoming issues from
around the world.
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Alison Boyd looks into the stories behind some more new
stamp issues.
104 Shore to Shore
Get in the festive mood with the new Christmas issues
from Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man.
107 Catalogue Supplement
Your 14-page update to the Stanley Gibbons Catalogue.
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Get advice from our experienced and knowledgeable staﬀ
See ﬁrst hand our superb range of top quality stamps, albums and accessories
Get insider tips on how to enhance and expand your collection
Ask for guidance on techniques for care and storage of your stamps and covers
View our specialist material
All Stanley Gibbons stamps come with a lifetime guarantee of authenticity from our stamp specialists.

Everything for the stamp collector.
399 Strand opening hours
Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm
Sat 9:30am-5.30pm
Sun Closed

For more information visit
stanleygibbons.com
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Latest SG auction results • An Post issue causes controversy •
New Zealand’s seeded stamps face export ban • Mowbray’s missing
moon mystery

Dr J M Dunlop sale performs
well at Stanley Gibbons
The sale of the Dr J M Dunlop collection at
Stanley Gibbons in October saw over 92
per cent of the lots finding new homes,
with a number realising above their full
catalogue values. The India and Indian
States selection attracted the most
interest and lot 738, an Indian 1852
‘Scinde Dawk’ ½a. red (SG S3), quite
lightly used by indistinct black cancel,
realised £25,960. However, this was quickly
upstaged by two stamps from the Feudatory
State of Duttia – a fresh unused example of the
1896 ¼a., (SG 4), with large margins and excellent
colour, which realised £21,240 (cat £7500) and an
exceptionally fresh 1896 2a. (SG 6), which achieved
£14,160 (cat £4250).
Other realisations included an Iraq 1931 King
Faisal 25r. violet (SG 92), used by part Basra bilingual
c.d.s., which realised £3068 (cat £2200); a Malta
1919 10s. black (SG 96) with Multiple Crown CA
watermark, used by part Maltese cross cancel, which
reached £4720 (cat £4500) and a Mauritius used in
Seychelles 1879-80 38c. bright violet used by light,
large part ‘B64’ (SG Z52) which realised £1888 (cat
£1800). All prices include buyer’s premium.

Lot 738: The Indian 1852 ‘Scinde
Dawk’ ½a. red which realised £25,960
(Enlarged)

Lot 807: The fresh
unused 1896 ¼a. from
the Feudatory State of
Duttia which realised
£21,240
Lot 808: Exceptionally
fresh unused 1896 2a.
again from the Feudatory
State of Duttia which
achieved £14,160

UPU honours 2017 letter writer
The winner of the 2017 International LetterWriting Competition was honoured during a
special event to mark World Post Day that took
place at the Universal Postal Union’s headquarters
in Berne on 9 October. In 2017, children were
asked to write a letter to the new UN SecretaryGeneral, António Guterres, advising him on
an issue they would like to help him solve. The
winning letter, by 14-year-old Eva Giordano
Palacios from Togo, called for increased efforts to
help poor countries abolish old practices, such as
child marriage, which persist because of a lack of
socioeconomic development.
In his World Post Day message, Guterres
praised the competition and the chosen theme,
adding that: ‘This year’s 1.2 million participants,
in considering which global challenge they would
want me to tackle first, displayed an encouraging
concern for humankind and commitment to
international cooperation’.
For the 2018 letter-writing competition,
children will be asked the following question;
‘Imagine you are a letter travelling through
time. What message do you wish to convey to
G.S.M. December 2017

your readers?’ All UPU member countries are
invited to participate by organising a competition
on a national level, before sending their top
composition to the UPU. Each country’s best
letter must be submitted to the international
bureau no later than 30 April 2018.

In Brief
Stamp and
Postcard Fair
The Bromley and
Beckenham Philatelic Society
will be hosting the Kent
Federation of Philatelic
Societies’ AGM and Spring
Rally on Saturday 10
February 2018 from 9.30a.m.
until 4p.m. The event, with
free admission and parking,
is being held at Langley Park
Boys’ School, Hawksbrook
Lane, South Eden Park
Road, Beckenham BR3 3BP.
As well as dealers, displays,
a competition, tombola
and refreshments, visitors
will be able to receive free
valuations, as well as help and
advice with their collections.
More information can be
obtained from 020 8778
7001.

Exhibiting and
judging seminar
The Association of British
Philatelic Societies (ABPS)
will be running a national
seminar on ‘Exhibiting
and Judging’ for existing
and would-be federation
judges, and for potential
and existing exhibitors on
25–26 November 2017 at
the Sun Hotel in Hitchin,
Hertfordshire. Further
details can be obtained by
contacting David Alford at
exhibiting@abps.org.uk

Kent Postcard Fair

2017 International Letter-Writing Competition
winner Eva Giordano Palacios receiving her award
from UPU Director General Bishar Hussein (right)
and Deputy Director General Pascal Clivaz (left)

The North West Kent
Postcard Club will be holding
its 13th annual postcard fair
on Saturday 27 January 2018
at St George’s Church Hall,
Gravesend, Kent DA11 0TB.
The fair will be open to the
public between 9.30a.m. and
3.30p.m. Entry is free and a
variety of dealers and displays
will be present.
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Two New Colour Brochures

British Commonwealth Quarterly List Autumn 2017
Trinidad 1863 SG77a Mint 1863-80
6d deep yellow-green, wmk CC, perf
14, block of 4, fresh o.g. Left pair with
some slightly trimmed perfs, still most
attractive with beautiful colour. Very
scarce. Clear BPA cert (2007). Ex Sir
John Marriott (Spink 19 Sep 2001,
465, realised £750 + premium) and
Charlton Henry.
P178010591 £650

Canada 1898 SG 168
1898 Imperial Penny Postage 2c blue “Map”, imperforate plate
proof on wove, horizontal pair with sheet margin at right, afﬁxed
to original 4mm thick card and very scarce thus. Very ﬁne
P178008179 £275
New Zealand 1857 (USED) SG 26 1857-63
1s blue-green on soft white paper, no wmk,
serrated perf about 18 at Nelson, neatly
cancelled by part ‘15’ numeral (of Nelson).
A remarkably ﬁne example of this rarity, with
lovely colour and complete separations.
(cat £6500). P09004458 £4,750

Zanzibar 1908 SG244 Mint 1908-09
100r black and steel-blue, fresh and
well-centred, large part o.g. Trivial gum
wrinkles mentioned for accuracy but a
choice example of this handsome and
very scarce high value. BPA cert (2000).
P178010809 £1,200

Sudan 1897 SG D1a
Postage Due. 1897 2m green, type 1 opt on Egypt, horizontal strip of four, the
right stamp error OPT OMITTED, fresh large part o.g. (reinforced between left
and right pairs). An exceedingly rare and spectacular item, with only one other
example (in the Royal collection) known to us. RPS cert (1927) when a strip of
seven. Ex Danson (RL Geneva 29 Apr 1977, lot 828).
P178010295 £3,250

Swaziland 1961 SG66a Mint
1961 1c on 1d black and
emerald, type 12 surcharge,
ERROR SURCHARGE
DOUBLE, right marginal vertical
pair from pos 35/40 of the one
sheet of 60 that existed,
very ﬁne unmounted o.g.
Spectacular and highly
desirable. BPA cert (2017)
P178010821 £4,000

New Guinea 1914-15 SG25f Used
1914-15 New Guinea 5d on 50pf black and
purple/buff, 5mm space from setting II pos. 4,
ERROR SURCHARGE DOUBLE, tied to piece
by very ﬁne part strike of Rabaul oval ds in violet
(Gibbs type 8), dated “JAN 6 (1915)”. Superb and
very rare in used condition. Gibbs cert (2004).
P178004593 £5,500

Tasmania 1853 (USED) SG 2 (1 Nov) ‘Courier’ 1d blue, HORIZONTAL STRIP OF
FOUR (pos. 9-12) with sheet margin at right, clear to good margins elsewhere except
just touched at left, early impression on soft yellowish paper, used with indistinct
numeral cancels which leave portraits clear on ﬁrst and third stamps. Pos. 12 with
unobtrusive vertical crease at left, but a rare and handsome multiple with ﬁne colour.
Ex Earl (CRL Geneva 26/4/1980, lot 2012, realised CHF 4400), with ‘W.H.C.’ (Colson)
handstamps on reverse and BPA cert (2014). P16704248 £5,500

To request your free copy, please contact Andrew Mansi
on 020 7557 4455 or email amansi@stanleygibbons.com.

Now Available

Brunei, Burma, Malaysia & Singapore List October 2017
Sarawak 1947 (UNUSED) SG 152a 3c green, type 24 opt,
error OPT ALBINO with the albino impression clearly
visible on the reverse, fresh o.g. A major KGVI rarity, of
which only one block of 12 is believed to have existed.
BPA cert (2010). [N.B. This design, on Script wmk paper,
was only intended to be issued with the type 24 opt.]
P167006015 £7,000

Labuan 1900 (UNUSED) SG 112a 1900-02 4c black
and yellow-brown ‘Orang-utan’, vertical pair, error
IMPERFORATE BETWEEN, brilliant large part o.g.
One short perf but far above average for this rare
and attractive item. Ex William Frazer. (cat £1400)
P15613738 £1,200

North Borneo 1925 (UNUSED) SG 280b 1925-28 4c scarlet, perf 12½, horizontal pair,
ERROR IMPERFORATE BETWEEN, fresh and ﬁne o.g. Light central fold, still exceptional
for this rare error, with most surviving examples being more or less toned. (cat £750)
P167011044 £650

Still available on request:
Brunei, Burma, Malaysia
& Singapore List October 2017
Northern Caribbean,
Bahamas & Bermuda List August 2017
Barbados and Windward Islands List
July 2017
British Commonwealth Quarterly List
Summer 2017
British Commonwealth and
Great Britain ‘Specimen’ List June 2017
British Europe List
April 2017
British Commonwealth Postal
History List February 2017
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Controversial
issue for An Post

A new stamp issue from Ireland, released on 5 October, has been
creating controversy around the world. The stamp that is causing all
the discussion is a €1 issue commemorating the 50th anniversary of
the death of revolutionary leader Che Guevara (1928–67). Although
at first glance the Argentinean-born Marxist may seem an unlikely
subject matter for an Irish stamp, he was, in fact, the son of a civil
engineer with Irish roots – Ernesto Guevara Lynch. Another Irish link
is the image used for the stamp, which features the iconic portrait

of Guevara by Dublin artist Jim Fitzpatrick,
which in turn was based on the famous
photograph by Alberto Korda.
Guevara was executed on 9 October 1967
after being captured in an ambush in Bolivia
where he was leading forces rebelling against
the government of René Barrientos Ortuño.
The issue has caused controversy because of
Guevara’s key role in the Cuban revolution that
overthrew the dictator Batista in 1959. Many
Cuban-Americans consider Guevara a mass
murderer who should not be honoured with a
stamp. However, the controversy has proved to
be a positive one for stamp sales as the initial print run is now sold out.

Crawford Medal
Christmas concert at
nominations sought The Postal Museum
Nominations for the prestigious Crawford Medal of The Royal
Philatelic Society London, are now being sought for 2018. The medal
is awarded ‘for the most valuable and original contribution to the
study and knowledge of philately published in book form during the
relevant period’ and is open to all authors, whether members of the
Society or not.
Nominations are invited for books published in 2016 or 2017
to be considered by the selection committee, who will make a
recommendation to the Council. Nominations close on 1 February
2018.
Brief details should be submitted by email to secretary@rpsl.org.uk
or by letter to the Society at 41 Devonshire Place, London WS1G 6JY.
Please identify your nominations by adding ‘Crawford Nomination’
in the subject area on emails or by marking postal submissions in the
same way.
The medal, in silver-gilt, features a portrait of the Earl of Crawford,
bibliophile extraordinaire, and was instituted in 1914 but not awarded
until 1920 owing to World War I.

Chris King announces
candidacy for FIP
President at the
Congress in 2018
Chris King, the former President of the Royal Philatelic Society
London, has announced his intention to stand for President of the
FIP (Fédération Internationale de Philatélie). In a wide-ranging letter
to the philatelic community on the website of the Federation of
European Philatelic Associations (fepanews.com), he outlined his
thoughts on the issues facing FIP and what is required to secure
the future of international philately. With the support of the British
Federation already in place, he is now asking for international
support to achieve his goal.

A festive evening of Christmas carols, postal pop songs, mince
pies and mulled wine is being held at The Postal Museum on 5
December from 7p.m. The singing will be led by the Royal Mail
Choir formed by Gareth Malone in 2012 for the BBC Two series
Sing While You Work. Led by professional conductor and composer
David Ogden, the choir is made up of postmen and women,
delivery office and mail centre staff and managers, all from the
Bristol area.
Since its formation, the choir has gone from strength to
strength, performing across the country and internationally in
order to support and promote various charities. Their 2012 single
Abide with Me, in collaboration with X-Factor winner Joe McElderry,
helped raise over £50,000 for Prostate Cancer UK.
For logistical reasons, the Mail Rail trains will not be operating
on the night.

Wordiest Stamps Ever?
A souvenir sheet issued by the United Nations Postal Administration
(UNPA) designed to honour a world record might just set a world
record of its own. The new, three-stamp souvenir sheet pays tribute to
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which is now recognised
by Guinness World Records as the world’s most translated document.
The declaration was drafted on 10 December 1948 and has now been
translated into 503 languages.
The sheet contains three stamps, denominated in either US, Swiss
or Austrian currency – the home to the UN’s three main headquarters.
Each stamp has a title in different languages, but includes the entire
text of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and its preamble
in English. Malli Hui, of the UN Postal Administration, noted that the
document, unofficially, extends to 1778 words. Those words are spread
across 60 lines of microprinting on each stamp.
The UNPA issued the sheet on 27 October on the first day of the
two-day United Nations Stamp and Postal History Show, UNExpo 17,
at the American Philatelic Center in Bellefonte, Pennsylvania.
According to the Guinness World Records website, the current
record for words on a stamp is 606 for a 2014 International Women’s
Day stamp from Belgium in 2014.

Nominations for ABPS awards
Now that the new philatelic season is under way, the ABPS is seeking
nominations for its Award of Merit and Congress Medal. Both of these
awards are ways of recognising collectors who have given outstanding
voluntary service to British philately over a number of years at
regional, specialist or local society and, in the case of the Congress
Medal, at national level. The nominee and proposers must be
members of an ABPS-affiliated society or a Patron or Friend of ABPS.
The application forms and guidelines can be found on the ABPS
website (www.abps.org.uk). Applications must be received by 1 March
2018 to be considered for next year’s awards. Please contact Yvonne
Wheatley, Chairman, ABPS Awards Committee, on awards@abps.org.
uk or 0113 2601978.
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AJH STAMPS LTD

THIS IS JUST A SMALL PART
OF OUR 2017 CATALOGUE
email: sales@ajhstamps.co.uk
Web Page: www. ajhstamps.co.uk

Registered Business No:
THE LAURELS
24407076
MANCHESTER ROAD, ACCRINGTON
LTD. Co No. 4110518
LANCS, BB5 2PF
Est: 1970
TEL: (01254) 393740 FAX: (01254) 382274

REF T500

A SUPERB MIX INC 500 DIFF OFF PAPER,
ALSO STAMPS ON & OFF PAPER INC KGVI
& WILDINGS IDEAL FOR WTM ETC PLUS
ALBUM PAGES MOST REIGNS, MINT &
USED AND FDCs, ITEMS OF NOTE ARE 1841
CAT £375 1d & 2d IMPERF PLUS QV TO 1/- GREEN.
KEVII WITH VALUES TO 1/-, KGV WITH VALUES TO 2/6
SEAHORSE, KEVIII SET, PLUS KGVI WITH VALUES TO 1951
£1 AND QEII TO £5 MAKES THIS A GOOD SORT WITH MANY
BETTER VALUES WITH A CAT PRICE OF £1,000+ FOR JUST
£129.50 PLUS £8.50 FOR
DELIVERY BY INTERLINK
BUY REF T500 & T503 AND RECEIVE BOTH
FREE GIFTS, 1840 1d BLACK & 2d BLUE,
AND WE WILL REPLACE 500 DIFFERENT
WITH 1,000 DIFFERENT TO MAKE THIS PAIR
OF BOX FILES A SUPERB SORT & VALUE
FOR MONEY CAT AT £2,000+ AT JUST

£269.50 PLUS £9.50 FOR

A SUPERB MIX INC 1,000 DIFFERENT
OFF PAPER USED STC £100+ ALSO
ALBUM PAGES WITH A GOOD RANGE
OF COUNTRIES, PLUS STAMPS LOOSE ON AND OFF PAPER
TO SORT, WITH COUNTRIES A TO Z, ALSO AUCTION LEFT
OVERS CONTAINING STAMPS CAT £20+, MAKES THIS A GOOD
SORT WITH BETTER ITEMS EARLY TO MODERN FOR JUST

INCLUDING ALBUM PAGES, LOOSE
STAMPS ON AND OFF PAPER

CONTAINING STAMPS
ON AND OFF PAPER
EARLY TO MODERN
ALBUM PAGES AND AUCTION
LEFT OVERS CONTAINING STAMPS
CAT £20+ PLUS 1000 DIFFERENT
WORLD USED STC £100+ MAKES
THIS A GOOD SORT FOR JUST

500 DIFFERENT GREAT BRITAIN OFF PAPER AND
FDC’s. ALSO SINGLE ITEMS 1855 1d & 2d QV TO
1/- 1887 GREEN AND RED KEVII TO 10d, KGV TO
5/- SEAHORSE, KGVI TO £1 1939 AND QEII TO £10,
MAKES THIS CAT £1000 +

£89.50 PLUS £8.50 FOR
DELIVERY BY INTERLINK

£149.50 PLUS £8.50 FOR
DELIVERY BY INTERLINK

CAT £900 6 REIGNS. A BAG CONTAINING

REF T522

REF T521

FOREIGN SHOE BOX

FREE GENUINE 1840 2d BLUE
WITH EVERY GREAT BRITAIN
BOX FILE

FREE STOCK
BOOK WITH
EVERY FOREIGN
BOX FILE

£89.50 PLUS £8.50 FOR
DELIVERY BY INTERLINK

REF T520

REF T504

GREAT BRITAIN BOX FILES

FREE C. O. G .H TRIANGULAR
CAT £90 WITH EVERY
COMMONWEALTH BOX FILE

CAT £90

REF T503

REF T502

REF T501

FREE GENUINE 1840 Id BLACK WITH
EVERY GREAT BRITAIN BOX FILE

COMMONWEALTH
SHOE BOX

CONTAINING ON AND OFF PAPER,
UNCHECKED A TO Z EARLY TO
MODERN, LOOSE AND ON LEAVES,
A GOOD MAINLY MODERN MIX,
BUT SOME EARLY MIXED IN, BETTER
SINGLES, CHEAP LOT, 1000+ STAMPS,
MAINLY USED, FOR JUST

CONTAINS STAMPS ON & OFF PAPER,
DEFINITIVES & COMMEMORATIVES, PLUS
ALBUM PAGES FDCs ETC, ALSO SOME
SETS & SINGLES, MINT & USED, A GOOD
SORT FOR THESE POPULAR COUNTRIES,
FOR JUST

£39.50 PLUS £7.50 DELIVERY

£39.50 PLUS £7.50 DELIVERY

£39.50 PLUS £7.50 DELIVERY

DELIVERY BY INTERLINK

WORLD (NO GB) 12KG BOX

£249.50 PLUS £15.00 DELIVERY
BY INTERLINK.

£499.50 PLUS £20
FOR DELIVERY BY INTERLINK
REF T508
ALL WORLD IN SUITCASE

REF T510

THE FAMOUS
ALL WORLD
WOODEN
TEA CHEST
OF STAMPS

ONE YET FOR

COMMONWEALTH WOODEN HALF TEA
CHEST
CONTAINING COLLECTIONS, STOCKBOOKS, LOOSE PAGES
& STOCKSHEETS, FROM QV TO MODERN INC CAPE OF
GOOD HOPE TRIANGULAR, ALSO BOXES OF UNSORTED
MATERIAL, LOOSE STAMPS ON & OFF PAPER, COVERS &
AUCTION LEFTOVERS CAT £50+ EACH, SETS & SINGLES,
GOOD HIGH CAT LOT, STATED TO RETAIL £700+

£699.50 PLUS £28.00 FOR DELIVERY BY INTERLINK
REF T552

FOREIGN WOODEN HALF TEA CHEST
CONTAINING COLLECTIONS, STOCKBOOKS, LOOSE
PAGES & STOCKSHEETS, ALSO BOXES OF UNSORTED
MATERIAL, STAMPS LOOSE ON & OFF PAPER , &
SINGLE STAMPS & AUCTION LEFTOVERS CAT £50+
EACH, GOOD HIGH CAT LOT, EARLY TO MODERN,
STATED TO RETAIL £700+

£499.50 PLUS £20
FOR DELIVERY BY INTERLINK
REF T524

INCLUDING COMMONWEALTH, FOREIGN AND GREAT BRITAIN
COLLECTIONS, STOCKBOOKS, COVERS, SINGLE STAMPS CAT £50+
ALSO LOOSE STAMPS ON AND OFF PAPER QV TO MODERN AND
A BAG STATED TO CONTAIN 5,000
DIFFERENT WORLD STATED TO
HAVE A RETAIL VALUE OF £500+

ALL WORLD FUN BOX
IN ⅓ BOX
INCLUDING LOOSE STAMPS
ON AND OFF PAPER PLUS
CHILDREN COLLECTIONS,
STOCKBOOKS OF WORLD ETC
PLUS OTHER BITS, ALBUM PAGES, THE ODD COVER, EVERY BOX IS
DIFFERENT 1,000s TO SORT

£59.50 PLUS £9.50 FOR

£299.50 PLUS £25.00

£499.50 PLUS £20
FOR DELIVERY BY INTERLINK
REF T547

ALL WORLD LUCKY BAG
WITH A FREE PACKET
CONTAINS 500 DIFFERENT
ALL WORLD
A PLASTIC ZIP UP BAG CRAMMED
WITH WORLD ON AND OFF PAPER AS
RECEIVED FROM VARIOUS CHARITIES
FROM AROUND THE WORLD, INCLUDING COMMONWEALTH,
FOREIGN, GREAT BRITAIN, EARLY TO MODERN AS RECEIVED, A
VERY GOOD AND CHEAP SORTER

£17.99

DELIVERY BY INTERLINK

FOR DELIVERY BY INTERLINK

£39.50 PLUS £7.50 DELIVERY

THE FAMOUS ALL WORLD
WOODEN TEA CHEST OF STAMPS
YES, THE ULTIMATE SORT WITH OVER 900 OF THESE SOLD
IN THE LAST 30 YEARS, A MUST FOR COLLECTOR/DEALER
OR ANYONE WHO LIKES A GOOD SORT, INC COLLECTIONS,
PACKETS, LOOSE LEAVES, BOXES, INC GB, CW & FOREIGN,
STOCKBOOKS OF ALL WORLD, SINGLES & SETS WITH
STAMPS CAT £50+, 15,000+ STAMPS WITH RETAIL VALUE
OF £1,000+,& WEIGHING APPROX 30 KILOS, MAKING THIS A
SUPERB LOT.
HAVE YOU TRIED

REF T551

REF T550

GREAT BRITAIN WOODEN HALF TEA CHEST
CONTAINING COLLECTIONS, STOCKBOOKS, LOOSE PAGES
STOCKCARDS, BOXES OF ON & OFF PAPER & LOOSE STAMPS,
FROM QV TO MODERN INC 1840 1d BLACK, 1d REDS AND A
GOOD SELECTION OF MINT & USED, ALL REIGNS, PLUS FDCs ETC,
A GOOD LOT, VERY HIGH CAT, WITH TOP VALUES AND AUCTION
LEFTOVERS CAT £50+ EACH, STATED TO RETAIL £700+

GREAT BRITAIN SHOE BOX, FREE
1841 IMPERF 1d RED & 2d BLUE
CAT £130
CONTAINING A GOOD MIX OF ALL 6 REIGNS
FROM 1d REDS TO MODERN INC STAMPS
ON & OFF PAPER, INC SOME EARLY, IDEAL
FOR WATERMARKS, ALSO ALBUM PAGES,
FDCs, MINT & USED SETS & SINGLES ETC

REF T510

REF T519

BOX OF ALL WORLD COLLECTIONS
COMMONWEALTH AND FOREIGN (NO
GREAT BRITAIN) AND NO STAMPS ON
PAPER A GOOD MIX OF COUNTRIES
AND SINGLE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS
IN STOCKBOOKS AND ALBUMS AS
RECEIVED COULD BE ANYTHING 1,000S
OF STAMPS

REF T523

CHANNEL IS, REGIONALS & IOM
SHOE BOX

CRAMMED WITH ON AND OFF PAPER FOREIGN
COUNTRIES. ALL WORLD MIXTURE STATED TO BE
A MINIMUM OF 1000+ DIFFERENT. ALSO ALBUM
PAGES, LOOSE STAMPS AUCTION LEFT OVERS
CONTAINING STAMPS CAT £5+ THIS IS A VERY
GOOD CHEAP SORT (NO GREAT BRITAIN) OVER
4000 SOLD THE LAST 37 YEARS FOR JUST

OUR 'T' NUMBERS ARE ALWAYS AVAILABLE

PLUS £3 POSTAGE

MONTHLY PUBLIC AND POSTAL AUCTION

HELD AT THE DUNKENHALGH HOTEL AND SPA, CLAYTON LE MOORS, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE BB5 5JP (JUNC. 7 OFF M65)
ON THE 2ND WEDNESDAY EVERY MONTH VIEWING 5.30PM TO 7.25PM AUCTION STARTS PROMPT 7.30PM APPROX 700 LOTS PER HOUR
WRITE OR PHONE ON 01254 393740 OR E-MAIL: sales@ajhstamps.co.uk NOW FOR OUR FREE MONTHLY
PUBLIC AUCTION CATALOGUE CONTAINING APPROX 700 LOTS, WITH CARTONS, COLLECTIONS, FOLDER ONE COUNTRY LOTS,
PLUS GREAT BRITAIN, COMMONWEALTH SETS AND SINGLE ITEMS, PRICES FROM £10 TO £10,000 PER LOT.
OUR PRE SALE ESTIMATE IS OVER 1½ MILLION POUND PER YEAR
NO CREDIT CARD CHARGES OR BUYERS' PREMIUM

AUCTION DATES FOR 2017/18

2017: 13th December
2018: 10th January, 7th February, 14th March, 11th April, 9th May
WRITE PHONE OR FAX FOR OUR MONTHLY WHOLESALE/RETAIL SALE LIST WITH OVER 1,000 ITEMS, INCLUDING COMMONWEALTH A TO Z
SINGLE STAMPS AND SETS MINT AND USED ALSO GREAT BRITAIN QV TO MODERN FROM HALF PRICE PLUS GREAT BRITAIN DEFINITIVES, SETS AND SINGLES,
MINT AND USED AND 1840 QV TO 1936 G/F/USED, PLUS COLLECTIONS AND BOXES, AND A FURTHER RANGE OF ‘T’ NUMBERS

HAVE YOU CLICKED YET?

We welcome

www.ajhstamps.co.uk

NO CREDIT CARD
CHARGES

DEALERS YOU
VISIT OUR ON-LINE AUCTION MANY LOTS
CAN TRUST
STARTING FROM AS LITTLE AS £1
OVER 40
YEARS
WITH AUTOMATIC BID UPDATES
EXPERIENCE
G.S.M. December 2017

WE BUY COLLECTIONS AND
DEALER'S ENTIRE STOCK SMALL
OR VAST, WITH IMMEDIATE
PAYMENTS. RING NOW

scan with
your phone
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East Malling
Conspiracy theory
Grand Stamp Fair proof!
After the great success of the September 2017 East Malling Grand
Stamp Fair, a similar event will be held on Saturday 24 February 2018
at the East Malling Village Hall, New Road, East Malling, Kent ME19
6DD.
Running from 9.30a.m. until 3.30p.m. visitors will be able to view
14 dealer’s tables in the hall and stamp displays on the stage, as well as
enjoy refreshments, free car parking and free admission.
Two further Grand Stamp Fairs will be held on Saturday 26 May
2018 and Saturday 22 September 2018.

ABPS Inter-Federation
competition
Autumn Stampex, held at the Business Design Centre, London, 13–16
September, hosted the ABPS Inter-Federation Competition. Eight
teams competed, each with three frames in different classes. The
participants included the Association of Scottish Philatelic Societies
and the Yorkshire, Sussex, Kent, Surrey, Hampshire, Mid-Anglia and
Essex Philatelic Associations and Federations. Scoring a total of 251
points, Hampshire was declared the 2017 winner.

Stanley Gibbons
to sponsor plaque
honouring postage
stamp visionary
Stanley Gibbons is paying homage
to an important visionary in the
development of the postage
stamp. As part of Phase Two
of Dundee’s Discovery Walk, a
plaque, sponsored by Stanley
Gibbons, is to be erected in
honour to James Chalmers.
Chalmers was an Arbroathborn postal reformer who was
significant in helping to lay the
foundations for the success of
the Penny Black. His idea of
cancelling stamps with a postmark
featuring a town’s name became
a practice eventually adopted
throughout the world.
Chalmers established himself as
A portrait of James Chalmers
a prominent printer and publisher
in Castle Street, Dundee, from 1809 onwards. In 1825 he began to
campaign passionately for postal reform, eventually succeeding in
reducing the Edinburgh to London delivery service by nearly a day
in each direction.
The plaque in Discovery Walk, Dundee, will celebrate, in
particular, Chalmers’ pioneering role in promoting the concept of
the adhesive postage stamp during the 1830s. This paved the way
for the UK to become the first country in the world to introduce
postage stamps with the launch of the Penny Black in 1840.
Harry Wilson, Director and Executive Chairman of Stanley
Gibbons, said of the plaque: ‘Stanley Gibbons are delighted to be
sponsors of the James Chalmers plaque – a man of great vision
instrumental in the introduction of the Penny Post’.
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Ever since 1969, when
astronaut Neil Armstrong
stepped on to the moon
with his famous ‘That’s
one small step for man,
one giant leap for
mankind’ speech there
have been conspiracy
theories circulating
that neither his nor
subsequent astronaut
moon landings occurred
but were faked, or to
quote Donald Trump,
‘Fake News, Folks, Fake
News!’.
Several countries’
postal administrations
commemorated the
event in 1969 and
many more in 1994
celebrated the 25th
anniversary of moon
landing. This included
New Zealand Post
which issued a sheetlet
of ten $1.50 stamps,
the central part of the
stamp, a hologram,
depicted an astronaut
on the moon.
Recently, stamp and
coin auction house
Mowbray Collectables
in New Zealand came
across proof that there
was no man and no
moon!
Mowbray had
just received verification from
the expert committee of the
Royal Philatelic Society of
New Zealand that a recently
found sheetlet of ten stamps
without the hologram, is a
genuine error. This sheetlet will
now be included in Mowbray
Collectables’ 17 March 2018
public auction. ‘This proves that
there was no man on the moon
because there was no moon
to land on!’ auctioneer John
Mowbray quipped.

The sheetlet of ten recently found
and verified stamps with missing
holograms (Reduced) and a stamp
as it should appear

New philatelic auction
house launched
The founding directors of Apex Philatelics, Rick Warren and Tim
Francis, have launched a new venture, called Mayfair Philatelic
Auctions, which is based in St George Street, London W1.
The company’s focus will be mainly on public auction sales, plus
web-based direct retailing. Two public auctions are already confirmed
for 2018, both to be held at the Lingfield Park Racecourse, Surrey.
The first is scheduled for Sunday 4 March and will feature an extensive
range of boxes and collections with many British rarities, and also the
first part of a major dealer’s Commonwealth stock.
G.S.M. December 2017
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COLLECTORS–
ALL the Fun of the Stamp Shop in Your Own Home £

Simply Pick the Stamps You Want and I’ll Give You
£25 Stamps of YOUR CHOICE So You Can Test My Approvals System –

Request NOW and I’ll round it up to £30 !

F

ORTUNATELY, IT’S STILL A FRESH MEMORY... 47 Years ago I can still remember my 1st approvals selection
of stamps arriving from Omniphil. In those days, aged 15 I received a number of circuit boxes which I carefully
worked through, borrowing money from my brothers for stamps that I could not really afford. I was hooked…
there’s the added benefit that you simply select the
best stamps you need and return the rest. The cost
of return postage can be expensive – select just £9+
and deduct the cost, and in order to encourage you
- spend £16+ to receive 25% discount.
So all you need to do to test-drive my approvals
system is to complete the coupon NOW. It’s located beside the index in this magazine OR apply
on-line via our website below. If you’re a stamp
collector aged 18+ NEW to my approvals you’ll have
£30 total credit (if you’re quick) to spend in your 1st
two selections of stamps sent on approval. Just give
us your address and contact details and tell Pat and
Martin what you collect… Please do it NOW whilst
you’re thinking about it… Thank You

A

Andrew McGavin, Philatelic Expert & Author, Managing Director,
U P A, Omniphil & Avon Approvals, eBay: universalphilatelic

Terms: Start/Stop service anytime. Serious UK collectors NEW to my company are pre-qualified. Overseas clients may be required to provide a deposit. A
few Countries cannot be serviced, please enquire.
One offer per philatelic household.

ICE

7000 ‘APP

KS
’ BOO IN OU
O
R

SI M

P

LY
M A S SIVE C

Complete 1st £25 FREE Approvals Coupon beside Index at the back of
this magazine, Do It NOW and I’ll Round Your FREE Offer Up to £30,
Just telephone Or Request on-line at:

HO

The very best of success to you.
Your service is excellent
– BJ Somerset

So why should you try my approvals? We’re one
of, if not the largest longest established dedicated
Approvals Company in the UK with full-time staff
sending focussed selections of mint and/or used
stamps to collectors like you on approval. The
fundamental reason to try a selection of stamps
sent to you on 14 days’ approval – is that you have
the “pleasure of leisure” so that you see before
you buy individually identified and unit priced
stamps – so you have all the fun of the stamp shop
you may fondly remember in your own home…
Naturally stamps supplied in such a service may cost
a little more – but in addition to your ‘home viewing’

IBRARY
RL

… and you know what – now aged 63, what’s
changed? As you may know I no longer collect
stamps – I gave up collecting when I became a rather wet and spotty office junior, landing my 1st fulltime ‘stamp’ job at the age of 18 with the grandiose
title of Assistant Office Manager (I was the only assistant)… but, stamps still thrill me today even though
I may not own them, and in all those years I’ve now
handled stamps that have sold for £500,000 for a
single item. Incredible but true…
Do you remember Victor Kiam of ‘Remington’
fame, “I was so impressed I bought the company”,
14 years later, aged 32 I bought Omniphil, and like
‘Electricity and Water Works’ in Monopoly I added
Avon Approvals creating synergies of scale. Both
‘Stamps on Approval’ businesses were established
in 1958 and now 58 years later, month in, month out
we’re still sending unit priced stamps or individually
identified and priced stamps on approval to more
than 1,000 different collectors mainly in the UK but
also worldwide. In the internet world we all inhabit – I find it amazing that traditional ‘stamps on approval’ trading continues – fortunately this is what
our clients like about us. With your help long may
it continue.

See stamps like
these in your
own home

www.upastampauctions.co.uk Go to Approvals

OMNIPHIL & AVON APPROVALS
P.O. Box 10, Tewkesbury, Glos, GL20 8YX Tel/Fax 01684 299278

SEE
COUPON
BESIDE
INDEX

APPROVALS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR VERY ADVANCED COLLECTORS – TAKE MY UPA £55 AUCTION OFFER
GSM 12/17
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The Royal’s 150th
anniversary celebrations

As part of its 150th anniversary celebrations, The Royal Philatelic
Society London is preparing plans for an exhibition of member’s
material to be shown at Spring Stampex 2019. ‘HM King George V
Our First Patron’, covering the period 1910–36, will include stamps,
postal history and related items from countries listed in the SG
Commonwealth and Empire catalogue. Exhibits may be between one
and five, or eight, frames and may be competitive or non-competitive.
ABPS rules for exhibiting will apply.
In order to assess the likely response, members interested in
participating in the exhibition are requested to email the RPSL
Administration Manager (adminmanager@rpsl.org.uk). Please give
your first name and surname, email address, the subject of your
exhibit and the estimated number of frames.

A big plus for WOPA
The World Online Philatelic Agency (WOPA), which allows
collectors to buy stamps from numerous different philatelic
administrations at face value with one single payment, has launched
a brand new website. To represent the added functionality and the
added product range of the new site the company has now changed
its name to WOPA+.
Since its initial launch in 1994, the company has expanded to
offer products from more than forty different postal administrations,
the latest additions being France, Monaco, Hungary and Spain.
The new WOPA+ site allows users to browse the catalogue of
products by country, by thematic content, or by the latest new issues
that have been added to the collections. To find out more visit www.
wopa-plus.com

‘Growing’ concerns for New Zealand’s seeded stamps
On 4 October New Zealand Post issued an innovated set
of six stamps and miniature sheet called Grow your Own,
which were embedded with the seeds of various herbs
and vegetables. However, due to their nature, overseas
customers will not be able to buy the stamps as most
countries have strict laws about the importation of plants
and seeds. As a result, New Zealand Post has produced two
versions of the issue, one with the seeds for its domestic
market and another version without the seeds for overseas
collectors.
The plant seeds, which are encapsulated in a blister on the
stamps which are shaped like a plant marker, are for basil,
carrots, parsley, chives, broccoli, and lettuce. The issue is to
encourage New Zealanders to grow their own produce to create a
‘Sustainable New Zealand’.

OFF PAPER MIXTURES OFFERS
G.B. LARGE (COMMEMS/XMAS) £27 FOR 500 GRAMS
£49 FOR 1 KILOGRAM

ON PAPER MIXTURES OFFERS
G.B. PRE QUEII (PRE 1953); £45 FOR 500 GRAMS;
G.B. PRE GEORGE VI (1840 - 1936); £39 PER 250 GRAMS; £69 PER 500 GRAMS

G.B. GREETINGS/MULTIPLE ISSUES
£22 FOR 250 GRAMS; £40 FOR 500 GRAMS
G.B. SMALL DEFINS OFF PAPER; £22 FOR 1 KILOGRAM
G.B. HIGH VALUE DECIMAL COMMEMS £45 FOR 250g
GREAT BRITAIN MISSION £30 FOR 1 KILOGRAM
WEST EUROPE LARGE FORMAT
£39 FOR 500 GRAMS; £61 FOR 1 KILOGRAM
COMMONWEALTH MISSION, PRE QUEII,
£45 PER 250g; £30 FOR 500 GRAMS

G.B. XMAS OR DEFINS - £75 FOR 20 KGS
GREAT BRITAIN TOTALLY UNSORTED MISSION
(MAY CONTAIN SOME FOREIGN)
£70 FOR 4.5 KGS (9.9LBS); £130 FOR 10 KGS
G.B. HIGH VALUE DECIMAL COMMEMS/XMAS; (VERY WELL TRIMMED,
DAMAGED, PEN CANCELLED GENERALLY REMOVED), EXCELLENT RANGE
£40 FOR 250 GRAMS; £75 FOR 500g
G.B. HIGH VALUE COMMEMS PRE-DECIMAL, SAME QUALITY AS ABOVE
£35 FOR 250 GRAMS; £65 FOR 500 GRAMS
PRE-DECIMAL MACHINS; £8 PER KG

WORLD UNSORTED (NO COMMONWEALTH) EXCELLENT
£45 FOR 1 KILOGRAM
UNITED STATES AIR MAILS
£25 FOR 500 GRAMS; £45 FOR 1 KILOGRAM

CHANNEL ISLANDS SMALL F0RMAT DEFINS £8 FOR 500g; £14 FOR 1 KILOGRAM
JERSEY, GUERNSEY OR ISLE OF MAN LARGE FORMAT;
£19 FOR 250 GRAMS; £36 FOR 500 GRAMS; £65 FOR 1 KILOGRAM
IRELAND DEFINS (OLD AND NEW); £65 FOR 10KGS; £110 FOR 20 KGS

SOUTH AMERICA £39 FOR 500 GRAMS;
£75 FOR 1 KILOGRAM

COMMONWEALTH MISSION; £22 FOR 500 GRAMS; £40 FOR 1 KILOGRAM
COMMONWEALTH LARGE FORMAT ON PAPER; £22 FOR 250g £40; FOR 500g

WORLD CANCELLED TO ORDER, MOSTLY LARGE FORMAT,
VERY COLOURFUL,
£15 FOR 500 GRAMS; £25 FOR 1 KILOGRAM

WORLD SMALL FORMAT (NO G.B. AND NO C/WEALTH); £18 FOR 1 KILOGRAM
SUPER MISSION (50% G.B.); £25 FOR 1 KG; £35 FOR 1.5 KGS

FULL LIST OF PACKETS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

EUROPE UNSORTED MISSION (NO G.B.) GREAT VARIETY;
£33 FOR 1 KG; £47 FOR 1.5 KGS.

PLEASE NOTE WE ARE CLOSED FROM 28TH DECEMBER 2017 UNTIL 23RD JANUARY 2018

A.C. STAMPS, 23 NOWER HILL, PINNER, HA5 5QR;
email: acstamps@virginmedia.com; 020 8954 3144 mobile 07850 330 682.
MIN. ORDER £25 PLEASE. CREDIT (3% SURCHARGE) OR DEBIT CARDS (NO SURCHARGE) ACCEPTABLE;
WITH EXPIRY DATE AND THREE FIGURE CVC ON THE BACK OF THE CARD.
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stamp competition 2017
Small European Postal Administrations Cooperation
Vote for the most beautiful 2017 SEPAC stamp for a chance to win
all 12 year collections from each of the participating SEPAC members!

Åland

Faroe Islands
Liechtenstein

Greenland

Jersey

Monaco

Malta

Luxembourg

Guernsey

Iceland

The theme for 2017 is Local Handcraft

Isle of Man

Gibraltar

www.sepacstamps.eu

How to vote (closing date: 31 January 2018)
1. Go to www.sepacstamps.eu and click on the stamp competition tab
2. Register by clicking on the button ‘Login‘ located at the top right
hand corner of the website (if already registered, simply login using
your username and password)
3. Once registered, login and mark the stamp of your choice

10th
anniversary
of
stamps

You may only cast one vote.
Alternatively you can also place your vote by emailing us on info@sepacstamps.eu
(Simply add the country you would like to vote for on the subject line).
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Society News

Philatelic Society news from home and abroad
Basildon Philatelic Society

The Society was pleased to learn that Chris
Cooksey and Len Stanway both gained Large
Vermeil medals at this Autumn’s Stampex.
Former member and good friend from
Frinton, Geoff Miller, returned to the Society
on 19 September to display Falkland Island
material from the earliest period to 2000.
Starting with the first postmarks, he then
went through each stamp issue in turn,
interspersed with important postal history,
such as the stamp shortages of 1971 and the
Argentinian issues used during the Falklands
War of 1982. The whole display made
excellent and interesting viewing.
Future meetings include ‘Postcards and
Postal Regulations’ by John Copeland (21
November) and a festive night and quiz (19
December).
Meeting are usually held at the George
Hurd Centre, Audley Way, Basildon SS14 2FL
from 7.30p.m.

Bromley and Beckenham
Philatelic Society

On 27 September Michael Farrant’s display of
Zanzibar divided its postal development and
history into four main periods and spheres of
influence. Stamps of India were in use from
1865 and continued until Zanzibar became
a British Protectorate in 1895. Indian stamps
were then issued overprinted ‘Zanzibar’. A
British post office had opened in 1875 but no
handstamps were in use until 1878 and are
then found on the Indian stamps.
A German postal agency was set up in
August 1890 when ordinary German stamps
were used, but this lasted only until July 1891.
In 1895 the British Indian Post Office
was transferred to the Sultan. In December
1896 the first Sultan designs were issued and
continued until Zanzibar became a republic
in 1963, subsequently merging with Tanzania
in 1968.
A French Post Office had been established
in 1889 which used un-overprinted French
stamps and nameless datestamps, before
distinctive datestamps came into use. Various
surcharged issues were made and French
Colonial designs, inscribed ‘Zanzibar’ and
surcharged in Indian currency, appeared just
before the office closed in 1904.
Michael presented many covers and
cards illustrating these periods and usages,
including postal stationery and registered
mail. Rates to overseas destinations were
difficult to determine due to little-published
charts. All registered mail until 1935 bore
hand-struck etiquettes. Censor mail from
both wars was shown and various ‘Air Mail’
envelopes, even though this service was not
available. The President voiced the vote of
thanks and presented Michael with a suitable
certificate and the Society mug.
Forthcoming meetings include an evening
with Bob Larg on 22 November, an intersociety evening and bourse on 6 December,
and the President’s evening and Christmas
social on 13 December.
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Southampton and District
Philatelic Society

The Society has had a busy year celebrating its
85th anniversary and enjoying a variety of displays.
At the begining of September, Peter Wingent
stood in at short notice with his ‘East African
Airmails and Beyond’ collection, and then, in the
second meeting of the month, members welcomed
the Southampton Postcard Society. At the end of
the month, the Society had a stand at the Hampex
Hampshire Federation President Paul
2017 exhibition. This year the main competition
prizes won during the exhibition went to members Davidson (left) presenting the Postal
History Salver to Julian Jones at
of the Ferndown Society, but Brian Hague and
Julian Jones did bring home some of the silverware Hampex 2017
for the Society.
After the Society’s annual lunch at West Wellow Golf Club on 1 October, Malcolm
Montgomery told members why Southampton was the centre of the world – philatelically
speaking. Then, the Society held its Grand Auction. This all-day event was again very
successful, both in the quantity and quality of lots that were offered and also the percentage
of lots sold. The total hammer price is believed to be in excess of £8000.
Future meetings will include a display from John Davies on the 1890 Penny Postage
Jubilee on 5 December. In January the Society is very pleased to announce that John
Dorrington MBE has asked the Society to auction his British postal history collection.
This is a significant body of work dating from the 1700s up to the present date with much
interesting material from Southampton and Hampshire. The auction will be held in the
evening of 16 January at St Joseph’s Hall, Southampton. The catalogue will be available in
early December. Full details on www.southamptondps.org.uk or please contact the Hon
Auctioneer, Dr Mel Bradshaw, on 02380 785 785.
Evening meetings are held on the first and third Tuesday of each month at St Joseph’s
Church Hall, Bugle Street, Southampton SO14 2AH, while afternoon meetings are held on
the second Thursday of each month at the Hanover Housing Association Community Room,
Hillside Close, Chandler’s Ford SO53 2GL.
The Society meets in the Beckenham
Public Halls, Bromley Road, Beckenham.
More details from David on 020 8778 7001,
Chris on 020 8402 1263 or from www.
beckenham.net/leisure.asp

Great Britain Philatelic
Society

The Society ended Stampex 2017 on a happy
note when members from home and abroad
were treated to a display by Peter McCann
during Saturday afternoon. Peter’s display
‘Queen Victoria’s Stamps and Covers’ showed
particular emphasis on postal history covering
the vastly changing times during Her Majesty’s
reign. The covers illustrated differing points
in history – from sailing ships to steam ships,
the various political attitudes around the
world at that time and the increase in foreign
trade. The covers, remarkably, were franked
with very nearly all the Victorian stamp issues
from Penny Blacks to the late surface-printed
issues. This was a display greatly appreciated
by an attentive audience.
For information on the Society see www.
gbps.org.uk or contact membership@gbps.
org.uk

Leamington and Warwick
Philatelic Society

Society members recently saw excellent
displays on Switzerland, Nazi propaganda
postcards from Ukraine and original artwork
for Maltese stamps designed by Emvin
Cremona. Martin Robinson gave a most

unusual display of postmarks from post
offices located within railway stations around
the world. Most of the British ones have
now closed, but it was fascinating to see just
how many there are in other countries and
how many there used to be in the United
Kingdom.
The Society meets on alternate Wednesdays
at 7.30p.m. in the Oddfellows Hall, Clarence
Terrace, Warwick Road, Leamington Spa.
Further information from Nick Bridgwater on
01926 423 685 or https://sites.google.com/
site/warwickshireps

Scarborough Philatelic
Society

On 5 September Graham Walters, Yorkshire
Philatelic Association President and member
of Wakefield Philatelic Society, gave a
well-constructed and organised talk about
his stamp collecting life. He began with
the earliest items he collected as a young
child – the type of stamps most collectors
would get rid of as they got older and more
experienced. However, this was an excellent
way of telling his story. In his early albums,
he had stamps from all over the world, but
his pride and joy were four pages of Ceylon,
due to his father having been stranded there
in World War II. Since those early days, he
has expanded these four pages to a medalwinning collection.
Society meetings take place at 7p.m. in the
lecture room at Scarborough Library, usually
on the first Tuesday of each month.
G.S.M. December 2017

VANCE
AUCTIONS LTD.
Serving Stamp and Postal History
Collectors Since 1972

Auctions every 7 weeks!
You can get your FREE colour catalogue
or view it online at

www.vanceauctions.com
The Larches, 6A High Street, Pirton, Herts, SG5 3PS
Tel: 01462 712170
fax: 01462 711018
john@niblettstamps.co.uk

P.O. Box 267, Smithville, Ontario
Canada L0R 2A0
Phone: +1-905-957-3364
Fax: +1-905-957-0100
mail@vanceauctions.com

iansnewstamps@gmail.com
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MISSING “C”
IN WATERMARK

WATERMARK
INVERTED

OVERPRINT DOUBLE
- ONE ALBINO

WATERMARK
INVERTED
& REVERSED

WATERMARK
REVERSED

THE FIRST ISSUES
OF INDIA

next m

onth ·

RECENT NEW DISCOVERIES

Monthly

On Sale
21 Decem
ber
2017

onth ·

There’s always
something new
at Sandafayre

In the next instalment of
his miniseries looking at
the first stamps of India,
Pragya Jain discusses
the first national issue
of 1854. After following
recommendations by a special
committee on postal reform, in
December 1852 the Court of Directors
of the East India Company approved the
introduction of the prepayment of postage by adhesive
stamps. Next month, Pragya discusses the design,
production and eventual release of the ½a and 1a. values,
including first essays, unadopted designs and early
printing trials.

xt
ne m

SERIOUS ABOUT STAMPS

PHILATELIC PROPAGANDA

Using a wide variety of examples from all around the
world, Christer Brunström highlights the use of stamps
as tools of propaganda. Starting with the Penny Black
of 1840, which set the precedent of depicting a nation’s
leader on their stamp, Christer takes the reader through
many different examples where stamps have been
used in support of political ideologies, religious beliefs,
government leaders and even commercial products, as
well as stamps with the purpose of discrediting other
nations or laying claim to territory.

PLUS

New Collector, Panorama and the latest supplement to
the Stanley Gibbons Catalogue.

GREAT BRITAIN
WATERMARK
INVERTED

WATERMARK
REVERSED

WATERMARK
INVERTED

“A” OF “CA”
MISSING FROM
WATERMARK

WATERMARK
INVERTED

WATERMARK
INVERTED
& REVERSED

Whatever you collect, you’ll find something
new or unusual in our weekly auctions.

Visit: www.sandafayre.com
call: +44 (0)1565 653214
email: stamp@sandafayre.com
to request a catalogue.
SANDAFAYRE, PARKGATE, KNUTSFORD, WA16 8DX, UK.
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ARMY OFFICIAL OVERPRINTS

‘ARMY OFFICIAL’ overprints, approved by the War Office
in 1896, were intended to be used by the 17 Paymaster
District offices and 66 Station offices in the UK and
Ireland. However, they eventually fell into misuse when
used on postcards sent home by serving soldiers. The
many printings and varieties known makes this the most
intensively studied of all the departmental issues. Next
month, David Milstead FRPSL details the development
and use of army overprints, from their introduction in 1896
until the Treasury called a halt to official stamps for all
government departments on 13 May 1904.

PLUS

GB News, Machin Watch and the latest supplement to the
Specialised Catalogue.

COMPETITION

Win a £50 Stanley Gibbons voucher

Stamp
Gibbons
Monthly

At £4.25 still without doubt

Britain’s best value
stamp magazine.

G.S.M. December 2017
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DIARY DATES

Diary Dates
Readers are advised to check (telephone numbers are given, where known) that venues
and times are correct. The listing contains stamp, postcard, coin, other collectables or
combination fairs. Every care is taken in the compilation of this listing but we regret that
GSM cannot be held responsible for omissions or errors.

16
17
17/18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

1
2

20

November
Plymouth, Plymouth Guildhall, Armada Way
PL1 2ER
Exeter, Clyst St George Parish Hall,
Woodbury Road EX3 0RE
Leeds, Pudsey Civic Hall, Dawsons Corner
LS28 5TA
Basingstoke, The Costello School,
Crossborough Hill RG21 4AL
Brighton, Good Shepherd Hall, 272 Dyke
Road BN1 5AE
Colchester, Parish Hall, Old London Road,
Marks Tey CO6 1EJ
Great Barr, Collingwood Centre, Collingwood
Drive, Birmingham B43 7NF
Hessle, St James’ Centre, 169 First Lane,
Near Hull HU13 9EY
Hull, St Stephen’s Church Hall, Freehold
Street (off Spring Bank) HU3 1RB
Kenilworth, Kenilworth School, Leyes Lane
CV8 2DA
Orpington, Christ Lutheran Church, 227
Poverest Road, Petts Wood BR5 1RD
Weston Super Mare, Victoria Methodist
Church Hall, Station Road BS23 1XU
Amersham, Jubilee Scout Hall, Rectory
Hill HP7 0BT
Bowdon, Mercure Hotel, Langham Road
WA14 2HT
Dronfield, Coal Aston Village Hall, Coal
Aston, near Sheffield S18 3AY
Knowle, Knowle Village Hall, St Johns Close,
Solihull B93 0NH
Norwich, Brook Hotel, Barnard Road,
Bowthorpe NR5 9JB
Sevenoaks, Stag Plaza, London Road
TN13 1ZZ
Hythe, United Reformed Church, East Street
CT21 5ND
Bristol, The Fear Institute, Keynsham High
Street, Keynsham BS31 1DG
Chelmsford, Hampton’s Sport & Leisure,
Tydemans (off Beehive Lane), CM2 9FH
STAMPESSEX
Ealing, Polygon Complex, Ealing Parish
Church, St Mary’s Road W5 5RH
Guildford, Onslow Village Hall, Wilderness
Road, Onslow GU2 7QR
Morley, St Mary’s Hall, Commercial Street,
near Leeds LS27 8HZ
Northampton, The Abbey Centre, East
Hunsbury NN4 0RZ
Trowbridge, Trowbridge St James’ Church
Hall, Union Street BA14 8RU
Twickenham, Methodist Church Hall, Percy
Road, Whitton TW2 6JL
Wanstead, Wanstead Library, Spratt Hall
Road E11 2RQ
Bracknell, British Red Cross Centre,
21 Martins Lane RG12 9EN
Doncaster, Park Social Club, Eden Grove
Road, Edenthorpe, Doncaster DN3 2LS
Harrogate, Masonic Hall, Station Avenue
HG1 5NE
Peterborough, The Holiday Inn, Thorpe
Wood PE3 6SG
Southport, Royal Clifton Hotel, Promenade
PR8 1RB
Stevenage, Novotel, Knebworth Park SG1
2AX
Uckfield, Ridgewood Village Hall, New Road,
Ridgewood, East Sussex TN22 5TG

(01489 582 673)

10-4

(01489 582 673)

10-4

(01943 465 236)

2
2
2
2
2
2

(01256 415699)

10.30-5
10-4
10-3

(01903 244 875)

10-4

2

(01702 478 846)

9.30-3.30

2

(07765 792 998)

10-4

2

(01909 562 927)

9.30-4

3

(01909 563 394)

9.30-4

3

(01785 259 350)

10-4

3

(07746 124 846)

10-4

3

(01749 677 669)

10-4

3

(01895 637 283)

10-4.30

3

(01617 669 031)

10-4

8

(01909 563 394)

9.30-4

9

(07765 792 998)

9.30-3

9

(01328 829 318)

10-3

9

(01303 269 712)

10-4

9

(01303 269 712)

10-3.30

10

(07599 001 101)

9.30-4

10

(01279 722 297)

10-4

10

(07957 158 299)

9-1

(01795 478 175)

10-3.30

(01909 563 394)

9.30-4

(07957 158 299)

10-4

(01489 582 673)

10-4

(01903 244 875)

10-4

(01582 876 651)

10-3

(07957 158 299)

9-1

(01909 563 394)

9.30-4

(01282 866 562)

9.30-3.30

(01945 700 594)

10-3

(01704 534 448)

10-4

(01582 876 651)

10-4

(01903 244 875)

10-4

December
(01328 855 003)
Diss, Youth and Community Centre,
Shelfanger Road IP22 4EH
Beckenham, Azelia Hall, 258 Croydon Road (02083 959 285)
BR3 4DA

10-3
9.30-3.30

2

10
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
23
27
29
30
30

Bexhill, St Marthas Church Hall, Cooden Sea
Road, Little Common TN39 4SL
Bournemouth, Bournemouth Pelhams Park,
Millhams Road, Kinson BH10 7LH
Deal, The Landmark Centre, 129 High Street
CT14 6BB
Huddersfield, St Thomas’ Community
Centre, Manchester Road, Longroyd Bridge
HD1 3HU
Leicester, The Holiday Inn, Derby Room,
St Nicholas Circle LE1 5LX
Lichfield, Boley Park Community Hall,
Ryknild Street WS14 9XU
Rawreth, Rawreth Parish Hall, Church
Road, Essex SS11 8SH
Ruislip, Methodist Church Hall, Ickenham
Road HA4 7BZ
St Albans, Village Hall, 63 High Street,
Redbourn AL3 7LW
Swindon, Lawn Community Centre,
Guildford Avenue SN3 1 LA
Bowdon, Mercure Hotel, Langham Road
WA14 2HT
Cheltenham, The Cheltenham Regency
Hotel, Gloucester Road GL51 OST
Hopton, Hopton Village Hall, Station Road,
Hopton-on-Sea NR31 9BE
Maidenhead, Taplow & Hitcham WI Hall,
Institute Road, Taplow SL6 0NS
Oxford, Women’s Institute Hall, North Hinksy
Lane OX2 0LT
Potters Bar, Mount Grace School,
Church Road EN6 1EZ
London, Royal National Hotel, Bedford Way,
Russell Square WC1H 0DG
Derby, Nunsfield House Community Hall,
33 Boulton Lane, Alvaston, Derby DE24 0FD
Folkestone, Trinity Church Hall, Sandgate
Road CT20 2UQ
Kings Lynn, Gaywood Church Rooms,
Gayton Road PE30 4DZ
Teesside, Norton Methodist Church Hall,
High Street, Norton TS20 2QQ
Bexley, The Freemantle Hall, Bexley High
Street DA5 1AA
Chelmsford, Old Chemsfordians Club,
Roxwell Road CM1 2LY
Chesterfield, Chester Street Club,
Chester Street S40 1DL
Wokingham, St Crispin’s Leisure Centre,
London Road, Berkshire RG40 1SR
Brighton, Good Shepherd Hall, 272 Dyke
Road BN1 5AE
Bristol, The Fear Institute, Keynsham High
Street, Keynsham BS31 1DG
Hessle, St James’ Centre, 169 First Lane,
Near Hull HU13 9EY
Hull, St Stephen’s Church Hall, Freehold
Street (off Spring Bank) HU3 1RB
Sittingbourne, Carmel Hall, Ufton Lane (off
West Street) ME10 1JB
Thatcham, Thatcham Memorial Hall, Bath
Road (A4) RG18 3AG
Amersham, Jubilee Scout Hall, Rectory
Hill HP7 0BT
Bowdon, Mercure Hotel, Langham Road
WA14 2HT
Dronfield, Coal Aston Village Hall, Coal
Aston, near Sheffield S18 3AY
Knowle, Knowle Village Hall, St Johns Close,
Solihull B93 0NH
Maidstone, Royal British Leigion Hall. B.L.
Village New Road, Aylesford ME20 7NL
Slip End, Village Hall, Markyate Road and
Grove Road LU1 4BU
Addlestone, Community Centre,
Garfield Road KT15 2NJ
Aylesbury, Holiday Inn, Aston Clinton Road
A41 HP22 5AA
Farnham, Upper Hale, Farnham Village Hall,
Wings Road GU9 0HN
Crawley, St Pauls Church Hall, Woodfield
Road, Northgate RH10 8ER
Ealing, Polygon Complex, Ealing Parish
Church, St Mary’s Road W5 5RH

(01903 244 875)

10-4

(01489 582 673)

10-4

(01304 829 827)

9-1

(01484 681 559)

9.30-4

(01162 350 441)

9.30-3.30

(01785 259 350)

10-4

(01702 323 682)

10-4

(01895 637 283)

10-4.30

(01582 876 651)

10-4

(01793 542 767)

10-4

(01617 669 031)

10-4

(01179 623 203)

10-4

(01502 563 759)

10-3

(01895 637 283)

10-4.30

(07957 158 299)

9-1.30

(01303 269 712)

10-4

(02089 464 489)

9-4

(01909 563 394)

9.30-4

(01304 829 827)

9-3

(01328 829 318)

10-3

(01904 701 464)

9.30-1.30

(01424 751 518)

10-4

(01708 229763)

10-4

(01617 669 031)

10-4

(07957 158 299)

10-3

(01903 244 875)

10-4

(07599 001 101)

9.30-4

(01909 562 927)

9.30-4

(01909 563 394)

9.30-4

(01795 478 175)

10-3.30

(01256 415699)

9.30-2.30

(01895 637 283)

10-4.30

(01617 669 031)

10-4

(01909 563 394)

9.30-4

(07765 792 998)

9.30-3

(01903 244 875)

10-4

(01582 876 651)

10-4

(01895 637 283)

10-4.30

(01582 876 651)

10-4

(01489 582 673)

10-4

(01903 244 875)

10-4

(07957 158 299)

9-1
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Philatelic Supplies
ESTABLISHED 1964

SPECIALISTS IN MODERN MINT WHOLE WORLD 1990 - 2017 THEMATICS

Your search is over!
The choice begins…

You will ﬁnd our individual Thematic A-Z stock lists invaluable:
(The number of available individually priced sets/sheets, on each list, is given in brackets)

TRANSPORT

NATURE

OTHER THEMES

AIRCRAFT (1200)
SHIPS (1600)
TRAINS (1600)

BIRDS (5000)
BOTANICAL (1800)
BUTTERFLIES (1700)
FISH/MARINE (1500)
FUNGI (800)
MAMMALS (1600)
W.W.F. (800)

DINOSAURS (600)
MEDICINE (2400)
MINERALS (1000)
MUSIC (1000)
NEW ISSUES (1200)

WE ALSO DEAL WITH YOUR WANTS LISTS FOR
ALL THEMES & COUNTRIES.
CONTACT ME AT MARK@PHILATELICSUPPLIES.CO.UK OR ON 01462-684191

Philatelic Supplies
ESTABLISHED 1964

M.B.O’NEILL B.SC.(CHEM.) M.B.A.(CRANFIELD)
359 NORTON WAY SOUTH LETCHWORTH G.C. SG6 1SZ
MARK@PHILATELICSUPPLIES.CO.UK

•

01462-684191

WWW.PHILATELICSUPPLIES.CO.UK
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AUCTIONS

Auctions

We connect you with
Collectors - Dealers - Auction
Houses

A monthly guide to auctions
This guide has been compiled from information supplied by organisers of the events. Gibbons
Stamp Monthly cannot be held responsible for any errors, changes, cancellations or omissions.
Information for inclusion in the January issue (published 21 December) should be sent to The News
Editor, Gibbons Stamp Monthly, 7 Parkside, Christchurch Road, Ringwood, Hampshire BH24 3SH
by 27 November 2017.

NOVEMBER

13

15/16

Siegel
6 West 48th Street, 9th Floor, New
York, NY 10036 USA

AJH Stamps
The Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa,
Clayton-le-Moors, Lancs BB5 5JP

14

15/16

Viennafil
Auerspergstraße 2, 1010 Wien,
Austria

Stanley Gibbons
399 Strand, London WC2R 0LX
(postal auction)

16

18

Epsom
23 Waterloo Road, Epsom, Surrey
KT19 8EX

South West
ISCA Centre, Summer Lane, Whipton, Exeter EX4 8NT

30

19

Tony Lester
Holiday Inn, London Road (A45),
Coventry CV8 3DY

Southampton
Pear Tree Church Hall, 80 Peartree
Road, Bitterne, Southampton
SO19 7GZ

22

Trafford
9 Bankside Road, East Didsbury,
Manchester M20 5QE (online
auction)

10

Warwick & Warwick
The Court House, Jury Street,
Warwick CV34 4EW

13

Somerset
Hill Farm, Hemyock, Cullompton
EX15 3UZ

21

AVH
Canons Community Hall, 1–17
Wemborough Rd, Stanmore HA7
2DU

23/25

Spink
69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury,
London WC1B 4ET

31

Brian Reeve
Unit 120, Trident Business Centre,
89 Bickersteth Road, Tooting,
London SW17 9SH

3

Cambridgeshire
The Maltings, Ship Lane, Ely CB7
4BB

7

Warwick & Warwick
The Court House, Jury Street,
Warwick CV34 4EW

10

Bil
Washingborough Community Centre, Fen Road, Washingborough,
Lincs LN4 1AB

11

Tony Lester
Holiday Inn, London Road (A45),
Coventry CV8 3DY

20/23

Christoph Gärtner
Steinbeisstraße 6 + 8, 74321
Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany

22/23

Rölli
Haus zum Seidenhof, Seidenhofstrasse 2, CH-6003 Luzern,
Switzerland

25

Essex
Marriott Hotel, Old Shire Lane,
Waltham Abbey EN9 3LX

28/1

Grosvenor
2nd and 3rd Floors, 399–401
Strand, London WC2R 0LT

22/23

Stanley Gibbons
399 Strand, London WC2R 0LX

22/25

Corinphila
Wiesenstrasse 8, 8032 Zürich,
Switzerland

24/25

Gert Müller
Carl-Zeiss-Straße 2, 76275 Ettlingen, Germany

24

Southampton
19 Radstock Road, Woolston,
Southampton, Hampshire SO19
2HN (postal auction)

26

Essex
Marriott Hotel, Old Shire Lane,
Waltham Abbey EN9 3LX

27

Robert Murray
Stewart’s Melville Club Pavilion,
523 Ferry Road, Edinburgh EH5
2DW

Saarphila

29

29

Brian Reeve
Unit 120, Trident Business Centre,
89 Bickersteth Road, Tooting,
London SW17 9SH
Grosvenor
2nd and 3rd Floors, 399–401
Strand, London WC2R 0LT

DECEMBER
2

Worthing
Town Hall, Chapel Road, Worthing,
West Sussex BN11 1HA

3

Provincial
Benson Parish Hall, Sunnyside,
Benson, Wallingford, Oxfordshire
OX10 6LZ

4/7

5/8

1 of 7

22

David Feldman
175 Route de Chancy, 1213 Onex
Switzerland

FEBRUARY

6

Warwick & Warwick
The Court House, Jury Street,
Warwick CV34 4EW

8

County
Oakley Lane, Oakley, Basingstoke,
Hants RG23 7JZ

3

Bil
Washingborough Community Centre, Fen Road, Washingborough,
Lincs LN4 1AB

Somerset
Hill Farm, Hemyock, Cullompton
EX15 3UZ

7

Warwick & Warwick
The Court House, Jury Street,
Warwick CV34 4EW

9

Philasearch.com

Interasia
Suite A, 13/F Shun Ho Tower,
24–30 Ice House Street, Central,
Hong Kong

JANUARY

MARCH

9

T&T
Masonic Hall, St John’s Road,
Tunbridge Wells TN4 9UY

8/10

Felzmann
Immermannstraße 51, 40210
Düsseldorf, Germany

9/11

John Bull
7/F, Kwong Fat Hong Building, 1
Rumsey Street, Sheung Wan,
Hong Kong

10

Corinphila
Mortelmolen 3, 1185 XV Amstelveen, Netherlands

G.S.M. December 2017

Warwick & Warwick
PHILATELIC AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS

www.warwickandwarwick.com

We are pleased to announce a valuable
auction of general world philatelic
properties to be held in Warwick,
Wednesday 10th January at 12 noon.

Hong Kong 1880 10c on 12c
surch double, FU (B.P.A. Certificate)

Great Britain 1887-92 £1
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, M

Ethiopia 1943 Obelisk Presentation
surcharges set, UM
Visit our website to view catalogue.
Printed copies available on request.
Future Auctions:
February 7th, March 7th
Final reminder: December 6th

Warwick & Warwick Ltd
www.warwickandwarwick.com

Chalon House, Scar Bank, Millers Rd, Warwick CV34 5DB

Tel: 01926 499031 Fax: 01926 491906
Email: ian.hunter@warwickandwarwick.com
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AROUND THE HOUSES

Around the Houses
News of recent and forthcoming auctions around the world
Recent Auctions
Grosvenor
The British Empire and Foreign
Countries sale, which took place
20-21 September, included an
exceptional offering of major
Indian stamps used in Aden.
One of the surprise results was a
fine used marginal example of
the 1854 1a. dull red cancelled
by Aden numeral ‘124’ in a
diamond of bars obliterator. This
realised £1300, smashing its presale estimate of £200-£300.
In the South Africa section,
an attractive example of the
1861 Cape of Good Hope
‘Woodblock’ 4d. vermilion error
of colour realised £6800, and a
mint block of four of the 1890-95
KUT 2½a., imperforate between
both horizontally and vertically,
realised £6200.

unused copy, with full original
gum, managed to exceed its
pre-sale estimate when it sold for
€8000.
The France section saw an
extremely fresh copy of the 1870
Bordeaux Ceres head 20c. blue
in Type I. This also managed to
exceed it pre-sale estimate when
it sold for €8500. In the Sweden
section, a double-rate domestic
cover with a mixed franking of
the 4s. and 12ö. Coat of Arms
issue, postmarked ‘CARLSTAD
9.9 1858’, achieved €52,000.
The finale of the sale saw the
third part of the formidable
Gummesson Grand Prix
d´Honneur Collection of
Finland, which rightly deserved
its own catalogue. The sale
included an outstanding
selection of 1856-59 5k. and 10k.
ovals, the highlight of which
was the only known example
of a tête-bêche pair of the 5k. on
cover with a postal cancellation.
This unique item managed to
achieve €80,000 against a €50,000
estimate.
All prices exclude buyer’s
premium.
Sparks Auctions
Sparks Auctions of Ottawa began
their 25th public auction with
Canada’s first three postage
stamps in mint condition. Each
sold at a record price for the
particular stamp, with the 1851
Queen Victoria 12d. black,
imperforate on laid paper, selling
to a floor bidder for C$285,000.

were distributed to post offices.
Even in the late 19th Century,
mint copies of the stamp were
regularly sold by British stamp
dealers for up to £1000.
Elsewhere in the sale, the first
domestic rate stamp of Canada,
the 3d. beaver, sold for $66,000,
also a record for the stamp, and
an unused example of Canada’s
second stamp, the 6d. Prince
Albert, which paid the rate to the
USA, sold for C$54,000. This was
also believed to be a record for
that issue.
All prices exclude buyer’s
premiums.
Spink
The sale of the Arthur Gray
collection of King George VI
Australia, which took place on
the morning of 19 September,
performed very well, with all
but four of the 780 lots being
sold. Despite a formidable
number of mint blocks, covers,
essays and proofs all finding
new owners, the top-selling
lot, with a hammer price of
£8000, was for a single, used

item. This is hardly surprising
considering that the item in
question was an extremely rare
1945-48 2s. Kangaroo maroon
with watermark inverted. Apart
from this used single, which is
cancelled by a part Kooyong
c.d.s., the only other example
known with this rare watermark
variety is a pair. Another lot
worthy of mention was an
unmounted mint marginal
block of four of the 1951 7½d.
blue definitive issue featuring
a vertical pair imperforate
on three sides. As one of the
star items of the sale, gracing
the cover of the catalogue, it
performed well, achieved an onestimate hammer price of £6000.
The afternoon session saw
the sale of the David Pitts
collection of used stamps, many
on cover, of The Windward
Islands, Cayman Islands, Jamaica
and The Falkland Islands. The
top item from the sale, with a
hammer price of £22,000, was an
1847 entire from Port of Spain,
Trinidad, to San Fernando,
bearing an attractive example
of the 5c. blue ‘Lady McLeod’
stamp, neatly cancelled with a
pen cross. Another excellent
result, also from Trinidad, was
an 1880 Crown CC, 6d. yellowgreen, centrally cancelled ‘6’ at
Arouca, featuring the rare perf.
14×12½. This managed to shatter
its £2000-2500 estimate, achieving
a hammer price of £3500.

Forthcoming Auctions

However, the biggest hammer
price of the sale was reserved for
one of the great King George
VI rarities – an unmounted
mint vertical pair of the British
Guiana 1938-52 4c. imperforate
horizontally. Only 14 examples
of this rare variety are known.
This star lot managed to realise
£17,500.
All prices exclude buyer’s
premium.
Postiljonen
The Postiljonen International
Autumn auction that took place
29 and 30 September began with
Denmark and produced one of
the best performers of the sale
– a 2.R.B.S blue featuring the
‘Disjoined Foot of 2’ variety. This
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Long considered one of the
classic stamps of the world, the
12d. black was recognised from
the earliest days of philately as
rare and desirable. Engraved
by Alfred Jones and printed by
Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and
Edson of New York City, the
Alfred Edward Chalon portrait
of Queen Victoria was copied
by Bahamas, Queensland,
Tasmania, New Zealand, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, as
well as other British Colonies.
A high denomination for the
day, it was not in common use.
Although 51,000 were printed, a
lack of demand meant only 1510

Stanley Gibbons
The Foreign section of Stanley Gibbons’ Stamps & Postal
History of the World sale, taking place on 22 and 23 November,
features a fine selection of China, including French, German,
Indo Chinese, Italian and Russian post offices; a good selection
of Japan and Tibet will also be offered. The Commonwealth
section is strong in Hong Kong, Falkland Islands and Mauritius,
to name a few. The GB section, which dominates the catalogue,
features a good selection of early line-engraved, including
essays, imprimaturs and a fine selection of Rainbow trials. One
standout item to be offered is a complete strip of 12 of the
1840 2d. blue, used by multiple strikes of a black Maltese Cross,
estimated at £12,000-£14,000.
Spink New York
On 6 December Spink New York will be offering an exceptional
selection of Russia from the classic period. As well as postal
history, proofs and essays, the sale also includes several examples
of the 1858 10k. blue and brown (SG 1) and 20k. orange and
deep blue (SG 3) on first day covers – including multiples. All
pieces in this catalogue have graced one or more of the most
important collections ever formed of Russia, a fact reflected
in the estimates, with many running into the hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
G.S.M. December 2017
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We are now looking for consignments for 2018 Auctions
If you are looking to sell your collection then come to
Stanley Gibbons Auctions where:
Outstanding realisations and percentage of lots sold
Mailing list and client list second to none
Stanley Gibbons Auctions is perfect for sellers and buyers alike.

We promise a service second to none.
Please contact Ryan Epps on 020 7836 8444 (press option 4)
or email: repps@stanleygibbons.com
399 Strand, WC2R 0LX, London
www.stanleygibbons.com/auctions

Enjoy this Off-Paper World Mixture Offer for REAL Collectors, NOT Investors

FREE OFFER SO YOU CAN TEST AVON WORLD MIXTURES

Regardless of Catalogue Value!
Your 1st Trial World MixBag
is supplied FREE, simply Select the Best
– up to 500 stamps FREE, – Return the Rest
Contrary to what you might think, or have been
told... You really don’t have to spend a fortune to
enjoy collecting stamps; read on to discover the
reasons why...
You go to a stamp fair. You order on line. You bid in
an auction – almost always, if you’re buying ‘identified’ stamps, even cheap stamps, they’re priced
against catalogue value aren’t they? Why do
‘ stampy’ things have to be done this way?
One of the biggest problems when I collected
stamps all those 47 years ago, (before girls came
along), was that the stamps I wanted always seemed
to cost more than I could afford! So… just what is
it that made me collect stamps this way ?
Q: What made me collect stamps this
way? – A: Catalogue Values !
Yes, catalogue values… That’s not to say
that there’s anything wrong with catalogue
values per se. But, there’s a simple answer, true even
decades later, and even today. It was/is the philatelic
industry norm. This is how ‘philatelic’ things are
done
BUT, I set out to break industry norms, creating my
enormously popular off-paper world mixtures club
more than 30 years ago. Some who were collectors
then, have returned and are still ‘Avon/Omniphil’
Collectors today. Some of those collectors have ‘progressed’ their collections, so that they now bid in my
‘No Hidden Extras’ Universal Philatelic Auctions – also
known as ‘The Collector’s Secret Weapon’
Hindsight is a wonderful thing isn’t it ?, but…
With the benefit of hindsight I suppose the problem was that I hadn’t set my collecting boundaries to
my budget, but it’s so easy to say that now. But why
does everything you collect have to be related to
catalogue value ?
The simple answer is… it Doesn’t !
Wouldn’t You enjoy picking stamps at low unit
prices regardless of catalogue value? Wouldn’t You
enjoy forgetting the prices? Wouldn’t You enjoy the
thrill of making a ‘find’ and paying pence to do so…?
Well, Now You Can. If you’re a real collector, not an
investor, I’m putting the fun back into philately so

you can enjoy collecting how it used to be…
It’s NOT a club, but it feeels like one…
It’s NOT a club where you, like me, may remember
‘swapping stamps’ but it feeels like one, and in order
for You to Test my Avon World/Country Mixtures I’m
offering you the opportunity to select up to your
1st 500 stamps free, so You can see for Yourself how
much fun there is to be had from the trial mixture
bag we’ll send you…
Send NO money Now: So where’s the catch ?
Simply, If You don’t like the idea of picking up to
your 1st 500 stamps FREE and returning the rest,
then that’s the catch. If You don’t like the idea of
forgetting catalogue prices and paying ‘pence’ each
per stamp you select – then this offer is not for you.
If You collect ‘high-end’ stamps costing £100’s each
then probably this is not for you too…
…BUT, If you, like I used to, enjoy sorting through
stamps, seeing what you may find, enjoying the
simple pleasure of adding inexpensive stamps to
your collection, regardless of catalogue value – then
this is for You... and I’m making it easy to get
you started… All you need to do is complete the
coupon NOW, it’s located beside the index in this
magazine OR just telephone or apply on-line via
our website below. If you’re a stamp collector aged
18+ NEW to my Avon World Mixtures, you’ll pick up
to the 1st 500 stamps FREE from my off-paper world
mixtures plus the chance to select other country
stamps at low unit prices regardless of catalogue
value. Just give us your address and contact details
and let Pat and Martin do the rest… so you can pick
the best – Please do it NOW whilst you’re thinking
about it… Thank You

A

Andrew McGavin, Philatelic Expert & Author, Managing
Director, UPA, Omniphil & Avon Approvals,
Avon Mixtures, eBay: universalphilatelic

Terms: Start/Stop service anytime. UK collectors, aged 18+
wanting to put the fun back into collecting are pre-qualified,
send NO money Now. Overseas clients may be required to
provide a deposit. Collectors in a few Countries cannot be
serviced, please enquire. One offer per philatelic household.

www.upastampauctions.co.uk Go to Mixtures

AvonMixtures
SEE COUPON BESIDE INDEX
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P.O. Box 10, Tewkesbury, Glos, GL20 8YX Tel/Fax: 01684 299278

MIXTURES ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR VERY ADVANCED COLLECTORS – TAKE MY UPA £55 AUCTION OFFER
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The Royal Wedding: Platinum Anniversary

On 20 November Royal Mail will issue a special six-stamp miniature sheet to mark the 70th wedding anniversary of The Queen and Prince Philip

On 20 November, after 70 years of marriage,
The Queen and Prince Philip will be the first
British royal couple to celebrate a platinum
wedding anniversary. To mark this very
special occasion, on the same day, Royal Mail
will issue a miniature sheet featuring several
attractive black and white photographs of the
royal couple as they embarked on a lifetime
together.
The Queen first met her future husband
at a wedding in 1934. In July 1939, when
the then Princess Elizabeth was 13 years old,
the pair met again when the royal family
visited the Royal Naval College at Dartmouth.
During the visit the family were entertained
by Prince Philip, who was an 18-year-old cadet
at the college at the time. It was during this
meeting that the couple became smitten
with each other and soon after began to
exchange letters. During the war, the couple
were separated while Philip was on active duty
at sea. However, after the Prince returned
from the Far East in 1946, the couple were
reunited and the Prince began making
frequent trips to Buckingham Palace.
After a month-long stay at Balmoral in
1946, Prince Philip proposed to Princess
Elizabeth. King George VI gave his
permission for the marriage but asked the
pair to keep their engagement a secret until
after the Princess’s 21st birthday the following
year. The official engagement of Princess
Elizabeth and Lieutenant Philip Mountbatten
was finally announced in July 1947.
The marriage took place in Westminster
Abbey on 20 November 1947 in front of
G.S.M. December 2017

2000 invited guests. The ceremony was also
broadcast on radio to 200 million listeners
worldwide. After the wedding, the couple
went to Buckingham Palace where they
waved from the balcony to large crowds. The
royal couple then spent their wedding night
in Broadlands, Hampshire, at the home of
Philip’s uncle, Earl Mountbatten, before
spending the rest of their honeymoon at
Birkhall on the Balmoral Estate.
The stamps
The sheet comprises six stamps which have
been divided into three se-tenant pairs (one
1st class and one £1.57). Each pair features
photographs of the royal couple taken
either before, during or after their wedding
in 1947. The first pair shows the couple
just after their official engagement in July
1947, while the second shows scenes of the
wedding ceremony at Westminster Abbey
on 20 November. The final pair depicts the
newlyweds on their honeymoon.
The background image used for the sheet
shows the intricate detail of The Queen’s
wedding dress. The dress was designed by
Norman Hartnell and was made of ivory
duchess satin, adorned with crystals and
10,000 seed pearls and incorporated a 15-foot
star-patterned train.
The miniature sheet is available in a
presentation pack which has been written
by royal correspondent Robert Hardman. It
features a description of the royal couple’s
wedding 70 years ago, accompanied by a
wealth of archival imagery.

Postmarks
The Tallents House postmark includes the
initials ‘E’ and ‘P’ entwined. The location
chosen for the alternative postmark is
London SW1 which covers both locations of
Buckingham Palace and Westminster Abbey,
where Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip got
married. The postmark highlights the date of
the wedding, encased within the design of an
engagement ring.

The Royal Wedding:
Platinum Anniversary
Technical details
Number of stamps: Six
Value of stamps: 3×1st Class, 3×£1.57
Design: Mytton Williams
Stamp format: Portrait
Stamp size: 27mm×37mm
Miniature sheet size: 190mm×67mm
Printer: International Security Printers
Print process: Lithography
Perforations: 14×14
Phosphor: Bars as appropriate
Gum: PVA
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BY APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
PHILATELISTS
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GET READY FOR

NOVEMBER 23RD FROM MIDNIGHT

Watch stanleygibbons.com for more details
You can also visit us at 399 Strand on Black Friday!
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Machin Watch
By John M Deering
John Deering takes us to a galaxy far, far away to look over the
recent Star Wars retail booklets, shows us the latest
Machins to appear with the M17L date code and
follows the Royal Navy Submarine Museum’s maiden
voyage into the sometimes choppy waters of Post &
Go inscriptions.

Hello and welcome to this December
2017 edition of ‘Machin Watch’. Whilst
recently there have been some surprisingly
summerlike days, in reality the summer is now
becoming a faded memory: the dark evenings
are upon us, the clocks have just gone back,
and I am already dreaming of spring!
Although I was writing this towards the
end of October, it is more than likely that
you will be reading it towards the middle or
end of November, by which time this year’s
Christmas stamps will have been issued. It’s
become tradition for me to touch upon the
Christmas issue here in ‘Machin Watch’
simply because of the booklets, which, even
when they don’t contain Machin stamps,
are widely collected by Machin enthusiasts
and followers of this column. After all, in
1978, when Christmas booklets were first
introduced, they only contained Machins. I’ll
be back to this year’s issue with more detail
next time, but for now I’ll give you a bit of
an overview, especially as things for the 2017
issue (released on 7 November) are rather
different.
Essentially, there are two Christmas issues
running side-by-side, and together they
account for 12 (yes, 12) stamps! In 2016 the
issue was secular, and owing to Royal Mail’s
policy of alternating secular and religious
issues it was expected that the 2017 stamps
would have a religious theme, which they do.
What wasn’t anticipated was that there would
also be a four-stamp secular issue running
alongside. The primary issue for 2017 is of
eight stamps featuring depictions of the
Madonna and Child (2nd, 1st, 2nd Large,
1st Large, £1.17, £1.40, £1.57 and £2.27). In
addition to this are four secular stamps (2nd,

Star Wars retail booklets

1st, 2nd Large and 1st Large) featuring the
two winning designs from the 2017 children’s
Christmas stamp design competition (which
attracted over 200,000 entries – wow!). The
two secular designs are Snow Family, depicting
a snowman, snowwoman and two snow
children (which is rather fun), and Santa,
which shows Father Christmas
in his sleigh.
What is truly unusual this
year is that there are four
booklets released as part of
the issue. As we might expect,
there are 12×2nd and 12×1st
featuring the Madonna and
Child stamps; however, there
are also 12×2nd and 12×1st
booklets that combine the
religious and the secular
designs together. As a taster,
here are some preliminary
pictures of the 12×1st
booklet which contains six
Madonna and Child stamps
along with six Children’s
stamps.
This month, I am
further updating you with
M17L Security Machins,
of which I have several
more to report. As you
might expect, there is
further to report on
Post & Go, with Poppies
making a return to
the Armed Forces and
Postal museums… and
to post offices.

Coming to cinema screens on 14 December 2017 is the eighth in the
series of Star Wars films – The Last Jedi. To mark this intergalactic event,
Royal Mail issued a raft of special stamps and booklets on 12 October.
On 14 December, which is the date of the actual opening of the film,
a prestige stamp booklet entitled THE MAKING OF THE DROIDS.
ALIENS AND CREATURES will also be issued. Back in 2015, Royal
Mail’s initial issue was also released in October, followed by a prestige
booklet in December of the same year. As such, the whole 2017 issue,
whether from October or coming in December, is essentially the
second part of a larger overall Star Wars issue straddling two years.
Here at ‘Machin Watch’ HQ I am particularly interested in the
two different 6×1st self-adhesive retail booklets which are part of the
October 2017 issue. Yes that’s correct, there are two versions. They
are both of the mixed commemorative/definitive (custom) sort
with a central arrangement of four Security Machin NVIs flanked
G.S.M. December 2017

The 12×1st Christmas
retail booklet which
combines the Madonna
and Child and the
children’s Christmas
competition stamp issues.
A similar mixed-design
booklet with 12×2nd
values has also been
made available, along with
12×1st and 12×2nd class
booklets featuring just the
Madonna and Child stamps
(Reduced)

A collectors’ strip of 1st
through to WW100g of
the Poppy design, which
was introduced at the
Royal Signals Museum,
Blandford on 20 October
2017. This is the first
appearance of the Poppy
design at Signals and so it
is a brand new item. The
Poppy design has also
been put back into the
machines at other Armed
Forces museums, but it is
essentially the same as last
year (Reduced)

on either side by a full-sized commemorative stamp taken from the
new Star Wars (counter sheet) issue. Each booklet has two different
commemoratives.
To put the booklets into context a bit of additional information is
both useful and fun (so here goes). The primary October 2017 issue
is of eight ordinary gum counter-sheet commemoratives (all 1st), and
the designs are of aliens, creatures and droids. The 2015 issue (12
stamps) was of essentially humans, changed humans and the ever-wise
Yoda. In the 2017 issue, there is also a generic (collector’s) sheet of
ten self-adhesive 1st stamps of the same eight counter-sheet designs
(two of the eight designs are duplicated), as well as what is termed an
‘Ultimate Collector’s Sheet’. The latter has ordinary gum and nicely
combines the 12 stamps from 2015 and the eight stamps from 2017
into one rather special sheet. The eight 2017 designs are as follows:
Maz Kanata, Chewbacca, Supreme Leader Snoke, Porg, BB-8, R2-D2,
C-3PO and K-2SO.
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The two 6×1st booklets
Thinking of the two retail booklets, let’s
deal with their four commemoratives first,
and then we can move onto the Machins
from each booklet, which are both new and
different to each other, thanks to the printed
backing paper. One booklet features Maz
Kanata (left) and Chewbacca (right), and the
other version features the droids BB-8 (left)
and R2-D2 (right). So from now on I’ll either
be talking about the Chewbacca or the R2-D2
booklet.
From the outside, both of the 6×1st
booklets are identical and are very similar to
previous mixed commemorative/definitive
retail booklets. I say ‘similar’ because they
aren’t quite the same. The typeface for the
size information (‘Valid for…’ and so on)
is larger and bolder than
that on the David Bowie (SG
PM56) and Windsor Castle
(PM55) versions. Also, and
for copyright purposes, there
is some necessary additional
text on the Star Wars booklets.
Looking at the inside
of the booklets, the
Chewbacca version has the
commemoratives set against
an orange-brown coloured
space background, whilst
the R2-D2 version has a blue
background. The tab for
both of the booklets simply
says ‘STAR WARS’.
Cylinder numbers
(something interesting)
Booklets with cylinder numbers exist and
on the Chewbacca booklets there are seven
elements to the cylinder
number combination.
From left to right (when a
booklet is on its side) things
go like this: W1 (cyan), W1
(magenta), W1 (yellow), W1
(black), W1 (bright scarlet, for
the Machins), W1 (iridescent
overprint, but hard to see)
and a phosphor W1, which is
viewable under ultraviolet.
The R2-D2 booklet also
has the same array of cylinder
numbers, along with an
extra one placed between
the iridescent ‘W1’ and the
phosphor ‘W1’ (and thus
the phosphor W1 is a little
further over to the right). Why
an extra ‘W1’ cylinder number I hear you
ask? Well, the droid stamps all have some
green fluorescent ink within the design to
emphasise the visual coloured display which
can be seen when they ‘speak’. On BB-8, there
is a circular green light in the lower middle of
the head and a rectangular light positioned to
the left of that; the R2-D2 stand is similar. As
confirmed by the ‘W’ cylinder numbers, the
booklets are printed by Walsall, and, in case
you are wondering, they are in gravure.

The back covers of the
booklets features a larger
and bolder typeface,
as well as additional
copyright notice

The BB-8 and R2-D2 designs contain green fluorescent ink, visible under ultra-violet light, to
emphasise the visual coloured display on the droids

The Security Machins
The four bright scarlet Security Machins
in both of the Stars Wars booklets have, of
course, the usual MCIL source code in the
top-right corner. Like the David Bowie and
Windsor Castle booklets from earlier this
year, they also have an M17L date code.
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Both the Chewbacca and R2-D2 versions of
the Star Wars 6×1st booklets feature MCIL/
M17L Security Machins

The W1 cylinder combinations of the Chewbacca and R2-D2 booklets photographed under ultraviolet light. The R2-D2 version has the additional (fluorescent) W1 to the left of the phosphor W1

Consequently, MCIL/M17L is not a new
Machin. However, what is new is the front
of the self-adhesive backing. You see, the
Star Wars versions are the first 6×1st mixed
commemorative/definitive retail booklets to
have the new sort of the repeating ‘ROYAL
MAIL’ wording printed on the front of the
backing paper (i.e. with alternate pairs of
lines inverted). Both the David Bowie and
Windsor Castle booklets have the original sort
of repeating ‘ROYAL MAIL’ wording which is
all upright.
Things get even more interesting when
we look at the arrangement of the wording:
the Chewbacca booklets have the two sizes
of lettering arranged Large typeface above
small (Ls), whilst the R2-D2 booklet has the
small typeface above Large (sL). It’s possible
that both the Chewbacca and R2-D2 booklets
exist the other way round, but for now, I’ve
only seen the versions I’ve mentioned. In any

The self-adhesive backing paper is of the sort where alternate pairs of lines of the repeating
‘ROYAL MAIL’ wording are inverted. Of the examples seen so far, Chewbacca is Ls, whilst R2-D2
is sL, although both types may exist for each booklet

event, the Star Wars MCIL/M17L stamps now exist Ls and sL, so if you like to collect all versions
of backing there are two further stamps to put in your album.

The Royal Navy Submarine Museum

In November’s ‘Machin Watch’ I included a large piece dealing with
the different inscriptions from the Post & Go machine sited at the
National Museum of the Royal Navy, Portsmouth, as well as the other
sites in the Royal Navy group. There is also a Post & Go machine sited
at the Royal Navy Submarine Museum (RNSM) in Gosport, which
first came into use on 28 July 2015. It too serves a postal need at the
museum, provides souvenirs and, like other machines elsewhere, is of
great interest to philatelists.
Similarly to the machine at the National Museum of the Royal Navy,
the Gosport machine only dispenses stamps with an inscription of one
sort or another – either the current generic inscription or something
special (with a limited life) to mark a particular event.
Just like at the other museum sites, the stamp designs offered are,
for the most part, Machin and Union Flag, although, towards the end
of October and through into November, it has become traditional to
replace one of the designs with the ever-popular Poppy stamps.

On 19 May 2017, the museum introduced its first site-specific
inscription and although I’ve touched upon it before I haven’t actually
discussed it properly; well, until now that is. The inscription, which
reads ‘HMS Alliance 14th May 1947’ replaced the generic version
until it was reinstated on 19 June. This site-specific inscription marked
the 70th anniversary of the commissioning of the submarine, HMS
Alliance, back in 1947. Alliance was built at Barrow-in-Furness by VickersArmstrong. Although she was launched in 1945, it wasn’t until 1947
that she was formerly commissioned into the Royal Navy. Alliance is
now the centrepiece of the exhibits at the museum. Having spent an
interesting few hours there and taken the guided tour myself, I can
say that she is well worth the visit. The special Alliance overprint was
available on both Machin and Union Flag.
I’ve put together more tables so that you can see all of the Royal Navy
Submarine Museum inscriptions in context. Thanks to JSL, JB and MB
for their enduring assistance. Also included are pictures of each of the
different inscriptions so you can see them in relation to the table.

Post & Go stamps – the inscriptions from The Royal Navy Submarine Museum, July 2015–September 2017
A simplified checklist of the Machin and Union Flag issues
Stamp design, values, Date
and inscription
code

Name/location of dispensing machine
Date/duration/details of inscription (dates are inclusive)

Cat. No. of stamp issue without
inscription, or closest match

Machin, 1st / 1stL / E-20g WW-10g / E-100g / WW-20g / WW-100g:
‘The RNSM’
‘RN Submarine’ + large
circle logo
(generic inscription
revised: ‘Submarine’
replaces acronym and
large logo introduced)
G.S.M. December 2017

MA13

MA13

MA15

The Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport
28 July–18 October 2015
The Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport
16 November 2015–30 May 2016
1 July–18 May 2017
From 19 June 2017

FS77b, 78b, 79bb, 80ca, 82b and
84ca (Type IIIA)

FS77b, 78b, 79bb, 80ca, 82b and
84ca (Type IIIA)

N.B. MA15 was first dispensed on 1 July 2016
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‘RN Submarine Battle of
Jutland’
+ large circle logo
‘HMS Alliance 14th May
1947’
+ large circle logo

MA15
MA15
MA13

The Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport
31 May–30 June 2016

FS77b, 78b, 79bb, 80ca, 82b and
84ca (Type IIIA)

The Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport
19 May–18 June 2017

FS77b, 78b, 79bb, 80ca, 82b and
84ca (Type IIIA)

Union Flag, 1st / 1stL / E-20g WW-10g / E-100g / WW-20g / WW-100g:
‘The RNSM’

None

‘RN Submarine’
(generic inscription
revised: ‘Submarine’
replaces acronym)

None

‘RN Submarine Battle of
Jutland’
‘HMS Alliance 14th May
1947’

None
None

The Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport
28 July–18 October 2015
The Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport
19 October 2015–30 May 2016,
1 July–23 October 2016
14 November 2016–18 May 2017
From 19 June 2017
The Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport
31 May–30 June 2016
The Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport
19 May–18 June 2017

FS39, 40, 41a, 41c, 43 and 44c
(but Type IIIA)
FS39, 40, 41a, 41c, 43 and 44c
(but Type IIIA)
FS39, 40, 41a, 41c, 43 and 44c
(but Type IIIA)
FS39, 40, 41a, 41c, 43 and 44c
(but Type IIIA)

N.B. This table has been put together using all the information to hand at the time. However, if you have additional relevant information (or spot
any errors) please do get in touch with me in the usual way. The table is intended to be a simplified record and does not attempt to list Post & Go
stamps from the specified location with errors, as such items are beyond the scope of this particular listing.

The different Post & Go inscriptions
from the machine sited at the Royal
Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport

More M17L Machins

Last month I touched upon the recent appearance of 2nd Large MFIL
stamps (from retail booklets of 4×2nd Large) with an M17L date code
and implied that I would be back to the topic, which, as you can see,
I am doing now. I also made reference to some business sheet stamps
(MBIL) with M17L which I hadn’t yet reported on. Hopefully, when
I have more time next month I’ll make a point of featuring them
properly. For now, you will want to know that they are: 2nd (U2961);
2nd Large (U2969) and 1st bright scarlet (U2968f).
Back in the September article, I brought readers up to date with all
the M17L printings that were known at that time. I also included some
of my trusty tables so I could list everything nice and simply. However,
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whilst several self-adhesive NVIs with M17L had already appeared at that
time, not all of the possible candidates existed. This has now changed.
If we exclude stamps from rolls (i.e. with an MRIL source code) then
all the possible self-adhesive NVIs now exist with an M17L date code.
Add to the fray the different sorts of printed backing on the new and
previously existing M17L stamps and things get very interesting indeed.
Next month, I’ll try and include a detailed report, along with a new and
expanded table or two. So don’t miss the January issue of GSM!
4×2nd Large retail booklet with M17L
Mentioned as part of last month’s introduction was the appearance
of 2nd Large MFIL stamps (SG U2970) from retail booklets of 4×2nd
G.S.M. December 2017
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Three M17L printings
from business sheets
(MBIL) that I had not
previously pictured:
2nd (U2961); 2nd Large
(U2969); and 1st bright
scarlet (U2968f)

Large with an M17L date
code. The examples that I
have seen so far
have the new sort
of the repeating
‘ROYAL MAIL’
wording printed
on the front of the
backing paper (i.e.
with alternate pairs
of lines inverted).
This has the two sizes
of lettering arranged
Large typeface
above small (Ls).
Cylinder booklets
have the following
combination
(reading left to
right): W2, irW1,
pW2.
Note that 4×2nd
Large booklets with M16L stamps
have the original sort of repeating
‘ROYAL MAIL’ wording on the
front of the backing (RA4);
consequently, the M17L examples
are not only new in terms of their
date code but also because of the
new sort of backing. Therefore,
they will likely be catalogued as
RA4a.

A 4×2nd Large retail (cylinder) booklet,
source code MFIL, with M17L date code

The self-adhesive backing has the repeating
‘ROYAL MAIL’ wording where alternate pairs of
lines are inverted, with Large lettering above
small lettering (Ls)

The W2, irW1, pW2 cylinder numbers photographed
under ultraviolet light

Tailpiece

Here we are at the end of another ‘Machin Watch’, but before I close, let me tell you a bit more about the
Post & Go Poppy stamps which return to machines for a few weeks every year to mark Remembrance Day.
This year they were put into the Armed Forces museums on Friday 20 October. A few days later (on Tuesday
24 October) they were put into the machine at the Postal Museum and
also started to appear at post offices and Royal Mail enquiry offices. As far
as I know, all the Poppy stamps appearing at the museums have an MA15
date code and so are the same as last year’s Remembrance offering.
However, things in post offices seem to be different because just as I was
bringing this month’s article to a close I received a report of MA16 and
MA17 versions (more next month).
As we all know, sometimes mistakes with Post & Go material do happen. This can be the wrong words
on an inscription (human error) or a software glitch with the machine. Here I am picturing an example
of the latter which occurred on a machine at Spring Stampex 2017 offering the ‘65th Anniversary of HM
The Queen’s Accession’ inscription. Note that the top stamp from this strip of four
1st class stamps has the ‘1st Class’ missing!
The philatelic excitement doesn’t end there. I can also report that 1st counter
sheet Security Machins have, after all this time, just appeared with an M16L date
code – but in the new bright scarlet colour! There’s never a dull moment.
I will be back in December with the January edition’s copy; by then the festive
period will be well and truly upon us!
G.S.M. December 2017
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The Unusual Face of British Postal History
By Professor Peter Chadwick
This article is based on Peter Chadwick’s three-frame exhibit
which won a large vermeil award at the National Competition
in York in July 2017. It looks at seven less common and less
well-known facets of the mail system in Britain before 1840.

Although a good postal system existed
for carrying messages ‘on the Queen’s
business’ in the time of Queen Elizabeth
I, private mail normally had to be carried
privately. In 1635, King Charles I set
up the General Post Office, to make a
postal service available to everyone – this
was intermittent and unreliable. On
the restoration in 1660, King Charles II
appointed Henry Bishop as postmaster
– he acted rapidly and vigorously to turn
the mail routes of the preceding 100 years
into a good postal service. The General
Post, as we know it, dates from 1660 – the
first postmarks were
introduced in 1661!

Fig 1 The dated ‘E’ (Exeter)
Bishop mark introduced in
1698 used on a letter to
Taunton sent on 18 February
1700, travelling by Cross Post
to Bristol, then by Bye Post to
Taunton (Reduced)

Cross Posts

Initially all General Post
mail was routed through
London, even when it was
between neighbouring
towns: and mail between
two ‘country’ addresses
was charged for two
journeys: from the point of
departure to the head post
office in London, and then
a second journey from the
head post office to its final
destination. In principle,
this method of charging remained in use
until 1797, after which one charge was
made for the total distance of the journey.
In fact, by 1797, there was such a network
of post roads that remarkably little of the
mail went into and then out of London.
The first improvement was the
introduction of Cross Posts. A Cross Post
was a postal service between a town on one
post road, and a town on another. The first
Cross Post, opened in 1696, ran between
Exeter (on the Plymouth road, now the
A3) and Bristol (on the road to Milford
Haven and Ireland, now the A4). Exeter
introduced a combined Bishop mark and
stylised ‘E’, so that it read ‘E/FE/18’, as
in the example shown in Figure 1, which
was used on this Cross Post route. Bristol
followed with a ‘B’ which was similar – a
stylised ‘B’ in the format ‘B/23/Mar’.
In 1700 the Cross Post was extended
to Chester (then on the main road to
Holyhead and to Carlisle), and once again
a special stylised ‘C’, but without the date
in the format ‘C/hes/ter’.
After 1700, other Cross Posts
followed rapidly: but without any special
handstamps. A very few Cross Posts
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Fig 2 A letter from Kington to Ludlow,
4 August 1797, endorsed by the
sender: ‘X Post turn at Leominster’.
The route taken was by horse post
from Kington to Presteigne and there
transferred to the London post road.
At Leominster, it was transferred again, this time onto the Cross Post (the
Bristol to Chester road) to Ludlow. The instruction ‘turn at Leominster’ is to remind
the postman, to ensure the letter is not carried all the way to London (Reduced)

Fig 3 A 1720 Letter from Keith to
Dumbarton. This used the Bye Post from
Keith to Fochabers, then the main post
road to Edinburgh. At Edinburgh, the
letter was marked ‘Keith 4’, to show
the place of origin and the cost to
Edinburgh. This kind of manuscript mark
and rate is called a ‘Rexmark’: three are
known for Keith. A further charge was
added in Dumfries, a ‘3’ for the rate from
Edinburgh to Dumfries, making a total of
7d. to be collected on delivery (Reduced)

actually had a handstamp made to show
they were Cross Posts, eg ‘Bridgwater X’,
but these are few and rare. It was quite
normal to handwrite on the front of the
letter, ‘X Post’, often with additional
information to help the postman, for
example, ‘X Post, turn at Leominster’ (Fig
2) or ‘X Post, via Leamington Bag’.
G.S.M. December 2017
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Fig 4 A Bye Post letter from Paddington to Paddington
Wharf sent in March 1839. It is stamped with a flattopped ‘outer area’ ‘3’ (one of only two known examples
in blue). There are probably about a 100 extant examples
of the flat-topped ‘3’, from about 35 offices (Reduced)

Fig 5 A Fifth Clause Post handstamp of the
Shaftsbury Fifth Clause Post. Shaftsbury lay
on the Plymouth road, until it was rerouted in
1829. From 1823 to 1829, Shaftsbury operated
a Fifth Clause Post serving Wincanton, Castle
Cary and Bruton. This letter of 1825, from
Castle Cary to London,
was carried to Shaftsbury
in the Fifth Clause Post
(handstamp applied at
place of origin), and thence
to London in the General
Post. The 1d. Fifth Clause
Post charge was prepaid;
the charge of 10d. was the
General Post charge from
Shaftsbury to London and
this was stamped on the
front (Reduced)

Bye Posts

‘Bye Posts’ is a phrase used loosely to
describe two types of post. The first refers
to posts from a specific point on a post
road, to a town or village (or a series
of ‘post towns’) off the post road. One
example is the Bye Post from Fochabers
to Keith (Fig 3). Fochabers lay on the
main post road from Aberdeen (via
Banff) to Inverness, and a post office
was operating (at least unofficially) in
Fochabers by 1706. From January 1706,
a Bye Post was established from
Fochabers to Keith: once a week, a
foot postman took the mail eight
miles up the hill to Keith. Later the
service was extended via Huntly,
right through to Aberdeen. By 1730
a foot postman went three days a
week from Aberdeen to Inverness
via Banff and the alternate three
days via Huntly.
The second description refers to
posts between two points on a post
road, but not going into London
and out again. Normally there are
no postal markings to distinguish
a ‘Bye Post’, but there is one
exception. Mail on any ‘walk’ in the
outer area of the London District
Post, sent from one post office on
the walk to another, did not have
to go into the centre of London,
but was ‘dropped off’ as appropriate.
Offices in the outer area were issued
with handstamps for the 3d. charge. The
normal 3d. charge of the London District
Post was shown with a handstruck ‘3’
with a curled top; the outer area Bye Post
handstamps were unusual struck with a
flat-topped ‘3’ (Fig 4).

Fifth Clause Posts

There were less than ten local ‘penny
posts’ in Britain in 1800: this had
extended to about a 100 by 1839! Fifth
Clause Posts, so called after the fifth clause
of the Post Office Act of 1801, were posts
in which local postmasters negotiated with
users the rates for posts to specific towns
off the post roads: they were ‘penny posts’
in all but name, but in each case between
two specific points, often in circumstances
where a penny post was inappropriate.
Between 1801 and 1820, almost 40 Fifth
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 6 A letter from London to Dublin weighing 1½oz posted in October 1825.
Cost per quarter oz is calculated thus: London to Holyhead (278 miles) =
1s.; Menai Bridge tax (crossing from Holyhead) = 1d.; Holyhead to Dublin
(maritime rate) = 2d. Total cost for single-rate letter = 1s.3d. Cost for 1½oz
is six times the cost cost for ¼oz = Six times 1s.3d. = 7s.6d. Note that there
is no charge for crossing the Conwy: mail from London crossed upstream at
Llanwrst, so did not incur the tax for crossing at the estuary (Reduced)

Clause Posts were initiated, but only 14 of the post offices involved (for nine postal routes)
had handstamps made indicating that they were indeed Fifth Clause Posts (Fig 5).

Menai and Conwy bridges

Mail for Holyhead, and thus Ireland, crossed the Menai Straits by ferry or on a wet horse
across the Lavan sands. A 1d. tax was introduced in 1819, hypothecated to pay for a
bridge to be built across the Straits. This 1d. tax was levied on all mail crossing to Ireland
but specifically not charged on mail for Anglesey itself. The 1d. was a single-rate charge:
it became 2d. for double-rate mail, etc. This was so successful that four years later, the
same was done with the Conwy River, to pay for a Conwy River bridge. Thus, mail from
Manchester to Ireland via Holyhead would incur a 2d. tax charge (1d. for the Menai and 1d.
for the Conwy); mail from Manchester to Holyhead would receive a 1d. charge (Conwy),
and mail from London to Ireland, crossing the Conwy river upstream at Llanrwst, would get
a 1d. charge (Menai only) (Fig 6). These were charges of the General Post.
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The Welsh halfpenny

In Scotland, a ½d. tax helped to pay for
maintenance of the post roads. In 1838
a similar tax was introduced in Wales
on the Milford Haven road to Southern
Ireland. This charge related specifically
to the road between Milford Haven and
Haverfordwest, and it was charged only
on mail for Ireland, not on local mail (Fig
7). It was also different from the Scottish
charge, in that it was charged ‘per single
rate’, so that double-weight mail incurred
a 1d. charge. This again, was a charge of
the General Post.

Dublin ship letter charges
Dublin, uniquely, had handstamps made
combining ship letter and local delivery
charges. The first of these charge marks
appeared in 1814, and these remained
the correct charges until the unification
of the currency in 1825/26. The charges
are shown in table 1.
Table 1: Dublin ship letter charges
Charge

Duty

6d.

Ship letter: destination Ireland other than
Dublin

7d.

Ship letter for Dublin: 6d. ship letter + 1d.
penny post

1s.

Ship letter double weight, destination
Ireland other than Dublin

1s.1d.

Ship letter double weight, 2 times 6d. +
1d. penny post

After 1827 Irish currency
was replaced by English, with
an exchange rate of 12d.
Irish = 11d. English. This
was not an instantaneous
process, as it should have
been: the ‘old’ Irish-currency
handstamps continued in use
for a couple of years (Fig 8).
With the English currency,
the 6d. (Irish) ship letter
charge became 5½d. (English)
(Fig 9), and for a short while
handstamps could be found,
serving the same duties as
above, for 5½d., 6½d., 11d.
and 1s. Handstamps for these
rates are relatively rare, it was
not long before the ship letter
charge in Ireland was put up to
6d. (English), to bring it into
line with English charges.

Postmaster local charges

Before 1840, two postal systems operated
‘side by side’, the General Post and the local
(usually penny) posts (Figs 10 and 11). The
General Post operated from Post Town to
Post Town: it was originally set up in 1635,
the service became regular and predictable
on the six main post roads from 1660, and
it expanded from there. Penny posts were
introduced initially by private entrepreneurs
in London (1680) and then in Edinburgh
in 1773: but it was 1793 before the first
provincial penny post opened. Meanwhile,
with the tacit approval of the post office,
local postmasters began to offer (for their
own profit) local delivery services. Very few
definite examples of local delivery charges
are known before about 1700.
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Fig 7 A Letter from Limerick to Bath, via Waterford, Milford Haven and Haverfordwest,
posted 20 October 1839. Total cost is 1s.2d. plus ½d. road tax: total shown here in
manuscript on the front. Unusually for this period, the letter was prepaid (Reduced)

Fig 8 A letter sent from Bordeaux by ship direct to Dublin, not via London, posted 9
February 1828. Charged 1s.1d. (Irish currency), being 1s. for a double-weight ship letter,
plus 1d. local delivery charge in the Dublin penny post (Reduced)

Conclusion

Britain was gradually feeling her way in introducing postal reforms and new postal systems. The
Post Office resisted anything new, in case it should lose money, whilst rapid growth in trade and
in literacy led to a constant demand for better and more postal services. There can be no doubt
that the rapid growth in trade in Britain was greatly helped by improved communications, i.e.,
improved postal systems, and the seven developments just described illustrate the conflicting
forces of increased demand and reluctance to change. Horses were adopted later than they
should have been on most routes, because they required more administrative effort, and more
cost, than foot postmen: foot postmen were still walking from Edinburgh to Aberdeen, by the
coast route through Arbroath and Montrose, in 1730! Post offices often grew where the foot
postman stopped to sleep: later they were often alongside the post horse stables, and after
about 1780 or 1790 it was normal for an inn to serve simultaneously as stable for the mail coach
horses, as the place of refreshment for coach postmen and passengers and as a post office.
Postal charges, and cryptic marks on the letters, frequently tell us a lot about routes and also
about social changes.
G.S.M. December 2017
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Fig 9 A ‘5½d.’ Ship letter mark of Dublin (English
currency) for a letter for delivery not in Dublin posted
8 October 1831. The letter was received from New
Brunswick, receiving the Kinsale arrival mark on 12
December, and forwarded to Dublin for onward transmission to Liverpool. The postal charge from Kinsale to
Dublin and from Dublin to Liverpool was 1s.5d.. Added
to this was a Dublin ship letter charge of 5½d. The total
charge payable on delivery was 1s.10½d.

Fig 10 Letter from London to Arundel posted 26 February
1687, with an early ‘Bishop mark’ datestamp, a ‘BE’ receiving
house mark and a handwritten General Post charge (on the
address panel) of 2d. On the reverse, on the same panel as
the receiving house mark, appears to be a mark ‘1’ to show
a local delivery charge of 1d., followed by a ‘3’ to show the
total sum payable on delivery. This is a very early example
of a local charge mark

Fig 11 A 1799 letter from Chester to Ashby, charged 6d. (60 to 100 miles) in the General Post,
but also incurring a further ½d. local delivery charge in Ashby, making a total 6½d. The 6d.
charge of the General Post is shown by a bold ‘6’ on the left side of the address panel, the final
6½d. marked on the upper right side alongside the Chester ‘thimble’. The official penny post
did not open in Ashby until 1831, more than 30 years after this item. The Post Office probably
knew that the postmaster was offering this service: indeed they probably welcomed it, because
it would improve the service given to customers, without costing the Post Office anything. In
fact, the income from this ‘side-line’ business would doubtless have been considered when
deciding his salary!

G.S.M. December 2017

Why Exhibit?
You have spent years, and probably some
of your hard-earned money, putting a
collection together on a subject that
interests you. Why not show it to other
people so that they too can enjoy the fruits
of your labour and perhaps learn from
it? Why not also get some recognition for
the work you have done, and maybe ideas
from other friends on how you could take
it further? There are many ways in which
you can exhibit your collection – from
club meetings to international exhibitions.
Do what suits you best. Apart from the
pleasure it will give you today, it will
stimulate the next generation of collectors.
Eventually they may be the people who will
want to buy your collection.
Deborah Gooch, ABPS Exhibitions
Secretary
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G.B. DEFINITIVE SETS
WHY PAY MORE FOR THESE STAMPS IN THE SAME CONDITION FROM ELSEWHERE!
At the end of the day the price does matter

MANY SPECIAL REDUCTIONS  COMPARE AND SAVE!
SG No
197e/214
215/314
279/86
322/50
351/95
351/95
385a
393a
397/8
414/417
418/29
418a/21b
418Wi/20Wi
439/49
439a/42b
439Wi/41Wi
450/52
457Wi/59Wi
462/75
462a/66a
462Wi/66Wi
476/78b
486a/89a
485Wi/89Wi
509/12
515/31
517a/19a
515Wi/19Wi
536/39
540/56
542a/45b
540Wi/45Wi
561/66
570/86
570a/76ab
570Wi/76Wi
536a/9a
587/94
592a
587Wi/92Wi
595/98
599/609
605a
610/18a
610/18a
610a/16ab
610Wi/16aWi
595a/8a
759/62
787/90
829/31b
1026/28
1410/13
1611/14
1658
1611/14R
1993/96
Y1800-03

No
1887 Jubilee 1/2d to 1/- .......................................................................................(14v)
1902 Edward VII 1/2d to 1/- ................................................................................(15v)
1911 Edward VII Perf 15x14 .................................................................................. (5v)
1911/12 Downey Heads (MacKennals) ...........................................................(10v)
...........................................................
1912 George V Royal Cypher 1/2d to 1/- .......................................................
.......................................................(15v)
do. ex 9d (Green) ......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................(14v)
1912 6d perf 14 ......................................................................................................... (1v)
1912 9d Olive Green ................................................................................................. (1v)
1913 Mult. Cypher 1/2d & 1d ............................................................................... (2v)
1918 Bradbury 2/6, 5/-, 10/- ................................................................................. (3v)
1924 George V Block Cypher 1/2d to 1/- .........................................................(12v)
.........................................................
1924 Sideways Watermark...................................................................................... (4v)
1924 Inverted Watermark ....................................................................................... (3v)
1934 George V Photogravure 1/2d to 1/- .....................................................(11v)
1934 Sideways Watermark...................................................................................... (4v)
1934 Inverted Watermark ....................................................................................... (3v)
1934 Re-Engraved 2/6 to 10/-.............................................................................. (3v)
1936 Inverted Watermark ....................................................................................... (3v)
1937 George VI Dark Colours 1/2d to 1/-............................................................
............................................................(15v)
1937 Sideways Watermark...................................................................................... (5v)
1937 Inverted Watermark ....................................................................................... (5v)
1939 George VI 2/6 to £1 ....................................................................................... (6v)
1941 Sideways Watermark...................................................................................... (3v)
1941 Inverted Watermark ....................................................................................... (3v)
1951 Festivals 2/6 to £1 ......................................................................................... (4v)
1952 Tudor to 1/6 ...................................................................................................(17v)
1952 Sideways Watermark...................................................................................... (3v)
1952 Inverted Watermark ....................................................................................... (5v)
1955 Waterlow 2/6 to £1........................................................................................ (4v)
1955 St. Edward to 1/6 .........................................................................................(18v)
1955 Sideways Watermark...................................................................................... (5v)
1955 Inverted Watermark ....................................................................................... (7v)
1957 Graphite (1st) 1/2d to 3d ............................................................................... (6v)
1958 Mult. Crowns 1/2d to 1/6 ..........................................................................(17v)
1958 Sideways Watermark...................................................................................... (8v)
1958 Inverted Watermark ....................................................................................... (9v)
1958 1st De La Rue 2/6 to £1................................................................................ (4v)
1958 2nd Graphite 1/2d to 41/2d (Upr Wmk) ................................................. (8v)
1958 3d Graphite Error (2 lines)........................................................................... (1v)
1958 2nd Graphite Inverted Watermark ........................................................... (5v)
1959 2nd De La Rue 2/6 to £l ............................................................................... (4v)
1959 Phosphor Graphite 1/2d to 41/2d .............................................................. (8v)
1959 2d Error of Watermark .................................................................................. (1v)
1960 Mult. Crown Phos. 1/2d to 1/6................................................................
................................................................(17v)
1960 Mult. Crown Phos. 1/2d to 1/6 ................................................................
................................................................(24v)
1960 Sideways Watermark...................................................................................... (9v)
1960 Inverted Watermark (2x2 1/2d) .................................................................
.................................................................(10v)
1963 Castles (Bradbury) 2/6 to £1 ..................................................................... (4v)
1967 Castle (Bradbury) Unwatermarked 2/6 to £1 ....................................... (4v)
1969 Machin 2/6 to £1 ............................................................................................ (4v)
1970/2 Machin 10p to £1 ....................................................................................... (4v)
1977/87 High Values to £5 ................................................................................... (8v)
1988 Castles to £5 .................................................................................................... (4v)
1992 Castles to £5 (Gold Head) inc £3.00 .......................................................... (5v)
1993 Britannia £10.00 ............................................................................................ (1v)
1994 Re-engraved Castles to £5 ........................................................................ (4v)
1997 Enschede Castles to £5 ............................................................................... (4v)
1999/2000 Machin High Values (£1.50-£5) .................................................... (4v)

COMPARE
AND SAVE

U/M
£495.00
£380.00
£135.00
£110.00
£260.00
£120.00
£78.00
£145.00
£410.00
£780.00
£142.00
£148.00
£6.20
£48.00
£170.00
£18.50
£650.00
£9.50
£21.00
£84.00
£86.00
£220.00
£14.95
£3.00
£45.00
£46.00
£3.30
£18.95
£135.00
£74.00
£11.50
£11.50
£4.50
£4.20
£4.95
£69.00
£420.00
£55.00
£295.00
£48.50
£82.00
£39.50
£86.00
£3.80
£44.00
£14.50
£145.00
£5.50
£4.95
£3.95
£2.70
£22.00
£11.50
£19.50
£12.95
£16.50
£22.50
£16.75

M/M
£185.00
£140.00
£55.00
£45.00
£80.00
£42.00
£46.00
£48.00
£230.00
£310.00
£42.00
£50.00
£3.50
£20.00
£54.00
£8.00
£285.00
£3.80
£10.50
£36.00
£37.00
£115.00
£11.50
£1.50
£24.00
£19.50
£2.40
£14.00
£56.00
£24.00
£8.50
£8.00
£3.50
–
£3.80
–
£220.00
–
POR
£42.00
£39.00
£32.00
£70.00
–
–
–
–
£4.25
£4.25
£3.25
(VFU £0.65)
(VFU £15.00)
(VFU £2.50)
(VFU £3.50)
(VFU £5.50)
(VFU £5.75)
(VFU £6.50)
(VFU £4.75)

MINT
S/FILLERS
£59.00
£39.00
£22.00
£18.00
–
£16.00
–
£19.50
£82.00
£105.00
£13.00
£19.00
–
£6.50
£16.00
£1.90
£95.00
£0.95
£4.50
£15.00
–
£42.50
£3.30
£0.30
£10.00
£6.95
£0.95
£3.50
£17.50
£12.00
£2.50
£2.80
£1.25
£1.25
£0.85
£15.00
£80.00
£10.00
–
£9.50
£12.50
£12.00
–
–
–
£3.20
£40.00
£1.80
£1.65
£1.50
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

FINE
USED
£80.00
£55.00
£22.00
£26.00
£35.00
£24.00
£46.00
£12.50
£225.00
£72.00
£15.00
£45.00
£1.20
£8.50
£46.00
£3.30
£46.00
£3.60
£2.80
£36.00
£7.50
£22.00
£12.00
£0.60
£8.00
£15.00
£2.80
£13.50
£24.00
£14.50
£9.50
£7.50
£3.80
£2.20
£4.50
£35.00
£43.50
£48.00
£280.00
£42.00
£6.00
£34.00
£70.00
£3.80
£35.00
£14.50
£145.00
£3.50
£3.50
£2.40
£0.50
£12.50
£1.50
£2.50
£3.95
£4.00
£5.50
£3.75

GOOD
USED
£49.00
£21.00
£10.00
£15.00
£13.50
£9.50
£24.00
£5.00
£145.00
£41.00
£5.50
£22.00
£0.45
£3.50
£15.00
£1.20
£26.00
£1.20
£0.95
£18.00
£2.20
£9.50
£6.40
£0.25
£3.50
£5.00
–
£5.95
£5.95
£5.00
£3.60
£3.90
£2.00
£0.80
£2.25
£25.00
£12.50
£36.00
£180.00
£33.00
£2.00
£25.00
£46.00
–
–
£8.50
–
£1.40
£1.50
£1.35
£0.20
£6.50
£0.65
£1.40
£1.50
£1.50
£2.50
£2.25

USED
S/FILLERS
£10.00
£5.50
£6.50
£4.50
£3.75
£1.95
£12.00
£1.50
£65.00
£9.50
£1.50
£5.50
£0.15
£0.95
£4.25
£0.30
£8.00
£0.40
£0.40
£6.50
£0.65
£5.50
£2.35
£0.10
£1.50
£2.50
£0.50
£2.30
£1.50
£1.75
£1.25
£1.20
£0.90
£0.30
£0.80
£8.50
£3.40
£10.95
–
£10.95
£0.55
£12.50
–
–
–
£3.25
£35.00
£0.50
£0.65
£0.65
£0.15
£2.20
£0.30
£0.50
£0.60
£0.55
£1.25
£1.00

Please add £2.00 Postage & Packing for Signed For or £5.00 for Special Delivery (Registered). Send for our 144 Page G.B. Price List RushExpress No. 72
(No. 73 due out mid-January 2018) or our Worldwide RushExpress No. 69 – or view/download from our website.
THIS MONTHS SPECIALS
1994 Postage Dues Complete to £5 (9v),
SG D102-110 Superb U/M or F/U (Cat. £45), normally £22 only ...................£17.50
2008 Smilers Booklet, SG QA4 (Cat. £42), Normally £26, Special Price....£19.50
1996 Cartoons Phosphor Booklet (10v),
SG 1905p-14p (Cat. £45) Normally £20.00, Special Price................................£17.50
1960 Phosphor 3d Inverted Wmk. Left Band SG 615cWia (Cat. £80)
with Full Perfs, Normally £34 U/M or F/U ...........................................................£29.00

RUSHSTAMPS RETAIL LTD.
P. O. BOX ONE, LYNDHURST,
HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND SO43 7PP
Tel: (023) 8028 2044
FAX: (023) 80282981
Email: enquiries@rushstamps.co.uk
Website: www.rushstamps.co.uk

WE ARE AT SPRING 2018 STAMPEX (STAND NOS. 20/21) FEBRUARY 14-17 AT THE BDC, ISLINGTON, LONDON.
CAN WE PREPARE AN ORDER FOR YOU TO COLLECT?! LOOK OUT FOR OUR ‘DIAMOND’ DAILY SPECIAL OFFERS.

Featuring the David Langan Collection of QEII
CONTACT US TO RECEIVE A COPY OF THE CATALOGUE
AND TO PLACE YOUR BIDS

TUESDAY 28TH NOVEMBER 13:00
LIVE INTERNET BIDDING ON THESALEROOM.COM

PO BOX 1135, AXBRIDGE, SOMERSET, BS26 2EW, UK
+44 (0)1934 732511
WWW.MURRAYPAYNE.COM INFO@MURRAYPAYNE.COM

Three Halfpence Postage in Victorian Britain
BRITISH STAMPS

Three Halfpence Postage in
Victorian Britain
By Michael Peach
New postage rates in 1870 necessitated the production of stamps
with a value in halfpennies – the rose-red line-engraved ½d. and
1½d. stamps. Using a variety of covers, Michael Peach provides a
guide to the use of three halfpence postage in Victorian Britain.

The 1½d. rate was never a basic letter rate
during the Victorian era. Uniform penny
postage ended in June 1918, when the
minimum inland letter rate was increased
to 1½d./4oz. As a result of changes in
postal rates during the Victorian era,
the 1½d. rate was used for some heavier
letters, such as legal letters and some
registered letters as well as heavier printed
matter, either inland or foreign.
Significant developments in the British
postal system occurred on 1 October
1870. Following demands for a lower
rate of postage, the inland postcard was
introduced. This was a postal stationery
card issued by the Post Office with a purple
½d. letterpress stamp. The newspaper tax
was abolished and there were new rates for
inland printed matter, ½d. for every 2oz,
up to a maximum of 5lbs. Postal stationery
wrappers were also first issued on this date,
with an elongated green ½d. stamp. These
changes necessitated two new adhesive
stamps with values in halfpennies; the rosered line engraved ½d. and 1½d. stamps.
These were the first stamps with values
in halfpennies. The design for a 1½d.
line-engraved stamp had originally been
prepared and printed in 1860 for use on
newspapers, but the proposed change in
rates was not approved. Some 9852 sheets
of the rosy mauve stamps, of the 10,000
printed, were destroyed. Three further
1½d. stamps were issued in the Victorian
era: in 1880 the Venetian red, in 1883 the
lilac and in 1887 the Jubilee.

Fig 1 A large-sized, heavy cover sent from
York to Sandwich in 1873 with a rose-red
1½d. stamp paying the 1–2oz rate (Reduced)

Fig 2 The City of York crest
on the flap of the envelope

Inland letters

On 5 October 1871 the inland letter rates
were reduced and a three halfpence rate
was introduced for letters heavier than
the basic rate. The new rates were 1d. for
up to 1oz, 1½d. for 1–2oz, and ½d. for
each additional 2oz, up to a maximum
of 12oz, and then 1d. for each additional
oz. The large-sized cover (Fig 1), probably
containing a formal invitation, was mailed
from York on 17 September 1873 to the
Mayor of Sandwich, George Coleman,
arriving in Sandwich the next day. The
cover has a rose-red line-engraved 1½d.
stamp (plate 1). On the flap, there is a
magnificent crest, the old Coat of Arms of
the City of York (Fig 2).
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Fig 3 1883 folded legal lettersheet weighing
over 1oz. with a Venetian red 1½d. (Reduced)

Legal letters were often heavier than 1oz. In the 1880s the firm of solicitors Gregory,
Rowcliffe, Rowcliffe, Rawle and Johnstone of 1 Bedford Row, London, used folded
lettersheets weighing over 1oz. for some correspondence. The August 1883 lettersheet to
solicitors in Ashburton has a Venetian red 1½d. stamp (Fig 3), and the May 1884 lettersheet
to solicitors in Whitehaven has a lilac 1½d. (Fig 4). Both stamps have the perfin GR&Co
G.S.M. December 2017
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Fig 4 1884 folded lettersheet
with 1½d. lilac stamp (Reduced)

Fig 5 1890 cover to Halifax (Reduced)

(Gregory Rowcliffe & Co). The solicitors
Gregory Rowcliffe Milners continue a
200-year tradition at 1 Bedford Row. The
August 1890 cover from London to the
solicitor L J Leach in Halifax, Yorkshire,
has a 1½d. Jubilee stamp (Fig 5).
A combination of lower-value stamps
frequently occurred, as seen on the 1872
mourning cover sent from Llandudno,
office number B47, on 22 September 1872
to Ilfracombe, arriving the next day, with
1d. and ½d. line-engraved stamps (Fig 6).
The rates were further modified during
the Victorian era. The changes made
on 1 July 1885 did not affect the 1½d.
rate for 1–2oz. On 22 June 1897 the base
rate became 1d. for up to 4oz, with every
additional 2oz charged ½d.
There was no overseas 1½d. letter
rate. Imperial Penny Postage had been
introduced on 25 December 1898 – 1d
/½oz. The next weight increment, the
½–1oz weight, cost 2d.

Fig 6 1872 mourning cover sent from Llandudno to
Ilfracombe

Fig 7 Brown 1½d.
embossed stamp
on postal stationery
envelope (Reduced)

Postal stationery

No post office issue postal stationery
envelopes or wrappers were produced
with 1½d. stamps. Envelopes or wrappers
could be stamped to order (s.t.o.) with
a triangular 1½d. embossed stamp at
the Stamp Office, Somerset House. The
colour was initially lilac-rose (1872). It was
changed to brown in 1874 and this is seen
on the cover from Lombard Street, EC,
sent on 3 October 1890, to Borough SE,
arriving the same day (Fig 7). The brown
stamp has a double outer frame and a
printing date, ‘8.8.90’, in the corners of
the triangle. In 1892 a yellow stamp was
issued. The 1897 cover with a yellow stamp
in Figure 8 was mailed from London to
Shipley on 21 January 1897. The stamp has
no printing date but rather nine-dot florets
in the corners.
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 8 Yellow
1½d. embossed
stamp on postal
stationery
envelope (Reduced)
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Fig 9 Pink 1d. embossed stamp with an adhesive ½d.
stamp added to make up the 1½d. rate

Fig 10 Stanley Gibbons 1880
registered cover (Reduced)

Postal stationery covers with 1d. pink
stamps could be up-rated to the 1½d. rate
with adhesive stamps. The cover sent from
Aberfeldy, office number Scotland 2, on
10 August 1895, to London, arriving on 11
August 1885, with the pink 1d. stamp has a
slate ½d. stamp added to make up the 1½d.
rate (Fig 9).
Postal stationery registered covers were
made of stronger linen paper and were often
heavier than the basic rate. The postage was
determined by the weight and the registration
fee depended on the compensation. The
minimum registration was paid with a blue
2d. embossed stamp, initially placed on
the flap. The registered cover from Stanley
Gibbons, then at 8 Gower Sreeet, London,
with a rose-red ½d. line-engraved stamp
(plate 8) and a Venetian red 1d. stamp was
used locally for mail in London on 4 October
1880 (Fig 10).

Printed matter

From 1 October 1870, a 1½d. rate applied to
printed matter within the weight range 4–6oz.
W H Smith and Son were a major shipper
of newspapers, probably in bulk, primarily
to overseas destinations, and had wrappers
Stamped to Order with a range of embossed
stamps. The wrappers with undated FB
(Foreign Branch) cancellations have brown
and yellow 1½d. embossed stamps, with
printing dates in the corners of the triangles
‘22 2 90’ and ‘2 1 94’ respectively, and both
would have been used for the 4–6oz weight
(Fig 11 and Fig 12). M Caspar Badrutt was a
hotelier in St Moritz and his hotel, Badrutt’s
Kulm, was popular with English regulars,
whom he introduced to winter sports. The
HMS Empress of India was the flagship of the
second-in-command of the Channel Fleet.

Special fees

The late fee was reduced to ½d. on March
1880 for the whole of the British Isles. This
resulted in late-fee regular letters being
handled for a minimum of 1½d., as well as
late-fee overseas postcards.
A hexagonal cancellation with an L was
used on mail after the normal closing time.
The cover from the London and Westminster
Bank, with a 1½d. Jubilee stamp, was mailed
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Fig 11 Brown 1½d. wrapper
sent to St Moritz (Reduced)

Fig 12 Yellow 1½d.
wrapper sent to the
Empress of India
(Reduced)

Fig 13 Late-fee inland
cover (Reduced)

from London at 7.40p.m. on 4 January 1900 to the Wilts & Dorset Banking Company Limited,
Circencester (Fig 13). The hexagonal handstamp with a date was used on inland mail only
before 7.45p.m. indicating the payment of the late fee.
The cover with a 1d. lilac and a blue-green ½d. stamp was mailed from London, hand
cancelled with a large double-ring cancellation, on 9 December 1900, to Lady Molesworth at
G.S.M. December 2017
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Trewarthenick, Grampound Road (Truro),
Cornwall, arriving on 10 December (Fig
14). The large double-ring cancellation
was used in London for mail posted late in
special posting boxes for Sunday collection.
9 December was the second Sunday in
December 1900. The fee, ½d., was added with
a stamp.
There was a ½d. late fee for mailing at
main railway stations, such as for the next
boat at Dover Station Office. The 1894
red 1d. postal stationery postcard sent to
Germany on 15 August has a vermilion ½d.
Jubilee stamp added (Fig 15).

Fig 14 1900 cover sent from
London to Truro (Reduced)

UPU postcards

Mail to UPU countries could be surcharged
for long sea voyages. For countries with
a surcharged 4d. UPU letter rate, the
postcard rate was 1½d. from 1
April 1879 until 1 October 1891.
A post office postal stationery
1½d. postcard with a brown
oval surface printed stamp was
available from 1 April 1879 and
discontinued in October 1891.
A reply paid version was also
produced.
Surinam, as a Netherlands Colony,
had joined the UPU on 1 May 1877,
and the standard postcard rate, 1d.,
was surcharged ½d. for the long
sea voyage to South America. The
postal stationery postcard with a 1½d.
stamp was mailed from London on 26
January 1887 to Paramaribo, Surinam,
arriving on 14 February (Fig 16).

Postage due

There was no 1½d. postage due on
inland mail as postage due was double
the deficiency and there was not a three
farthing rate, ¾d. Incoming overseas
mail might have been charged 1½d.
postage due. The 1899 US cover shown in
Figure 17 was originally used locally in New
York on 10 October and then forwarded to
London, arriving on 19 October, without
any additional postage being added. It
was charged 15c. postage due, which was
converted to 1½d. by the Foreign Branch in
London. Postage due stamps were not issued
in Great Britain until 1914.
Inflation saw the
eventual demise of
the three halfpenny
rate. The second step
of the inland letter,
1½d./4–6oz, remained
in effect until 31
October 1915, when due
to the austerity effects
of the war it was raised
to 2d./1–2oz. The basic
inland letter and the
preferred Imperial
Penny Postage rate was
1½d. from 3 June 1918
until 30 April 1940, with
the exception of a short
period in the early
1920s. There was a 1½d.
inland printed matter
rate for various weight
steps until 31 May
1956 and for overseas
printed matter until 30
September 1957.
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 15 Late-fee
overseas postcard

Fig 16 UPU surcharged
postcard sent to
Surinam (Reduced)

Fig 17 Cover redirected from
the USA to London
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GB Catalogue

MB19 (5.6.17) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8∙25
No.MB19 was initially sold at £3∙90 with the notch at top right of the cover.

A supplement to Stanley Gibbons Great Britain Specialised Catalogue

Section UJ Self-adhesive Issues

Continuing the 50th Anniversary of the Machin Definitive
Add to Section UJ Machin Security Self-adhesive Issues

The following is a revision of the information we published in the September
supplement and contains necessary changes to the dates of introduction of the
different types of backing paper. The price of date blocks of six will initially be the
same as cylinder blocks of six.

Type SA6 from Standard Booklet panes of six
Machin 50th Anniversary Royal Mail rebrand Booklet comprising 6×1st Security issues
on pre-printed “Royal Mail” inscription backing paper.

UJD46

UJD49

UJD52

UJD60

UJD62

Type SA13
Queen Elizabeth II
(Des. After plaster cast by Arnold Machin)

1st Class. Bright scarlet self-adhesive printed by Walsall in gravure with iridescent overprint
UJW56A (with source code “S” and “M17L” date code)

£1·17 Orange-red (2017). Self-adhesive

2017 (5 JUNE). DIE CUT PERF. 14½×14(E). TWO BANDS (blue fluor) U-shaped
slits. Date code “M17L” iridescent overprint and source code “MSIL” at top left.
NFCP/SA.

2017 (21 MARCH). DIE CUT PERF. 14½×14(E). TWO BANDS (blue fluor).
U-shaped slits. “M17L” iridescent overprint. NFCP/SA. On unprinted Royal Mail
security backing.

UJW56A (=S.G.U2968dd) (1st) Bright scarlet. Date code “M17L” . ... 1∙50

UJD46 (=S.G.U2933a) £1·17 Orange-red .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2∙75
UJD46A as last but Royal Mail printed backing paper (April 2017) ... 2∙75

Printed by Walsall
The left panel depicts Arnold Machin retouching the mould used to create the
plaster cast of The Queen’s head used for Machin design. Below this is Postmaster
General, Edward Short’s prediction that the design will be one of the classics in
stamp history.

2∙75

Cylinder Numbers (Blocks of Six)
Cyl. No.
Iridescent No. Phosphor No.
D1
D1
D1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15∙00
Dates of Printing on Right margin
20/01/17 plain backing paper, 03/03/17, 07/04/17 Royal Mail printed backing
paper
Barcode 5 014721 144146. Stock code P117
£1·40 Grey-green (2017). Self-adhesive

“THE MACHIN DEFINITIVE 50TH ANNIVERSARY”
UJPW44 Bright scarlet stamps
Pane of six (1 ) class stamps (bright scarlet) with U-shaped slits and two phosphor
bands from Barcode Booklet No. MB19. Self-adhesive
Pane UJPW44. Code “S” (MSIL) and “M17L”.Gravure, self-adhesive
st

Die-cut perf
UJPW44 (containing No. UJW56A×6) (5.6.17). ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 ∙25
Pane UJPW44 was originally sold at £3·90
Booklet Cylinder Numbers
Pane No.
Cyl. Nos.
Phos. No.
Die-cut perf.
UJPW44
W7, W1
W2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12∙00
Bright scarlet was cylinder W7, W1 iridescent and W2 phosphor in sequence
reading up the margin between stamp and vertical inscription on the margin.
Add to APPENDIX J
H. Self-adhesive Barcode Booklet containing No Value Indicated stamps.
Royal Mail “rebrand” design replacing the Padlock. Booklet Self-adhesive (1st) £3∙90
Barcode Booklet MB19

2017 (21 MARCH). DIE CUT PERF. 14½×14(E). TWO BANDS (blue fluor).
U-shaped slits. “M17L” iridescent overprint. NFCP/SA. On unprinted Royal Mail
security backing
UJD49 (=S.G.U2934ab) £1·40 Grey-green.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3∙25
UJD49A as last but Royal Mail printed backing paper (April 2017) ... 3∙25

3∙25

Cylinder Numbers (Blocks of Six)
Cyl. No.
Iridescent No. Phosphor No.
D1
D1
D1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 18∙00
Dates of Printing on Right margin
19/01/17 plain backing paper, 07/03/17, 22/05/17 Royal Mail printed backing
paper
Barcode 5 014721 144153. Stock code P140
£1·57 Yellow-olive (2017). Self-adhesive
2017 (21 MARCH). DIE CUT PERF. 14½×14(E). TWO BANDS (blue fluor).
U-shaped slits. “M17L” iridescent overprint. NFCP/SA. On unprinted Royal Mail
security backing
UJD52 (=S.G.U2934ca) £1·57 Yellow-olive ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3∙75
UJD52A as last but Royal Mail printed backing paper (March ‘17) ... 3∙75

3∙75

Cylinder Numbers (Blocks of Six)
Cyl. No.
Iridescent No. Phosphor No.
D1
D1
D1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 20∙00
Dates of Printing on Right margin
20/01/17 plain backing paper, 07/03/17 Royal Mail printed backing paper
Barcode 5 014721 144160. Stock code P157
Type MB19 (Barcode 112268)
Cover. As Type MB19 (5.6.17) with phone numbers starting 03457. Red cover with
multi-coloured emblem phone numbers and in vertical panel Walsall FSC logo
C023216 and printed by Walsall.
Barcode 112268
Composition. Pane of 6×(1st) Machin bright scarlet with two phosphor bands, selfadhesive and surplus paper removed. Pane No. UJPW44 source and date codes
MSIL/M17L printed in gravure. The Royal Mail security backing paper, first version,
is trimmed to clear the centre fold and the right edge.
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£2·27 Bistre (2017). Self-adhesive
2017 (21 MARCH). DIE CUT PERF. 14½×14(E). TWO BANDS (blue fluor).
U-shaped slits. “M17L” iridescent overprint. NFCP/SA. On unprinted Royal Mail
security backing
UJD60 (=S.G.U2940aa) £2·27 Bistre .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5∙50
UJD60A as last but Royal Mail printed backing paper (March ‘17) ... 5∙50

5∙50

G.S.M. December 2017
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a spot indicating pane position. The colour order reading from top was greenish
yellow, bright magenta, new blue and black. The double pane sheets had a horizontal
gutter margin.

Dates of Printing on Right margin

Barcode and stock code numbers were printed in the right hand side margin
reading down opposite rows 1 and 2. The FSC paper certificate mark was in the right
margin opposite horizontal row 6. The Sale Date 20-Jun-2017 was opposite row 6 in
left margin.
Spec. No.
Value
Barcode
Stock Code
5 014721 143897
NVIF WW
W3333/34
(1st)
W3335/36
£1·40
5 014721 143903
P140 WW
W3337/38
£1·57
5 014721 143910
P157 WW

23/01/17 plain backing paper, 10/03/17, 22/05/17 Royal Mail printed backing
paper
Barcode 5 014721 144177. Stock code P227
£2·55 Deep Rose-red (2017). Self-adhesive
2017 (21 MARCH). DIE CUT PERF. 14½×14(E). TWO BANDS (blue fluor).
U-shaped slits. “M17L” iridescent overprint. NFCP/SA. On unprinted Royal Mail
security backing
UJD62 (=S.G.U2940ab) £2·55 Deep rose-red ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6∙00
UJD62A as last but Royal Mail printed backing paper (March ‘17) ... 6∙00

Section W 2017. LANDMARK BUILDINGS

6∙00

Cylinder Numbers (Blocks of Six)
Cyl. No.
Iridescent No. Phosphor No.
D1
D1
D1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 35∙00
Dates of Printing on Right margin
24/01/17 plain backing paper, 08/03/17 Royal Mail printed backing paper
Barcode 5 014721 144184. Stock code P255

(1st) W3339
Aquatics
Centre, Queen
Elizabeth
Olympic Park,
London

(1st) W3340
Library of
Birmingham

(1st) W3341
SEC Armadillo
(formerly Clyde
Auditorium),
Glasgow

(1st) W3342
Scottish
Parliament,
Edinburgh

(1st) W3343
Giant’s
Causeway Visitor
Centre, Co.
Antrim

Section W 2017. WINDMILLS AND WATERMILLS

(1st) W3344
(1st) W3345
National
Eden Project, St
Assembly for
Austell
Wales, Cardiff

1st
W3333/34

£1∙40
W3335/36

£1.57
W3337/38

(1st) W3333 Nutley Windmill, East Sussex
(1st) W3334 New Abbey Corn Mill, Dumfries and Galloway
£1∙40 W3335 Ballycopeland Windmill, County Down
£1∙40 W3336 Cheddleton Flint Mill, Staffordshire
£1·57 W3337 Woodchurch Windmill, Kent
£1∙57 W3338 Felin Cochwillan Mill, Gwynedd
2017(20 JUNE). WINDMILLS AND WATERMILLS
The subject of this issue was selected following research as to what the public would
like to see on stamps. Surveys and television votes revealed that Windmills are among
the most admired buildings and these are shown on this issue in the unusual form
of vertical pairs with windmill above the watermill. Simple watermills to grind grain
were introduced in Britain by the Romans during the first century AD. Their number
increased in the medieval period. Windmills were introduced in the late 12th century
to process grain in the east and south east areas of England. Surviving examples
are up to several hundred years old. The stamps were designed by Atelier Works
using images taken by photographer Philip Sayer. The 1st class stamps were from
one primary sheet, whilst the £1·40 and £1·52 values had their own primary sheet
comprising four counter sheets (120 stamps). Each sheet of 30 (5×6) comprised
two stamps of the same value in vertical se-tenant pairs. The stamps were printed in
lithography by Cartor Security ISP on nonfluorescent coated paper (blue fluor). Two
phosphor bands.
Traditional PVA gum
Perforation 14½×14. PVA gum

Plate Nos.
W3333 (=S.G.3967) (1st)
C1(×4), (C1) phosphor
W3333a Vert. pair. Nos. W3333/34
C1(×4), (C1) phosphor
W3334 (=S.G.3968) (1st)
W3335 (=S.G.3969) £1·40
C1(×4), (C1) phosphor
W3335a Vert. pair. Nos. W3335/36
W3336 (=S.G.3970) £1·40
C1(×4), (C1) phosphor
W3337 (=S.G.3971) £1·57
C1(×4), (C1) phosphor
W3337a Vert. pair. Nos. W3337/38
W3338 (=S.G.3972) £1·57
C1(×4), (C1) phosphor
Plate blocks of eight (2×4) are needed to include the four squared boxes containing

G.S.M. December 2017

(1st) W3346
Everyman
Theatre,
Liverpool

(1st) W3347 IWM (1st) W3348
(Imperial War Switch House,
Museum) North, Tate Modern,
Manchester
London

2017 (13 JULY). LANDMARK BUILDINGS
This is another issue designed by the firm GBH, the initials of the directors, Jason
Gregory, Mark Bonner and Peter Hale. Their other work includes Thunderbirds
(2011), Dr Who (2013) and Inventive Britain, Bridges and Star Wars (all 2015). This
issue uses photographs by Hufton+Crow, the firm founded by Nick Hutton and Allan
Crow. Each building shown in the set has some feature and purpose which, in the
last 20 years, have made them iconic to the population living nearby. The stamps
were printed by Cartor (International Security Printers) in lithography. The stamps,
from two different counter sheets, comprised five horizontal se-tenant strips of five
throughout. The sheets of 25 (5×5) are two panes up with a horizontal gutter margin.
All of the stamps have two phosphor bands and are printed on nonfluorescent coated
paper (blue fluor).
Traditional PVA gum.
Sheet stamps printed in lithography by Cartor (International Security Printers).
Perf.14½. Two phosphor bands (blue fluor).
Plate Nos.
C1 (×4), (C1) phosphor
W3339 (=S.G.3973) (1st)
W3339a Horiz. strip of five Nos. W3339/343
W3340 (=S.G.3974) (1st)
W3341 (=S.G.3975) (1st)
W3342 (=S.G.3976) (1st)
W3343 (=S.G.3977) (1st)
C1 (×4), (C1) phosphor
W3344 (=S.G.3978) (1st)
W3344a Horiz. strip of five Nos. W3344/348
W3345 (=S.G.3979) (1st)
W3346 (=S.G.3980) (1st)
W3347 (=S.G.3981) (1st)
W3348 (=S.G.3982) (1st)
The phosphor was first followed by colours greenish yellow, bright magenta, new
blue and black. The stamps, in ten designs, were issued in two counter sheets (5×5)
se-tenant strips of five throughout. Plate blocks of 20 (5×4) show the six-square grid
boxes opposite horizontal row 2. Gutter pane sheets of 50 (5×10), two panes up with
a horizontal gutter margin, were available from some philatelic counters.
The inscription ‘Landmark Buildings’ in two lines is located in the top margin above
R.1/1 and sale date ‘13-Jul-2017’ is located in the left margin opposite R. 5/1.
Barcode and stock code numbers were printed in the right margin opposite
horizontal rows 1/2.
Spec. No.
Value Barcode
Stock Code
W3339/343 London Aquatics Centre/ (1st) 5 014721 144009 NVIF LKA
Giant’s Causeway Visitor Centre
W3344/348 Wales National Assembly/ (1st) 5 014721 144016 NVIF LKB
Switch House, Tate Modern, London
The six clear boxes, with one spot, identify two primary sheets, each one
comprising six counter sheets arranged 3×2. The double pane sheets with horizontal
gutter margin show the box spot above (top pane) and below (lower pane) from
vertical row 1, 2, or 3.
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Cylinder Numbers (Blocks of Six)
Cyl. No.
Iridescent No. Phosphor No.
D1
D1
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Gibraltar: Elizabethan Stamps That
Were Never Issued
By Richard Garcia MBE FRPSL
Before a stamp is issued, the planned design has to go through
numerous stages and checks before final printing can take place.
Sometimes during these stages, mistakes are spotted or design
rethinks are made, resulting in the proposed design never being
issued. Richard Garcia MBE, FRPSL takes a look at some Gibraltar
designs that, for one reason or another, never made the cut.

There are a number
of Gibraltar stamps of
the reign of Queen
Elizabeth II that
were never issued as
originally planned,
for a number of
reasons. This article
will examine some of
them. The stamps in
question are divided
into two categories.
The first covers those
where an important
mistake was spotted
during the preparation
stages of the issue,
and it was corrected
before the stamps were
issued. The second
is where significant
changes were made
to the design before
the stamps were
issued. These two
categories need to be
distinguished from
errors occurring
on a stamp. These
occur where one or
more stamps show a variety because of a
problem with the printing of the issue,
such as a missing colour or a blemish on
a printing plate that affects stamps in a
certain position on the plate.

Stamps with an important
mistake

The most significant mistake to be made
in the preparation of a Gibraltar stamp
occurred in 1980. The stamp in question
was the 3p stamp of the Nelson issue (Fig 1).
The design of the issue was prepared by
Freddy Ryman, MBE, who designed many
of Gibraltar’s stamps over a period of 25
years, between 1966 and 1991. The issue
marked the 175th Anniversary of the death
of Lord Nelson at the battle of Trafalgar,
which was fought very close to Gibraltar.
After the battle, the dismasted HMS
Victory, with the body of Nelson on board,
was towed to Gibraltar for repairs prior to
sailing back to England where Nelson was
given a state funeral.
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Fig 1 Nelson’s portrait was mistakenly reversed (left) and corrected (right) (Reduced)

The portraits of Nelson used for the preparation of the issue by the designer were
supplied to him in the form of transparencies. The portrait chosen for depiction on the
3p stamp was that by John Francis Rigaud of 1781. It depicts Nelson as a Captain with over
three years’ seniority in full dress uniform, and it hangs in the National Maritime Museum
at Greenwich. Somewhere along the line, the transparency of this portrait was reversed. The
stamp was therefore designed with Nelson facing to the left instead of to the right. A set of
imperforate proofs of each of the stamps for the Nelson issue and the miniature sheet were
submitted to the Gibraltar Post Office by the House of Questa, the printers for the issue.
They included the 3p stamp with the mistake. At the same time, the printing of the stamps
was put in hand, presumably because the proofs for the issue had been approved by the
Crown Agents on behalf of Gibraltar.
When, in due course, the proofs for the issue were received in Gibraltar in April 1980 and
checked by the Postmaster, it was noticed at that point that the Rigaud portrait on the 3p
stamp had been reversed. It was also discovered that the 3p stamps had already been printed
as designed, but they had not been despatched to Gibraltar. An order was immediately sent
to the printers to get their artists to prepare an amended design, so that it would faithfully
reproduce the portrait of Nelson, facing to the right. They were then asked to print the
order for 3p stamps with the amended design. A new proof of the stamp, this time with the
portrait facing the correct way, was hurriedly prepared and sent out to Gibraltar. The new
printing of 3p stamps was done in record time, and they were ready for issue in Gibraltar as
planned on 20 August 1980.
G.S.M. December 2017
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Meanwhile, in June 1980, there was a
break-in at the House of Questa. Among
material taken were printer’s waste
relating to the Gibraltar Nelson issue and
some of the 3p stamps with the mistake,
which had been perforated. A notice was
circulated through the philatelic press
advising that such material, if it were to be
offered to a dealer or collector, was stolen.
There the matter would have lain, had
it not been that a few copies of the 3p
stamp with Nelson facing the wrong way
came onto the philatelic market. One of
the stamps with the mistake was even used
on a philatelically-inspired cover, and
postmarked. There is no evidence that the
stamp with the mistake was ever in fact
issued over the counter at Gibraltar. That
is why it is not listed in stamp catalogues.
This is the most dramatic mistake to
have been made in the preparation of a
stamp for Gibraltar. There were others,
but of a much more minor character,
where a significant mistake was noticed,
and corrected. The most interesting
in this category was the £1 of the 1967
Ships definitive issue (SG 213) (Fig 2).
The name of the ship at the top of the
stamp was originally written as ‘MARIE
CELESTE’. In fact, the ghost ship that was
found on 4 December 1872 unmanned
and abandoned in the Atlantic Ocean,
with its sails set, and which was towed to
Gibraltar and became an international
cause célèbre was the ‘MARY CELESTE’.
The incorrect name was noticed when
an imperforate proof of the stamp was
sent out to Gibraltar by the printers,
Harrison & Sons. The change was made,
and a further imperforate proof was then
submitted and approved. When the stamps
were printed, they therefore bore the
correct name for the ship.

Fig 2 At left, the name of the ship reads ‘MARIE CELESTE’,
and at right, it is corrected to ‘MARY CELESTE’

Stamps in colours that
were never issued

During the preparation stages for an issue,
imperforate colour proofs are submitted
to the postal authority for approval. By
and large, stamps that get to the proof
stage are approved. On a few occasions,
on seeing stamp-size proofs, which show
exactly what the stamp will look like when
issued, the postal authority will ask for
changes. Many of these are of a minor
nature. Sometimes, however, the change
required impacts greatly because what is
requested is a change in colour.
The Gibraltar Post Office collection
contains imperforate colour proofs of two
Postage Due stamps which were originally
intended to have formed part of the 1976
issue. The values of the stamps were 7p, in
bright green (Fig 3), and 20p in reddish
brown (Fig 4). Both are endorsed in blue
ink ‘Discarded’. The writing is that of the
Gibraltar Postmaster at that time.
Strictly speaking, the two proofs were
not discarded, but rejected. The two
denominations were in fact included in
the issued set of stamps (D7/12 issued on
13 October 1976). The basis for rejection
is that the Gibraltar Post Office did not
like the colour chosen for these two values.
The 7p stamp was issued in due course in
reddish violet; and the 20p. in a darker
shade of green than the rejected 7p.
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 3 The
‘discarded’ proof for
a 7p bright green
Postage Due stamp

Fig 4 The ‘discarded’
proof for a 20p
reddish-brown
Postage Due stamp
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Fig 5 New Constitution
½d, 5d and 7d
imperforate proofs
with The Queen's
silhouette and
inscription in their
original intended
colours. Below are the
issued stamps in the
revised colours

An earlier issue where something similar
occurred was the 1969 New Constitution
one. There was some difficulty in deciding
on the most appropriate colours for the royal
portrait and the wording on the stamps (Fig
5). From the beginning, the top value, the
5s, was conceived of with this element of the
design in gold, and this was greatly liked by
the Post Office in Gibraltar. In the event, it
was decided to also print the portrait in gold
on the ½d and in silver on the 5d and 7d.
There was also a change of mind in respect
of some of the frame colours for several of
the Flora and Fauna stamps of the 1977 issue.
Three examples of rejected colours are shown
here (Fig 6 and Fig 7). The 9p stamp (382)
was issued with a bistre frame; the 12p. stamp
(384) with a yellow frame and the £1 (388)
with a black frame. The frame colours of the
12p and £1 were therefore swapped round.
What is surprising is that the change of
colours was decided after proofs of the stamps
had been submitted to the Gibraltar Post
Office by the printers, which in this case was,
once again, Questa. It meant that further
proofs had to be prepared, submitted and
approved before the stamps could be printed.
Changes resulted in added production costs
and were also liable to cause delays in the
printing of the stamps, and having them
ready for the intended issue date.

Fig 6 The 1977 definitive
issue 9p and 12p stamps
with rejected frame colours.
The 9p proof was unusually
perforated; the 12p was
imperforate, as was the
norm for a proof

Significant changes of design

During the design process for a stamp issue,
there was sometimes a change of mind. The
changes could be of a minor nature or very
significant. An example of each of these
categories is shown below.
The minor change is shown on the 2½d
stamp of the Ships definitive issue of 1967,
which was among the first stamps designed
for Gibraltar by Freddy Ryman, MBE. It
depicts the car ferry MV Mons Calpe, which
used to ply daily at the time between Gibraltar
and Tangier. The original design of the stamp
shows a rather squat vessel (Fig 8). This was
approved, initially, by the Gibraltar Post
Office and sent to the printers, Harrison and
Sons. They prepared an imperforate proof of
the stamp as designed and sent it to Gibraltar.
The original proof held by the Gibraltar Post
Office was endorsed with a rubber stamp
‘REJECTED’ and it was signed and dated
on 16 January 1967. This was not done in
Gibraltar. It was probably the Crown Agents
who asked that the ship be redrawn in a more
elongated form.
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Fig 7 Imperforate proof of the
1977 definitive issue £1 stamp
with the frame colour in yellow
instead of the issued black

A further colour proof was then submitted, and approved by all (Fig 9). The 2½d stamps
were then printed, in the amended design. This stamp belonged to the same issue as the £1
Mary Celeste stamp, that had to have the name of the ship corrected. They were the only two
designs for this issue that needed changing. The other 12 proved satisfactory from the start.
The changes made to the stamp depicting the MV Mons Calpe are as nothing compared with
the dramatic change in orientation of the proposed stamps for the EUROPA issue of 2005.
In the ordinary course, the designs for this issue that had been prepared on the instructions
of the Gibraltar Philatelic Bureau were submitted to the Gibraltar Government for approval.
The designs are shown at Figure 10. The issue was on the theme of gastronomy and comprised
four designs. The restaurant at the International Casino Club on Gibraltar was asked by the
Gibraltar Philatelic Bureau to prepare certain dishes which were photographed and these
images then formed the basis for the designs. The dishes were green salad, prawn salad,
chicken skewers and fish brochette (erroneously spelt as ‘Brouchette’ on the design).
Most unusually, the designs were all rejected on the basis that – although they were attractive
designs – they did not reflect Gibraltar’s typical cuisine. This derives from a blend of culinary
G.S.M. December 2017
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Fig 8 The original imperforate proof for the 2½d.
stamp depicting a squat-looking MV Mons Calpe

traditions: Genoese, Portuguese, British,
Maltese, Moroccan, Jewish and Spanish. The
instructions given to the Philatelic Bureau
were that new designs should be prepared,
on the basis of a four-course meal reflecting
some typical dishes that are enjoyed in
Gibraltar. New designs were prepared
depicting the influence of Genoese cuisine
(spinach pie), Portuguese cuisine (grilled
sea bass), Maltese cuisine (veal roulade) and
of course British cuisine (sherry trifle) (Fig
11). The chefs at the International Casino
Club were again kept busy by the Gibraltar
Philatelic Bureau. The basic concept for the
resubmitted designs remained unchanged:
what was different was the selection of dishes
depicted.
This time the designs met with approval
on the part of the Gibraltar Government.
They were then submitted, as is customary,
for approval from the Palace in London. The
stamps were then issued, as per the second set
of designs. On the issued stamps, the captions
at bottom right on each stamp made specific
reference to Gibraltar’s gastronomic heritage
and where the dish in question originated.

Fig 9 The imperforate
proof of the redrawn
design (right)

Interesting insight

It is important to record changes, such as the
ones described above, that were made during
the design process of a number of Gibraltar
stamps. It shows that the preparation of a
stamp issue needs to take account of many
aspects. It is first of all essential that the
design should look attractive. This sometimes
requires a redesign or redrawing of the
stamp. At other times, what is needed is that a
colour or colours should be changed. These
are all important visual aspects of a design.
It is also necessary that captions and names
on a stamp should be accurate and correctly
spelt. Sometimes, as in the case of the Mary
Celeste, a mistake can occur because the
commonly used version of a name may not be
the correct one. Despite all the precautions
that are taken, it is still possible for a mistake
to be made. Fortunately, as in the case of
the Gibraltar 1980 3p Nelson stamp with the
reversed portrait of the great Vice-Admiral,
these mistakes are usually noticed in time for
the necessary corrections to be made prior to
the issue of the stamps.
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 10 The rejected designs for the Europa 2005 issue on the theme of gastronomy

Fig 11 The issued stamps for the Europa 2005 issue which are more in line with Gibraltar’s
culinary traditions

Having an insight into the changes made during the course of the design and printing
processes enriches the appreciation of the finished stamps. It also means that one will look
twice at certain designs, knowing that there is a story behind a particular stamp. It adds
enjoyment to looking at them.
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Letters

Dear GSM
Readers have their say, courtesy of the GSM postbag
First steps into a larger world

Dear GSM,
After reading all of the negative opinions regarding
Royal Mail’s recent Star Wars stamps I thought I would
write in to give an opposing point of view. I may be
in the minority on this, but I for one think the Star
Wars sets offers an appealing access point into the
world of stamp collecting. Many of the people who
have purchased the Star Wars stamps would never have
given stamp collecting a second thought if it wasn’t for these attractive releases.
I’m sure some of these people will now see stamp collecting in a new light.
Regarding Mr Hedley’s comments in the November issue stating that the
total cost of this Star Wars issue would be ‘almost £1000’, I think this is a little
misleading. The vast majority of these extra items were never intended to be
bought by stamp collectors and were created purely for Star Wars fans.
Also, as a final thought, I’m sure many fans of the original Star Wars films
will now be in their late 40s or early 50s (as I am) and probably collected when
they were younger (as did I); as such, these people are perfect candidates for
the next generation of ‘born again’ stamp collectors and – to quote Obi-Wan
Kenobi in the original Star Wars films, these Royal Mail issues allow other
collectors to take their ‘first steps into a larger world’.
J H Fitzroy – Doncaster

S
LETTAR
TER

Lazy label placements

Dear GSM,
I thought you might like to see the appalling treatment of my mail by Royal Mail. I was sent four large registered letters which had been
prepared by my colleague in Kobe, Japan, and carefully cancelled by Japan Post. After a temporary postman failed to deliver the letters
they were returned to the Slough sorting office for collection. On being returned to Slough the letters had self-adhesive labels placed
directly over the stamps, even though there was plenty of room on these large envelopes for the labels to have be placed elsewhere. This
effectively destroyed the sheets of stamps. Even though staff at the Slough sorting office ruined my sheets, Royal Mail are refusing to pay
any compensation; claiming that such damage is not covered by their ‘Product Compensation Scheme’!
I am appalled by the way Royal Mail is handling my mail. As a business trading in postage stamps one expects that a company like Royal
Mail could handle my mail in a better manner.
Ken Clark – Japan Philatelic Group Limited.
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Ship slip-up?

Dear GSM,
On page 10 of ‘Newsdesk’ in the September issue of GSM, there
is a short article under the heading ‘Post & Go News’. The last
paragraph states that HMS Trincomalee was one of ‘Nelson’s last
frigates’. As Nelson died of his wounds at the Battle of Trafalgar
in 1805, 12 years before the launch of the Trincomalee, I think the
association is somewhat erroneous.
D G Pollard – Bourne, Lincolnshire
GSM replies
We thought the same thing when researching the piece in the September
issue. However, although there was obviously no personal association

A ‘shot across the bow’ of Royal Mail

Dear GSM,
I was prompted to write this letter by reading the correspondence in
the November GSM from C Sands and T Hedley who both referred
in despair to the stamp issuing policy of Royal Mail in respect of
either unnecessary issues and unrealistically high prices either in
face values or in ‘add-ons’. I have to say that I fully support their
points and have given up collecting GB or associated issues for the
past 30 years for the very reasons which they cited.
I wonder whether it is not time for some sort of signal to be given
to Royal Mail from a respected authority such as Stanley Gibbons
that the Royal Mail issuing policy is unacceptable and transparently
aimed at fleecing the, surely, decreasing number of collectors of
its products. Stanley Gibbons developed the policy of ‘Appendix’
listing as far back as 1968 for countries issuing stamps well in excess
of postal needs and which were not freely available to the general
public at face value, if I recall the criteria correctly. I would suggest
that several recent stamp issues fall into the former category, not
least the second issue of ‘Star Wars Characters’ as an egregious
example.
In addition, I have to ask why Royal Mail seems to issue a sizeable
set of stamps at almost monthly intervals – and sometimes more
than one – when other postal authorities who produce numerous
new issues can make do with a single stamp.
As for the criterion of availability to the public, I would accept
that these stamps are available at face value, but only, it seems, from
Tallents House. I know of no post office in East Lothian which
stocks anything in the way of stamps other than definitives and
Christmas stamps in season (I am referring to Crown Post Offices).
The shortcomings of Tallents House in terms of supplying collectors
has been so frequently documented from correspondence in your
and other philatelic publications as to render any further comment
on my part superfluous. We therefore have a situation of excessive
new issues linked to difficulty in obtaining them, which seems to fit
the criteria expressed by Stanley Gibbons for listing some issues in
an Appendix. If this were done, it might have the effect of a shot
across the bows of Royal Mail and give it cause to think that it might
be overdoing things, and in the course of that, fatally damaging its
own market. I know of stamp dealers in this area who have ceased
to carry new issues of GB. They have also expressed the opinion that
many of these issues should be consigned to Appendix status, and
would have been if the stamps had been issued by any other country
than GB. So I put it to you that Stanley Gibbons might consider
leading the way in this and help relieve the pressure on hardpressed collectors of GB stamps – I believe some still exist!
Thank you for an always interesting magazine and roll on the
centenary of GSM!
Malcolm Morriss – East Lothian

The post & Go
inscription marking
the 200th anniversary
of HMS Trincomalee,
Europe’s oldest
floating warship

between Nelson and HMS Trincomalee, the ship is of the same type of
powerful frigates commissioned by Nelson for use throughout the Napoleonic
wars, which is why it is widely referred to as being one of the last of Nelson’s
frigates.

Hugh Jefferies, Stanley Gibbons Catalogue Editor replies
From a personal perspective, I have every sympathy with your view - especially
as postal administrations in many other developed countries seem equally
determined to kill off what remaining interest there is in their stamps.
I cannot speak for the others, but Royal Mail is certainly aware of the
views you express, as they both read the philatelic press and talk regularly
to collectors and members of the stamp trade. I have spoken personally to
senior managers there many times over the years and am sure that our views
have not fallen entirely on deaf ears, although I’m afraid there is absolutely
no chance of persuading any postal administration to return to the issuing
policies of the 1950s.
It is not for me to act as a Royal Mail spokesperson, but I will pass on
two points which have been made to me many times. The first is that, like
any other business, Royal Mail has targets and budgets which it is expected
to achieve, generally at sales and profit levels at least equal to those of the
previous year. However, every year it loses a proportion of its customers and
every year it is expected to come up with ways of replacing those lost sales.
In the past this has mostly been done by getting the customers who are left to
spend more – by issuing more stamps of higher face value, but they now seem
to realise something that collectors have known since the 1960s, that policy
just results in an even faster drop in customer numbers.
The solution now is to increase sales outside the ‘traditional collector base’,
with issues such as Star Wars and David Bowie, which are purchased by
people who would not normally think of buying stamps. Thus, because Star
Wars sales are so much greater than a set devoted to birds, ships or aircraft
would be, issues like that actually reduce the number of traditional sets
which Royal Mail might otherwise have produced in order to make the same
amount of money.
Secondly, there is the availability issue: we think stamps should be on sale
at post offices, but Post Office Ltd is a completely different organisation to
Royal Mail – with its own budgets and targets – which it finds it easier
to achieve by not using stamps (which it has to buy from Royal Mail), but
computer-generated postal labels, which they find more cost-effective. The
upshot is that Royal Mail would be overjoyed if more stamps were available
in post offices, but until the whole postal organisation changes, that’s not
going to happen.
Happily for Royal Mail, there are still thousands of collectors who gain
great pleasure from current issues and expect Stanley Gibbons to provide
them with the information they need to maintain their collections. My view
is that it is not for Stanley Gibbons, or any other collecting body, to dictate
that people shouldn’t collect modern special issues by consigning them to an
appendix, so we continue to list them as we have always done, so long as
they meet the stated criteria for inclusion. It is up to the individual collector
whether or not they buy them, but Stanley Gibbons not listing them will not,
on its own, make any difference to the number of stamps issued.
We will, of course, continue to maintain dialogue with Royal Mail, who,
I know, listen to what we have to say and, as far as they are able to, adapt
their plans accordingly.

HAVE YOUR SAY!

We want to hear your rants, raves and collecting revelations.
Each month our Star Letter will receive a £50 Stanley Gibbons voucher. Send your letters to:
Dear GSM, Gibbons Stamp Monthly, 7 Parkside, Ringwood, Hampshire, BH24 3SH. Alternatively, you can email your correspondence to
gsmletters@stanleygibbons.co.uk
G.S.M. December 2017
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A Study of the First Issues of India
(1852–1854): Part 1
By Pragya Jain
Pragya Jain begins a series of articles discussing the the early issues
of India. In this first instalment, he provides a brief introduction to
India's pre-stamp postal history, before moving on to the country’s
very first issue – the famous Scinde District Dawk of 1852.

To a philatelist, the early postal history
of a country is more important than
its political history. Most specialised
collections have a volume or two showing
this important period – comprising early
covers, hand-struck stamps, postal notices,
material from the pre-stamp era, etc. India
is very rich in material of this kind and
provides an immense scope for research
to an ardent student of early Indian postal
history.
As early as 1296AD, the historian
Ziauddin Barani recorded a postal
service in India, describing the horse
and foot postal organisation of the
Pathan ruler, Alauddin Khilji. Later, in
1341, Ibn Battuta, an oriental traveller,
also commented on the existence of a
postal service under Mohammed Bin
Tughlak. In The History of India, as Told by
Its Own Historians Sir Henry Miers Elliot
recorded a similar establishment under
Sikandar Lodi from 1488 to 1518. Further
improvement to postal services in India
was seen under Emperor Sher Shah
(1540–45) and during the reign of Akbar
(1566–1605), when Camels were employed
along with the horses.

Fig 1 The obverse and
reverse sides of the 1a.
and 2a. copper tickets
introduced in 1774 to
pre-pay postage within
the realm of the East
India Company

Fig 2 A rare Indian Bishop Mark introduced in 1775. Image courtesy of Spink

European influences

Vasco de Gama was the first Portuguese
explorer to land at Calicut in 1498 and
by 1559 the Portuguese had established
a strong foothold in India. By 1600, the
French also began to arrive in India and
the Danes settled in around 1620. The
British formed the East India Company
under Royal Charter in 1600 for trading
purposes.
British supremacy in the region
prevailed, reducing the other nations’
interests to smaller pockets scattered
around India. It is believed that a priest,
Father Thomas Stevens, was the first
Englishman to arrive at Goa in 1579. His
letter to his father (which brought the
Merchant Adventurers in 1582) is the first
recorded outgoing mail from India to
England, while a letter from King James
I to Emperor Jahangir at Agra in 1608 is
reputed to be the first inward mail to the
country.
In 1688, a full-fledged post office was set
up in Bombay for the receipt and despatch
of letters. In 1766 the British Colonial
Administrator, Lord Clive, organised a
regular postal service restricted to use
by the Government and its employees.
Later, in 1774, Warren Hastings, the first
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Fig 3 A letter carried on Thomas Waghorn’s overland route from
England to India via Alexendria, complete with special cachet

governor-general of British India, reorganised the whole system and extended the facility to
private citizens.
For the facility of paying the postage on letters, small copper tickets of 1a. and 2a. (2a.
being the single rate for every 100 miles and 1a. for every additional 100 miles) were
introduced exclusively for postal purposes under the Post Office Regulations Act 1774 (Fig
1). A specimen of this copper ticket is also with the British Museum. These rare copper
tickets thus became one of the first recorded instruments for the pre-payment of postage,
even before the Penny Black of 1840.
G.S.M. December 2017
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Base image credit: The British Library. Map of India. The Imperial Gazetteer of India c1881. Identification No: 001772454

The Scinde District Dawk,
1852

Fig 4 1845 Map
of Operations in
Scinde compiled
from the notes
of Charles Napier
shows the area
where the postal
lines came into
existence

The first postage stamps of India were not
issued for the whole of the country, but
for a mere small province – Sind. Sind
had introduced improved postal reforms
in 1851, and had laid down various postal
lines throughout the province (Fig 4).
When Sir Bartle Frere, the then Provincial
Commissioner of Sind, approached the
Government at Bombay for extra funds to
further improve postal lines, his request
was denied. Instead, he was asked to find
ways and means to maintain the ‘costly
and luxurious’ network.
Being greatly influenced by the success
of the uniform Penny Postage introduced
in England, Frere took this opportunity
to introduce a cheap postal rate in his
province. To facilitate the prepayment of
the service, Frere, with the help of Edward
Lees Coffey, the Postmaster of Sind,
designed the now famous Scinde Dawk
postage stamps.
Originally, it was thought that the
introduction of stamps might prove to be
unpopular with the local inhabitants, who
were in the habit of using coins to transact
business. However, it proved otherwise and
the use of the stamps was a success. During
the period of 1852–53, the Scinde Dawks
were issued in three different colours: red,
white and blue.
The design of the Scinde Dawk was
evidently inspired by the merchants’
seal of the East India Company. In the
centre of the stamp is a heart-shaped
device divided into three segments each
containing one of the initials of the East
India Company (E.I.C). Above this is a
talismanic ‘4’, which is usually found at the
top of marine merchants marks. Below the
seal is the value ‘½ ANNA’ and the whole
is enclosed in a circular band containing
the inscription ‘Scinde District Dawk’.
In the lower part of the band is a design
representing a buckle.

The Red Scinde Dawk

One of the requirements of the re-organised postal service was that: ‘all letters shall be
stamped with the day of the month on which they are delivered into any chief office’. As
Britain played a predominant role in the development of the Indian postal system, it was
only natural that the first postal marking, introduced in India in 1775, should follow that of
the first British Bishop Mark (Fig 2). There are just four such letters which have survived with
these marks, all of which passed through the Calcutta region.

Expanding postal routes

Mail between England and India were generally carried by ships owned by the East India
Company, known as East Indiamen. These ships travelled by a circuitous route via the Cape
of Good Hope, which consumed lot of time. From 1826 onwards, the postal pioneer Thomas
Waghorn started to form plans for a new overland mail route to England. The route from
India ran via the Red Sea to Suez, overland through Egypt to the port of Alexandria and
then onwards to England via Marseille and later Trieste, reducing the carriage time of mail
by half. Waghorn was appointed Deputy Agent of the East India Company on 14 June, 1837,
and was responsible for the carriage of mails between Alexendria and Suez. He used special
cachets for both Suez and Alexendria (Fig 3).
G.S.M. December 2017

The first Scinde Dawk stamps, introduced
on 1 July 1852, were embossed on a wafer
of brittle red sealing wax. Because of its
very delicate nature, the red wax stamp
has not survived the decades well. As such,
it is almost impossible to find an example
in near perfect condition. There was no
sign of an unused example until this stamp
(Fig 5) surfaced in the collection of an
anonymous Indian Royalty was offered
for sale at David Feldman in Singapore
during World Stamp Exhibition in 1995.
The stamp was exhibited
in the Court of
Honour during
the Exhibition in
1995 and at the
Monacophil in
2015.
Fig 5 A very
rare, near
perfect unused
example of the 1852
Red Scinde Dawk (Enlarged)
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Very few examples of the Red Scinde
Dawk have survived on piece or on cover
(Fig 6). Similarly, only two pairs are known to
have survived (Fig 7). Because of its delicate
nature the red stamp only remained in use
for a limited period of time.

White Scinde Dawk

The Red Scinde Dawk was soon replaced by
another embossed stamp of the same design,
but this time produced on white paper (Fig
8). However, the White Scinde Dawk was also
found to be unsatisfactory as it was difficult
to distinguish the stamp by candlelight,
especially when used on a white cover.

Blue Scinde Dawk

A new embossed stamp, which was also
surface-printed in blue, was introduced to
replace the White Scinde Dawk (Fig 9). An
extra ring around the circumference of the
design was added and on some examples
faint blue dividing lines, used to aid the
cutting out the stamps from the sheet, can
be seen.
If one draws the conclusion from the
references available, the Scinde Dawks were
printed in England by De La Rue & Co.,
upon the request of Sir Bartle Frere. In
John Martinean’s book, The Life and letters
of Sir Bartle Frere, there is a specific mention
of these stamps being manufactured by De
La Rue. In addition, various letters written
by the Postmaster of Sind also mention the
requesting and receiving of stamps from
England. White and a blue Scinde Dawk
stamps are in De La Rue’s Official Collection
Vol 35 at page 0001380, which is now housed
in The Postal Museum in Britain.

Cancellations used on the
Scinde Dawks
Although the cancellations on Scinde Dawk
stamps ought to be rightly defined as the
work of a Provincial administration, one
cannot help taking them into consideration
with the other postmarks of India, as some
of the cancellations found on the famous
stamps were, in fact, later adopted for
cancelling India’s first national stamps
issued in 1854.
There are nine types of cancellations
(and one sub-type) found on Scinde Dawk
stamps:
Type A: A diamond of 49 dots (seven rows
of seven dots). The notable distinction of
this type is that the four corner dots are
much larger than the rest. The diagonals
measure 22 and 19 mm. Examples are
scarce.
Type B: A diamond of 64 dots (eight rows
of eight dots). In this type, the diagonals
measure 19mm and 17mm. Examples of
this type are common.
Type C: A circular cancellation of dots.
Examples are scarce.
Sub-type C1: A smaller circular cancellation
of dots compared to type C.
Type D: A diamond of 51 dots (composed
of seven rows of mainly seven dots, but the
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Fig 6 Very few Red Scinde Dawk
stamps have survived on cover. Image
courtesy of Spink
Fig 7 Only two Red
Scinde Dawk pairs
are known to have
survived (Enlarged)

Fig 8 A used pair of White Scinde Dawk stamps,
which were embossed on white paper (Enlarged)

Fig 9 The front
and reverse
of the Blue
Scinde Dawk
(Enlarged)

The Scinde Dawk stamps were first issued on 1 July 1852 and were withdrawn on 30 September
1854, the day before the introduction of India’s first national stamp issue (discussed in the next
article). The remaining stamps were ordered to be destroyed. However, the last remaining batch
was not destroyed until 1856, two years after the issue of the regular stamps of India.
Despite several thousand Scinde Dawk stamps having been used during 1852–54, today they
are very scarce. The red stamp can rarely be found un-cracked, thanks to its brittle nature, and
unused examples of the White and Blue versions are also extremely rare.
first and last rows having eight dots). The
type is similar to type ‘A’ and the diagonals
also measure the same. Again, examples are
very scarce.
Type E: A large ‘star’. Examples are
common.

Type A

Type B

Type C

Type C1

Type D

Type E

Type F

Type G

Type H

Type I

Type F: A smaller ‘star’. Examples are
common.
Type G: A diamond formed of seven
parallel lines. The diagonal sides measure
24mm and 18mm. Examples of this type are
scarce.
Type H: A diamond of 81 dots (nine rows of
nine dots). The diagonals measure 26mm
and 20mm. Examples are common.
Type I: This type comprises the number
‘96’ inset in a diamond of 11 parallel lines.
The diagonals here measure as in type
H, viz., 26mm and 20mm. Examples are
common.
The cancellation types B, G, H and I were
intended for use on India’s first national
stamps, which were introduced on 1
October 1854. Their use on the Scinde
Dawk stamps proves that the order for the
destruction of the Scinde Dawk stamps by
that date was not fully carried out. There
are thus six true Scinde Dawk cancellations:
Types A, C, C1, D, E and F. Examples of
pen-cancelled stamps are also abundant.

G.S.M. December 2017
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Getting it Right for the Colonies
By Brian Livingstone
Brian Livingstone of the King George VI Collectors Society discusses
the difficulties experienced by the stamp printers in producing a
satisfactory image of King George VI.

George VI came to the throne in
December 1936 and his Coronation was
in May 1937. Australia, Canada, India
and Southern Rhodesia all managed to
produce at least a few definitive stamps,
bearing his portrait, during the first year
of the reign (Fig 1).
South Africa and New Zealand issued
stamps to commemorate the Coronation,
but there were no new definitives, with
both countries continuing to use their
existing pictorial series. In Newfoundland,
the ‘Long Coronation’ set temporarily
replaced the definitives during 1937/38 so
this was a special case.
However, it is a remarkable fact that,
none of the Crown Colonies were able
to issue any definitive stamps with a
portrait of the new King until the Straits
Settlements began introducing a new
‘Typo’ or letterpress printed set in
November 1937. What was the reason for
such a long delay?
There was one exception to this
statement which was the ¼d. stamp for
Grenada (Fig 2) printed by Harrison
and Sons in photogravure and issued in
July 1937 to meet the urgent need for a
cheaper replacement for the ¼d. prepaid
newspaper wrappers in use on the island
during the previous reign.
One reason for the delay is that
the omnibus design for Coronation
Commemoratives was intended to replace
the corresponding definitive values until
the end of 1937. Thus, there were some
stamps in circulation bearing George VI’s
portrait.
Another part of the reason relates
to the fact that the countries featured
in Fig 1 were self-governing. They did
not need Home Government approval
for new designs and the inevitable
delays which resulted. Nonetheless, the
designers of the colonial issues had been
working throughout 1936 on Edward VIII
definitives. Surely in many cases it was
simply a matter of finishing off those by
substituting a portrait of George VI? (Fig 3).
The government records indicate that
the major stumbling block was in obtaining
a satisfactory likeness of the new King.

Fig 1 Stamps issued in 1937 for India and the Dominions. Top row:
Australia, India, Canada and the self-governing colony of Southern
Rhodesia; all using a different King’s head design.
Bottom Row: South Africa and New Zealand continued to issue their
pictorial stamps. Newfoundland replaced all their George V definitives with
the ‘Long Coronation’ set of pictorials with the King’s head, until May 1938

Fig 2 The ¼d. stamp for Grenada
printed by Harrison and Sons in
photogravure and issued in July 1937
(Detail of the wrapper illustrated by
courtesy of George Stewart) (Reduced)

Fig 3 De La Rue printing of Ceylon Stamps. The essay on the left shows the design was
complete at the end of Edward’s VIII reign. The 50c. issue was in April 1938 (preceded
only by a 3c. value in March), yet the only difference is the King’s head. Why did it take
up to 16 months between George VI’s accession and the issue of these stamps?

First steps

As described in my GSM article of
April 2017, the omnibus design of the
Coronation Commemoratives for the
Crown Colonies was complete and
printing commenced by mid-January
1937. The Crown Agents (who acted for
the colonial governments) wrote to the
printing companies (Waterlow and Sons,
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De La Rue and Bradbury, Wilkinson) requesting them ‘…to select photographs of His
Majesty, full face and/or three quarter face, which they considered suitable for engraving,
for use in connection with permanent issues of Colonial stamps and to submit sketches
showing how such portraits would appear when reproduced on stamps’. Obviously, the
omnibus design portrait of an old photo of the King’s head planted onto the uniformed
torso of Edward VIII , was not considered appropriate for permanent issues.
Unless otherwise stated, the Colonial Office files held at the GB National Archive are the
G.S.M. December 2017
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Base image credits: Wikimedia Commons. King George VI and Queen Elizabeth, Toronto City Hall, 1939.

Fig 4 The photo from Vandyk’s
studio that was the basis of De
La Rue’s submission, together
with an illustration of its use on
a (rejected) De La Rue essay for
a Somaliland definitive. (Photo ©
The Postal Museum. The image
of the essay is courtesy of Spink)

primary source of information for the
story that follows. There are some gaps in
the records and the full sequence of events
cannot be completely defined.
The printers’ submissions were received
by the Colonial Office in mid-February
1937. De La Rue produced a sketch based
on a photo from the studio of Vandyk.
(Fig 4). The sketch itself does not appear
to have been preserved but the photo is
in The Postal Museum collection and De
La Rue’s use of it on essays provided for
stamps of Somaliland is illustrated.
Actually, this photo dates from about
four years prior to the King’s accession,
because the sleeve markings are those of
a Rear Admiral, a rank he held when still
Duke of York in 1933. There is a second
version in which the photographers
have altered the markings to those of an
Admiral of the Fleet. On their submitted
sketch, De La Rue altered the Maltese
cross badge of The Order of St John (at
the Duke’s collar) to the more appropriate
(for the King) Order of St Michael and St
George (see below).
The portraits submitted by the other
two companies are not specified in the
Colonial Office minutes, but there is
evidence about one of the two sent from
Bradbury, Wilkinson. This comes from
some photographs of unaccepted essays
(believed to be from Bradburys), that
were auctioned by Spink in 2013. Figure
5 shows two of these essays for the Malta
definitives. The head used dates from
a wedding photo of the then Duke and
Duchess of York in 1923. The Duke’s
uniform is that of a Captain RN. These
essays are dated December 1936 so this
is very likely to have been one of the
portraits they submitted at this stage.
However, it was the suggestions from
Waterlow and Sons that were chosen
for further working up. On 23 February
1937, the Secretary of State for the
Colonies minuted that he thought
Waterlows’ submissions C and D were
best. ‘I personally prefer D. Clearly a
uniform collar is preferable to a white
collar’. Two days later, the printers were
advised that photographs by Bertram
Park, numbers 05260C and 03140T, had
provisionally been chosen (Fig 6). From
this it can be deduced that they were the
basis for Waterlows’ submissions C and
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 5 Essays for Malta definitives (almost certainly
from Bradbury, Wilkinson) and a cutting from The Daily
Telegraph, 11 December 1936, showing the source of the
King’s portrait that was used. Given that the photo was
published in the newspaper on the day after Edward VIII’s
abdication, its use by the artist of the essays is not so
surprising. (Images of the essays are by courtesy of Spink)

Photo 05260C

D respectively even though these are not
preserved.
The story of these two photos follows.
However, had the printers, the Crown
Agents or the Colonial Office but known
it, much more suitable photographs of
the King had been taken only a few days
before the Colonial Secretary had made
his choice.

Photo 03140T

Fig 6 The photographs that were the
basis for Waterlows’ submissions ‘C’
and ‘D’ as approved for use on Crown
Colony stamps by the Colonial Office
in February 1937. Both photographs
were by Bertram Park but 03140T was
taken quite a few years before 05260C.
(Photos © The Postal Museum)
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The 05260 photos

These are a series of photos taken by Bertram
Park just a few days after the accession in
December 1936 (Fig 7). 05260G is, of course,
the one used by Edmund Dulac for GB
stamps and also for coins or medals. 05260C
was used by Canada. The British printers tried
drawing it with a uniform but in the end they
thought it was not suitable, continuing to
work only on the ¾ face 03140T instead.
05260K was recommended by De La Rue
for letterpress printed stamps. They were
the only firm to print such stamps for the
British Colonies and, for those, their use of
this portrait was rapidly approved. Hence, the
letterpress printed Straits Settlements stamps
were the first full set to eventually be issued in
late 1937, as noted above.

Photo 03140T

This was the portrait that caused the most
trouble for the printers. The problem
was that, like the Vandyk portrait initially
submitted by De La Rue, it had been taken
in 1933 and by 1937 it was no longer a good
likeness of the King. Figure 6 is actually a
detail from one of a set of full length portraits
and it had been altered twice since it was
taken. Thus three versions exist, each showing
different rank markings as the, then, Duke of
York had been promoted from Rear Admiral
to Admiral (1936) and then to Admiral of the
Fleet on accession to the throne.

Fig 7 The 05260
portraits taken
by Bertram Park
in December
1936. (© The
Postal Museum)

Photo 05260K

Photo 05260C

Photo 05260G

Fig 8 The Order
of St Michael
and St George
(left), Order of St
John (centre) and
Order of the Bath
(Military Division)
neck badges

Obtaining a good likeness
from photo 03140T

Comparison of the photos in Figure 6 shows
the difficulty of obtaining a good likeness
from the available photographs. On the ¾
face image the hair appears quite flattened
down (presumably with hair oil) while, by
1937, the King was combing his hair up at
the front and to the right side. It proved
remarkably difficult to alter the portrait to
make it show that.
A second problem was the neck badge on
03140T. Like the Vandyk photo used by De
La Rue, this is actually the ‘Maltese’ cross of
the Order of St John of Jerusalem; George
VI no longer wore this when he was King.
De La Rue had substituted the Order of St
Michael and St George but more appropriate
would have been the badge of the Order of
the Bath. This was not recognised during
the period when designers were struggling
to obtain a good likeness but the British
Library collection has a die proof by De La
Rue dated as late as September 1937 still with
this incorrect St John Cross. Although it was
approved for use, it is also marked ‘but not
for decorations’. Figure 8 shows the various
badges referred to here.
Obtaining a satisfactory likeness was never
achieved to everyone’s satisfaction, and in
June 1937 the Secretary of State for the
Colonies minuted:
‘I don’t like the “Admiral head” [as images
based on 03140T were called] in oval [frame]
any better. It is fundamentally hopeless I fear… I
am inclined to think that it may be wise to abandon
the “Admiral” photo and adopt the excellent profile
portrait even without uniform [i.e.photograph
05260K]… Neither of these oval “Admiral” heads
are at all good on account of the shape they give to
the top of H.M. head’.
With so many stamps in preparation by that
date, this rather alarmed his civil servants and
in July, when he was away and the printers
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Fig 9 Bradbury, Wilkinson’s work on stamps for Ceylon:
An essay dated 29 April 1937 (not accepted by Colonial
Office), an essay dated 23 July 1937 (accepted reluctantly
by Colonial Office) and the issued stamp after Bradbury
Wilkinson re-engraved the head at their own expense.
(Images of essays by courtesy of Spink)

had submitted what they thought were improved versions, a minute reads: ‘This new engraving
is, I think so satisfactory and meets so well what we know to be the SoS’s wishes, that I suggest
that we can approve without ref. to SoS (in view of his absence) Do you agree?’ The respondent
did agree but six months had been lost. Colonies were still being issued with George V stamps
24 months or more after he had died.
Only a few of the unaccepted portraits have survived. There is an early essay by Bradbury
Wilkinson (Fig 9) dated April 1937 which was rejected. Their later efforts were also sent back
to them. They were, themselves, dissatisfied with the image, and in August the Colonial Office
recorded that they were re-engraving from scratch (and at their own expense), even though
their latest submission had been (reluctantly) accepted. Yet, as Figure 10 shows, it is difficult to
see much difference between their April 1937 essay and the final engraving that was used on
the issued stamps. Figure 11 shows some versions of the portrait finally accepted from the other
two printers.
As difficulties in using photo 03140T seemed to mount up, the printers tried designing
intaglio (recess) versions of the east-facing profile photo 05260K to use instead. They had
not considered this initially because the Crown Agents instructions had been to obtain ‘full
face and/or three quarter face photos’ not a formal profile like 05260K. It proved easier to
obtain a good likeness because, of course, it was an up-to-date portrait. It was also used for the
photogravure definitive stamps (Virgin Islands and Seychelles) printed by Harrison and Sons.
Ironically, much of this wasted time was unnecessary. It was occasioned by the Colonial

Fig 10 Treatments of photograph 03140T by De la Rue and Waterlow (from left to right): DLR
Cayman Islands 6d.; DLR St Lucia 1s.; DLR Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika 1c.; Waterlow Basutoland
½d.; Waterlow Somaliland Protectorate 8a.; Waterlow Grenada ½d.
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Office and the Crown Agents trying to jump the gun back in January
1937. Much better photos of the King were actually taken by Dorothy
Wilding and Peter North in February 1937. Peter North’s was used
by Canada for a Coronation commemorative and by Australia for
definitives, in time for the Coronation (Fig 12). There was even one of
the 05260 photos that could have been used as an up-to-date ¾ profile.
These were not supplied to the British stamp printers. Surprisingly, even
Bradbury Wilkinson did not suggest trying with the Wilding photo, even
though, during the summer of 1937, they were asked by New Zealand
Post Office to use them for definitives to be issued in 1938. By then it
was known (at least by the New Zealand Post Office) to be the King’s
preference. The Printers continued to struggle to get 03140T right,
until the King’s dislike of it was made explicit in 1939. From then on all
new Colonial issues were to use Dorothy Wilding’s portrait as illustrated
in Figure 13.

£50

Stanley
Gibbons
voucher to be won!
Just read through this month’s GSM and find the
answers to the ten questions printed below. Write the
answers (the source is not required) on a postcard or
sheet of paper, add your name and address (in block
letters) and post to: GSM COMPETITION (December),
Stanley Gibbons Limited, 7 Parkside, RINGWOOD, Hants
BH24 3SH.
The sender of the first all-correct entry opened on 1
February will win a £50 Stanley Gibbons voucher. The
correct answers will be published in the March GSM.
REMEMBER: Include your name and address; Do NOT
include any correspondence or cash. Post early.
COMPETITION QUESTIONS

Fig 11 Recess printing from photograph 05260K by the companies:
Left: Bradbury, Wilkinson, Nigeria 3d.
Centre: Waterlow, Dominica 2d.
Right: De La Rue, Gibraltar 1½d.

Fig 12 Australia’s definitive issued in time for
the Coronation which was created using the
Peter North portrait of the King

1 Whose red socks became a lucky charm?
2 What stamp issue did the International Casino Club
help prepare?
3 On which stamp did a painting by A Michelena
form the basis of the design?
4 How much was the tax to send mail from
Manchester to Ireland via Holyhead?

Fig 13 From 1939 all new Colonial
issues were to use Dorothy
Wilding’s portrait of the King

5 Whose hotel in St Moritz was popular with English
regulars?
6 How much did it cost to have tea at the Tower Tea
Rooms on 2 June 1927?
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7 Where would you find Maison Patureau?
8 Whose Red Scinde Dawk was sold in 1963?
9 Who worked at the Tropical Photo Stores?
10 What did John Mason Neale write?
COMPETITION RESULT
The winner of the £50 SG voucher in our
September competition was Mrs S Cole of
Tonbridge.
The correct answers were: (1) Percival Loines
Pemberton, (2) R F Turner, (3) 1927, (4) Edward Short,
(5) Argentina, (6) Walter Barrett, (7) Karl Bickel Jr, (8)
Faking 1937 Coronation first day covers, (9) Sultan
Sir Ibrahim, (10) Madagascar Map and Plane airmails
of 1935.
Employees of GSM or any company in the Stanley
Gibbons Group or their families are disqualified from
entry. No correspondence can be entered into. The
decision of the Editor is final and legally binding.
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Sudan: The Development of the 1951
Pictorial Issue
By Richard Stock FRPSL
In 1951, after more than 50 years of use, the iconic ‘Camel’ definitive
stamps of Sudan were replaced with a new pictorial set depicting
the people, wildlife and industry of Sudan. Richard Stock discusses
the development of the new series, with particular reference to the
origin of the designs, essays and proofs used in its production.

On 1 March 1948 the ‘Camel’ stamps
had been in existence for 50 years and
the Sudan Government decided that the
time had come for a complete change. A
committee was appointed and the public
were invited to make suggestions and
submit designs. The invitation evoked
considerable response, and the general
consensus of opinion favoured a pictorial
issue portraying various features of life
and conditions in Sudan. Issue of the
new series, comprising 17 values from 1
milliéme to 50 piastres, was delayed from
late 1948 until 1 September 1951 due
to the unsuitability of certain original
subjects for reproduction and difficulties
in obtaining supplies of paper.
The stamps were printed in sheets of
100 (milliéme values) and 50 (piastre
values) with 14-gauge perforation on
multiple ‘SG’ watermarked paper by De
La Rue & Co using the letterpress process.
All 17 values were overprinted ‘S.G.’ for
official use; the letters being printed in
black on stamps with coloured vignettes
and in red on those with black vignettes
(Fig 1).
This article describes the development
of the new series, with particular reference
to the origin of the designs, essays,
proofs and other production items. A
description of the scenes portrayed on
each denomination of the issued stamps
is described in a booklet, Sudan Pictorial
Stamps, issued as an insert to first day
covers bearing the full set of stamps by
the Sudan Government, Department of
Posts and Telegraphs and in Sudan: The
Stamps and Postal Stationery of 1867 to 1970
by E C W Stagg (pages 41 to 43). Many of
the items illustrated in this article appear
in volume six of The De La Rue Collection
published by the Royal Philatelic Society,
London, in 2014.

Essays and proofs

The De La Rue Collection included a
range of essays. Some resemble the issued
stamps, whilst others are completely
different. The two illustrated at Figure
2 and Figure 3 cannot be described as
pictorial and were probably rejected for
that reason. They are photographic essays
in blue and black (Fig 2) and green and
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Fig 1 All 17 values of the 1951 pictorials
were overprinted ‘S.G.’ (Sudan Government)
in either red or black for official use

Fig 2 An unaccepted, non-pictorial
photographic essay in blue and black with
original pencil sketches and design instructions

Fig 3 Another unaccepted design, this time
in green and black, also featuring original
pencil sketches and design instructions

black (Fig 3), each with a portion of the
design painted by hand and mounted on
card bearing the original pencil sketches
and design instructions. Four further
hand-painted essays, 3p., 3½p., 6p. and
10p., in unaccepted pictorial designs, are
illustrated at Figure 4.
In addition to the unaccepted designs,
essays and proofs resembling the issued
stamps are known, as detailed below.

1m. value: Ibex

This denomination, designed by Colonel
W L Atkinson, features an Ibex – Sudan's
wild goat. A number of material items have
been recorded for this value, including
a photograph of the original drawing of
the Ibex used for the vignette (Fig 5),
a similar photograph
reduced to stamp size
is also known. There is
also a photograph of
the original essay (Fig
6), a photograph of the
approved design (Fig 7),
a die proof (measuring

Fig 4 Essays of the unaccepted
pictorial designs for the 3p.,
3½p., 6p. and 10p. values
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Fig 5 A photograph of the original drawing of
the Ibex used for the vignette on the 1m. value

Fig 6 A stamp-sized photograph
of the original essay

40×45mm) of the approved vignette and
a similar die proof on card (37×44mm).
Key and duty die proofs in black on card,
annotated ‘806/303’ and ‘806/263’, are
also known.

Fig 7 A photograph of the
final approved design used

Fig 8 A photograph of the original drawing of a
Shoebill used for the vignette of the 2m. value

2m. value: Whale-headed
stork (‘Shoebill’)

Fig 9 The stampsized photograph
of the vignette
taken by De La Rue

The 2m. value featured
another design by
Colonel Atkinson; this
time depicting a Shoebill
(Balaeniceps rex), one of
the strongest birds in
the world. Recorded
items produced during
the production of the design include a
photograph of the original drawing sent to
the printers from Sudan (Fig 8), along with
a stamp-sized photograph of the vignette
taken by the printers (Fig 9). Also known
is a hand-drawn essay in blue and white of
the full design, which has been endorsed
‘1st Proof’ on the reverse. Two photographs
of an amended design (one enlarged) are
also known, as well as a die proof of the
finished vignette on thin card (42×47mm)
with an uncleared surround. There are
also key and duty die proofs in black on
card, annotated ‘806/307’ and ‘806/267’.

Base image credit: Valerian Guillot. Naga Temple, Sudan

3m. value: Giraffe

The photograph of
the Giraffe (Giraffa
camelopardelis cottoni) used
for the design of the 3m.
(Fig 10) was reversed
for the issued stamp,
which shows the giraffe
facing to the right. The
photograph is unusual as it shows the
initial jump off. It was taken by Lieutenant
Colonel G M Stanton OBE in about 1936
– at the time Stanton was a Bimbashi in
the Equatorial Corps and later became
Captain in the Sudan Defence Force
during World War II. The photograph was
taken on the track between Kapoeta and
the Boma plateau where a military post
was set up in 1936. Key and duty die proofs
in black on card, annotated ‘806/314’ and
‘806/278’, are also known.
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Fig 10 The photograph taken by Lieutenant Colonel G M Stanton
in 1936, which was used for the design of the 3m. value

Fig 11 The slightly enlarged painted essay for the 4m. stamp

4m. value: Baggara girl

Colonel Atkinson also designed the 4m. value, which features a woman
of the Baggara; a nomadic cattle-owning Arab tribe of western Sudan.
Amongst the essays and proofs known are two stamp-size photographs of
the full design, one without a title, and a die proof of the vignette on thin
card (30×35mm), also without a title. Also known is a slightly enlarged
painted essay in emerald and grey-green, without title, mounted on thick
card (102×126 mm). This is endorsed ‘389/32’ and ‘Title/BAGGARA GIRL’
(Fig 11). Key and duty die proofs in black on card also exist, annotated
‘806/319’ and ‘806/288’.
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5m. value: Shilluk warrior

The 5m. value, also
designed by Colonel
Atkinson, represents a
warrior of the Shilluk
tribe; a Nilotic people
living on the banks of
the river Nile in the
vicinity of the city of
Malakal. Amongst the recorded essays
and proofs is the original design sent to
England by Sudan (136×155mm) (Fig 12). A
submitted sketch is also known. (Note: this
item matches the illustration of lot 1268 in
the Cooper sale of Sudan on 18 June 1986,
described there as ‘a similar photographic
essay in the accepted design with
perforations drawn in’.) An alternative handpainted essay, in black and purple, also exists
(Fig 13), as do two composite photographic
essays (one without title) in violet and black,
with part of the design painted by hand in
white. Also known is a photograph of an essay
of a size requested by the Sudan Government,
a die proof of the frame in purple, a die
proof of the vignette on thin card affixed to
a piece (32×35mm) and the approved die
proof in the issued colours. Key and duty die
proofs in black on card, annotated ‘806/321’
and ‘806/289’, are also known.
5m. ‘S.G.’ Officials
Essays also exist for the 5m. value overprinted
‘S.G.’ in red for official use. These are: a
vignette with double overprint, one inverted;
a vignette with frame inverted (single print)
with ‘S.G.’ double, one inverted and a
vignette with a double-printed frame, one
inverted and ‘S.G.’ double one inverted.
The following imperforate plate proofs on
pink unwatermarked and ungummed paper
also exist:
• The frame in purple; the vignette in black;
the frame and vignette in issued colours.
• The frame and vignette in issued colours
with the frame double (one inverted).
• The frame and vignette in black and
purple, with the vignette plate inverted.
• The frame and vignette, plus the frame
only, printed on the reverse and inverted.
• The frame and vignette with the frame
inverted and printed twice (i.e. both
printings of the frame are inverted).
• The frame and vignette in black and purple
with the frame double (one inverted). The
red ‘S.G.’ overprint is double, one inverted.

10m. value: Hadendowa
This denomination,
designed by Colonel
Atkinson, features a
Hadendowa tribesman
– one of the major
Beja peoples of Sudan.
Recorded essays and proofs
include two photographs
of the design received
from Sudan; one full size (Fig 14) and the
other reduced to stamp size. There is also
a photograph of the original essay sent to
Sudan and the approved composite handpainted photographic essay, produced in
grey and black, in the increased size desired.
A die proof of the vignette with uncleared
surround on thin card (46×50mm) is also
known (Fig 15), as are key and duty die proofs
in black on card, annotated ‘806/323’ and
‘806/291’.
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Fig 12 The original design for the 5m. value
depicting a Shilluk warrior (Reduced)

Fig 13 An alternative
essay, painted by hand in
black and purple, created
for the 5m. stamp

Fig 14 The original full-size
photograph of the vignette design
for the 10m. stamp depicting a
Hadendowa tribesman

Fig 15 A die
proof of the
vignette on
thin card

15m. value:
Policeman
The design for the 15m.
value was taken from a
photograph and shows a
Sudan policeman. The
original photograph of the
policeman used to create the design is known
(Fig 16), as is a photograph of the original
reduced to stamp size and a photograph of
the original complete essay. There is also
an original photographic composite essay
enlarged as requested by Sudan, with the
frame cut away at the right (Fig 17). A die
proof of the completed vignette plate on thin
card (39×45mm) is also known and there are
also key and duty die proofs in black on card,
annotated ‘806/333’ and ‘806/296’

2p. value: Cotton picking

The design for the 2p., depicting cotton
picking, was taken from a photograph (Fig
18), which was
supplied by Mr
G Karakashian,
Tropical Photo
Stores, Khartoum.
The two figures
on the right in the
photograph have
been omitted
from the design
of the issued stamp. Two essays are known:
a composite hand-painted essay of a design
similar to that issued and without the country

Fig 16 The original photograph of a Sudan
policeman used for the 15m. stamp

Fig 17 An original
photographic
composite essay, with
the frame removed on
the right-hand side
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Fig 19 A
hand-painted
essay of the
2p. stamp
without
the country
name and
value

Fig 20 A
hand-painted
essay of the
3p. value
depicting
an Ambatch
reed canoe

Fig 18 The original photograph of cotton pickers used to create the vignette for the 2p. value

name and value (Fig 19) and a similar essay
with the country name and value. Key and
duty die proofs are also known; these are in
black on card and annotated ‘806/330’ and
‘806/335’.

Fig 21 A handpainted essay in
red-brown and
white produced
for the 3½p.
value depicting
Nuba wrestlers

3p. value: Ambatch reed
canoe
Colonel Atkinson was also responsible for the
design of this denomination. It depicts an
Ambatch canoe;
a primitive craft
made from the
Ambatch tree
used along the
length of the
Nile north of the
Sudd. Amongst
the essays and
proofs known is
a composite hand-painted essay in a design
similar to that issued produced in blue,
white and brown (Fig 20) and a composite
photographic essay endorsed at the foot
‘AMBATCH CANOE’. Key and duty die
proofs in black on card, annotated ‘806/331’
and ‘806/340’, are also known.
In addition, the following imperforate
plate proofs on pink unwatermarked and
ungummed paper exist:
• The vignette in brown and the frame in
blue.
• Plate block and a plate pair with the frame
inverted (the plate numbers show it is the
frame not the vignette that is inverted).

3½p. value:
Nuba
wrestlers
This design, once
again by Colonel
Atkinson, depicts
Nuba wrestlers;
the Nuba are
a collection of
tribes living in the hills of southern Kordofan.
One essay has been recorded: a composite
hand-painted essay in red-brown and white,
similar to that issued (Fig 21). Key and duty
G.S.M. December 2017

die proofs in black on card and annotated
‘806/384’ and ‘806/345’ also exist.

4p. value: Weaving

The 4p. stamp
illustrates
weaving and
was taken from
a photograph.
It shows a hand
loom used for
working a strong
cloth known as
Damour, which is
made from home-spun thread using locally
grown cotton. Two essays have been recorded:
a hand-painted essay in black and blue similar
to the issued design (Fig 22) and an enlarged
composite photographic essay based on the
same design. Key and duty die proofs in black
on card, annotated ‘806/390’ and ‘806/347’,
also exist.

5p. value: Saluka farming

The design for
this value was
taken from a
photograph and
shows Saluka
farming; the
oldest form of
cultivation in
the Nile Valley.
Figure 23 shows a
composite hand-painted essay, in green and
brown, in a similar design to the issued stamp.
Also known to exist is an enlarged composite
photographic essay based on the same design.

Fig 22
A handpainted
essay for
the 4p.
value
depicting a
worker at a
hand loom

Fig 23 An
essay, in
green and
brown,
produced for
the 5p. value
depicting
Saluka
farming

Fig 24 An
essay for the
6p. value
depicting
gum tapping

Key and duty die proofs in black on card,
annotated ‘806/393’ and ‘806/350’, are also
known.

6p. value:
Gum
tapping
The 6p.
design shows
gum tapping.
The design,
taken from a
photograph,
shows a man tapping an Acacia tree in order
to obtain Gum Arabic, one of the main
exports of Sudan at the time. Amongst the
essays and die proofs recorded is a handpainted essay in black and blue in a design
similar to the issued stamp (Fig 24). A
composite photographic essay of the frame
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and a further hand-painted essay of the
frame in a reduced size are also known.
Key and duty die proofs exist; these are in
black on card and annotated ‘806/396’ and
‘806/359’.

8p. value:
Darfur
chief
The design
for this
value, which
represents a
Darfur chief,
was from another photograph supplied by
Mr G Karakashian of Khartoum (Fig 25).
It depicts a typical western Shartai; the
successors to the feudal chiefs who owed
allegiance to the Sultans of Darfur until
1916. The photograph was adapted for
the issued stamp by omitting the two figures
on the right of the mounted chief. There
are two recorded essays and two die proofs
known. A hand-painted essay exists in brown
and blue in a design similar to the issued
stamp. There is also an enlarged composite
photographic essay of the same design. Key
and duty die proofs produced in black on
card are also known, annotated ‘806/403’
and ‘806/361’

Fig 25 The
original
photograph of
a Darfur chief
used for the
vignette of
the 8p.value

Fig 26 An essay for the 10p. depicting the
Stack Medical Research Laboratories

10p. value:
Stack
Laboratory
The 10p. stamp
shows the Stack
Medical Research
Laboratories.
These were opened in 1928 as a memorial
to Major-General Sir Lee Stack, GovernorGeneral of the Sudan from 1917 to 1924. At
the time, the laboratories were the central
institute for medical research. The design
is again from a photograph supplied Mr G
Karakashian. A hand-painted composite essay
in green and black in a design similar to that
issued is known (Fig 26), as are key and duty
die proofs in black on card and annotated
‘806/410’ and
‘806/364’.

Fig 27 A hand-painted essay
created for the 20p value
depicting a Nile lechwe

Fig 28 A composite hand-painted essay
for the 50p. value on a card with an
original pencil sketch of the frame and
design instructions

20p.
value: Nile
Lechwe
This design for
the 20p. value was
another creation
of Colonel Atkinson. It depicts a Nile Lechwe;
a swamp-loving animal that is only found in
the Sudan. A hand-painted essay in green and
black in a design similar to the issued stamp
has been recorded (Fig 27). Also known are
key and duty die proofs produced in black on
card annotated ‘806/413’ and ‘806/369’.

50p. value:
Camel
postman
Although the series
is a significant
departure from
the camel postman
design in use for 50
years, it was decided
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to retain, for the 50p. denomination, this
very popular and well-esteemed design which
was so closely connected with the origins and
development of the Sudan postal service.
Three essays and two die proofs are known.
Figure 28 shows a composite hand-painted
essay in black and pink in a design similar
to that issued. It is mounted on a card with
an original pencil sketch of the frame and
design instructions. The second essay is a
composite in black and pink based on the
camel design. The final known essay features
a hand-painted vignette in carmine and black
hand-painted frame highlighted in Chinese
white, with a small manuscript correction
at foot (Fig 29). Key and duty die proofs in
black exist. These are on card and annotated
‘806/375’ and ‘806/417’.

Fig 29 Another
essay for the 50p.
value, with a small
manuscript correction
at foot
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20 Years of Stamps in Schools
By Erene Grieve
As the Stamps in Schools project, aimed at introducing young school
children to the world of philately, reaches its 20th anniversary,
Erene Grieve talks about what the project has achieved over the
past two decades and what can still be done to attract a new
generation of collectors to the hobby.

In previous articles (GSM April 1999
and November 2000), I described how
the Stamps in Schools project started in
the Autumn of 1997 as a local initiative
in Pembrokeshire involving members
of the Haverfordwest Philatelic Society.
The visits to local schools comprised
an exhibition, a presentation about the
history of stamps, information about how
to start a stamp collection and choosing
items to take home to make a start. This
way of operating has continued to this
day. Schools were encouraged to have a
stamp club (and some of them did); we
also started stamp clubs in local secondary
schools. The idea was that the children
would bring their hobby with them and
further develop their interest.

Erene Grieve shows the children a
sack of stamps similar to the one
that her father sent her in 1953

‘I was your age when I started collecting stamps’

Off to London

Twelve months later, when the success
of the idea had become apparent, it was
decided to try the same approach in
London schools. It had been suggested
that the approach would only work in
Pembrokeshire, where I was known for
my teaching career, but that in London it
would be less easy to get into schools – also
the children would not respond as readily.
The fears were groundless, and two highly
successful events were held in Islington
schools funded by the British Philatelic
Trust. In one school a stamp club was set
up by one of the school governors; the
other school would have liked to have one
but no-one was free to run it.

New horizons

Due to the London success, the next
task was to think of a way in which the
project could be developed. Over 20 local
schools had been visited during the first
two years, and the idea that emerged was
for me to work with members of other
philatelic societies and introduce them to
a way of going into schools to encourage
youngsters to start a stamp collection and
schools to start a stamp club.
The first societies to be interested
were in Swansea, Finchley, Leeds and
Worcester and again the British Philatelic
Trust provided the funding which they
continued to do for the next eight years
until The British Postal Museum took over
in 2008. By that time, 200 school visits had
been made, and in the meantime, another
almost 300 schools have been visited. An
increasing number of these have been
return visits, often to rekindle a stamp club
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The question and answer session prior to the children’s activities
with stamps. Q. ‘Why do you think I am using tweezers?’

that was started after the first visit. Some stamp clubs have been going for many years.
Pupils in schools the length and breadth of the UK have experienced a one-hour
workshop and many schools have started a stamp club. I have travelled as far north as
Aviemore and Inverness, as far south as Devon and the Isle of Wight and to almost all
counties in the country. I have been into small village schools with 25 children from five to
ten years old, as well as large schools, that have so many classes in a year group that I need to
see them in groups of 60 – and occasionally need to go in for two days.
I estimate that I have seen nearly 30,000 children over the 20 years – and some things
have not changed but many things have.

The constants

The main thing that has stayed the same over the 20 years is the reaction of the pupils. I
often hear them say, as I did in the early years, that they thought that stamps were boring
G.S.M. December 2017
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initially and that they
aren’t boring at all –
they are interesting and
exciting. Many of the
children cannot wait to
start a stamp collection.
Their excitement when
they sort through the
British kiloware or open
their small packet of
stamps from around the
world is a joy to see. On
a couple of occasions,
a child has said to me,
‘This has been the best
day of my life’.
The reaction of the
teachers has been
gratifying too. Many
teachers were stamp
collectors as children
themselves and the visit
has ignited a spark.
Some of them say they
can’t wait to get out
their collection again; some even bring
their collections in for the children to see.
Often a teacher will realise that stamps
can provide opportunities to fit in with
what they are teaching. I have seen some
lovely work and displays in schools using
stamps and other philatelic items.

Who would have thought that soaking
off stamps could be so fascinating?

The changes

In the early days, I found that few
schools replied to letters so I moved
to making phone calls. Most of the
schools I contacted were interested
in me paying a visit. Now I am asked
to send an email and usually no-one
replies. Today, out of ten phone calls
and emails, I might have one school
responding – or I might not have any.
While nearly half the schools I
visited started stamp clubs in the past
– today, very few do. Teachers are very
busy and are often running other clubs
already. Though on occasions when I leave
the school there is someone planning on
setting up a club – quite often it never
transpires, which is a shame. There is
plenty of help and resources available
for anyone wanting to set up a school
stamp club through the Stamp Active
organisation which also runs Kidstamps
– a free postal stamp club for children.
Philatelic societies can often be a source of
support as well.
I have found that philatelic societies
vary in their interest in going into schools.
I used to contact the local societies but
often they weren’t interested and I rarely
bother to contact them now. However, I do
have a network of individuals and societies
who I have worked with over the years
and they always seem to make themselves
available if they possibly can when I am
working in the area. Some have even
ended up running very successful clubs.
Another addition to the team has
been the wonderful Harvey Kernick,
who for some years now has acquired
foreign stamps from fellow collectors and
painstakingly sorted them into different
countries and put them into up to a 1000
bags a year for the children to work with –
a tedious task that I was glad to hand over.
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Even quite young children
enjoy choosing stamps

If anyone is interested in a visit to a
school in their area, contact Erene
Grieve at stampsinschools@gmail.com
or phone 07811 095 772.
Stamps in Schools is sponsored by
The Postal Museum as part of their
Learning and Outreach programme.

The future

At the end of my article in 2000 I said – ‘My aim now is that, within
12 months, eight philatelic societies will have been shown a technique to attract young
collectors; up to 20 more schools will have a stamp club running in them, and over 2000
children will have been made aware of the joy of stamp collecting. A pipe dream or a
realistic target – only time will tell’. Time has shown that it did happen.
I am delighted that the project is still running 20 years later, and I am grateful for all
the collectors that have helped me over the years, many of whom continue to do so. Yes, it
is difficult and time consuming trying to get into schools but there are sufficient schools
interested in a one hour workshop for me to continue to visit 20 to 30 schools a year. The
recent TV programme Penny Blacks and Twopenny Blues, which has been shown on BBC 4
several times over the past 12 months, has provided a flurry of interest; parents visiting the
Stamp Active stand at Stampex have also given me introductions to schools, though even
then, it is no guarantee of a school being interested – schools do sometimes find me on a
website however. Articles in magazines and newspapers have also increased interest and my
fingers are crossed (as I type with one hand) that this article will produce the same.
Early next year will see the 500th school visit since the project started. Could it be at a
school near you?
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Caught in the Middle: Philately of
Juan de Nova

Where In The World?

By Steve Pendleton
Continuing his travels amongst the îles éparses, Steve Pendleton
moves on from îles Glorieuses to the island of Juan de Nova. This
relatively unknown island, located between Madagascar and the
African mainland is a haven for turtles and birds, and was a centre
for phosphate mining. Like the other îles êparses, Juan de Nova is
part of the French Southern and Antarctic Territories and provides
an interesting philatelic history.

17° 3’ 0” S, 42° 45’ 0” E
-17.05, 42.75

The îles éparses are a group of four
French-owned islands in the Indian
Ocean. Recently, they became a separate
department of the French Southern and
Antarctic Territories (FSAT). Each has a
unique history, and while their philately
sometimes has similarities, there are plenty
of differences as well.

The island of Juan de Nova
If you are a naval strategist, you look for
islands which have a potentially strategic
location. That is, they control certain
straits, guard the approaches to important
harbours or provide safe sites from which
to control or invade neighbouring lands.
Historically, there have been many such
places. Malta stands guard over the
passage between Sicily and the African
shore. Bahrain provides sanctuary for the
American fleet in the Persian Gulf. Diego
Garcia is a safe haven for the American
navy in the Indian Ocean, as well as
providing a large air base.
Joining this august company, though at
a much less obvious level, is the island of
Juan de Nova. Never heard of it? That’s
not surprising, since most people don’t
even know any of the îles éparses (which
means Scattered Islands) exist. However,
some philatelists, especially ones who
collect the stamps of French Antarctica,
have become more knowledgeable, even
if some tend to disdain non-Polar subject
material. That’s too bad because each
island does have a philatelic history.
Juan de Nova is certainly placed in
a strategic position; that is, it would be
considered so if you were sailing through
the Mozambique Channel between that
country and Madagascar. Certainly, it
is not as crucial to world affairs as the
Straits of Hormuz or the Mediterranean.
Historically, it’s been the lair of pirates, as
well as the trade route for Arabian sailors
from Oman to Africa. Today, huge oil
tankers ply their routes around the Cape
of Good Hope, since they are too large to
fit in the Suez Canal.
Right in the middle of that path sits
Juan de Nova. It certainly does not seem
like much, since it is basically a flat coral
island. It is about 5km from east to west
and perhaps half that in width. Most of
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Fig 1 The 2014 FSAT issue
depicting the Green Turtle. Juan
de Nova is an important island
for this endangered species

Fig 2 The image of Juan de
Nova on this 2009 FSAT
stamp shows the large coral
reef that surrounds the island

Fig 3 A casualty of Juan de Nova’s coral
reef is shown on one of stamps from
the FSAT’s 2009 Les Îles Éparses booklet

Fig 4 Juan de Nova as shown in
the 2007 Éparses Islands booklet

it is covered with scrub forest. It does have three features of importance, however. One is
that it is a home and breeding ground for the endangered Green Turtle. In common with
several other Indian Ocean territories, FSAT issued a Green Turtle stamp (Fig 1) in 2014
(731). It also has birds – lots and lots of them. Although the land area is pretty small, there
is a third factor that is also important. France claims a large area of the adjoining ocean as
an Exclusive Economic Zone, which means fishing and other such activities are under its
control.
In 2009 FSAT issued a pictorial book showing scenes of the îles. One of the several stamps
in the publication (621g) featuring Juan de Nova shows the island from a distance (Fig 2).
Also noticeable on the stamp is a very dangerous feature of the island. It lies on a much
larger coral reef, which spreads out on each side. This reef creates a barrier to ships which
has historically led to the island being a menace to shipping. One rusty hulk is pictured on
another stamp from the book – 621h (Fig 3). There are some other notable shipwrecks, the
best known, perhaps, being the SS Tottenham, which ran aground on 11 February 1911.
The first FSAT issue about the îles was a souvenir sheet (587/91), with Juan de Nova being
shown on 589 (Fig 4). The images used on the stamps were detailed photos of each island
from space. A few years later, FSAT issued a set of four pre-stamped envelopes with the same
design, but with slightly different lettering and no indication of value.
In 2016 another one of these pre-stamped envelopes was issued for Juan de Nova
alone (Fig 5). This one was to commemorate the presence of a large amateur radio (Dx)
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expedition which visited the island
in March and April of that year.
Unusually, they also added a
stamp showing communications
equipment. This was the same
design used in the 2014 miniature
sheet (734). However, that sheet was
meant to note the first ‘Dxpedition’,
but to Tromelin, not Juan de Nova.

History in stamps

Juan de Nova has never had an
indigenous population. However,
it was known to the Sakalava native
tribe of western Madagascar.
Fishermen probably had temporary
camps there. Due to its location,
it’s quite probable that pirates
hung out as well. Certainly, the
Arab traders knew of it.
The first European to report it was
(naturally) a Portuguese sailor, Juan de
Nova, who spotted it in 1501. It appears
rarely if ever in history for the next few
hundred years.
It was never
permanently settled,
and even the French
never bothered to
fortify it.
However, birds
are known to
produce guano,
which can be used
for phosphate.
Between 1887 and
1908, the French East Africa Co had crews
on the island for mining. In 1896 and
1897 this activity led France to proclaim
sovereignty. After a period of direct
administration from France, the island
was attached to Tananarive district in
1921, Maintirano in 1930 and Nossi-Be
in 1932.
When Madagascar obtained its
independence, authority shifted to the
French administration on Reunion.
Madagascar began to claim it in 1972,
and it became the responsibility of the
Reunion Office of Meteorology. That, of
course, was eventually transferred to FSAT.
The phosphate mining died down in
the 1920s. However, Juan de Nova was
shortly to join the air age. On 8 December
1929 an F-190 Farman aircraft left the
aerodrome just outside of Tananarive,
Madagascar, bound for Quelimane in
Mozambique. The plane was piloted by
Sergeant Jean-Michael Bourgeois with
two companions. The mission was to carry
mail for onward transmission to France.
Unfortunately, the plane sprang a fuel leak
and the crew were forced to land on the
then uninhabited Juan de Nova. The two
companions were soon able to leave, but
the pilot stayed for two months, hacking a
landing strip out of the undergrowth.
The flight was commemorated then by a
few commemorative envelopes. They have
a four-line notification reading ‘EQUIP.
GOULETTE M.&B./ACCIDENTE ILE
JUAN-NOVA/COURRIER ACHEMINE/PAZ VOLS MARITIME’. In 2011 FSAT
issued a three-stamp strip (640/42)
honouring the flight (Fig 6). The three
stamps show the aircraft, the flight path and
a depiction of one of the carried covers.
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 5 A cover commemorated the large amateur
radio expedition to Juan de Nova in 2016 (Reduced)

Fig 6 The three stamps issued by FSAT in 2011 to mark the 1929 forced
landing on Juan de Nova of a flight from Madagascar to Mozambique

Fig 7 Another
pioneering
flight, this time
from 1932, was
commemorated
by a stamp
issue in 2012

Fig 8 Some of the waggonets
used to carry guano were
shown on a 2015 stamp issue

Two further stamps were released in 2012. These featured a 1932 flight to the island by
Maryse Hulsz (Fig 7).
The island was little visited, leading some to believe it was used by German submarines
in World War II. After the war, interest in phosphate was once again high. In 1952 a
new company, the ‘Societe Francaise des îles de Madagascar’, was formed to exploit the
phosphate deposits. The moving forces behind it were the Patureau brothers.
From all accounts, the diggings were a brutal place. Malagache and African workers
were paid miserably and forced to live in substandard conditions. Labour unrest forced the
French authorities to investigate. However, the removal of the guano continued until about
1970.
The island was investigated in 1953 for a possible weather station. The Mozambique
Channel does get cyclones from time to time. However, unlike the other îles éparses, no
station was constructed at that time.
The phosphate diggings were eventually abandoned, leaving a lot of rusting equipment,
waggonets, tracks, piers and the ruins of houses. The guano carriers are seen on a 2015
stamp issue (738) (Fig 8). A large two-story ‘mansion’ called Maison Patureau was built.
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Fig 9 First day cover featuring the 2010 stamp
depicting Maison Patureau (Reduced)

A single stamp showing this mansion was
released in 2010 (625) (Fig 9).
A small manned station was inaugurated
in 1973. It usually consisted of crews of three
to five men who rotated in from the Service
Meterologique on Reunion. The Chief of that
department became the de facto authority in
charge on the island. It has also had a small
garrison of French troops (one source says
it is about 14) and a gendarme. In common
with some of the other stations of the îles, it
is believed that the station has in recent years
become automated.

Fig 10 A cover
showing the
rectangular cachet
of the phosphate
mining company
on Juan de Nova
(Reduced)

Postal history and cachets

I believe the first postal marking from the
island (or at least applied on mail that landed
there) originated from the ill-fated 1929
flight. After that, I have a 1953 cover which
has the rectangular cachet with the name of
the phosphate company (Fig 10). I do not
know if this is a private cachet made up for
the visit by a Madagascar philatelist or if it is
a company marking.
Also not seen, but probably in existence,
would be cachets of the local military
garrison. I have seen one double ring device
used by the local gendarme; it was on a
cover dated 2000.
From 1973 to 2006 any markings likely
originated from the weather station. Several
oval cachets with the island name in the
middle and a variety of wording around the
edges exist These are sometimes known
used with cachets reading ‘REPUBLIQUE
FRANCAISE/OCEAN INDIEN/Iles
Eparses’ (Fig 11), which appear to be official
government markings.
These cachets can also be found on covers
from the various French supply ships which
came from Reunion several times a year. I
believe the Marius Moutet may have been
one such visitor in the first days; however, I
haven’t seen a cover from Juan de Nova with
this ship. Later vessels include the Champlain
in the 1980s (this was a converted landing
craft), the Batral La Grandiere in the 1990s, La
Boudeuse in 2000 and the patrollieur La Reuse
in 1999 (Fig 12 and Fig 13).
The biggest postal change for Juan de
Nova came in 2006 when it and the other îles
éparses were formed into the fifth district of
FSAT. As with the other islands, a post office
was opened. The first date I have seen was 14
June 2007 on a cover with a stamp showing
the island from space (Fig 14). These covers
also had a cachet and a new postmark. The
cachet was rectangular, with the depiction
of a turtle, the words ‘Bloc/îles Eparses/
de/l’océan Indien’ and other wording. The
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Fig 11 A cover from 1996 with Juan De
Nova and official government cachets

Fig 12 1986 cover showing visit of Champlain, a converted
landing craft, to Juan de Nova (Reduced)

postmark is a single-ring circular device reading ‘TAAF-ILE JUAN DE NOVA-ILES EPARSES’.
As far as I can tell, this is the only day-to-day cancel used. There is also a philatelic first day
cancel featuring a turtle used for the 2007 islands souvenir sheet. There was another such
cancel used for the turtle stamp in 2014 (Fig 15). This might be of interest because of the other
countries which also issued that stamp.
The first covers, such as that shown in Figure 14, often bore a pictorial cachet reading ‘Les
îles éparses... /Le gendarme, agent postal’. Later, another pictorial cachet, with the wording
G.S.M. December 2017
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Fig 13 A 1991 cover marking
the visit of the Batral La
Grandiere supply ship
(Reduced)

Fig 14 In 2006 Juan De
Nova became part of the
fifth district of FSAT and a
new rectangular cachet and
single-circle postmark were
issued (Reduced)

‘Le Vagumestre de JUAN NOVA’ and a map
of the island plus a bird and turtle, was in use
(Fig 16).
Several ships, among them the Macon and
the venerable Antarctic supply vessel Marion
Dufresne often visit (Fig 17). They bring basic
supplies as well as research expeditions.
There are often scientific cachets.
After more than ten years of association
with FSAT, I would expect the post office to
continue, more stamps with local subjects
to be issued and more cachets to be found.
That’s all good news for collectors. Let’s just
hope the reef attracts no more unwanted
visitors.

Fig 16 A 2011
cover with the
pictorial cachet
featuring a
turtle, map and
bird (Reduced)
Fig 15 The first day postmark
produced for the 2014 Green
turtle issue (see Fig 1)

Fig 17 Basic supplies and
research expeditions are
brought to the island by
ships such as the Antarctic
supply vessel Marion
Dufresne (Reduced)

G.S.M. December 2017
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New Zealand’s America’s Cup
Stamps
By Christopher Moor
The world’s oldest sporting trophy, the America’s Cup, has been the
object of fierce competition since 1851. As New Zealand is one of
the few countries to wrest the trophy from the Americans, it is no
surprise that their successes and failures at the event have been
one of its popular philatelic subjects. As New Zealand regained
‘Auld Mug’ in 2017, Christopher Moor takes a topical look at the
various America’s Cup issues released by New Zealand.

Since 1987 New Zealand
postage stamps have
depicted the aspirations,
disappointments, and the 1995,
2000 and 2017 victories of this
yachting nation’s challenges for
the America’s Cup.
When New Zealand won
the ‘Auld Mug’ at San Diego
in 1995, America had been
defeated only once before in
the race’s 144 year history,
surrendering the cup to
Australia in 1983. From New
Zealand’s original challenge for
the Americas Cup more than
30 years ago, these races have
unified the small country as few
other sporting events do.
The story began during the southern
summer of 1986–87 in the waters off
Freemantle, Australia, where the New
Zealand yacht Kiwi Magic (KZ-7) won
the preliminaries to race against Stars
and Stripes 87 in the Louis Vuitton Cup;
the winner to challenge Kookaburra II for
the America’s Cup. Stars and Stripes 87
beat Kiwi Magic and later Kookaburra II,
resulting in the cup returning to America.
New Zealand’s challenges of 1988 and
1992 also failed to wrest the cup from
the Americans. Then victory came at San
Diego in 1995, when the America’s Cup
became New Zealand’s cup!
During the racing at San Diego,
syndicate head and mainsail traveller
Peter Blake’s wife gave him a pair of
red socks, which he wore during a race
the New Zealander’s won. They became
known as ‘lucky red socks’, and many New
Zealanders now wear similar pairs as a
show of support whenever their team is
racing for the cup. Blake was knighted in
1995 for his services to yachting.

Blue Water Classics

Eight years before, New Zealand had
issued its first America’s Cup stamp as part
of the Blue Water Classics yacht-racing
set of 2 February 1987 (Fig 1). These four
stamps paid tribute to the South Pacific
nation’s successes in the Southern Cross
Cup (40c.), the Admiral’s Cup (80c.), the
Kenwood Cup ($1.05) and the America’s
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Fig 1 The f.d.c. for the 1987 Blue Water Classics issue (all covers shown reduced)

Fig 2 New Zealand’s first America’s Cup stamp was
the $1.30 value from the Blue Water Classics issue

Fig 3 New Zealand’s 1992
America’s Cup Challenge
set was the country’s first
dedicated America’s Cup set

Cup ($1.30). The predominantly red, white and blue America’s Cup stamp from this issue
featured an America’s Cup yacht (Fig 2).
Rod Proud of Auckland, New Zealand, designed this vibrantly coloured stamp quartet,
which was the last commemorative issue from the former New Zealand Post Office. On
1 April 1987 the post office changed from a government department to a state-owned
enterprise with a commercial focus, known as New Zealand Post. The postage increase on
the same day may not be as well remembered now as day one of New Zealand Post or the
issue of the Blue Water Classics stamps.
G.S.M. December 2017

Base image credit: Nathan Forget. America’s Cup 7
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Leigh-Mardon Pty Ltd, Melbourne,
Australia, printed the stamps by
lithography in red, blue, yellow and
black on unwatermaked paper with
blue-tinted gum, and perforated with
a 14×14¼ single comb. Each sheet
contained 100 stamps printed in ten
rows of ten with no plate numbers or
colour guide appearing on the issued
sheets. The sheet value is above stamp
10 in row 1 and designer Proud’s name
is below stamps 1 and 2 of row 10.
The Blue Water Classics issue
remained on sale at New Zealand Post
Shops, as post offices are now called,
until 14 April 1987 and at Philatelic
Sales Centres and the Philatelic
Bureau until 29 April 1988. A total of
2,107,300 of the $1.30 value were sold.

The first dedicated issue

Rod Proud also designed the four stamps
that formed the America’s Cup Challenge
issue of 22 January 1992 (Fig 3 and Fig 4).
They were the country’s first dedicated
America’s Cup stamps, paying tribute to
both the yacht the cup was named after
and the New Zealand yachts that had so
far challenged for the ‘Auld Mug’.
Featured on the 45c. denomination is
Kiwi Magic (KZ-7) that, as mentioned, raced
in the 1987 Challenger’s final after notching
up an impressive record of 37 wins and one
loss in the qualifying rounds before losing
to Dennis Connor’s Stars and Stripes 87 for
the right to challenge for the cup.
Illustrated on the 80c. stamp is KZ 1, a
mono hull, that in 1988 was beaten 2–0 by
the San Diego Yacht Club’s Stars and Stripes
(H3), a catamaran, in a best-of-three race
series.
America, the schooner that in 1851 left
14 British Royal Yacht squadron yachts
trailing behind her in a match race
around the Isle of Wight, appears on the
$1 stamp. The trophy, won by America,
was hereafter known as the America’s Cup.
Completing the set is a $1.50 value
showing a yacht called New Zealand 1992.
Although the challenge seemed to grip
the imagination of the country, this would
not be the year for a New Zealand victory.
The set was printed by Leigh-Mardon
Pty Ltd, Australia, on Harrison and Sons
unwatermaked gummed paper, using
black, blue, magenta and yellow in the
lithography process. There were 100
stamps with 14×14¼ perforations to the
sheet, printed in ten rows of ten. The
sheet value was above stamp 10 in row 1
and the colour guide near stamp 1 in row
9 and stamps 1–3 in row 10.
America’s Cup Challenge stamps
remained on sale at post shops until 12
May 1992 and at Philatelic Sales Centres
and at the Philatelic Bureau until 22
January 1993. The sales figures were
12,476,100 (40c.), 2,064, 300 (80c.),
2,019,500 ($1) and 1,046,400 ($1.50)

Black Magic

New Zealand’s three previous challenges
in the 1980s and and early 990s ended as
defeats, but Team Zealand’s yacht Black
Magic won the trophy by trouncing the
San Diego Yacht Club’s Young America 5–0
in the 1995 series of races for the cup.
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 4 The f.d.c. for the 1992 America’s Cup Challenge set of 1992

Fig 5 New Zealand celebrated their 1995 victory
in the America’s Cup with a victory stamp

Fig 6 An f.d.c. was available from post offices
for the America’s Cup – Victory issue 1995

The supremacy of Black Magic was honoured with the America’s Cup – Victory stamp of 16
May 1995 (Fig 5 and Fig 6). Because Team New Zealand had a very good chance of winning
the cup, New Zealand Post had a victory stamp ready in advance, which went on sale two days
after the win of Black Magic on 14 May 1995.
The 45c. stamp was designed by Alan Hollows, of New Zealand Post, Wellington, and
printed in five-colour lithography – light blue, blue, black, magenta and yellow – by
Southern Colour Print in New Zealand.
Customers buying the stamps could only purchase them as a miniature sheet of ten stamps,
resulting in most of the 200,000 sheets being sold on the day of issue, and the remainder by
closing time the next day. Stamp dealers have since broken up these sheets to sell the stamps
as singles for approximately 45p (NZ$1) each for the mint or cancelled specimens.
A printing plate contained 12 sheets in three rows of four which were perforated in 12×12
gauging from a single row comb. The sheet value is by stamp 1 in row 5, the imprint is
adjacent to stamp 1 in row 4 and stamps 1 and 2 in row 5, and the barcode by the first stamp
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in row 3. Each sheet had ten stamps in two
rows of five.
A limited edition of 10,000 Victory 1995
presentation packs was issued on 24 May
1995. The packs contained a numbered
miniature sheet with gold foil lettering on
the selvedge and an f.d.c. with four stamps
cancelled by a first day of issue postmark in
yellow (Fig 7). A set of three maximum cards
was also available (Fig 8).
In 2000 New Zealand convincingly won the
cup at Auckland. However, the only stamp
issue for the event appears to have come
from DX Mail, the New Zealand Document
Exchange, who released five promotional
stamps for the challenging AmericaOne
syndicate on 12 November 1999 (Fig 9).

Fig 7 The special f.d.c.. and
numbered miniature sheet from the
Victory 1995 presentation pack

Leading the Waves

Nearly three years later, New Zealand Post
issued two sets of stamps with boating or
yachting themes on 2 October 2002 (Fig
10). The Leading the Waves issue featured
depictions of six boats that had brought
their owners international success and
recognition. The 1988 America’s Cup
challenger, KZ 1, made its second appearance
on a New Zealand postage stamp on the
Fig 8 Three maximum
40c. denomination (Fig 11). It was joined
cards were also available
by High 5, the winner of the 2000 Kenwood
Cup on the 80c., while Gentle Spirit on the
90c. performed well in extreme fishing
Fig 9 The f.d.c. produced
and sailing conditions. Northstar on the
by DX Mail for the 2000
$1.30 hosted the TVNZ and ESPN
America’s Cup challenge
broadcasting teams during the
2002–3 America’s Cup races.
Completing this set are Oceanrunner,
the craft that set a powerboat record
for circumnavigating New Zealand,
on the $1.50 stamp, and Salperton,
the biggest pleasure craft ever built
in the country when launched in
2001, on the $2 value.
A limited edition Leading the
Waves presentation pack was issued
This contained colour separations
of the $2 Salperton stamp, a
mint set of the six stamps, their
imprint blocks, an imperforate
miniature sheet with one of each
value, and an f.d.c. with silver ink
postmark, signed by the Executive
Director of the Boating Industries
Association of New Zealand, Peter
Busfield.
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Fig 10 Brochure for Leading the
Waves and America’s Cup 2003
issues of 2 October 2002

Fig 11 KZ 1, the
America’s Cup challenger
on the 40c. stamp from
the Leading the Waves
issue of 2002

Fig 12 The three America’s Cup 2003 stamps issued 2 October 2002

America’s Cup 2003

America’s Cup 2003 was the more prestigious
issue from those of 2 October 2002. The
three stamps featured New Zealand’s yacht
Black Magic racing with the Italian contender
Luna Rosa ($1.30), an aerial shot of both
yachts ($1.50) and Black Magic passing Luna
Rosa ($1.50) (Fig 12).
Special commemorative coins were
offered by New Zealand Post on behalf
of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand on
the same day as the America’s Cup 2003
stamps. Related products included three
different numismatic first day covers and a
stamp and coin presentation pack.
Both the America’s Cup and the
Leading the Waves issues were designed by
CommArts Design, Wellington. Southern
Colour Print, Dunedin, printed them by
offset lithography in sheets of 50 stamps
on De la Rue 103gsm red phosphor stamp
paper using four process colours. Silver and
an overgloss were added in the printing
of the America’s Cup 2003 stamps. Stamps
from both issues measured 40mm×30mm
and had 14 gauge perforations.
Their sheet value was at stamp 5 in row
1, barcodes at stamp 2 in row 1 and stamp
4 at row 10, and the colours and printer’s
imprint by stamp 1 in rows 9 and 10. New
Zealand Post’s logo appears by stamp 5 in
row 10 and the designer’s name below stamp
1 from row 10.
The Leading the Waves stamps remained
on sale at post shops until 5 November 2002
and at regional stamps centres and the Stamps
Centre (Philatelic Bureau), Wanganui, until 1
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 13 Miniature sheet f.d.c for the America’s Cup 2003 issue

Fig 14 America’s Cup 2003 issue f.d.c. with single stamps

October 2003. First day covers were withdrawn from sale on 5 November 2002.
America’s Cup 2003 stamps had a longer sale period at post shops, coming off sale on 1 April
2003. The stamps were withdrawn from sale at regional stamps centres and the Stamps Centre,
Wanganui, on 1 October 2003.
Two different first day covers for the America’s Cup 2003 stamps were issued on 2 October
2002. One contained the issue’s miniature sheet and the other a set of the three stamps. The
stamps on both first day covers were cancelled with a datestamp symbolically representing the
America’s Cup (Fig 13 and Fig 14).
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Perforation variations

New Zealand Stamp Collector (Vol 82,
No 4, December 2002) noted that
this issue’s miniature sheets had
a ‘considerable variation of the
register of the bottom horizontal
strike of the perforations – which in
some cases is out of line to the right,
in other cases out of line to the left.
Other examples have been seen
with minimum separation from the
vertical perforations on the stamps.
These variations have been noted
on a large number of copies.’
An f.d.c. was issued on 4
October 2002 for the Stampshow
Melbourne 02 which had a
miniature sheet of the three
America’s Cup 2003 stamps that
was printed and postmarked
especially for the event (Fig 15).
New Zealand Post’s first issue
for 2003, Team New Zealand – The Defence,
was issued on 8 January, with the three
stamps again designed by CommArts Design,
Wellington, and printed by Southern Colour
Print, Dunedin (Fig 16). They had the same
print specifications as the America’s Cup
2003 stamps. The 40c., 80c. and 90c. values
featured Team New Zealand crews racing the
black America’s Cup defender in the Hauraki
Gulf.
A miniature sheet of the three stamps was
issued. This was also available as a hang sell
pack with a set of the three stamps. Hang sell
packs were also issued for the two different
f.d.c.s (Fig 17) and the set of three maximum
cards. The issue’s presentation pack
contained a miniature sheet, an f.d.c.
with the single stamps affixed and a
mint set of the stamps (Fig 18).
The Team New Zealand –The
Defence stamps remained on sale at
the Stamps Centre, Wanganui, until 7
January 2004.
New Zealand lost the America’s
Cup to the Swiss yacht Alinghi in 2003,
not winning any of the five races
the boats competed in at Auckland.
It would be 14 years before the cup
returned to New Zealand.

Fig 15 Miniature sheet f.d.c. issued 4 October 2002 for Stampshow Melbourne

(Fig 17)

Fig 16 The set of Team New Zealand – The Defence stamps 2003

Commemoration stamps

Memories of the 1995 win were
rekindled on 25 November 2009
with an issue of five gummed stamps
commemorating the life of Sir Peter
Blake (1948–2001), the man who
brought the ‘Auld Mug’ to New
Zealand (Fig 19). The cup appeared
with Blake on the $2.30 Passionate
Kiwi stamp. Other stamps from the
issue were Inspirational Leader (50c),
Yachtsman ($1), Record Breaker ($1.80) and
Environmentalist ($2.80). Both the single
stamp and miniature sheet first day covers
had red sock postmarks (Fig 20).
Cue Design of Wellington designed the
stamps which had their images inside a
blue sail. Southern Colour Print used four
process colours plus silver on Tullis Russell
104gsm red phosphate paper to print the
30mm×40mm gummed stamps in sheets
of 25, as five rows of five with 13½ gauge
perforations.
The sheet value was printed above the fifth
stamp of row 1 with the bar codes printed by
stamp 2 in row 1, stamp 1 at row 3 and stamp
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Fig 17 A miniature sheet f.d.c. of Team New Zealand – The Defence 2003

4 in row 5. New Zealand Post’s logo was at stamp 5 in the fifth row and the designer’s name
below stamps 1–3 in row 5.
Only 4000 imperforate miniature sheets containing all five values were printed for inclusion
in the issue’s presentation pack, which cost $29.50. The pack comprised this miniature sheet,
a set of the stamps, an f.d.c. with the single stamps affixed and biography on Blake by yachting
commentator Peter Montgomery.
New Zealand Post also issued a limited edition pack of 2000 individually numbered and
authenticated copies that contained the colour separations for the $2.80 stamp in a se-tenant
strip of six, a unique numbered miniature sheet of all five values, a set of the stamps and plate
blocks of six stamps for each value. The enclosed f.d.c. was signed by noted yachtsman and
yachting journalist Bob Fisher, who wrote the commentary on Blake’s life for this presentation.

2017 Victory!

This year Emirates Team New Zealand won the America’s Cup held in the waters off
Bermuda on 26 June 2017. New Zealand Post’s Special Projects issued a sheet of six stamps to
G.S.M. December 2017

New Zealand’s America’s Cup Stamps
Fig 18 An f.d.c. of Team New Zealand –
The Defence 2003 featuring the three
individual stamps

Fig 19 Sir Peter Blake with the
America’s Cup depicted on the $2.30
stamp from the 2009 issue honouring
one of New Zealand’s greatest heroes

Fig 20 An f.d.c with red socks
postmark commemorating
the life of Sir Peter Blake
(1948–2001) issued 25
November 2009

commemorate the victory
on 3 July 2017 (Fig 21). The
stamps could only be bought
in this hang sell presentation,
which cost $19.90.
All the stamps have $2.70
values and are placed on the
sheet three at either side of a
photo of the victorious Team
New Zealand. Below this
image is a photo of their yacht,
the words ‘Bermuda 2017
Winners’ with a drawing of the
cup, and the logos of Emirates
Team New Zealand and New
Zealand Post.
The horizontal
40mm×30mm stamps were
designed by Jonathon Gray,
New Zealand Post, Wellington,
and printed in four process
colours by the corporation’s
Collectables and Solutions
Centre at Whanganui on Tullis
Russell 104gsm paper with
13.33×13.6 perforations. Unless
stocks are sold before, they will remain on
sale until 2 July 2018.
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 21 Commemorative stamp sheet celebrating New Zealand’s win of
the 35th America’s cup in Bermuda in 2017
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Stamp Hunting
Nimrod suggests some stamps worth looking for
Hong Kong

We commence the second part of our review of
the stamps of Hong Kong with the 1912–21 King
George V set (SG 100/16). While the $5 (115)
remains the key value to a fine used set, both types
of the 25c. (108, 109) are surprisingly elusive in this
condition. The 50c. on blue-green paper with an
olive back (111b) is a rarity in mint condition and
seldom seen used. Toned examples of the original
The $5 is the
printing (111) are often confused for this later
key value to a
printing, so caution is needed when purchasing.
fine used set
For those collectors wondering why the $10 has a
of the 1912–21
relatively paltry catalogue price compared to the
King George V
$5, keep in mind that this stamp was in use for
more than 25 years until replaced by the 1938 King issue
George VI set. Examples dated prior to 1920 are
very desirable. The 8c. and 10c. (104, 105) are fairly scarce fine mint,
as is the 30c. (110). Although the $5 and $10 (115, 116) are the key
stamps in a mint set, in practice I’ve found the $3 (114) to be just as
difficult.
From 1921 these stamps started
to be printed on Multiple Script
CA watermarked paper (117/32).
The 8c. grey (122) was replaced
soon after issue by the 8c. orange
(123) and is consequently very
scarce used. The 2c. grey (118c) is
a tricky stamp used as it too had a
Fine mint examples of the 8c. and
fairly short lifespan, while the $3
and $5 (131, 132) remain popular. 30c. Multiple Crown CA are now
Mint sets are dominated by the top proving to be fairly scarce
three values (130/32). However,
the 5c. (121) is starting to edge upwards, as is the 50c. (128).
Due to its short lifespan the
8c. grey is very scarce used;
the 2c. grey is also proving
tricky for the same reason

The 1935 Silver Jubilee set (133/36) saw fairly extensive commercial
usage at the time so used examples are quite plentiful, although really
fine sets can take some time to assemble. Mint sets are somewhat more
difficult, but should only be acquired when in very fresh condition;
sets with yellowish or toned gum should be avoided.

Mint sets of the 1935 Silver
Jubilee issue should be
acquired only in very fresh
condition; avoid yellow or
toned gum examples

Original 1938 printings of the 1938–52 King George VI issue
(140/62) generally have streaky, brownish gum; examples with fresh,
white gum are very rare and command suitable premiums, even when
mounted. The $5 dull lilac and scarlet (159) and $10 green and violet
(161) are particularly susceptible to gum toning and should be priced
accordingly. The 30c. yellow-olive (151) is a real stumbling block when
Mint 30c., $1
and $2 from the
1938–52 King
George VI issue
are becoming hard
to find
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trying to assemble a mint set. Also likely to prove problematic are the
10c. bright violet (145), 25c. bright blue (149), $1 red-orange and
green (156) and $2 red-orange and green (157). Fine used sets are
not too difficult to assemble, with only the aforementioned $5 and $10
values likely to cause any real difficulty, although the 1c. (140) does
seem to be less common than was previously the case. Look out for
the Short Leg to ‘R’ variety on any of the $1 values you come across;
used examples are almost certainly lurking unrecognised in 1940s and
1950s childhood collections.

Fine used examples of the first $5
and $10 values from the 1938–52
issue are getting difficult

Keep an eye out for $1 Short
Leg to ‘R’ variety on any of the
the $1 values

The 1954–62 Queen Elizabeth II set (178/91) is readily available in
mint condition; however, fresh unmounted mint sets are starting to
become distinctly scarce. Used sets are not too difficult to assemble,
with only the 65c. grey (186) likely to prove elusive.
Fresh unmounted mint sets of
the 1954–62 Queen Elizabeth
II issue are starting to become
scarce. Fine used examples of
the 65c. grey are also elusive

The 1962–73 issue (196/210) introduced the famous Annigoni
portrait to the stamps of Hong Kong. The basic stamps are common
enough in used condition; the 65c. (204) and $1 (205) are a little
tricky unmounted mint but the real interest in this set lies with the
glazed paper varieties. The $2 (207e) is very scarce mint while the $10
(209d) is a major rarity. Used examples do crop up from time to time
but they are still very scarce. Look out also for used examples of the
20c. (199ab) and 30c. (201ab), they appear to be far less easy to obtain
than was once the case.
Used examples of the 20c. and
30c. from the Queen Elizabeth II
1962–73 issue on glazed paper
are becoming increasingly hard
to find

All values (excluding the $10) from this set were reprinted on Block
CA paper between 1966 and 1972 (222/36). The $20 dominates the
set in unmounted mint condition although the $1 (231) may also
prove difficult to obtain. Glazed paper varieties exist for the 20c., 25c.,
30c., and 40c. values (225a, 226b, 227a, 228a); all are difficult to obtain
either unmounted mint or fine used and are highly recommended.
Glazed paper was also used for a short time for the 1968–73 65c. and
$1 pictorial issue (253b, 254a, 254b, 254c). The former pair, with upright
watermark, are exceedingly scarce unmounted.
Glazed paper varieties
exist for the 20c., 25c.,
30c., and 40c. values on
Block CA paper
The 65c. pictorial on
glazed paper with upright
watermark is very scarce
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The 1964 Provisional Republican
Stamps of Zanzibar
By Lars Jørgensen
In 1890 Zanzibar became a British Protectorate and remained under
British control until independence was achieved on 10 December
1963. However, just one month later, a bloody revolution took
place; the Sultan was overthrown and a republic was declared. Lars
Jørgensen examines the philatelic consequences of the revolution,
in particular the production and use of the provisional Republican
overprints.

Zanzibar, situated on the east coast of
Africa, is today best known as an exotic
tourist destination often visited for a
few days at the end of a safari holiday
in mainland Tanzania. What strikes
the tourist is the lushness of the fertile
island and an open and always-smiling
population. It is hard to understand that
Zanzibar fell victim to a bloody revolution
on 12 January, 1964.
‘Zanzibar’ consists of two populated
islands: Unguja, commonly referred to as
Zanzibar, and Pemba, 50km to the north
of Unguja. The two islands are situated
just 30km off the African coast more or
less level with Dar-es-Salaam (Fig 1). To
add to the name confusion, the main town
on Unguja is also referred to as Zanzibar
(Town). In addition, the
old part of Zanzibar Town
goes under the name ‘Stone
Town’.

Fig 1 The 50c. value
from the 1961
pictorial defintives
showing Unguja
(Zanzibar) and
Pemba situated off
the African mainland
close to the equator

Fig 2 The portraits of Kalifa bin Harub, Sultan
1911–60, and his son Abdulla bin Khalifa, Sultan
1960–63, from their respective definitive stamps

A brief history

Following the visit of
Portuguese explorer Vasco
da Gama to Zanzibar in
1498, the islands became
part of the Portuguese
Empire, but were, in effect,
ruled jointly with the
local Arab nobility. This
arrangement lasted until
1631 when the Portuguese
Governor started
ruling without direct
collaboration with the
Arabs. A very brutal regime
followed and eventually
the Arab population called
on the Sultan of Oman to drive out the
Portuguese. In 1698 Zanzibar fell under
the rule of the Sultan of Oman. In 1840
Said bin Sultan moved his capital from
Muscat, Oman, to Zanzibar Stone Town.
After his death, Said bin Sultan’s two sons
divided the territories, with Thuwaini bin
Said becoming the Sultan of Oman, and
Majid bin Said becoming the first Sultan
of Zanzibar.
Under the Zanzibar Sultans, the island
developed further as a trade centre. It
became known as ‘Spice Island’ for its
substantial export of cloves and other
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Fig 3 A first day cover with a short set of the Sultan Abdulla bin Khalifa stamps, printed
by Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co London, and issued on 17 October 1961 (Reduced)

spices, but the backbone of the economy was based on the export of slaves obtained on
mainland Africa.
Great Britain had abolished its slave trade in 1807 for the whole Empire and slave
ownership in 1833/40. British anti-slave patrol ships were patrolling the Indian Ocean
along the African cost and the British vessels often had to deal with boats loaded with
slaves originating from Zanzibar. This, combined with the imperialistic ambitions of the
time, made the British take control over Zanzibar. In 1890 the Heligoland-Zanzibar Treaty,
concluded with Germany, the other colonial power in the area, ensured that Zanzibar was
recognised as a British Protectorate. A British Governor was installed and with him the
G.S.M. December 2017
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British interests were ensured under the
sovereignty of the Sultan of Zanzibar.
After a quick succession of four Sultans
in ten years, Kalifa bin Harub became
Zanzibar Sultan in 1911. He had a long
reign spanning almost 50 years and
personified stability. In 1960 Sultan Kalifa
bin Harub died to be followed by his son,
Abdulla bin Khalifa, as the new Sultan (Fig
2).
The last stamps to be issued under the
Sultan Kalifa bin Harub reign were an
attractive set of pictorial definitives. An
order was placed with Bradbury, Wilkinson
& Co, London to reissue the set with the
old Sultan’s portrait replaced with that of
the new Sultan. The Sultan Abdulla bin
Khalifa stamps were issued on 17 October
1961 – a year after the start of his reign
(Fig 3).
Abdulla bin Khalifa did not share the
popularity of his predecessor and his rule
was both difficult and short. He died on
1 July 1963 to be succeeded by his son,
Jamshid bin Abdullah, the 11th and last
Sultan of Zanzibar.

Fig 4 The independence
set issued on the day of
independence 10 December
1963. The chosen motifs
symbolising tolerance and
harmony couldn’t have been
further from the reality of
the time

Base image credits: mitchpa1984. Zanzibar sunset

Independence and
revolution

In the beginning of the 1960s, a
number of British colonies in Africa
gained independence. As part of this
decolonisation process, the British
authorities arranged for democratic
elections in Zanzibar in 1961. The result
was a hung parliament, and new elections
were held the same year and again in 1963.
The two dominating parties, the Zanzibar
Nationalist Party (ZNP) and the AfroShirazi Party (ASP), were largely formed
along ethnic groupings, with the ZNP
dominated by the Arabs and the ASP by
the Africans. In spite of losing the popular
vote, the Arab ZNP managed to gain the
power of government. The ZNP, which was
seen as anti-African, mostly represented
the status-quo and much-needed reforms
were not carried out. Laws on land
ownership (historically land ownership
had always been reserved for the Arabs)
were unrevised; the Umma Party, formed
by African radical socialists, was outlawed;
and spending cuts predominantly hit
schools in black areas.
Political tension grew and in the mist of
this tension the island nation was granted
independence from British rule. On 10
December 1963, the British Governor left
Zanzibar and with him the Union Flag.
The newly gained independence – Uhuru
in Swahili – was celebrated with a set of
stamps (Fig 4). The stamps included a
portrait of Sultan Jamshid bin Abdullah
and depicted: Clove, a Zanzibar doorway,
the Mangapwani cave (which had been
used to hide slaves before slave trade was
finally abolished in Zanzibar in 1896) and,
on the 1s.30c. value, towers of different
religious buildings symbolising tolerance
and harmony – not really a truthful
reflection of the prevailing tense political
and ethnic climate. Only one month later,
on 12 January 1964, a bloody revolution
took place.
John Okello, a bricklayer of Ugandan
origin, who had come to Pemba for work,
moved to Zanzibar Stone Town to join
G.S.M. December 2017

The Sultan was
overthrown and
thousands of
mainly Arabs
were massacred
in a short and
very bloody
revolution

the ASP party as an activist in
February 1963. His charisma
and radical ideas soon gained
him a number of followers.
With some of his closest
militant supporters, Okello
began toying with plans of
overthrowing the government
and secretly they built up
stocks of arms towards this
purpose.
On the morning of 12
January 1964, John Okello
and 6-800 revolutionaries
overran the police forces and
appropriated their weaponry.
The Sultan was overthrown and
Fig 5 ‘Field
thousands of mainly Arabs were
Marshal’ John
massacred in a short and very
Okello with
bloody revolution (Fig 5).
some of his
Okello referred to himself
followers, and
as ‘the field marshal’ in a radio
Sultan Jamshid
broadcast conducted at 7a.m.
bin Abdullah
on the morning of 12 January.
in exile
The Prime Minister, members of
his cabinet and the Sultan fled
the island on the royal yacht. The Sultan’s palace
was seized and so were the Government buildings,
as well as the telegraph and post offices. Europeans
were, on Okello’s orders, ‘spared’, but Arabs were
raped and killed in large numbers across the island
by the revolutionaries. Exact numbers do not exist
and reports vary from ‘hundreds’ to 20,000 with some
western newspapers at the time reporting deaths of
2000–4000.
It is intriguing to note that the ASP does not recognise the role of John Okello in the
revolution and claims the full ‘honour’ for the party. In a book on the revolution, published
by the ASP, they accredit the leadership and organisation to the Party leader at the time,
Mzee Abeid Amani Karume, and a militant committee of 14 Afro-Shirazi youths.
On 14 January the republic of Zanzibar was declared.

The provisional Republican stamps

In a postal context, stamps were overprinted ‘JAMHURI 1964’ to reflect the new status of
the country – Jamhuri being the Swahili word for republic. The overprinting was done using
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a handstamp applied to each stamp
individually. The entire stock of Abdulla
bin Khalifa definitives held by the post,
as well as the independence set of 1963,
were overprinted (Fig 6).
On full sheets of stamps, it is
interesting to follow how the overprint
goes from black to grey over five to seven
stamps (Fig 7). The overprint fades from
one stamp to the next, until the
handstamp had new ink applied
and the overprint again appears
in full black. It is also interesting
when, in other cases, the angle of
the applied handstamp changes
significantly.
Considering the simplicity
of the overprinting method
(and philatelists’ craving for the
unusual) it will come as no surprise
that sometimes a stamp would be
missed out in the overprinting
process (deliberately or not),
that the occasional stamp had the
overprint applied inverted or that
stamps can be found with double
overprint (Fig 8).
Overprinting stamps by hand is,
of course, a very time-consuming
method and something one would
only resort to as an emergency
measure. Further stocks of Zanzibar
stamps were held with the Crown
Agents in London. Surprisingly
quickly, the Crown Agents were
contacted and arrangements were
made for Bradbury, Wilkinson to
overprint all remaining stock of
Zanzibar stamps (Abdulla bin Khalifa
definitives and the independence set
of 1963). The overprinting was done
in letterpress and the text ‘JAMHURI
1964’ was set in one or two lines depending
on the design, but always placed across the
portrait of the Sultan (Fig 9). The machine
overprinted stamps were received from
London in late February and were issued
on 28 February 1964, only six weeks after
the revolution. This could be the end of
the philatelic story, but there are more
fascinating aspects to it.

Fig 6 The full set
of Abdulla bin
Khalifa definitives
were overprinted
‘JAMHURI 1964’
(Jamhuri being the
Swahili word for
republic) using a
handstamp

Defaced Sultans

All Zanzibar institutions, including the post
offices, were closed for business as from
the morning of the day of the revolution
(12 January). Two days later, the day the
republic was declared, the post office was
reopened for the public. However, the need
to overprint stamps to mark the birth of the
Republic was not realised immediately. It
took a couple of days before a handstamp
was obtained, and it was not until 17 January
that stamps overprinted ‘JAMHURI 1964’
were available. In the interim, the portrait
of the Sultan was defaced by hand using
whatever pen was available (Fig 10).
Some members of the public had their
own stock of un-overprinted stamps from
before the revolution. Covers franked with
stamps from such private stocks can be found
with Sultan’s portrait defaced in manuscript
beyond 17 January (Fig 11). For some postal
workers, the practice of crossing out the
Sultan’s portrait even became so engrained
that it was also applied on mail franked with
stamps already overprinted “JAMHURI 1964”
(Fig 12).
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Fig 7 A whole sheet
of stamps overprinted
by hand (Reduced).
Significant differences in the level of inking of the overprint and the angle in
which it was applied can be seen
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Fig 8 Republican stamps
with missing overprint
(20c.), inverted overprint
(15c.) and double
overprint (30c.)
Fig 9 Revolutionary stamps
overprinted in letterpress by
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co

Fig 10 A cover cancelled 14 January 1964, the day the
post office reopened and three days before the locally
overprinted stamps were available. The Sultan’s portrait
on the pictorial definitive has been crossed out in ink
(Reduced)

Fig 11 A cover cancelled on 18 January 1964 featuring a
stamp from private stock of un-overprinted stamps. The
Sultan’s portrait has been defaced by a red pen (Reduced)

Exactly how long the use of un-overprinted Sultan stamps was
tolerated is unknown. I have covers sent in February 1964 which
have gone through un-taxed, but I am not aware of any clear cut-off
date. There are no records of how many stamps were overprinted
by hand; however, it is not difficult to acquire a complete set mint.
It is quite a bit harder to find the stamps used – especially if not
cancelled to order – and the hand-overprinted issue is surprisingly
hard to get hold of used on cover.

Republican stamps used at the Chake
Chake post office

As already seen, full sheets were overprinted ‘JAMHURI 1964’ by
hand before they went on sale. It has always been presumed that
there was only one handstamp made for this purpose; that stamps were overprinted at the
main post office of Zanzibar Town and distributed to the other Zanzibar and Pemba offices.
Recently, however, I have been lucky enough to acquire material that suggests otherwise.
I have a two covers cancelled at the Pemba post office of Chake Chake on 20 January and 12
March 1964 respectively (the cover cancelled 20 January is the earliest recorded Chake Chake
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 12 Registered cover cancelled 30 January
1964 at the Zanzibar Town branch office
of Ngambo. Despite being overprinted, the
Sultan’s portrait on the stamps was still
defaced in manuscript (Reduced)
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usage of the hand-overprinted stamps).
The stamps on the covers are overprinted
‘JAMHURI 1964’. What is remarkable is
that the overprints are placed partly on the
stamp extending onto the cover itself (Fig
13). The stamps were evidently overprinted
after they were applied to the cover. This very
much suggests that Chake Chake had its own
‘JAMHURI 1964’ handstamp. It is highly
unlikely that the main post office in Zanzibar
Town should have passed on its handstamp
for overprinting to the Chake
Chake office. There is, therefore,
near perfect proof that there
were at least two ‘JAMHURI
1964’ handstamps.
The challenge is now to find
features which will distinguish the
one handstamp from the other.
But, unfortunately, a close study
of the handstamps is hampered by
the fact that many of the stamps
have blurred overprints. So far
I have not been able to identify
any differences in the handstamp
used, but further studies may do
so.

Fig 13 Chake Chake cover
cancelled 20 January,
1964 showing stamps
overprinted ‘JAMHURI
1964’ by hand after they
were fixed to the cover
(Reduced)

Coil stamps

Stamps were not only sold to the
public over the counter. Since
August 1957, 10c. stamps (domestic
1oz letter rate) were obtainable
from a vending machine outside
the Zanzibar Town main post
office and at a later stage also at
the Chake Chake post office. These
were initially the Kalifa bin
Harub 10c. stamps but were
replaced in 1961 by stamps of
Abdulla bin Khalifa. In April
1964, 313 coils of 500 stamps
overprinted ‘JAMHURI
1964’ in letterpress were
received from London.
Nobody has ever
considered what
happened to the coils of
un-overprinted Abdulla
bin Khalifa 10c. stamps
present in Zanzibar at the
time of the revolution. It
could be that they were
unrolled, overprinted by
hand and again rolled
up for dispensing in the
vending machine; hardly
likely but not impossible.
Until recently, I have
never come across a
hand-overprinted 10c.
stamp from the vending
machine, but I have
now in my possession a
cover showing just that (Fig 14). The stamp
is undoubtedly from a vending machine,
showing not only cut, as opposed to pulled,
perfs on the vertical sides, but also the edges
of the sheet margin used to join the stamps
to form the coil. (To make the coils, strips of
ten from ordinary sheets of 100 (10×10) were
cut. The strips were glued together, using a
trimmed down portion of the top margin of
each strip, to form coils of 500 stamps.)
The cover with the stamp from the vending
machine is cancelled Chake Chake ‘29 JA /
64’. The obvious question is: was the stamp
overprinted before or after it was fixed to
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Fig 14 10c. coil stamp sold from
vending machine at Chake Chake
(29 January, 1964). It was most
likely overprinted after it was
fixed to the cover (Reduced)

the cover? Nothing definitive can be said on this point; however, having already documented
that Chake Chake did have a practice of overprinting stamps after they were fixed on cover, it
remains the likely scenario that un-overprinted stamps were sold from the vending machines.
It can hardly be a surprise that an urgent need was felt for replacing all stamps reminding
the population of the previous regimes. Neither is it surprising that the orders did not go to
UK-based printers. The new regime had pronounced sympathies for communistic ideas and
collaboration on many fronts was soon established with Eastern Germany. New stamps with
typical revolutionary motifs (breaking chains, etc.) were supplied by the East German Bank
Note printers in Leipzig and issued on 21 June 1964. These replaced all stamps overprinted
‘JAMHURI 1964’.
G.S.M. December 2017
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The Voyages of Columbus
By Christer Brunström
Over the years there has been an abundance of stamp issues that
have marked the famous voyages of Christopher Columbus. With
such a huge amount of marterial to navigate, forming a Columbus
collection can be a daunting task. Luckily, Christer Brunström is on
deck to offer some helpful advice for those looking to explore new
thematic waters.

If you ever decide to study Spanish history,
there is one year which stands out. In
1492, the last Moors were expelled from
Spain and the country became a united
Catholic kingdom. The Jewish population
were also forced to leave and the first book
in Spanish was printed. These are all very
important events, but they are all eclipsed
by the ‘discovery’ of America, which later
led to incredible riches for Spain.
Most people believe that a man called
Christopher Columbus discovered
America. It is true that he sailed westwards
in the hope of finding a new sea route to
the East Indies, and that he reached the
Caribbean islands in 1492, but the first
European voyages to America had actually
taken place some 500 years earlier, when
Norsemen from Greenland sailed to
North America, establishing at least one
documented settlement at L’Anse aux
Meadows on Newfoundland (Fig 1). The
Norsemen referred to the coast of North
America as Vinland or Land of Wine.
I have always been fascinated by
Columbus and his four voyages to
America. There are many ways of building
a thematic Columbus collection, as there
is no lack of suitable material. However, in
this story I have decided to mostly include
older stamps from the countries which
were directly involved in the admiral’s
voyages to America, or which were actually
visited by Columbus.
Columbus translates to ‘Colón’ in
Spanish and all of Chile’s classic issues,
until about 1900, feature a portrait of the
explorer along with his name. However,
Columbus never visited the Pacific, nor
Chile. The Galapagos Islands in the Pacific
were once known as the Archipiélago de
Colón (Fig 2), despite of the fact that
Columbus never set foot on any of the
islands. However, a city in Panama is
named after him, as is the currency of
Costa Rica.

Who was Columbus?

Christopher Columbus was born in the
Italian seaport of Genoa in 1451 (Fig 3).
It is believed that his family had CatalanJewish origins. While still in his teens,
he became a sailor. In 1476 he arrived
in Lisbon, which at the time was the
centre for the exploration of the western
coastline of Africa. It has been suggested
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Fig 1 Map of
Newfoundland on a
1c. Newfoundland
1928 stamp

Fig 2 Ecuadorian
1922 essay featuring
a map of the
‘Columbus Islands’

Fig 3 A boyish-looking
portrait of Columbus
on an unissued Costa
Rican stamp from 1939

Fig 4 Columbus and the Pinzón
Brothers on a Spanish 1930 stamp

that during his early years in Portugal he might have made at least one journey to the British
Isles, where he might have heard tales about land on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean.
However, this is pure speculation and there is no evidence that this actually happened.
Many geographers and cartographers were active in Lisbon, and numerous expeditions
were dispatched to explore the coasts of Africa in a bid to reach India and other countries
further east.
In 1478, Columbus married and settled on the island of Porto Santo near Madeira. He
made several voyages, including one to the Gold Coast.

Where did he get the idea?

Back in Lisbon, Columbus continued the study of old maps and was also greatly influenced
by an apocryphal treatise allowing him to estimate that India was located some 6000
kilometers due west from the Canary Islands. Unlike many of his contemporaries, Columbus
certainly didn’t believe that the planet earth was flat.
In 1484, Columbus presented his plans to discover a westerly new sea route to India,
Cathay (China) and Cipango (Japan) to King John II of Portugal and asked him to help
finance an expedition. However, the king was too busy with his African expeditions and
refused to assist Columbus with his project.
Columbus then turned to neighbouring Spain for assistance, and during the 1484–1486
period he was supported by the count of Medina Celi, but he too was unfortunately unable
to finance the planned expedition.

Visit to the Catholic monarchs

The count presented the project to King Fernando of Aragon and Queen Isabella of Castile.
They set up a royal commission to study the project and after four years of deliberations
it concluded that the project was not feasible. The main objection was that Columbus
demanded a very large piece of any land discovered.
G.S.M. December 2017
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Columbus now partnered with two
Franciscan monks in La Rábida (Huelva)
and an experienced sea captain,
Martín Alonso Pinzón, who became his
close collaborator (Fig 4). The monks
approached the king and queen and once
again presented the plans. The monarchs
once again said no.
However, as explained in the first
paragraph, 1492 was a year of great change
in Spain and with the fall of the last
Moorish bastion in early 1492, the king and
queen were able to devote more attention
to other matters. Permission and financing
was finally accorded to the expedition and
Columbus’ demands were accepted.

Fig 5 The Santa María on Spanish
5c. and 10c. stamps from 1930

Base image credits: Larry Wentzel. Nina, Santa Maria, Pinta, Columbus replica ships.
Claus Rebler. I’m Christopher Columbus, Statue of Columbus

First voyage 1492–93

Once permission had been received
preparations for the expedition started at
Palos. Three ships had been provided for
the voyage – Santa María (Fig 5), La Pinta
and La Niña. These are probably the most
famous sailing ships in world maritime
history.
It had been rather difficult to assemble
a crew of some 120 sailors. However, the
tiny flotilla left Spain on 3 August 1492
with Christopher Colombus in command
of the Santa María. The first stop on the
voyage was made in the Canary Islands. On
6 September 1492 the voyage continued.
The weather was very mixed and the
ruling winds were far from favourable.
It seems the seamen had very little faith
in their captain, and before long some
crew members began plotting against
Columbus with an aim to turn back to
Spain. However, this all changed on
12 October 1492 when land was finally
seen. The flotilla had reached a small
island believed to be Guanahaní, one
of the islands making up the Bahamas.
Columbus immediately gave the name of
San Salvador to the island. This moment
has been recorded on a Grenadines of St
Vincent stamp issued in 1988 (Fig 6).
In 1942, Bahamas celebrated the
450th anniversary of the discovery by
overprinting the then current definitive
set with the text ‘1492/LANDFALL/OF/
COLUMBUS/1942’. The 4d., 6d. and
8d. (Fig 7) pictorial values exist with an
interesting overprint error: ‘COIUMBUS’.
These overprint errors are very scarce but
the basic set is affordable.
The voyage continued and they reached
the northern coast of Cuba ,which was
partially explored. Travelling east from
Cuba the flotilla next reached the island of
Cibao, which Columbus named Española
(today known as Hispaniola and home to
Haiti and the Dominican Republic). In his
logbook, Columbus described the newly
discovered territories as a paradise with
abundant resources.
The Santa María was lost off the coast
of Española on 25 December 1492 but
the crew was saved. Using timber from the
wreck, Columbus founded the settlement
of Villa de la Navidad (Christmas Town).
and left the men on the island, while he
returned to Spain. The entire population
of some 40 people perished within a year,
mostly from being killed by Carib Indians.
The return trip started on 16 January
1493 with Columbus commanding the
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 6 Land Ahoy! The
Grenadines of St Vincent
stamp issued in 1988

Fig 7 An 8d. Bahamas stamp from 1942 commemorating
the 450th anniversary of the discovery of the Bahamas

Fig 8 The 1952 Honduras stamp depicting the reception
given by King Fernando and Queen Isabella for Columbus
and his return from his second voyage 1493–1496

La Niña and Pinzón the La Pinta. The
crossing was difficult due to heavy storms
and the two ships got separated. However,
they both reached Spain in early March
Pinzón died soon thereafter.
Columbus travelled to Barcelona to
give the good news about his discoveries
to Fernando and Isabella. He was given
a splendid reception by the royal couple.
It is shown here on a stamp issued by
Honduras in 1952 (Fig 8).

Fig 9 Puerto Rico issued a
stamp in 1893 to commemorate
400 years since the island was
discovered by Columbus

Second voyage 1493–96

The second voyage to the new world
started in September 1493. This time
the expedition comprised all of 17 ships
with a crew of 1500. The main idea was to
colonise the newly discovered territories.
In November they reached the island of
Guadeloupe and sometime later the island
of Puerto Rico was discovered (Fig 9).
The flotilla then continued its voyage
towards Española where Columbus
founded the town of Isabella on the
northern coast and another settlement in
the interior of the island (Fig 10).
Columbus then spent much time
exploring the southern coastline of Cuba.
It was in this context that the large island
of Jamaica was discovered, although
Columbus named it Santiago (Fig 11).
Columbus returned to Spain in
March 1496. Already at this early stage,
there was much criticism voiced against
Columbus. He seems to have been a

Fig 10 A Dominican Republic
1946 stamp with a map of
Española (Hispaniola)

Fig 11 A 1919
Jamaican 3d.
stamp depicting
Columbus
landing on the
island
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ruthless commander ordering the hanging of
a number of crew members. His actions were
not devoid of a certain degree of nepotism.
His brother, Diego, was made commander of
Isabella and his other brother, Bartholomew,
was given the title of governor of the Indies.

Third voyage 1498–1500

For his third voyage to the Indies, Columbus
selected a more southerly route passing the
Cape Verde islands. He reached the estuary
of the Amazon River before continuing
towards the north and discovering Trinidad
in 1498. On 31 July 1898 Trinidad released a
2d. commemorative stamp marking the 400th
anniversary of the landing of Columbus (Fig
12). Despite its age, it’s an inexpensive stamp,
but it can be surprisingly difficult to locate a
nice unmounted mint copy.
Columbus then discovered the Orinoco
River on the South American mainland. This
of course is today’s Venezuela. Columbus
believed that this could possibly be one of
the four Biblical rivers of Paradise. Venezuela
commemorated the 400th anniversary of the
discovery of America with a 25c. stamp issued
in 1893 (Fig 13). The design is based on a
painting by A Michelena showing Columbus
stepping ashore at the mouth of the Orinoco
River in 1498.
The Spanish settlers in Cuba and Española
were rebellious against the leadership of
the Columbus brothers and there were
endless conflicts. The Spanish monarchs had
appointed Don Francisco de Bobadilla as
governor of the Indies and when he arrived
in Santo Domingo on Española in 1500,
he immediately imprisoned Christopher
Columbus and his two brothers. Columbus
was then sent home to Spain as a prisoner but
the monarchs soon set him free and awarded
him a compensation of 2000 ducats.
It is interesting to note that after only eight
years, a local administration had already been
established for the Spanish colonies in the
West Indies.
Santo Domingo (in today’s Dominican
Republic) was founded by Bartholomew
Columbus on 5 August 1498. It is the oldest
capital city in America having been founded
by Europeans. It was also home to the first
university, the first cathedral, the first castle,
the first monastery and the first fortress
(Fig 14) in the New World. The Dominicans
are very proud of this important historical
heritage and the city is now a UNESCO
heritage site.
The third voyage resulted in major
discoveries but also revealed the
incompetence of Columbus in many areas.
He seems to have had a strong belief in a
number of curious Christian theories which
influenced his fourth and final voyage to
America.

Fourth voyage 1502–04

Still believing that he had discovered a new
sea route to the East Indies, Columbus set out
on his fourth voyage in 1502.
Studies of the Bible prophets had
convinced him that it was Spain’s duty to
liberate Jerusalem and the new expedition
was seen as a crusade to liberate the holy city
coming from the east.
He had received permission to start the
expedition with the proviso that he must
not set foot on Española. This time he
explored the Central American coastline
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Fig 12 Trinidad’s 1898
stamp commemorating
the 400th anniversary of
the landing of Columbus

Fig 13 A 25c. stamp from
Venezuela commemorated
the 400th anniversary of
the discovery of America

Fig 14 A 1902 stamp showing
the fortress at Santo Domingo.
This stamp also exists with
the centre inverted

Fig 16 The Sarcophagus
of Columbus on a
Dominican Republic
stamp issued in 1899

Fig 15 Columbus is depicted at Cariari
in Costa Rica on this 1947 stamp

Fig 17 The Taíno Indians shown
on this 1989 Cuban stamp
were once a thriving native
population in the Caribbean

from Honduras in the north to Panama in the south (Figs 15). He firmly believed that he was
very close to Cathay (China). By this time his ships, badly eaten away by woodworm, were in
drastic need of repair. and despite orders from Queen Isabella, Columbus headed to Española.
However, in June 1403, the ships were hit by a fierce storm off the coast of Cuba, eventually
sinking near Jamaica where the crew was marooned. Using a canoe, two of the crew managed
to cover 450 miles of open sea to reach Española. However, the rescuers did not return to
Jamaica until June 1504. Columbus eventually returned to Spain in November of that year.

His death and legacy

When Columbus arrived back in Spain at the end of the fourth voyage, he was in very poor
health and he suffered many disappointments. Queen Isabella passed away in November 1504
and Columbus had expected that her will would provide him with large properties in America,
but that was not the case. King Fernando was normally a benevolent person but he never
accepted Columbus’ appeals for redress.
Suffering from ever increasing dementia, Columbus passed away in Valladolid on 21 May
1506. In 1542, his remains were taken to Santo Domingo for burial (Fig 16) but following
Spanish defeat in the 1898 Spanish-American war, his remains were (symbolically) returned to
Seville in Spain. Thus even after death, he continued to cross the Atlantic.
Even if Columbus was not the first European to visit the New World, his discovery certainly
changed America and the rest of the world for ever. The major European powers quickly
subdued the local cultures and introduced their own Christian faith and forms of government.
The conquest of the Americas was remarkably fast. The quest for gold and other riches was a
strong driving force for the ‘conquistadores’ who ruthlessly suppressed any kind of opposition.
The native populations of the Caribbean islands (Fig 17) were more or less annihilated,
mostly due to deadly diseases brought from Europe. Others succumbed to the effects of forced
labour. This in turn resulted in millions of slaves being brought to the Americas to work on
the plantations. This created enormous riches for some enterprising Europeans, but a life of
misery for the African slaves.

Columbus Lighthouse monument

Already in the 19th century, there were plans to build a monument in Santo Domingo in
remembrance of the discovery of America. However, nothing happened until 1931 when there
was a competition to select plans for the proposed monument. There were no less than 455
participants and the winning design was submitted by Scottish architect Joseph Lea Gleave.
However, funding for the project did not materialise and it was only in 1986 that the project
really got under way. The huge Columbus Lighthouse (Faro a Colón in Spanish) was finally
ready for the anniversary celebrations in 1992. The building is not only a mausoleum but also
a museum. The remains of Columbus are supposed to rest in the building but, as explained
earlier, his resting place is in Spain.
G.S.M. December 2017
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Many American nations helped finance
the building at a cost of US $70 million. Over
the years there have been numerous stamp
issues from several Latin American nations
promoting the Columbus Lighthouse, and
example of which is shown at Figure 18.

The 400th anniversary

In 1892, many American nations and several
colonies celebrated the 400th anniversary
of the discovery of America by issuing
commemorative postage stamps, many of
which have already been depicted in this
article. The United States outdid all the
others by releasing a set of no less than 13
values ranging from 1c. to $5 (see Fig 22).
However, the US set was only issued in 1893,
although it was on the second day of that
year. This impressive set of course belongs in
a Columbus collection in spite of the fact that
Columbus never landed on any part of the
continental states. With a face value of $16.34,
a complete set must have been beyond the
reach of most ordinary collectors of the day.
In 1935, an outfit called Sociedad Colombista
Panamericana approached a number of
Central and South American postal services
with an interesting proposition. They
offered to design and print stamps marking
Columbus Day free of charge, only asking
for the return of all unsold stamps in return,
which were then to be sold to the stamp
trade. It looked like a win-win deal and at
least Cuba, Ecuador and Panama accepted
the proposition.
When the stamps were delivered, postal
authorities discovered a plethora of printing
varieties and other irregularities. Only
Ecuador released the set in October 1935
and the stamps were just valid for a couple of
weeks before being withdrawn.
The Sociedad Colombista Panamerica
was apparently based in Europe and
it immediately marketed the unissued
Columbus stamps to collectors at prices well
below face value. Strangely enough, there was
a second unissued set for Ecuador in 1939
(Fig 19). These rather shady activities really
damaged the philatelic reputations of the
countries involved in the scheme.

Why Columbus Went West

English philatelist, George Allen Higlett
(1860–1940), enjoyed studying stamp
designs and he frequently discovered
curious anomalies. Many of these discoveries
resulted in humourous and entertaining
leaflets which he self-published and
distributed to his many philatelic friends.
Today the Higlett leaflets are quite scarce.
Leaflet no. 39 was probably printed in
1937 and it is titled Why Columbus Went
West. Higlett had noted that in 1936 Costa
Rica had issued stamps featuring a map of
Cocos Island in the Pacific Ocean (Fig 21).
The stamps had been designed and printed
by the American Bank Note Company,
New York – the very same company had
also produced the 1893 US set marking
the fourth centenary of the discovery of
America.
On each side of the map were three
sailing ships, which just so happened to be
the very ships depicted on the US 3c. and 4c.
stamps of 1893 (Fig 22).
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 18 The 1992 stamp from the
Dominican Republic depicting the
Columbus Lighthouse

Fig 19 One of the very poor stamps produced
by Sociedad Colombista Panameric for Ecuador
in 1939

Fig 20 A Spanish commemorative
souvenir sheet marking the 500th
anniversary of Columbus’ arrival in
America (Reduced)

The 500th anniversary

The 500th anniversary of Columbus’ arrival in America was commemorated by numerous
nations all over the world, including Italy, Spain (Fig 20) and Portugal. These three nations
released joint issues with the US Postal Service using the old US 1893 designs for six souvenir
sheets each. In my humble opinion this very much indicates a considerable lack of imagination.
Not all people in Latin America were keen on commemorating ‘el Quinto Centenario del
Descubrimiento de América’. In 1992, I remember listening to a radio station in Peru which
referred to the event as the ‘Invasion of America’ rather than the ‘Discovery of America’.
In many ways, Christopher Columbus was a very complex personality. He was obviously
driven by incredible pride and excessive greed. Columbus must also have been extremely
stubborn as he frequently encountered strong opposition. His life has been the subject of
numerous books and films trying to create a portrait of this remarkable man who never fully
realised what he had discovered.

Higlett jokingly suggests that Columbus
sailed through the Panama Canal in search
of the riches which pirates were believed to
have buried on Cocos Island. He is certainly
quite right in stating that Columbus was
driven by greed. However, of course, the
American Bank Note Co simply reused
earlier design elements when producing the
Cocos Island stamps for Costa Rica.
Higlett was very much impressed by the
new American kind of maths used for the
1893 issues marking the 400th anniversary.
On the first page of his leaflet he included
the following mathematical calculation:
1893 - 1492 = 400

Fig 21 A Costa Rica stamp, designed
and printed by the American Bank
Note Company which ‘shanghaied’
the ship designs from the 1893 US
Columbus issue

Fig 22 The 3c. and 4c.
stamps issued by the
United States in 1893
to (belatedly) mark the
400th anniversary of the
discovery of America
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By Peter van Gelder
In his latest round-up of postal stationery finds, Peter
van Gelder examines a couple of byway items from Great
Britain, goes on the trail of ‘exclusive’ cards from Canada
and takes a look at another famous personality that has
appeared on a piece of Australian stationery.

Two Items from the GB
byways

The first of these two items comes from
a reader seeking information. In Figure 1
is a Coronation aerogramme sent from
Edinburgh on the day of issue, 3 June 1953,
to New Zealand. Its extra feature appears
below the address area. A red crown has
been added and the words ‘ELIZABETH
REGINA, FIRST OF SCOTLAND, AND
SECOND TO NONE!’. I have found
mention of this added print in a footnote
on page 143 of the 1970 handbook British
Postal Stationery by A Huggins, where it is
described as ‘an unofficial cachet’.
The query now raised is who was
the person or organisation that added
the cachet and are examples of such
aerogrammes reckoned to be few or many? I
appeal to any aerogramme specialist (perhaps
in Scotland?) to write to me c/o the Editor –
your help is needed.
The second GB item out of the everyday
run is an unused King George VI envelope

An off-day at
the printers
Three registered
envelopes have been
brought to my notice by
reader Carlton Jones,
who is well versed in GB
postal stationery. They
are wrong-uns! First,
we have a 1s.3d. grey
Queen Elizabeth imprint
appearing on the back of
the envelope (Fig 3). This
envelope must have gone
through the print machine
twice, for it also has the
stamp imprint placed
correctly on the front.
Our second oddity (Fig
4) is also a Queen Elizabeth item. Its stamp
is albino and is just about visible above the
circular ld. extra postage indicator.
The third in this group (Fig 5) has
nothing wrong with the 1s.6d. imprinted
Queen Elizabeth stamp. The fault lies in
some missing words. As a forces registered
envelope it should have the words
‘FORCES OVERSEAS’ above the heading
‘REGISTERED LETTER’. As we all do,
printers sometimes err, perhaps especially
just before knocking-off time on a Friday
afternoon! Carlton Jones, owner of this
forces error envelope believes that only one
other example is known – a rarity indeed.
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Fig 1 A British GB
Coronation aerogramme
with a unofficial ‘Elizabeth I’
cachet (Reduced)

Fig 2 A British King George VI
GB envelope with a ‘SCHOOL
SPECIMEN’ overprint on the imprint
(Reduced)

with a 2½d. red imprint (Fig 2). It dates from 1951. This example has the stamp overprinted
in capitals ‘SCHOOL SPECIMEN’. This overprint shows the envelope to have been for use in
a postal staff training scheme – as many readers will know, GB adhesive stamps can be found
overprinted for that same purpose.
Fig 3 A registered p.s.e. with the
Queen Elizabeth 1s.3d. imprint
duplicated on the back in error
(Reduced)
Fig 4 A Queen Elizabeth British
registered envelope with albino
imprint (Reduced)

Fig 5 British
registered
envelope with
‘FORCES OVERSEAS’
omitted (Reduced)
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More hotel exclusives

If you have the December 2016 edition
of GSM to hand, you will find that page
84 of ‘Postal Stationery Matters’ focussed
on the recent appearance of a new genre
of Canadian postal cards. The novel
feature is that these cards are not on
sale from post offices and retail outlets
at large. They can only be bought at the
hotel shown on the card’s picture face.
The first of these ‘exclusives’ to come
to my notice was a set of three cards
from the renowned Empress Hotel at
Victoria on Vancouver Island – one
of which I illustrated last December. I
mentioned too that I had heard along
the grapevine of the existence of cards
exclusive to the Banff Springs Hotel
(Alberta), whose guests have included
King George VI (in 1939) and many other notables.
There have now been developments! During 2017 my
collection of these hotel exclusives has surged ahead.
Shown here (Fig 6) is a Banff Springs Hotel exclusive
card (index no. CST9789). I have two others in this set
(indexed CST9786 and 9788).
But there is more to tell. It emerges that Chateau
Frontenac Hotel (in Quebec City) likewise has exclusive
cards. I already have five types and most likely others exist.
Figure 7 shows CST9822; the view of which is an artist’s
work, not a photograph. The other Frontenac exclusives I
can vouch for are CST9823, 9824, 8893 and 9050.
All three of the hotels mentioned here are in the
Fairmont group. The name, ‘Fairmont’, appears on the
front and back of the cards. An exception to that rule is
yet another Quebec/Frontenac card, CST7607, for which
‘Fairmont’ appears on the stamp/address face only.
My thanks go to James Ryan in Canada for finding me
several of these hotel exclusive cards.

Fig 6 One of
the postal
cards which
were sold
exclusively
from the Banff
Springs Hotel
in Alberta
(Reduced)

Fig 7 An exclusive card from the
Chateau Frontenac Hotel in Quebec (Reduced)

A new catalogue from Germany

New editions of postal stationery catalogues appear infrequently so it is good to hear that the
Schwaneberger firm of Unterschleissheim are issuing a 22nd edition of their Michel Germany
postal stationery catalogue (Fig 8). The title of this listing is Ganzsachen Deutschland 2018 and
its price is about £90. If your German is not good, then there is a useful Michel booklet to
help – it translates German philatelic terms into English.
Postal stationery collecting has long had a very strong following in Germany, where it has
held a much more mainstream place in philately than it normally has in other countries.
Germany and its previously separate states issued plenty of stationery in the early (pre-1900)
period, but the first postal card came not from there but from nearby Austria.

Fig 8 The
22nd edition
of Ganzsachen
Deutschland
2018 is
published in
December

Commemorations of the first card

Have you realised that a big postal stationery anniversary will
soon be upon us? The first card was issued/posted on 1 October
1869, in Austria. So its 150th birthday will fall on 1 October
2019. In anticipation, let us recall a few cards that have, over the
years, celebrated that first issue of 1869.
It seems likely that an American, John P Charlton, was the
first (in 1860) to come up with the idea of postcards, but the
practical instigator of the production and issuing of the first
card was Emanuel Herrmann of Austria. Memory of Herrmann
and the first card has been well nurtured in Austria with a
commemorative card issued in 1894 (25th anniversary), another
in 1899 (30th) and another as recently as 1994 (125th).
However, I return to Germany for the first card shown here
on this theme (Fig 9). With no stamp imprint, it is a Berlin Postal
Museum card from October 1994 to mark the 125th anniversary
of the pioneer Austrian card. It shows a used 1869 Austrian card
‘der ersten Postkarte der Welt’.
The country that became known as Yugoslavia after World
War I had previously been an area within the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, so the 1869 Austrian cards were valid for use there.
G.S.M. December 2017

Fig 9 The world’s first card shown on a Berlin Postal Museum card (Reduced)
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Fig 10 Yugolslavian issue marking the
centenary of the Austria’s first postal
card issued in 1869; a copy of which is
shown on the picture face of the card
(below)

That explains Yugoslavia’s postal cards
(several types) that bear the dates
‘1869/72/1969/72’ (Fig 10). Turn that
card over and on its picture face is a
reproduction of Austria’s 1869 card.
Thus, Yugoslavia’s card is a centenary
commemorative.
Within seven years of the Austrian
card’s appearance, several other postal
authorities followed suit – including
Great Britain on 1 October 1870.
Among those countries quick to
realise the merits of postcards was New
Zealand, where postal cards were first
issued on 1 November 1876. That date
and their first card were not forgotten
by NZPO because a commemorative
postal card was issued for the centenary
on 1 November 1976 (Fig 11).
Fig 11 1976 New Zealand postal
card marking the centennial of the
country’s first postcard (Reduced)

Past personalities on
stationery: No. 7 – Baron
Pierre de Coubertin
In 1994 Australia issued a postal stationery
envelope (p.s.e.) on which the 45c. imprint
featured the five Olympic rings. along with
two more linked rings that formed part of the
number ‘100’. The envelope was issued to
mark the centenary of when Baron Pierre de
Coubertin set the ball rolling for the modern
Olympic Games (Fig 12). A portrait of de
Coubertin graces the cover.
Coubertin was born in France in 1863 and
lived until 1937. He was the prime mover
in reviving the sporting contests of ancient
Greece. He advocated the holding of a
modern Olympic Games based on the ancient
Greek ideals – the first being the 1896 Athens
Games. He was President of the IOC from
1896 to 1925. He believed in amateurism and
that taking part mattered more than winning.
If he were alive today, he would, surely, be
dismayed at how far the Olympics have
departed from his fine ideals!
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Fig 12 Australia’s p.s.e. issued in 1994 honouring the founder of the modern
Olympic Games, Baron Pierre de Coubertin (Reduced)
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Cultural clubs in the
Antipodes
‘Look behind!’ That might sound like a
shout from the audience at a pantomime,
but it has, in all seriousness, long been
my advice to anyone taking an interest in
postal stationery. It applies to envelopes.
On the back, there might be a postal
marking to tell about the route taken or
the date of arrival at the destination. On
the flap, there might be a company name
and address, or a crest. But for backs that
top the interest scale, I nominate cards.
Beyond any postal markings and business
name and address, they sometimes bear a
printed message, occasionally enhanced
with a printed picture. A card’s printed
back can reveal much about the life and
customs of the country at the time of the
card’s usage. Two examples follow. Both
cards were used by clubs in ‘down under’
countries long ago.
The first is a New South Wales card
which I mentioned in the December 2014
article, wrongly giving its stamp imprint as the
ld. ‘View of Sydney’. As shown here (Fig 13),
it in fact has a ld. red Shield imprint (H&G
28). It seems there were some keen botanists
in Sydney 110 years ago, for this card’s
printed back is headed ‘The Linnean Society
of New South Wales’ followed by a message
dated 28 January 1907 – destination Berlin.
For the second card (Fig 14), we move
on 20 years. With a ½d. green King George
V stamp imprint, this card was posted in
Auckland, New Zealand, on 28 May 1927. The
back announces a meeting of the Dickens
Fellowship on 2 June for tea at 6.15 – a late
hour but costing only 1s.9d! The meeting,
held at the Tower Tea Rooms, was to hear
‘Dickens and Social Ills’ presented by Mrs
Kenneth Gordon and others. It seems that
enthusiasm for literature was as much alive in
Auckland as had been enthusiasm for botany
in Sydney.

Fig 13 Postal card used
by the Linnean Society
of New South Wales in
1907

Fig 14 New Zealand
postal card used
by the Dickens
Fellowship, Auckland,
in 1927 (Reduced)

Busy USA

The US Postal Service keeps on bringing out new postal stationery.
New envelopes were issued on 3 March this year (Fig 15). The stamp
imprint shows Barn Swallows, one perching and one in flight. They
are valid for the domestic letter rate, whatever it might become.
These envelopes come in three sizes, all in ordinary or window style.
New postal cards appeared on 11 August. These feature the Azulillo
Chilean Blue Crocus. They cost 38c. each and satisfy the 34c. domestic
card rate They are also available as joined pairs (sender+reply).

Fig 15 Two new
postal stationery
items from the
US Postal Service
(Reduced)
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Stamp News in Brief
New and recent issues from the UK and
abroad. Information included in this column
is as received from Postal Authorities
and/or their agents. Inclusion does not
necessarily imply that any individual issues will
subsequently be granted catalogue status by
Stanley Gibbons.

ÅLAND
10 November, China Dogs, 2×€1, miniature
sheet €2.
ANDORRA (SPANISH)
8 July, Landscapes – Estany d’Encamp, €1.25.
8 September, Prominent Andorrans – Julià
Reig i Ribó (businessman, politician), €1.35.
22 September, Women of Andorra – Pilar
Riberaygua (artist), €1.25.
14 October, Architecture in Granite – Xalet
Arajol, miniature sheet €3.15.
3 November, Animals in Art – Oxen in Altar
of Sant Miquel de Prats, €1.35.
8 November, Christmas – Tio de Nadal
Character, 50c.

8 May, 80 Years of Rotary in Bangladesh, 15t.
17 May, World Telecommunication and
Information Society Day, 10t.
16 June, Floating Agriculture/Market, 4×7t.,
miniature sheet 30t.
July 10, Genocide and Torture in Bangladesh
(1971 War), six sheetlets each with four
stamps, 71 different designs in sheet.

Australia: Fair Dinkum
Aussie Alphabet serie

BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY
20 November, Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II and
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 66p., 76p.,
£1.01, £1.22.
Cocos: Aviation

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
20 November, Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II and
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 50c., 55c.,
65c., $1.60.

ASCENSION ISLAND
20 November, Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II and
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 50p, 55p,
65p, £1.60.
AUSTRALIA
27 September, Water Plants, $2.10, $2.30, $3.
2 October, Concession stamp ‘Australia’,
NVI.
6 October, Women in War, 5×$1, miniature
sheet $5, miniature sheet Adelaide Stampex
2017, $3.
17 October, Fair Dinkum Aussie Alphabet
series Part 3 – B, G, J, K, U, 5×$1.
24 October, Art of the North, 2×$1, 2×$2.

Bahamas: Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen
Elizabeth II and HRH The Duke
of Edinburgh

BANGLADESH
26 January, Scouting – 11th National Rover
Moot, 10t.
30 January, International Customs Day, 10t.
17 March, National Children’s Day, 10t.
26 March, 46th National and Independence
Day, 10t.
1 April, 136th Assembly of the InterParliamentary Union, 4×10t., miniature
sheet 40t.
13 April, Bengali New Year, 2×10t., miniature
sheet 50t.
27 April, 100 Years Hardinge Bridge, 2×25t.,
miniature sheet 50t.
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CANADA
21 September, Diwali – Festival of Lights, ‘P’
(85c.) (joint issue with India – both stamps
on miniature sheet).
25 September, Community Foundation for
Children, 2×‘P’+10c.
28 September, Hockey Legends, 6×‘P’.
20 October, History of [Ice] Hockey, 2×‘P’
(joint issue with USA).
CHINA (TAIWAN)
6 September, Modern Ink-wash Paintings,
$5, $12, $15, $25.
FALKLAND ISLANDS
23 October, 30th Anniversary of the
Falkland Islands Fishing Companies
Association, 31p, 76p, £1.01, £1.22.
20 November, Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II and
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 50p, 55p,
65p, £1.60.

Cocos (Keeling) Islands
31 October, Aviation, 4×$1, miniature sheet $4.
BAHAMAS
30 October, Christmas, 15c., 50c., 65c., 70c.
20 November, Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II and
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 15c., 50c.,
65c., 70c.

BHUTAN
1 September, Traditional Musical
Instruments, 6 ×20n. in sheetlet, miniature
sheet 50n.
22 September, 30th Anniversary of
Diplomatic Relations with South Korea,
6×30n. in sheetlet, miniature sheet 60n.

Falkland Islands: 30th
Anniversary Falkland
Islands Fishing
Companies Association
Germany: Day of the Stamp –
Fix and Foxi

FAROE ISLANDS
2 October, SEPAC – Faroese Knife, 19k.,
miniature sheet 19k.; 500th Anniversary
Reformation, miniature sheet 18k.;
National Costumes II, 2k., 9k.50, 15k.;
Franking labels – The Faroe Islands in
Colours, 4×9k.50.
GERMANY
7 September, Day of the Stamp – Fix and
Foxi, 70c.+30c.; 250th Birth Anniversary
of August Wilhelm Schlegel (writer), 85c.;
150th Birth Anniversary of Walther Rathenau
(statesman), 250c.; Vine Plants, 70c.
2 November, Birth Bicentenary of Theodor
Mommsen (classical scholar), 190c.;
G.S.M. December 2017

New Issues
22 November, Autumn Greetings, 5×62y.
in sheetlet of ten; 5×82y. in sheetlet of ten;
5×92y. in sheetlet of ten.

GIBRALTAR
30 September, Upper Rock Nature Reserve,
22p, 50p, 64p, 70p, 80p, £1, £2; Post & Go,
Lodge Anniversaries, 6×NVI.
GREAT BRITAIN
7 November, Christmas, 2×2nd (56p), 2×1st
(65p), 2×2nd Large (76p), 2×1st Large
(98p), £1.17, £1.40, £1.57, £2.27, miniature
sheet £9.36.

Great Britain:
Christmas

KIRIBATI
14 October, Flowers, 25c., 50c., 75c., $1,
$2.50, $4.

GUERNSEY
1 September, 25th Anniversary of Princess
of Wales’s Royal Regiment, 44p, 59p, 60p,
73p, 80p, 90p, miniature sheet £3; Guernsey
Coasts, 10×NVI self-adhesives.
8 November, 70th Wedding Anniversary of
The Queen and Prince Philip; Christmas –
Good King Wenceslas; Stories from The Great
War part 4.
Alderney
8 November, Christmas – ‘The Holly and
the Ivy’.

Guernsey: Christmas –
Good King Wenceslas

HONG KONG, CHINA
14 November, Museum’s Collection –
Bamboo Carvings, $1.70, $2.20, $2.90, $3.10,
$3.70, $5.
ICELAND
2 November, Christmas, 180k., 195k.,
225k.; Icelandic Art VIII – Lyrical
Abstraction in the 1950s and 1960s, 180k.,
195k., 285k., 650k.
INDIA
12 September, 25th Anniversary of
Diplomatic Relations with Belarus, 25r.,
miniature sheet 25r. (joint issue with
Belarus).
18 September, Vulnerable Birds, 3×5r.,
miniature sheet 15r.
21 September, Diwali, 25r., miniature sheet
25r. (joint issue with Canada – both stamps
on miniature sheet).
22 September, Ramayana, 10×5r. and 1×15r.
in sheetlet, miniature sheet 65r.

Jersey: Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen
Elizabeth II and HRH
Prince Philip

JAPAN
1 November, New Year’s Greeting Stamps,
Toy Dogs – Year of the Dog, 52y., 82y.;
Lottery stamps 52y.+13y., 82y.+13y.;
Traditional Sweets – international airmail
postcard stamps, 2×18y. in sheetlet of ten.
8 November, Gifts from the Forest series
part 1, 10×62y. in sheetlet, 10×82y. in
sheetlet.
14 November, 50th Anniversary Diplomatic
Relations with Maldives, 10×82y. in sheetlet.
G.S.M. December 2017

KOREA (NORTH)
15 July, Eighth Congress of the Korean
Children’s Union, miniature sheet 50w.
28 July, Paektusan Hero Youth Power
Station, miniature sheet 50w.
3 August, Bandung 2017 World Stamp
Exhibition, 4×miniature sheet 50c. each.
8 August, Successful Test Launch
of Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
Hwasong-14, 30w., 2× miniature sheet 50w.
each, 10w., 40w., 70w., 100w. in sheetlet;
Flora and Fauna definitives, 30w., 50w.,
100w., 150w.
21 August, Natural History Museum, five
miniature sheet ×50w.
23 August, Ryomyong Street, 30w.,
miniature sheet 70w.
14 September, 40th Anniversary of
Joining the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO), miniature sheet 50w.
27 September, 70th Anniversary of Kim
Chael University of Technology, 10w.,
miniature sheet 80w.
12 October, 70th Anniversary of the
Mangyongdae Revolutionary School,
miniature sheet 50w., miniature sheet 70w.
20 October, Korean Paintings, 10w., 30w.,
50w., 70w.
9 November, Seasonal Paintings – Korean
Women in Traditional Seasonal Costumes,
10w., 30w., 50w., 70w.
LIECHTENSTEIN
13 November, Wildlife Returnees (WWF),
85r., 1f., 1f.30, 1f.50; 2018 Pyeongchang,
South Korea, Winter Olympics, 1f.70, 2f.

INDONESIA
5 June, Environmental Car, 2×4000r.,
miniature sheet 10,000r.
14 July, Post Crossing, 3×3000r., miniature
sheet 10,000r.
8 August, 50th Anniversary of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN), 5000r.
ISLE OF MAN
10 October, Manx Cats, 47p, £1.30, £1.57, £3.68.
12 November, ‘The Twelve Days of Christmas’,
12×1st (47p).

JERSEY
3 November, Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II and
HRH Prince Philip, 49p, 63p, 73p, 79p, 90p,
£1.07, sheetlet £4.61, miniature sheet £2.
20 November, A Traditional Christmas, 43p,
49p, 55p, 63p, 73p, 79p, 90p, £1.07.

LUXEMBOURG
19 September, SEPAC – Handicrafts, 95c.;
175 Years of the Post, miniature sheet
€1.65; 700 Years of the Parish Church of
Simmen, 70c.

Korea (North): Successful Test
Launch of Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile Hwasong-14

Luxembourg: SEPAC –
Handicrafts

MACAU, CHINA
7 September, 150th Birth Anniversary
Camilio Pessanha (poet), 2p., 5p.50,
miniature sheet 12p.
9 October, Lotus Flower, 2p., 3p., 4p.50,
5p.50, miniature sheet 12p.
MALAYSIA
1 September, 150 Years Straits Settlements
Stamps, 60s., 80s., 90s.
9 September, His Majesty the Yang diPertuan Agong, 14×1r. and 1×5r. in sheetlet.
14 September, Negaraku – National
Anthem, 2×50s., 2×60s., miniature sheet 3r.,
miniature sheet 6r.
9 October, World Post Day, 4×50s.
17 October, Festival Food series – Indian,
60s., 80s., 90s., miniature sheet 5r.
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Christmas Chapel, 70c.; Nativity, 70c.+30c.;
Wildlife Germany – Trees, 70c., 90c.

New Issues

NEW ZEALAND
4 October, Grow Your Own, 2×$1, $2.20,
$2.30, $2.70, $3.30, miniature sheet $12.50
PITCAIRN ISLANDS
13 September, 250th Anniversary of the
First European Sighting of Pitcairn Island
in 1767 by Robert Pitcairn, 2×$3 in triptych.
PORTUGAL
30 June, Portugal in World War I, 50c.,
63c., 85c.
1 July, 150th Anniversary of the Abolition
of the Death Penalty in Portugal, 50c., €1.
7 July, Archbishops of Braga, 6×50c.,
miniature sheet €1.40.
10 July, Trees of the Mediterranean, 50c.,
63c., 80c., 85c.
13 July, 150 Years of the Public Security
Police, 50c., miniature sheet €1.40.
25 August, Star Wars 40 Years, 2×50c.,
2×80c., 2×85c., miniature sheet €1.50.
31 August, Historic Cafes part 2, 4×50c.,
miniature sheet €1.40.
8 September, Cascais European Youth
Capital 2018, 50c., 63c., 80c., 85c.,
miniature sheet €1.40.

Portugal: Trees of the Mediterranean

SURINAME
13 September, UPAEP – Tourist Sites, $11,
$17, miniature sheet $36.
11 October, Fruits, $3, $5, $6, $7, $8, $9.

Spain: World Heritage Site –
Antequera Dolmens

Azores
1 July, Geopark, 50c., 80c., 85c, €1,
miniature sheet €1.85.
ST THOMAS & PRINCE ISLANDS
7 November, each of the following
issues consists of a set of stamps and a
souvenir sheet: Prince George; Alfred
Nobel’s Invention of Dynamite; Dolphins;
Lighthouses; Minerals; Butterflies;
Mushrooms; Orchids; Stamps on Stamps;
Turtles; Year of the Dog 2018; Red Cross;
Pope John Paul II; Charlie Chaplin;
Sputnik; Wilbur Wright; Amelia Earhart;
Fire Engines; 2×Topical Thematics.

Tristan da Cunha: Northern
Rockhopper Penguin

SLOVENIA
29 September, Ladybirds, €1, €1.15, €1.29,
miniature sheet €1.26; Notranjska Regional
Park, miniature sheet €1.20; Cereal Crops,
40c., 48c., 58c., 78c., €1; 500th Anniversary
of the Reformation, €1.85.
SOUTH GEORGIA & THE SOUTH
SANDWICH ISLANDS
20 November, Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II and
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 50p, 55p,
65p, £1.60.
SPAIN
3 July, Provinces series – Las Palmas, €1.35.
10 July, Generation of the ’60s, miniature
sheet €3.70; Generation of the ’70s,
miniature sheet €3.70.
12 July, 40th Anniversary Tragsa, €1.35.
14 July, World Heritage Site – Antequera
Dolmens, €3.15.
17 July, Leisure and Hobbies – Origami,
miniature sheet €4.25.
20 July, Contemporary Art – Alberto
Schommer, miniature sheet €4.
1 August, Provinces series – Tenerife, €1.35.
1 September, Provinces series – Balearic
Islands, €1.35.
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14 September, Wonders of the Modern
World – Machu Picchu, €1.35 in sheetlet of
12.
15 September, 75th Anniversary Murder of
Miguel Hernandez, €2; Birth Bicentenary
of Jose Zorilla, €1.35; Birth Centenary of
Camilo José Cela, €1.35.
15 September, Traditional Trades series –
Ceramics of Talavera, €1.35.
20 September, Gastronomy series – Murcia
Calasparra Rice and Jumilla Wines,
miniature sheet €4.

TOGO
1 October, Africa–Israel Summit, 4×500f.,
miniature sheet 2500f.; Dove of Peace,
10×1000f., miniature sheet 2500f.;
Independence Place, 10×100f.; Evala
Wrestlers, 10×1000f.; Dances, each of
10×800f.: Touméwoé, Tamberna, Tchébé;
Aného Town, 10×200f.; Alédjo Cutting,
10×200f.; Aklowa Falls, 10×200f.
10 October, China – ‘Walk through the
centre of the world scene’, 100×1500f.,
miniature sheet 1500f.; each of the
following sets consists of 4×800f. and
a miniature sheet 3300f.: Special
Vehicles; Chinese High-speed Trains;
Princess Charlotte; Christmas; Orchids;
World Athletics Championships 2017;
Impressionists; Post-Impressionists;
Romanticism; Baroque; Symbolism;
Realism; Renaissance; Chess; Golf; 50th
Anniversary Outer Space Treaty; Franz
Schubert; Alexander Pushkin; Nelson
Mandela; Franklin D Roosevelt; Mahatma
Gandhi; Tortoises/Turtles.
TRISTAN DA CUNHA
13 October, Northern Rockhopper Penguin,
35p, 50p, £1.50, £2, miniature sheet £4.35.
20 November, Platinum Wedding
Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II and
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 50p, 55p,
65p, £1.60.
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
20 March, National Program for Happiness
and Positivity, 8×2d., miniature sheet 15d.
16 August, USA Space Agency, 3d.
5 September, Year of Giving 2017, 3×3d. in
different shapes.

Vanuatu: Blue Swimming Holes

Vatican City: 50th Death
Anniversary of Don Lorenzo Milani

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
3 October, Snowy Day, ‘Forever’ (47c.).
5 October, Christmas Carols, 4×‘Forever’.
20 October, History of [Ice] Hockey,
2×‘Forever’ (joint issue with Canada).
VANUATU
19 July, Blue Swimming Holes, 20v., 80v.,
150v., 300v.
VATICAN CITY
7 September, 50th Death Anniversary
of Don Lorenzo Milani, 95c.; Centenary
Congregation for Oriental Churches,
miniature sheet €2.55; 50th Anniversary
Encyclical ‘Popularum Progressio’, €1;
Bicentenary Institute of the Marist Brothers,
€1; Death Centenary of St Francis Xavier
Cabrini, 95c.
G.S.M. December 2017
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MONACO
3 November, Christmas – Nativity Painting,
85c.

M

A NC H E S T E R

STAMPS CENTRE

DO YOU HAVE GAPS IN YOUR COLLECTION OR LISTS OF STAMPS YOU WANT?
MINT AND USED AVAILABLE
We help many collectors to complete their wants lists.
We also provide Approvals, individually selected to suit your collecting interests.

WE ALSO BUY STAMPS BE THEY IN
COLLECTIONS, ALBUMS OR LOTS.
We stock: MINT and USED, SETS and SINGLES of GREAT BRITAIN and most BRITISH EMPIRE AND
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH from 1840 up to 2017 Countries stocked include:

• Great Britain
• Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey
• Australia & States, AAT, Nauru, Niue,
Papua
• Canada
• New Zealand
• Anguilla/Antigua/Barbuda
• Ascension
• Bahamas/Barbados
• Basutoland/Lesotho
• Bechuanaland/Botswana
• Bermuda
• British Guiana/Guyana
• British Honduras/Belize
• British Virgin Islands
• Cayman Islands
• Ceylon/Sri Lanka
• Christmas Island/Cocos and Keeling
• Cook Islands/Cyprus
• Dominica
• Falkland Islands/Fiji
• Gambia
• Germany (only used from 1980 onwards)

• Gibraltar
• Gilbert and Ellice Islands
• Gold Coast/Ghana
• Grenada/Hong Kong
• India and Indian States
• Ireland/Jamaica
• Kenya and KUT
• Kiribati/Leeward Islands
• Malaysia and States
• Malta/Mauritius
• Montserrat
• Nigeria/Pitcairn
• Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Zambia and
Zimbabwe
• St Helena, St Kitts, St Lucia, St Vincent
• Samoa/Seychelles
• Sierra Leone/Singapore
• Solomon Islands
• South Africa, Natal, Swaziland, Zululand
• Trinidad/Tobago
• Tristan da Cunha
• Turks and Caicos Islands/Tuvalu

We also stock Themes including: Birds, Fish, Butterflies, Animals, Flight,
Royalty, Insects, Ships etc. Let us know your collecting interests

Mail order Stamp Business
Department SG Robert Williams (ADPS)
1 Butt Hill Drive, Prestwich Manchester M25 9PL
Tel: 0161 798 4734 riw@isaglo.com

New Issues
PANORAMA

Panorama
Alison Boyd looks at the stories behind some new and
recent issues
Halifax Explosion

Canada released a single domestic stamp on 6 November to
commemorate the centenary of the Halifax Explosion. This was the
largest man-made explosion until the first atomic bomb was detonated
over Hiroshima, Japan, in 1945. It was caused by the collision of two
ships in Halifax Harbour on 6 December 1917. At the time, Halifax
was the hub of the Dominion of Canada. Its port was crowded with
wartime shipping and its population had swelled to about 60,000.
The SS Mont Blanc was a French ship arriving from New York filled
with munitions for World War I in Europe. The ship was arriving in
Halifax to join a convey to cross the Atlantic. At the same time, the SS
Imo, a Norwegian ship carrying Belgian relief supplies, began to move
down the harbour toward the Atlantic. The ships met and collided
in the narrows between Halifax and Dartmouth. After fire broke out
on the deck of the Mont Blanc, captain and crew abandoned ship and
made for the Dartmouth shore. When the burning ship drifted to the
Halifax wharf area, crowds gathered to watch the spectacle.
About 20 minutes after the collision, at 9.04a.m., the fires ignited
approximately 2500 tonnes of munitions that were on board and the
ship exploded. The ship vaporized instantly, a huge area of Halifax was
destroyed and an enormous cloud rose above the city. As a result of
the explosion, more than 1900 people were killed, 9000 were injured
and thousands more were made homeless. Dartmouth, located on the
other side of the narrows, was also severely damaged by the blast. The
Mi’kmaq community at Turtle Grove was devastated, with most of its
inhabitants killed by a combination of the blast and a 20-foot tsunami.
To make matters worse, a blizzard hit the region that night, bringing
gale force winds and temperatures of down to -15 degrees celcius.

200 years of Czech letter boxes
A new 16k. issue from the Czech Republic, released
on 4 October, uses a montage of historical mail boxes
to represent 200 years of the use of letter boxes in the
country.
It was 200 years ago, on 1 June 1817, that the Austrian
monarchy decreed that at least one mail collection box
be installed at every post office. The decree also included
the requirement that addressees of domestic letters pay
the postage fee, which meant that the sender no longer
had to post letters at a post office counter.
Originally, the wooden mail boxes for the collection
of letters were located inside post offices and stations.
Soon afterwards, mail boxes were attached to the outside
of these buildings, eventually being installed at other

The centenary of the Halifax Explosion is
commemorated by Canada

locations. Mail boxes became widespread after the
introduction of Czech postage stamps in 1850.
As there were only outdoor boxes from 1850, these
had to be made from a weather-resistant material, such
as coated metal and, later, enamel. The prevailing type
from the 1870s had an identical shape, colour and
mechanism and was available in three different sizes (one
for cities, one for towns and one for villages). In interwar
Czechoslovakia, mail boxes were blue with a red-andwhite line and the national emblem. Today’s standard
orange colour, accompanied by the postal logo, replaced
the previously used national colours in 1963.
The Czech Republic celebrates the 200th annversary of
the letter box with a 16f. value issued on 4 October

Christmas traditions in Serbia
Serbia released two Christmas stamps on 2 October illustrating some
of the many festive traditions that are followed over the three days of
the Serbian Orthodox Christmas. This begins on 7 January, rather
than 25 December, because their holidays follow the Julian calendar
rather than the Gregorian one.
The 23d. stamp depicts a number of different traditions associated
with the festivities. On Christmas Eve, the family makes preparations
for the celebration, including spreading straw over floors and under
tables to represent the stable where Jesus was born. Traditionally, a
small oak tree was cut down and brought into the home. Today, it is
more common for an oak branch (badnjak) to be used instead. The
branch is burnt to symbolise the annual cycle of death and rebirth of
nature. A pot of wheat grass (pšenica), that has usually been planted
on St Nicolaus Day (19 December), is also brought into the house
to represent resurrection, birth and a new life. Traditional activities
also include the baking of Česnica, a rounded loaf of bread usually
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The relief effort began immediately, but there was some difficulty
in treating the injured. As Halifax was a major port for receiving
wounded Canadian soldiers from the war, the already overstretched
facilities were immediately overwhelmed due to the large number of
casualties and the fact that medical staff were among the wounded.
However, the military situation also helped with the disaster. Many
recovering soldiers helped the wounded and a departing US Navy ship
returned after hearing the explosion. The impact on the community
was immense and long lasting. The Halifax Relief Commission was
appointed on 22 January 1918, handling claims, rehousing and
rehabilitation. It only disbanded in June 1976.
Relief poured in from all over Canada and the world, including a
train of supplies and medical personnel sent from Boston the next day.
In December 1918 Halifax sent a Christmas tree to Boston to thank its
citizens for their help. Since 1971 this has been an annual event.
The issued stamp combines events before and after the explosion.
An image of the disaster, created by a local artist, has been overlaid
with a newspaper report from the day after the incident.

containing a coin. Every family member breaks off a piece of the
bread. The one who finds the coin is believed to earn lots of money in
the coming year.
The 74d. stamp depicts a number of familar foods traditionally
eaten at Christmas, including fruit, nuts and gingerbread.

Christmas traditions feature on Serbia’s festive stamps

G.S.M. December 2017

New Issues

Small Canines of Namibia

On 29 September Namibia issued a five-stamp set showing Namibian
small canines. This is a follow-up to last year’s issue depicting large
canines of Namibia. These five small, wild and mainly nocturnal
relatives of our well-loved domestic pet all weigh less than 15kg.
The long-legged Black-backed Jackal (Canis mesomelas) has
a black tip on its tail and large pointed ears. Anatomically, the
fused bones in its forelimbs enable it to maintain a slow trot
of 12–16km per hour for long periods of time. Its varied diet
includes small mammals, invertebrates, fish and reptiles which
it catches or scavenges. Favouring open habitats lacking dense
vegetation, its territory can extend up 10.6 square km.
The highly territorial Side-striped Jackal (Canis adustus) has
a long muzzle and a bushy tail. It often consumes fruit and
carrion but varies its main diet depending on the season –
foraging on invertebrates during the wet season and hunting
small mammals in the dry season. It favours bush, grassland,
woodland, marsh and mountain habitats up to elevations of
2700 metres, but it generally avoids exposed savanna.
The Aardwolf (Proteles cristata), with its distinctive sloping
back and long mane, is a solitary territorial species with a range
of one to four square kilometres. Its highly specialised diet
consists almost exclusively of termites which it laps up with its
long sticky tongue. It primarily inhabits open, grassy plains.
The Bat-eared Fox (Otocyon megalotis) has very distinctive
bat-like ears that can grow up to 14cm in length. It uses these
large ears during foraging, pointing them towards the ground
to pick up sounds made by the ants and termites that form part
of its diet. Additionally, it will feed on small rodents and fruit.
It shows little territoriality and can forage in groups within its
favoured arid and semi-arid areas.
The Cape Fox (Vulpes chama) is the only ‘true fox’ found in
southern Africa. By using its bushy tail as a counterbalance, it
is highly agile. It may scavenge for food in addition to catching

Wine growing in Germany

A new 70c. stamp was released by Germany
on 7 September celebrating the country’s
tradition of wine making, which began when
the Romans introduced viticulture to their
Germanic territories. Documents show that
vineyards existed in nearly all of Germany
during the Middle Ages. However, due to
climatic changes, improved methods of
brewing beer and increased imports of wine,
the area under vine continually decreased
after 1500. Wine making continued but
almost came to a standstill at the end of the
19th century when the vineyards were badly
affected by the vine louse – phylloxera. As

a wide variety of live prey (including small rodents and insects) as
well as wild fruits and vegetables. It is primarily a solitary forager, but
where food sources are abundant group foraging may occur.

a result, many indigenous grape varieties
disappeared. Viticulture revived at the turn
of the 20th century with the introduction
of grafting vines on phylloxera-resistant
American rootstocks – a practice that was
later made mandatory.
Today, Germany has around 105,000
hectares of vineyards located in 13 different
areas and, due to Germany’s climate and
geological conditions, the wine that is
produced is described as ‘light, lively and
fruity’. There are a wide range of grape
varieties. Most important commercially are
Riesling and Müller-Thurgau, white grape
varieties, which account for some 43 per cent

Namibia’s five species of small
canines appear on a new set issued
on 29 September

of Germany’s vineyards. The most important
red wine variety is Spätburgunder, or Pinot
Noir, which covers nearly 11.5 per cent of the
vineyard area.

The viticulture
of Germany
is celebrated
on a new 70c.
stamp

Cambodia
Tourism accounts for 10 per cent of the world’s economic
activity and offers tremendous potential to contribute to the
fight against poverty all over the world. That is why UNESCO
declared 2017 as the International Year of Sustainable
Tourism. In recognition of this, on 19 September, Cambodia
issued a single-stamp souvenir sheet highlighting the work
of the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), the United
Nations agency responsible for the promotion of ‘responsible,
sustainable and universally accessible tourism’.
The sheet depicts Angkor Wat, located within Angkor − one
of the most important archaeological sites in southeast Asia.
This 400 square kilometre site contains the remains of several
different capitals of the Khmer Empire, stretching from the
ninth to the 15th century. The archaeological, architectural
and artistic remains of the successive capitals demonstrate the
significance of the Khmer Empire. Angkor Wat, the largest
religious complex in the world, was built in the first half of
the 12th century by King Suryavarman II as a Hindu temple to
the god Vishnu. The site is now a major tourist attraction with
approximately 2.5 million visitors a year.
G.S.M. December 2017
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New Issues
SHORE TO SHORE

Shore to Shore
Island Hopper previews forthcoming stamp issues

Guernsey and Alderney: Christmas Carols

Based on the legend of Wenceslas I, English hymn writer John
Mason Neale wrote the lyrics to the popular Christmas carol ‘Good
King Wenceslas’ in collaboration with Thomas Helmore. His carol,
depicted in this vivid set of stamps illustrated by artist Keith Robinson
and issued by Guernsey on 8 November, tells the story of a Bohemian
King, known for his acts of kindness, who braves the harsh winter
weather to give alms to a poor peasant on the Feast of Stephen on 26
December.
The King and his page come across a poor man collecting wood
on this cold winter’s night and they set out to carry meat, drink and
firewood to the poor man’s home. His page, struggling against the
cold, finds the strength to continue by following the King’s footprints.
Wenceslas was a Duke during his lifetime but posthumously given
the regal dignity and title, which is why in the legend and song, he is
referred to as a ‘King’. His remains are interred in St Vitus’s cathedral
in Prague and he is now patron saint of the Czech Republic.
Another popular Christmas carol, ‘The Holly and the Ivy’ is
depicted in Alderney’s Christmas issue. This set of seven stamps
features the stunning red, white and green flowers and foliage of the
plants made famous in the song.
According to records, ivy was used as a decoration way back in
Roman times, as well as holly, which played a major role in the
summer and winter solstice. In Pagan times, long before the birth

For their 2017
Christmas issues
Guernsey and
Alderney have each
used colourful
illustrations from
Keith Robinson to
depict a popular
Christmas carol

of Christianity, homes were decorated in winter with evergreens.
Christians adopted them as Christmas decorations in Roman times
and there are references to Christian symbolism throughout the verses
of ‘The Holly and the Ivy’.
Cecil Sharp published the words we sing today in 1911, but there
are also records of the carol dating back to the 19th century, a version
which had its roots more deeply set in the pagan past.
A tiny robin, another iconic Christmas symbol also appears on this
vibrant set of stamps, which has again been beautifully illustrated by
artist Keith Robinson.

Jersey: A Traditional Christmas

This year’s Christmas issue from Jersey Post, available form 20
November, uses colourful images produced by illustrator Ruth
Palmer to creative a warm, festive feeling of nostalgia. Evoking
memories of the 1950s and 1960s, this eight-stamp set depicts all
the trimmings associated with Christmas – from bringing home the
real fir tree to decorate with brightly coloured glass balls and tinsel
(43p and 49p), to wrapping up warm and going carol singing at
neighbours’ houses (63p).
Christmas cakes can be ordered at the click of a button these days
but ‘Stir up Sunday’, the last Sunday before Advent, was traditionally
the day for baking the Christmas cake or Christmas pudding, made
from recipes passed down from generation to generation. For
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those who still bake their own festive treats, it’s a family tradition to
get children involved, letting them stir the mixture while making a
wish (73p).
G.S.M. December 2017

New Issues

(79p). It’s rare to see a white Christmas in Jersey these days but
when a little red robin is spotted outside, that special time of year, a
time for celebrating Christmas traditions, is just around the corner!

Jersey Post takes a nostalgic look back at the 1950s and 1960s
for its 2017 Christmas stamp issue

Isle of Man: The Twelve Days of Christmas

‘The Twelve Days of Christmas’ issue from the Isle of Man, released
on 19 October, is a colourful collection of stamps featuring original
artwork inspired by the verses of this well-known cumulative
Christmas song. The 12 verses, each describing a gift given by ‘my
true love’ on one of the 12 days of Christmas have been transformed
into eye-catching stamps. Artist Catherine Rowe, who designed the
stamps, said she wanted to bring a strong earthy, Celtic theme to the
project while reflecting the Manx history and traditions. Catherine
has created a vibrant interpretation of the song, weaving the Island’s
heritage into each distinctive stamp, from the Three Legs of Mann to
Manx tartan.
The song’s melody we now recognise was composed by Frederic
Austin who wrote the arrangement in 1909, including the word ‘on’ at
the beginning of each line, substituting the phrase ‘four Colly birds’
with the words ‘four calling birds’ and introducing the prolongation
of the verse ‘five gold rings’.

The 12 days start with Christmas Day, the first day of Christmas
when ‘my true love sent to me a Partridge in a Pear Tree’, and ends
with ‘Twelve Drummers Drumming’ the day before Epiphany, the
Twelfth Day and the last of the Christmas festivities. It’s thought
the song first appeared in an English children’s book entitled Mirth
Without Mischief, published back in 1780 that was intended as a twelfth
night memory and forfeit game.
Catherine works with scraperboard which produces similar results
to an engraving. Using a scalpel-like tool she scratches a general
outline before adding detail. Every surface and texture is made up of
a series of dots, dashes, and cross-hatching. She experimented a lot
to get all the colours to work well together, wanting colours that were
bold and striking to create that traditional Christmas warmth as well
as a natural feel. Once the design was completed on the scraperboard,
it was scanned and coloured. She says she’d never produced anything
on such a small scale before and is thrilled with the results and the
thought of her miniature works of art travelling all around the world!

The Twelve Days of
Christmas issue from
the Isle of Man uses
Celtic designs provided
by artist Catherine Row
to reflect Manx history
and traditions

G.S.M. December 2017
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SHORE TO SHORE

Fifty or 60 years later and some traditions haven’t changed.
We all want front row seats at the nativity when it’s our children’s
turn to shine on stage (£1.07), and little ones still hang their
stockings over the fireplace for Father Christmas to fill, leaving
out a mince pie for him to eat and a carrot for his reindeer
(55p). Annuals, hula-hoops, die-cast model cars, space rockets
and dolls were all popular gifts in the 1950s and 1960s (90p),
the days before television advertising had such an impact on
children’s wish lists!
The Christmas season seemed colder in the 1950s and 1960s,
and is often remembered as being a time for snowballs, sledging
and building snowmen adorned with coal eyes and coal buttons

Catalogue Column

Catalogue Column
Hugh Jefferies reports
Malayan perforation problem

The 1957 30c. ‘Map’ definitive of the Federation of Malaya was printed
by De La Rue and perforated, according to earlier editions of the
catalogue, 13×12½ or, from June 1961, perf 13.
The perf 13×12½ stamps have always seemed to me to be rather
difficult to measure accurately and, thanks to Len Stanway, I now see
why that is – because the vertical perforation is not 12½ at all, but a
compound of two different perforations. Most sides are perf 12½, as
stated, but the top five holes are perf 11½, giving a compound vertical
perforation of 11½-12½, which is how it is described in the 2018 ‘Part
1’ and in the new 5th edition of the SG Brunei, Malaysia and Singapore
Catalogue, published in November.

SG 4 of the Federation of
Malaya, showing the perf
11½ section on the upper
sides of the stamp, which
are perf 12½ lower down

The same perforator was used for the 30c. ECAFE stamp of 1958
(7), but not the very similar World Refugee Year 30c. issued in 1960
(16). However, it was used for many of the higher values of the recessprinted pictorials issued for the various states from 1957 onwards and,
again, these are noted in the new catalogues.
Interestingly, in Kedah, on the $2 and $5 stamps in the 1957 set
(101/2) the perf 11½ section is on the left of the stamp as it is on the
stamps of all the other states, while in the 1959 set, showing the new
sultan, the perf 11½ section is at the right.

For all the original States high values the perf 11½ section was on
the left of the stamp, but on the 1959 $2 and $5 stamps of Kedah
it is on the right

Is it a mailbag? Is it a bomb?

Here’s a nice clear variety, well known to Australia collectors, but not
yet listed in ‘Part 1’.
It occurs on the 1931 3d. airmail stamp, celebrating Kingsford
Smith’s flights (SG 122) and consists of a very noticeable blue blob
below the aircraft in the clear space between the two hemispheres.
Variously described as the ‘Falling mailbag’ or ‘Falling bomb’, it is
found on the stamp at R3/1 of plate 3 (there were three plates for this
stamp, each of 80 impressions).
It’s well worth looking out for and is already in the Australia file for
the 2019 ‘Part 1’. It is also known on the stamp overprinted ‘OS’ for
official use (O135) and in this form is even better property, of course.
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Illustration sizes:
Stamps – 3/4 actual size
Overprints and surcharges – actual size
© Stanley Gibbons Limited 2017

GREAT BRITAIN
ISLE OF MAN

COMMONWEALTH
GREAT BRITAIN

February 2017

November 2017

3133 C-3PO
1975 Bradda Glen in
Port Erin
3127 Maz Kanata
1970 Peel Castle and
Harbour

2017 (19 Jan). The Hearts of Ellan Vannin.
Manx Towns and Villages. P 13½.
2174 1970 (45p.) multicoloured
2175 1971 (77p.) multicoloured
2176 1972 95p. multicoloured
2177 1973 £1.24 multicoloured
2178 1974 £1.27 multicoloured
2179 1975 £2.33 multicoloured
No. 2174 was inscr ‘1ST’ and originally sold
for 45p.
No. 2175 was inscr ‘EU’ and originally sold
for 77p.
Nos. 2174/5 include the ‘EUROPA’ emblem.

3134 K-2SO

3128 Chewbacca

(Des Malcolm Tween (illustrations) and
Interabang. Litho ISP Cartor (4007/14) or
gravure Walsall (4015/18))
2017 (12 Oct). Star Wars (4th issue). Aliens and
Droids.
(a) Ordinary gum. Two phosphor bands. P 14½.

3129 Supreme Leader
Snoke

4007

3127

4008
4009
4010
4011

3128
3129
3130
3131

4012
4013
4014

3132
3133
3134

3130 Porg

4015

3127

4016
4017

3128
3131

4018

3132

1971 Castle Rushen
and Castletown
Harbour

(1st) multicoloured
a. Horiz strip of 4. Nos.
4007/10
(1st) multicoloured
(1st) multicoloured
(1st) multicoloured
(1st) multicoloured
a. Horiz strip of 4. Nos.
4011/14
(1st) multicoloured
(1st) multicoloured
(1st) multicoloured

(b) Self-adhesive. Two phosphor bands. Die-cut
perf 14½.

(Des Adam Berry (illustrations) and EJC
Design. Litho Cartor)

1976 Queen Elizabeth II,
Australia, 1954
1972 Boats at Onchan
Pleasure Park

(1st) multicoloured
a. Booklet pane.
Nos. 4015/16 and
U2968bb×4
(1st) multicoloured
(1st) multicoloured
a. Booklet pane.
Nos. 4017/18 and
U2968bb×4
(1st) multicoloured

Nos. 4007/10 and 4011/14 were each
printed together, se-tenant, as horizontal
strips of four stamps in sheets of 48 (2 panes
4×6). Nos. 4015/16 and 4017/18 were each
issued in stamp booklets, Nos. PM57/8,
originally sold for £3.90 each.

1977 China, 1986
1973 Ramsey Swing

Bridge

3131 BB-8

STAMP BOOKLETS
J. Self-adhesive Barcode Booklets containing
No Value Indicated Special or Occasions
issues, with Definitive stamps.

3132 R2-D2

2017 (12 Oct). Star Wars. Red covers with
multicoloured emblems as Type PM 15
(74×57 mm). Printed by Walsall .
PM57 (£3.90) booklet containing pane No.
4015a
PM58 (£3.90) booklet containing pane No.
4017a

1974 Port St. Mary
Harbour

1978 India, 1983

Copyright Notice The contents of this Catalogue Supplement, including the numbering system and illustrations, are fully protected by copyright. No part of this supplement may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of Stanley Gibbons Limited.
Requests for such permission should be addressed to the Catalogue Editor.
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The Stanley Gibbons Catalogue numbers quoted in this Supplement are liable to change
in the next edition of their Catalogue.
The issue of Gibbons Stamp Monthly in which each country was last updated is now
noted under its heading for easier reference.
The Publishers of this Supplement reserve the right to defer the listing of new issues until
they have proved to have passed through and been accepted by the international mail.

Catalogues supplemented are:
Commonwealth British & Empire 2018
Stamps of the World (Vols 1–6) 2017
Parts 13, 14 (1st edition)
Part 12 (2nd edition)
Part 15 (3rd edition)
Parts 16, 20 (4th edition)
Parts 3, 18, 21 (5th edition)
Parts 4, 9 (6th edition)
Parts 5, 6, 10, 11, 19, 22 (7th Edition)
Part 2, 8 (8th Edition)
Part 7 (9th edition)
Part 17 (10th edition)

STANLEY GIBBONS
LONDON 1856

399 Strand, WC2R 0LX, London
Phone: +44 1425 472 363 | Email: support@stanleygibbons.com
www.stanleygibbons.com

BY APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
PHILATELISTS
STANLEY GIBBONS LTD
LONDON

2018 Collect British Stamps
328 Pages

69th Edition 2018

This all-colour catalogue provides a straightforward,
simpliﬁed listing of every British stamp from the Penny Black
to Christmas 2017, with all commemorative designs
illustrated for ease of use.
•

A handy self-contained reference guide and
checklist for the collector.

•

A helpful introduction with advice on how to build
a collection, choose an album and mount stamps,
a guide to philatelic accessories and the
Stanley Gibbons numbering system.

•

Watermark and perforation differences included.

•

Post Ofﬁce year books, PHQ cards, postage dues,
ofﬁcial stamps, commemorative and trafﬁc light
gutter pairs and much more.

•

Design index for commemorative issues from
1924 to aid stamp identiﬁcation.

•

Quick-reference listing of all Prestige
Stamp Booklets, 1969-2017.

•

Regional stamps of England, Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales.

•

Pre-postal independence issues of Isle of Man (1958-71),
Guernsey (1941-69) and Jersey (1941-69), including the
war time occupation issues of Guernsey and Jersey.

•

First day covers for deﬁnitives from 1936,
regionals and all special issues.

•

Visible plate numbers on the Victorian issues.

•

Fully updated listing of the popular Post & Go stamps and
a priced list of Royal Mail Philatelic, Numismatic and Medallic covers.

Available
to pre
order*

New for this edition:
•

Post & Go and Machin listings extensively revised to take account of recent developments.

•

Prices have been carefully reviewed and there are a signiﬁcant number of increases.

R0289-18 £17.95

*Published late November/early December 2017.

Call 01425 472 363 email orders@stanleygibbons.com
or visit stanleygibbons.com
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1979 Isle of Man, 1979

2205 1999 £3.40 multicoloured
MS2206 As Nos. 2200/5 but embossed
No. 2201 was inscr. ‘1ST’. It was originally
sold for 45p., but the postage rate increased
to 47p. from 15 May 2017.
Nos. 2200/5 show the official 300th
Anniversary logo of UGLE (United Grand
Lodge of England) when placed under UV
light.

(Des EJC Design. Litho Lowe-Martin)
2017 (13 Feb). 150th Anniv of the First General
Election of the House of Keys. P 13.
2187 1983 (45p.) multicoloured
2188 1984
£1 multicoloured
2189 1985 £1.50 multicoloured
2190 1986
£2 multicoloured
No. 2187 was inscr. ‘1ST’ and originally sold
for 45p.
2000 Joey Dunlop, 1977 Jubilee Classic TT

1994 Jewel of the Steward
1980 Canada, 2010
1987 Mananan International Festival; Manx
Litfest; The Manx Music, Speech and Dance
Festival; Shennaghys Jiu; Celtfest (image
scaled to 24% of original size)

(Des Isle of Man Advertising & PR. Litho Lowe
Martin Group)
2017 (6 Apr). Isle of Man Festivals. Sheet
170×75 mm. P 13½×13.
MS2191 1987 75p.×5 multicoloured

2001 Steve Hislop, 1987 Formula 2 TT

1995 Jewel of the Inner Guard

1981 Tuvalu, 1982

2002 Ian Simpson, 1997 Junior TT
1982 Presentation of Horse Burmese to

Queen Elizabeth II by Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (image scaled to 25% of
original size)

1996 Jewel of the Junior and
Senior Deacon
1988 Farm to Yarn

1989 Fish to Dish

(Des True North. Litho Lowe-Martin)
2017 (6 Feb). Sapphire Anniversary of
Accession of Queen Elizabeth II. 65 Years
of State Visits. P 13.
2180 1976 45p. multicoloured
2181 1977 77p. multicoloured
2182 1978 95p. multicoloured
2183 1979 £1.13 multicoloured
2184 1980 £1.24 multicoloured
2185 1981 £2.37 multicoloured
MS2186 159×64 mm. 1982 £3.75
multicoloured

2003 Ian Hutchinson, 2007 Supersport
Junior TT
1997 Jewel of the Junior
Warden
1990 Welly to

Belly

1991 Cow to Cup

1983 Douglas Court House on Election Day,
John Senhouse Goldie-Taubman, the
Register of Electors and Election Poll Book
of 1867 (image scaled to 69% of original
size)

(Des Isle of Man Advertising. Litho Lowe
Martin)
2017 (26 May). TT Winners. P 13.
2207 2000 (47p.) multicoloured
2208 2001 (80p.) multicoloured
2209 2002 (£1.30) multicoloured
2210 2003 £2.50 multicoloured
No. 2207 was inscr. ‘1ST’ and originally sold
for 47p.
No. 2208 was inscr. ‘EU’ and originally sold
for 80p.
No. 2209 was inscr. ‘RoW’ and originally sold
for £1.30.

1998 Jewel of the Senior
Warden

1992 Tree to Table

1993 Field to Fork

(Des Nicola Dixon (illustration) and EJC
Design. Litho Cartor)
1984 Castle Rushen, the Proclamation for
Dissolving the House of Keys and Henry
Loch (image scaled to 69% of original size)

2192
2193
2194
2195
2196
2197

Newspaper and James Brown (image scaled
to 69% of original size)
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(a) Ordinary gum. P 13.
1988 (45p.) multicoloured
1989 (45p.) multicoloured
1990 (77p.) multicoloured
1991 98p. multicoloured
1992 (£1.24) multicoloured
1993 £2.52 multicoloured

(b) Self-adhesive. Die-cut perf 12½.
1988 (45p.) multicoloured (15 May)
a. Booklet pane. Nos.
2198/9, each ×5
2199 1989 (45p.) multicoloured (15 May)

2198
1985 Castle Rushen Gaol, Isle of Man Times

2004 Aged About 8 in Greek
National Costume at MacJannet
American School, Paris, at
Gordonstoun School and in
Wartime Photograph

2017 (3–15 May). Green Mann. Food Matters
on the Isle of Man.

1999 Jewel of the Worshipful
Master

(Des Glazier Design. Litho Cartor)
2017 (11 May). 300 Years of Freemasonry. P
13½.
2200 1994 20p. multicoloured
2201 1995 (45p.) multicoloured
2202 1996 50p. multicoloured
2203 1997 £1.30 multicoloured
2204 1998 £1.74 multicoloured

2005 Prince Philip playing Cricket
and with Princess Elizabeth on
their Honeymoon, Broadlands
Estate, Hampshire, 23 November
1947
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1986 Robert Fargher, the Castletown House
of Keys and the Mona’s Herald Masthead
(image scaled to 69% of original size)

Nos. 2192/3 and 2198/9 were inscr ‘1ST’ and
were originally sold for 45p. (2192/3) or 47p.
(2198/9) each.
No. 2193 was inscr ‘EU’ and originally sold
for 77p.
No. 2196 was inscr ‘RoW’ and originally sold
for £1.24.
The postage rates were increased from 15
May 2017 to 47p. (‘1ST’), 80p. (‘EU’) and £1.30
(‘RoW’).
Nos. 2198/9 were issued in booklets of ten,
No. SB89, originally sold for £4.70.

Tony Lester
AUCTIONS LTD
11th February 2018 Sale
Our February sale includes
fine Great Britain Queen
Victoria – Queen Elizabeth
collections and singles
including errors also British
Commonwealth with New
Zealand errors and good
Postal History strong in
Australia and States.

Free Valuations
We are keen buyers of collections or can sell through our
auctions on commission. We can travel to value suitable lots
or you can bring them to us for an on the spot valuation.

Auctions
Our auctions cater for both collectors and dealers, with
single stamps and sets in addition to many collections and
‘box lots’.

2018 Auction Dates
11th Februrary
29th April
1st July
9th September
18th November
CONTACT US TODAY FOR A FREE COPY OF OUR NEXT CATALOGUE.
TO: Tony Lester Auctions Ltd
The Sidings, Birdingbury Rd,
Marton, Nr Rugby,
Warwickshire CV23 9RX

(01926) 634809
www.tonylester.co.uk
tonylester@btconnect.com
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2014 Black Guillemot

2020 At Broadlands on their
60th Wedding Anniversary,
2007

2007 Prince Philip in Uniform and
with Queen Elizabeth II, Princes
Charles, Andrew and Edward and
Princess Anne, Windsor, c. 1965

2008 Prince Philip meeting

Falklands Veteran Simon Weston
and Driving Carriage
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2006 Prince Philip Sailing and in
Formal Portrait, c. 1953

2072 Hester Grazebrook
(An Unequal Match)

2015 Razorbill

(Des Jeremy Paul (illustrations) and EJC
Design. Litho Enschedé)
2017 (29 June). Coastal Birds of the Isle of Man
by Jeremy Paul. P 14.
2217 2010 47p. multicoloured
2218 2011 80p. multicoloured
2219 2012 98p. multicoloured
2220 2013 £1.18 multicoloured
2221 2014 £1.30 multicoloured
2222 2015 £1.94 multicoloured
2017 (29 June). 150th Anniv of Confederation
of Canada. No. MS2186 additionally
inscr with ‘CANADA 150’ and maple leaf
emblem in red on lower sheet margin.
P 13.
MS2223 159×64 mm. 1982 £3.75
multicoloured

2021 Attending Commonwealth
Service, Westminster Abbey,
March 2017

(Des EJC Design. Litho Cartor)
2017 (9 July). 70th Wedding Anniversary of
Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip Duke
of Edinburgh. P 14.
2224 2016 (47p.) multicoloured
2225 2017 80p. multicoloured
2226 2018 98p. multicoloured
2227 2019 £1.30 multicoloured
2228 2220 £1.86 multicoloured
2229 2021 £2.33 multicoloured
No. 2224 was inscr. ‘1ST’ and originally sold
for 47p.
STAMP BOOKLETS

2073 Mademoiselle
Mars (Mademoiselle
Mars)

2009 Prince Philip in Recent Years

(Des EJC Design. Litho Lowe Martin)
2017 (10 June). Prince Philip Duke of
Edinburgh A Lifetime of Achievement.
P 13.
2211 2004 47p. multicoloured
a. Block of 6. Nos. 2211/16
2212 2005 80p. multicoloured
2213 2006 98p. multicoloured
2214 2007 £1.18 multicoloured
2215 2008 £1.30 multicoloured
2216 2009 £2.33 multicoloured
Nos. 2211/16 were printed together, setenant, as blocks of six stamps in sheetlets
of 18 (3×6), with Nos. 2211/13 and 2214/16
forming composite background designs.

2074 Lena Despard (As
in a looking-Glass)

2016 Princess Elizabeth and
Prince Philip on their Wedding
Day on Buckingham Palace
Balcony, 20 November 1947

B 54 Green Mann (image scaled to 29% of

original size)

2017 (15 May). Green Mann. Food Matters
on the Isle of Man. Multicoloured cover,
140×66 mm, as Type B 54 . Self-adhesive.
SB89 (£4.70) booklet containing pane No.
2198a

GREAT BRITAIN
JERSEY

October 2017

2075 Lady Macbeth
(Macbeth)

2010 Oystercatcher

2017 Queen Elizabeth II and
Prince Philip, Buckingham
Palace, 1957

2069 Kate Hardcastle
(She Stoops to Conquer)

2076 Pauline (The Lady
of Lyons)

2011 Eider

2018 During State Visit to
Germany, 1987
2070 Blanche Hayes
(Ours)

2012 Little Tern

2077 Cleopatra (Antony and Cleopatra)
(image scaled to 32% of original size)

(Litho Cartor)
2013 Fulmar
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2019 At Golden Wedding

Anniversary Lunch, 1997

2071 Rosalind (As You

Like It)

2017 (22 Sept). Lillie Langtry (1853-1929,
actress) Commemoration.
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Court Philatelics Christmas Sale:
Please deduct 10% from all offers below!!
Other discounts also apply - offer ends 02/01/18
We sell many one off items not usually listed on eBay under rudd3325 - check them out!
We are also interested in buying any of your surplus stamps on or off paper for payment or exchange.
Price list free on request. Guaranteed full refund if not satisfied.
Postage: UK customers pay no postage. Overseas, please add £4.00 / 1/4 lb, £5.00 / 1/2 lb, £7.00 / 1 lb and
£2.50 for all collections ordered. We will use latest Commems including very rare high values!
There are no credit card charges and no VAT payable. (½ lb = 225g, 1 lb = 450g)
GREAT BRITAIN ON PAPER MIXTURES
GB COMMEMS NO XMAS. Wide ranging on paper mix includes h.v’s & modern to 2017 issues. ½
lb £16.00, 1 lb £30.00.
GB HIGH VALUE DEFINS. On paper, many from registered & recorded mail so good cancellations, a
clean mix. Includes modern security issues which will become very rare with all the gold labels used on mail.
½ lb £18.00, 1 lb £35.00.
GB MULTIPLES ISSUES. Try to keep up with the recent multiple issues. Increasing variety, right up to the
latest 2017 Songbirds, 2016 Mr Men, Shakespeare Quotes, Star Wars, Comedy Greats, Bridges, 2014
Sustainable Fish, Buckingham Palace, Remarkable Lives, Children’s T.V, 2013 Dinosaurs, Butterflies, Famous
Britons, Football Heroes, Dr Who etc. Try and complete those difficult sets. ¼ lb £24.00, ½ lb £45.00.
GB MODERN COMMEMS NO XMAS ONLY. While Stocks Last! This sells for a small fortune on auction
sites as they are so hard to find these days, we can supply very small amounts. Mostly 2012/2017 issues only
with the odd high value and multiple issues. Limited range as so modern but very sought after. 2 oz £13.00.
GB SPECIAL CHARITY MIX. A well balanced on paper Charity mix covering Defins, Commems, H.Value
Commems, H.Value Defins, Pre-decimal, Wildings & Pre QEII. Covers all periods. 1 lb £12.00, 2 lbs £22.00.
GREAT BRITAIN OFF PAPER MIXTURES
GREAT BRITAIN Off paper mixture. The tedious washing of this modern mix has been done for
you already by charity supporters! There are over 500 basic machins to collect. One of each in good
nick can cost over £1,000.00. We can’t guarantee all in there but you’ll have great fun sorting, includes
commems, h.v commems & defins, worth the price on their own. Guaranteed totally unpicked. At least
10,000 stamps / 1 lb. 1 lb £19.00, 2 lbs £37.00.
GREAT BRITAIN OFF PAPER COMMEMS NO XMAS. Previously included Xmas, we can now supply
without so the rarer Commems only. Wealth of variety from KGVI to date, includes some high values. Approx
5000 stamps to 1 lb weight. ¼ lb £22.00, ½ lb £42.00, 1 lb £80.00.
NEW! GB QUEEN VICTORIA - KING GEORGE VI. Off paper. Mostly KGVI and KGV but also includes
other reigns. Will contain a good variety of cancellations, watermarks & Perfins. 2 oz £32.00, ¼ lb £60.00, ½
lb £115.00. Sale price 2 oz £28.00, ¼ lb £53.00, ½ lb £99.00.
FOREIGN & COMMONWEALTH ON PAPER MIXTURES.
SPECIAL OFFER NO.1: Buy 1 lb Aus., Canada, N.Z & U.S.A for the discounted price of
£62.00. List Price £74.00.
AUSTRALIA. On paper charity mix, includes modern with dream variety, many Commems and high values,
collected from a school-teacher in the Outback. Approx. 2500 stamps / 1 lb. 1 lb £18.00, 2 lbs £34.00.
CANADA. Sold out before, we have been fortunate to get fresh stocks from the increasingly difficult country.
A colourful on paper charity mixture from the Canadian Save the Children Fund of Commems, Defins, Large
Pictorials and high values. 1 lb £20.00, 2 lbs. £39.00.
NEW ZEALAND. On Paper charity mixture with Commems and higher values includes difficult to find
modern. Supplied to us exclusively by a N.Z Charity. Approx. 2500 stamps / 1lb. ½ lb £11.00, 1 lb £20.00.
U.S.A. An on paper charity mixture with stupendous variety. There can’t be many mixtures so attractive and
with such good count. Approx count 3500 to 4000 stamps. Per 1lb £16.00, 2lbs £30.00.
IRELAND CHARITY. On paper. This emanates from convents throughout the Republic, is mostly modern
with a wealth of Commems. Price £16.50 / lb.
EUREKA! We’ve found it. This has to be our best world mixture yet. At least 85% commems with a
staggering variety with around 100 countries/states (yes we have found stamps from that many). Much
modern and many high values included. Our SUPER WORLD 100. ½ lb £28.00, 1 lb £55.00, 2 lbs
£105.00.
OVERSEAS FOREIGN & COMMONWEALTH CHARITY MIXTURE. With over 120 Charity sources in
this country it is not surprising that this is the ultimate mixture of Foreign & Commonwealth stamps essentially
on paper. Enormous variety and mostly modern as it is collected from offices on a day to day basis. Many h.
values as many are Air mail values and a lot will never be seen in approval books! 1 lb £30.00, 2 lbs £55.00,
5 lbs £125.00.
EUROPEAN COMMEMORATIVES. New in the spring again it has been remarkably successful. Mostly
Commemoratives from all corners of Europe (No GB). Great variety with high values and semi-postals.
Includes very interesting stamps from the new Russian States, Iceland, Faroes, Greenland, Vatican, Monaco,
San Marino, United Nations and Liechtenstein. A must for all collectors of Europe. ½ lb £28.00, 1 lb £55.00.
CHANNEL ISLES & ISLE OF MAN. An On Paper mixture of Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney and I.O.M
containing a wealth of variety, strong in Commems, Booklets, Greetings & h.values. ½ lb £18.00, 1lb £35.00.
COMMEMORATIVES & LARGE ONLY ON PAPER MIXTURES.
Special offer. Buy 2 different lots of the Commems & Large mixtures below deduct 5% from
the price, 4 items deduct 10%, 8 items deduct 20%!
ALDERNEY 2oz £25, ¼ lb £48.00. AUSTRALIA ½ lb £19, 1 lb £35.00. AUSTRIA ¼ lb £35, ½
lb £68.00. BELGIUM ¼ lb £23, ½ lb £45.00. BHUTAN ¼ lb £35, ½ lb £68.00. BOTSWANA ¼
lb £18, ½ lb £35.00. CANADA ¼ lb £40, ½ lb £70.00. CYPRUS ¼ lb £30, ½ lb £58.00. DENMARK
¼ lb £18, ½ lb £35.00. ETHIOPIA ¼ lb £26, ½ lb £50.00. FALKLANDS 2 oz £25, ¼ lb £48.00
FINLAND ¼ lb £20, ½ lb £39.00. FRANCE ¼ lb £23.00, ½ lb £42.00. FRENCH AFRICA ¼ lb
£47, ½ lb £90.00. GERMANY ½ lb £16, 1 lb £30.00. GERMANY H.V COMMEMS ¼ lb £22, ½ lb
£40. GIBRALTAR ¼ lb £30, ½ lb £58. GREECE ¼ lb £31, ½ lb £60. GUERNSEY ¼ lb £33, ½ lb
£65.00. HOLLAND ¼ lb £18, ½ lb £35.00. IRAN ¼ lb £30.00, ½ lb £58.00. IRELAND ¼ lb £21, ½
lb £40.00. ISLE OF MAN ½ lb £33, 1 lb £59.00. ITALY ¼ lb £32, ½ lb £60.00. JAPAN ¼ lb £22, ½
lb £40.00. MALAWI ¼ lb £20, ½ lb £38.00. MALTA ½ lb £16, 1 lb £30.00. NEW ZEALAND ¼ lb
£23, ½ lb £44.00. NORWAY ¼ lb £23, ½ lb £45.00. SPAIN ¼ lb £23.00, ½ lb £44.00. SWEDEN ¼
lb £23, ½ lb £45.00. SWISS ¼ lb £23, ½ lb £45.00. THAILAND ¼ lb £23, ½ lb £45.00. U.S.A ½ lb
£25, 1 lb £48.00.
OFF PAPER MIXTURES
FRANCE. An amazing collection of over 500 different Commemoratives only from 2011 to
2016 all in complete sets!! List price £65, sale price £55.00.
SPECIAL OFFER NO. 7: Buy 1 lb World, 1 lb British Commonwealth and 1 lb W. Europe
Scoop for the discounted price of £130. List price £150.00.
WORLD SCOOP. An Off paper mix scooped from our oddments tub. Emanating from Charities,
Auctions, personal collections etc. You will find high Cat (please tell us when you do ) & many
additions for your collection. Each 1 lb lot is over 7000 stamps, costing around ½ p each. ½ lb
£18.00, 1 lb £35.00, 5 lbs £155.00. Sale price ½ lb £16.00, 1 lb £31.00, 5 lbs £139.00.
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH SCOOP. Sold out over the last 8 months, we can now supply more
of our popular Off paper mixture covering old Empire & modern Commonwealth. Several clients
found stamps cataloguing £10 to £50 each. No promises but with at least 7,000 stamps/1lb you’ll
have great fun sorting. ½ lb £31.00, 1 lb £60.00. Sale price ½ lb £27.90, 1 lb £54.00.
WEST EUROPE SCOOP. An Off paper mixture of small and large stamps with much earlier
material. Many better and unusual values. In great demand as our interests in the EEC grow.
Approx. 10,000 stamps to 1 lb costing around ½ p each. ½ lb £28.00, 1 lb £55.00. Sale price ½
lb £25.00, 1 lb £49.00.

COURT PHILATELICS
Dept GSM, P.O Box 6198, Leighton Buzzard, Beds LU7 9XT, UK.
TEL: 01296 662420 • E-mail: courtphilatelics@aol.com

Payments: we accept cheques, postal orders or all major credit and debit cards. paypal payments can be made to
courtphilatelics@aol.com or you can pay direct into our bank: rbs, a/c no. 10088313, sort code 16-1620.
no minimum order.
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Buying
British Stamps
Current Market Values

BUYING GB DECIMAL MINT STAMPS 1971 to 2017
(We always require GB postage but some values are more popular than others so please contact us by email or telephone
where the sale value is £1000 or over).

FACE VALUE (FV)
Stamps 1p, 2p, 4p, 5p, 6p, 10p, 11p then 20p to 36p
3p, 7p, 8p, 9p, 12p, 13p, 14p, 15p, 16p, 17p, 18p & 19p
Stamps 37p to 65p
Stamps 66p to 99p
Stamps £1.00 to £1.99
Stamps £2.00 to £10
First (1st) Class NVI Stamps (lick and stick)
First (1st) Class NVI Stamps (self-adhesive)
First (1st) Class NVI Stamps (lick and stick)
First (1st) Class NVI Stamps (self-adhesive)
Second (2nd) Class NVI Stamps
Second (2nd) Class NVI Stamps (lick and stick)
Second (2nd) Class NVI Stamps (self-adhesive)
First Class LARGE NVI (self-adhesive)
First Class LARGE NVI (lick and stick)
Second Class LARGE NVI (self-adhesive)
Second Class LARGE NVI (self-adhesive)
Second Class LARGE NVI (lick and stick)
1st Class Signed For Delivery Stamps
Special Delivery Stamps
Europe & Worldwide NVI Stamps
Europe & Worldwide NVI Stamps
Presentation Packs & Year Books
Presentation Packs & Year Books
Presentation Packs & Year Books
Presentation Packs & Year Books
Prestige Booklets
Prestige Booklets
Prestige Booklets
Prestige Booklets
Booklets with Stamps up to 39p
Booklets with Stamps from 40p to 68p
Smiler Sheets
Smiler Sheets
1st & 2nd Class Post Paid Envelopes
ISLE OF MAN

Buy %
of FV
49%
47%
55%
60%
65%
80%
58%
60%
60%
62%
65%
65%
68%
68%
66%
73%
68%
66%
68%
65%
50%
58%
50%
55%
60%
65%
50%
58%
60%
65%
55%
58%
58%
60%
45%
30%

Criteria
Sorted by value
Sorted by value
Sorted by value
Sorted by value
Sorted by value
Required Urgently
Commemorative and Christmas
Commemorative and Christmas
Definitive Queen’s Head
Definitive Queen’s Head
Commemorative and Christmas
Definitive Queen’s Head
Definitive Queen’s Head
all types (98p)
all types (98p)
Definitive only (76p)
Christmas Stamps (76p)
all types (76p)
All types (£1.75 and £2.08)
(£6.45 >100g and £7.25 >500g)
Up to 40 grams
Up to 10g, 20g, E, 60g & 100g
from 1971 to 2000
from 2001 to 2008
from 2009 to 2015
2016 & 2017
up to 2000
2001 to 2010
2011 to 2015
2016 to 2017
folding & retail etc
folding & retail etc
Lick & Stick Gum
Self-adhesive Gum
postal stationary

NEW! BUYING PRICES FOR COLLECTABLE GB STAMPS (SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS)

FOR OUR LATEST PRICES PLEASE VISIT WEBSITE
Top Rated Internet Selling Service
High Prices Realised!
Low Commission Fees

Contact Dave Waldie for Details

www.philatelink.co.uk
Email: philatelink@btinternet.com
 LANDLINE: 01896 759703 MOBILE 07510 312271
31October2017

DAVID WALDIE (PHILATELINK), 13 REDPATH CRESCENT,
GALASHIELS, BORDERS, TD1 2QG, UK.

PE-PHC1217-31OCTVHV.indd 1
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STANLEY GIBBONS CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT December 2017
(Des Chris Shields (illustrations) and
Interabang. Litho Cartor)
2017 (3 Oct). Centenary of the Jersey
Beekeepers Association. P 13.
2201 2078 49p. multicoloured
2202 2079 63p. multicoloured
2203 2080 73p. multicoloured
2204 2081 79p. multicoloured
2205 2082 90p. multicoloured
2206 2083 £1.07 multicoloured
MS2207 110×80 mm. 2084 £2 multicoloured

3914
3915
3916

$1 Uruwhenua (passport)
$1 Taunga rererangi (airport)
$1 Pūnaha kimi ahunga (global
positioning system)
3917
$1 Whare Tīkoke (skyscraper)
3918
$2.20 Ahokore (wifi)
3919
$2.70 Waka Hiko (electric car)
MS3920 185×266 mm. Nos. 3910/19
Nos. 3910/17 were printed together, setenant, as blocks of eight in sheetlets of 20
(4×5), giving two blocks of eight and one
horizontal strip of four (Nos. 3910/13).

629 Emblem

CANADA

September 2017

(Des Thea Clemons. Litho Southern Colour
Print)
2017 (31 Oct). 40th World Hospital Congress,
Durban. Phosphorised paper. P 14.
MS2256 75×75 mm. 629 (8r.40)
multicoloured
No. MS2256 was inscr. ‘INTERNATIONAL
SMALL LETTER’ and originally sold for 8r.40.

2078 Honey Bee on Flower,
collecting Nectar

1080 Statue and Twin
Pillars of Canadian
National Vimy Memorial

(Litho Cartor)

(Des Susan Scott and Sarah Bougault. Recess
and litho (MS3260) or litho (other) Colour
Innovations)
2017 (8 Apr). Centenary of Battle of Vimy
Ridge, France. T 1080 and similar horiz
design. Multicoloured. Fluorescent frame.

2079 Queen Bee, Worker Bees
and Cells containing Larvae

2080 Beekeeper using Smoker
to pacify Bees

3259

(a) Self-adhesive. Die-cut perf 13½.
(85c.) Type 1080
a. Booklet pane. No. 3259×10

(b) Ordinary gum. P 13.
MS3260 130×85 mm. $2.50 As Type 1080;
$2.50 Canada Bereft statue of cloaked
woman and flags of France and Canada
(both 35×27 mm)
No. 3259 was inscr. ‘P’ and issued in booklets
of ten, No. SB606, originally sold for $8.50.
Stamps of a similar design were issued by
France.
STAMP BOOKLETS

Beekeeper removing Brood

Frame containing Raw
Honeycomb from Hive

B292 Statue and Twin Pillars of Canadian
National Vimy Memorial (image scaled to
51% of original size)

2082 Using Blade to scrape
Beeswax Seal from Brood Frame

SOUTH AFRICA

August 2017

2017 (8 Apr). Centenary of Battle of Vimy
Ridge. Multicoloured cover, 78×91 mm,
as Type B 292. Self-adhesive.
SB606 ($8.50) booklet containing pane of ten
(85c.) stamps (No. 3259a)

800 Basil

2016 (9 Nov). South African National Parks
(2nd series). Horiz designs as T 608 but
inscr. ‘Standard Postage’. Multicoloured.
Self-adhesive. L-shaped phosphor bands.
Die-cut perf 11.
2257 (3r.60) Marakele National Park
a. Sheetlet. Nos. 2257/62
2258 (3r.60) Agulhas National Park
2259 (3r.60) Mapungubwe National Park
2260 (3r.60) Iai-Iais/Richtersveld
Transfrontier Park
2261 (3r.60) Namaqua National Park
2262 (3r.60) Tankwa Karoo National Park
Nos. 2257/62 were all inscr ‘Standard
Postage’ and were originally valid for 3r.60
each. They were printed together in sheetlets
of six stamps.

(Des Hannah Stancliffe-White. Litho Southern
Colour Print)
2017 (4 Oct). Grow Your Own. T 800 and
similar vert designs. Multicoloured.
Phosphorised paper. P 14×14½.
3921
$1 Type 800
3922
$1 Carrots
3923
$2.20 Parsley
3924
$2.30 Chives
3925
$2.70 Broccoli
3926
$3.30 Lettuce
MS3927 185×90 mm. Nos. 3921/6
Nos. 3921/6 and stamps from MS3927 have
V-shaped roulettes at the foot of the stamp.
Nos. 3921/6 have white margins under the
roulettes and above the perforations at the
foot of the stamp. Stamps from MS3927
have the V-shaped roulettes at the foot of the
stamp, and sheet margins showing soil, with
no white margins. They also have ‘PLANT ME’
and an image of a seed packet at the foot of
the stamp.
Stamps and miniature sheets sold in New
Zealand have seeds attached, and the stamps
have ‘PLANT ME’ and a circular seed packet
image as those from MS3927.

NEW ZEALAND
ROSS DEPENDENCY

February 2017

630 ‘Smile South Africa!’

(Des Rachel-Mari Ackermann. Litho Southern
Colour Print, New Zealand)
2016 (24 Nov). ’Smile South Africa!’. Tenth
World Endodontic Congress, Cape Town.
Phosphorised paper. P 14.
MS2263 75×75 mm. 630 (8r.40)
multicoloured
No. MS2263 was inscr. ‘International Small
Letter’ and originally sold for 8r.40.

631 South African Airways
Airbus A320 and Map showing
Flight Routes

(Des Paul Treleven (artwork) and Thea
Clemons. Litho Southern Colour Print, New
Zealand)
2016 (2 Dec). South Africa’s International
Flight
Routes.
Multicoloured.
Phosphorised paper. P 14.
MS2264 105×65 mm. 631 (3r.60)
multicoloured
No. MS2264 was inscr. ‘STANDARD
POSTAGE’ and originally sold for 3r.60.

NEW ZEALAND

October 2017

31 Scott’s Discovery Hut
2083 Jar of Honey and Honey

Dipper

(Des Sean Garwood (artist) and Jonathan
Gray. Litho Southern Colour Print)

799 Waea Pūkoro
(mobile phone)

(Des Elisabeth Vüllings (illustrator) and David
Hakaraia. Litho Southern Colour Print)

2084 Worker Bee, Queen Bee and Drone
(image scaled to 37% of original size)

G.S.M. December 2017

2017 (6 Sept). Te Reo Māori - Māori Language.
New Words. T 799 and similar vert
designs. Multicoloured. P 13×13½.
3910
$1 Type 799
a. Block of 8. Nos. 3910/17
3911
$1 Pātuhi (text)
3912
$1 Rorohiko (computer)
3913
$1 Pūmahara (flash drive)

2017 (20 Sept). Historic Huts of the Ross
Dependency. T 31 and similar square
designs. Multicoloured. Phosphorised
paper. P 14½.
166
$1 Type 31
167
$2 Cognac (‘Man’s best friend’),
preserved cabbage, kettle and
wooden box of dog biscuits,
Discovery Hut
168
$2.20 Shackleton’s Nimrod Hut
169
$2.30 Stove (‘Thank you Mrs. Sam’),
Nimrod Hut
170
$2.70 Scott’s Terra Nova Hut
171
$3.30 Letter (‘Dearest’), Terra Nova
Hut
MS172 123×108 mm. Nos. 166/71

632 Krugerrand, 1967

(Des Rachel-Mari Ackermann. Litho and
embossed Southern Colour Print, New
Zealand)
2017 (3 Jan). 50th Anniv of the Krugerrand.
T 632 and similar circular designs. Gold
and black. P 14.
2265 (8r.40) Type 632
a. Sheetlet. Nos. 2265/7
2266 (8r.40) Krugerrand, 2000
2267 (8r.40) Krugerrand, 2017
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(a) Ordinary gum. P 13.
2069 49p. multicoloured
2070 49p. multicoloured
2071 63p. multicoloured
2072 63p. multicoloured
2073 73p. multicoloured
2074 79p. multicoloured
2075 90p. multicoloured
2076 £1.07 multicoloured
(b) Self-adhesive. Die-cut perf 8.
MS2200 125×92 mm. 2077 £2 multicoloured

2192
2193
2194
2195
2196
2197
2198
2199

JAPAN LIMITED~EDITION STAMPS
1) 2nd February 2015, D731-D732 Definitive Souvenir
Sheets, 30,000 issued, MINT .............................£55.00
2) 18th September 2015, G112 ‘Hello Kitty’ Pane of 5
Stamps, 20,000 issued, MINT ............................£25.00
3) 8th January 2016, C2245 - C2248, Architecture – 1,
4 Sheets, 20,000 issued, MINT ..........................£75.00
4)

29th January 2016, G119-G120 Greetings from Japan,
2 Souvenir sheets, 100,000 issued, MINT.........£100.00

5) 26th May 2016, C2264, G-7 Ise-Shima Summit, one
Souvenir Sheet, 20,000 issued, MINT/USED........£35.00
6) 19th August 2016, C2278, My Travels – 1, Pane of 10
Stamps, 20,000 issued, MINT ............................£40.00

1) Sakura 731 – 732

4) Sakura G119 – G120

8) Sakura C2299 – C2300

7) 16th September 2016, G141, Bear & Mt. Fuji, Pane
of 5 stamps, 20,000 issued, MINT ......................£25.00
8) 6th January 2017, C2299 – C2300, Architecture – 2,
2 sheets of 10 stamps, issued 20,000, MINT ......£55.00
9) 3rd February 2017, G149, Hearts & Flowers, a Pane of 6
stamps, 30,000 issued, MINT.............................£35.00
10) 3rd March 2017, C2307, Final Issue – Tales from the
Stars, Pane of 12 stamps, 30,000 issued, MINT .....£40.00
11) 17th March 2017, G154, G155, G156, Birds & Flowers of
Spring & Summer, 30,000 issued, MINT or USED .... £75.00
12) 14th April 2017, C2312, ‘My Travels – 2’, Pane of Six
Stamps, 20,000 issued, MINT ............................£40.00

11) Sakura G154, G155, G156

6) Sakura C2278

JAPAN PHILATELIC GROUP LIMITED
Hamilton House, 3 Hamilton Way, Farnham Common, Buckinghamshire, SL2 3TT, ENGLAND
Phone: 44 (0) 1753 648370 email: ken.clark@japanphilatelic.com website: www.japanphilatelic.com

Chris Rainey Online

Worthing Stamp Auctions
Est. 35 years in the trade

British Commonwealth 
 Postal History 
 Thematic Postal History 


Visit my online shop
www.chrisrainey.com

NEXT SALE:
Saturday, 2nd December 2017
LARGE SELECTION OF ALL WORLD
COLLECTIONS AND SINGLES
WITH MANY TOP VALUE.
RECOMMENDED EARLY VIEWING
70 VICTORIA ROAD - WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX BN11 1UN
TELEPHONE: (01903) 235846
FAX: 01903 207341

Email: worthingstampauction@btconnect.com

RETAIL SHOP FOR ALL STAMP ACCESSORIES
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STANLEY GIBBONS CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT December 2017

633 Prof. Davidson
Don Tengo Jabavu
(1885-1959,
educationalist,
politician and founder
of All African
Foundation)

(9r.55) Type 635
a. Horiz strip of 5. Nos. 2283/7
2284 (9r.55) Little Bee-eater (Merops
pusillus)
2285 (9r.55) Southern Carmine Bee-eater
(Merops nubicoides)
2286 (9r.55) Swallow-tailed Bee-eater
(Merops hirundineus)
2287 (9r.55) White-fronted Bee-eater
(Merops bullockoides)
Nos. 2283/7 were each inscr. ‘B4’ and
were originally valid for 9r.55 each. They
were printed in sheetlets of ten stamps
(5×2) initially sold for 95r.50 containing two
horizontal strips of the five designs.
2283

SRI LANKA

November 2017

1111 Mosque

(Des P. Isuru Chaturanga. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)
2016 (12 Dec). National Meelad-Un-Nabi. P
13×12½ (with one notched elliptical hole
in each vert side).
2426 1111 10r. multicoloured

1116 Development Projects

(Des Ruwan Indrajith Upasena. Litho Dept of
Govt Printing, Sri Lanka)
2017 (6 Feb). 50th Anniv of Asian
Development Bank (ADB). P 13×12.
2431 1116 10r. multicoloured

(Des Thea Clemons (2272) or Cyril
Maphumulo (others). Litho Cartor)
2017 (8 Feb). Centenary (2016) of University
of Fort Hare, Alice, Eastern Cape. T 633
and similar black and gold designs. Selfadhesive. Die-cut perf 11.
2268 (3r.60) Type 633
a. Sheetlet. Nos. 2268/77
2269 (3r.60) Centenary logo
2270 (3r.60) Prof. Zachariah Keodirelang
Matthews (first graduate)
2271 (3r.60) Inaugural Inter-State Native
College Committee
2272 (3r.60) Student’s head outline
containing names of wellknown alumni
2273 (3r.60) Nursing Science Building,
University of Fort Hare
2274 (3r.60) Christian Union Hall, University
College of Fort Hare, c. 1930
2275 (3r.60) Blazer
2276 (3r.60) Grave and monument of Dr.
James Stewart (founder)
2277 (3r.60) Delegates to the Inter-State
Native Convention outside
Christian Union Hall (97×32
mm)
Nos. 2268/77 were each inscr. ‘STANDARD
POSTAGE’ and were originally valid for 3r.60
each. They were printed together in sheetlets
of ten stamps initially sold for 36r.

1108 Bambarakanda Falls,
Kalulpahana, Balangoda

(Des D. G. Sudath Jayawardena. Litho Dept of
Govt Printing, Sri Lanka)
2016 (2 Dec). Unseen Sri Lanka. T 1108 and
similar horiz designs. Multicoloured.
Granite paper. P 13½×14.
2407
25r. Type 1108
a. Sheetlet. Nos. 2407/18
2408
25r. Sir Frederick North’s bungalow,
Arippu, Mannar
2409
25r. Fort Hammenhiel, Jaffna
2410
25r. Hummanaya, Kudawella,
Dikwella
2411
25r. Sand dunes, Kawtharimunai,
Pooneryn
2412
25r. Wild Horse Sanctuary, Delft
Island
2413
25r. Govinda Hela,
Siyambalanduwa
2414
25r. Mini World’s End, Pitamaruwa,
Madulsima
2415
25r. Queen’s Tower, Delft Island
2416
25r. Senanayaka Samudraya,
Inginiyagala
2417
25r. Lighthouse and Old Pier,
Talaimannar
2418
25r. Kudiramalai Point, Wilpattu
MS2419 156×105 mm. Nos. 2407, 2410, 2413
and 2416
MS2420 156×105 mm. Nos. 2408, 2411, 2414,
and 2417
MS2421 156×105 mm. Nos. 2409, 2412, 2415
and 2418
Nos. 2407/18 were printed in separate
sheets of 20, and also in se-tenant sheetlet
No. 2407a.

1112 Broadcasting from Studio and Satellite
(image scaled to 68% of original size)

(Des Pulasthi Ediriweera. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)
2017 (5 Jan). 50th Anniv of Sri Lanka
Broadcasting Corporation. Granite paper.
P 13×12.
2427 1112 10r. multicoloured

1117 Major Montague
Jayewickreme

(Des Jagath Kosmodara. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)
2017 (20 Mar). Major Montague Jayewickreme
(1911-2001, politician). P 12½×13 (with
one notched elliptical hole in each horiz
side).
2432 1117 10r. multicoloured

1118 Girl Guides
1113 Housing and

World Map

(Des Pulasthi Ediriweera. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)
2017 (12 Jan). 30th Anniv of International
Year of Shelter for the Homeless. Granite
paper. P 13×12½ with one notched
elliptical hole in each vert side).
2428 1113 10r. multicoloured

(Des P. Isuru Chaturanga. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)
2017 (21 Mar). Centenary of Sri Lanka Girl
Guides. P 12½×13 (with one notched
elliptical hole in each horiz side).
2433 1118 15r. multicoloured

634 South African
Constitutional Court

(Des Cyril Maphumulo. Litho Phil@poste,
France)
2017 (20 Apr). Contemporary South African
Architecture. T 634 and similar square
designs. Multicoloured. P 13.
2278 (3r.90) Type 634
a. Sheetlet. Nos. 2278/82
2279 (3r.90) Mapungubwe Interpretation
Centre
2280 (3r.90) Freedom Park
2281 (3r.90) Seed Library, Alexandra
2282 (3r.90) Mpumalanga Legislature,
Nelspruit
Nos. 2278/82 were each inscr. ‘STANDARD
POSTAGE’ and were originally valid for 3r.90.
They were printed together, se-tenant, in
sheetlets of five stamps initially sold for 19r.50.

1119 School Building

(Des P. Isuru Chaturanga. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)
1114 Visakha Vidyalaya and
Emblem
1109 Holy Family and Parable of

the Good Samaritan

(Des Dilini Charuka Sirisoma (10r.), Isuru
Sadara Mirando (35r.). Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)

(Des Sanath Rohana Wickramasinghe. Litho
Dept of Govt Printing, Sri Lanka)

2017 (27 Mar). Centenary of Ferguson High
School, Ratnapura. P 12½×13 (with one
notched elliptical hole in each horiz side).
2434 1119 15r. multicoloured

2017 (16 Jan). Centenary of Visakha Vidyalaya
Buddhist Girls’ School. P 12½×13 (with
one notched elliptical hole in each horiz
side).
2429 1114 10r. multicoloured

2016 (4 Dec). Christmas. T 1109 and similar
horiz design. Multicoloured. P 13½×14.
2422
10r. Type 1109
2423
35r. Holy Family and peace dove
MS2424 102×136 mm. Nos. 2422/3

1120 Ceylon 1859 6d.
Stamp

(Des P. Isuru Chaturanga. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)
635 European
Bee-eater (Merops
apiaster)

(Des Chris van Rooyen. Litho Phil@poste,
France)
2017 (18 May). South African Bee-eaters. T 635
and similar vert designs. Multicoloured.
Inverted L-shaped phosphor bands (at
top and right of stamp). Die-cut perf 10.

G.S.M. December 2017

1110 Volleyball

(Des Jagath Kosmodara. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)
2016 (7 Dec). Centenary of Volleyball in Sri
Lanka. P 13.
2425 1110 10r. multicoloured

1115 Peace Dove
Emblem on Map of Sri
Lanka

(Des Venura Bertholameusz. Litho Dept of
Govt Printing, Sri Lanka)
2017 (3 Feb). National Integration and
Reconciliation Week. P 13×12½ (with one
notched elliptical hole in each vert side).
2430 1115 10r. multicoloured

2017 (1 Apr). 160th Anniv of First Postage
Stamps of Sri Lanka. T 1120 and similar
vert designs. Multicoloured. P 14×13½.
2435
15r. Type 1120
2436
15r. Ceylon 1859 4d. dull rose
stamp
2437
15r. Ceylon 1859 8d. brown stamp
2438
15r. Ceylon 9d. purple-brown
stamp
No. MS2439 was left for miniature sheet not
yet received.
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Nos.
2265/7
were
each
inscr.
‘INTERNATIONAL SMALL LETTER’ and were
originally valid for 8r.40 each. They were
printed together in sheetlets of three stamps
initially sold for 25r.20.
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November 2017

1121 Dhamma
preaching and listening

(Des Pulasthi Ediriweera. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)
2017 (3 May). Vesak. T 1121 and similar vert
designs. Multicoloured. P 14×13½.
2440
8r. Type 1121
2441
10r. Offering of alms piously
2442
15r. Love of environment (man
sweeping street outside
temple and woman watering
tree)
MS2443 111×172 mm. Nos. 2440/2

(Des Anita Kern. Litho Enschedé)

(Des Verena Gretschnig. LItho Enschedé)

2017 (12 Apr). Classic Stamps. Postage
Stamps from 1860-62. Sheet 80×60
mm containing T 1968 and similar vert
design. Multicoloured. P 13.
MS3459 68c. Type 1968; 220c. 1860 15
Kreuzer Stamp (As Type 10)

2017 (19 May). Centenary of Lions Clubs
International. P 14.
3464 1973 80c. multicoloured

259 Kastelholm Castle

(Des Niclas Nordlund. Litho Cartor)
2017 (9 May). Europa. Castles. P 13.
449
259 (€1.40) multicoloured

1974 Puch 150 SR

(Des David Gruber. Litho Enschedé)
2017 (19 May). Motorcycles. P 14½×14.
3465 1974 220c. multicoloured
1969 ‘650’

(Des Charlotte Schwarz. Litho and foil diestamped Enschedé)

260 Sauna Accessories in a Sauna
at Parikkala, Southern Karelia
(Juha Kainulainen)

2017 (12 Apr). 650th Anniv of Gold and
Silversmith Guild. P 14.
3460 1969 175c. multicoloured

(Litho Cartor)

1122 Vattarama Sri Arahatta Maliyadeva Raja

Maha Viharaya (image scaled to 68% of
original size)

(Des Palitha Gunasinghe. Litho Dept of Govt
Printing, Sri Lanka)

2017 (24 May). Sauna Traditions. Winning
Entries in Photographic Competition..
T 260 and similar horiz design.
Multicoloured. P 13.
450
Inrikes (€1.40) Type 260
451
Europa (€1.40) Smoke sauna,
Ängösund, Lumparland (Joel
Ebersson)
MS452 120×80 mm. As Nos. 450/1
Stamps of a similar design were issued by
Finland.

2017 (9 May). State Vesak Festival. P 13×12.
2444 1122 15r. multicoloured

1975 Puch XII Alpenwagen

(Des David Gruber . Litho Enschedé)
2017 (20 May). Cars. P 14.
3466 1975 68c. multicoloured
1970 Emblem

(Des Dieter Kraus. Litho Enschedé)
2017 (28 Apr). Classic Trade Marks. Schlierbach
Cheese. P 14.
3461 1970 68c. multicoloured

261 Two Swans forming
Heart
1123 Mes Aynak, Afghanistan (image scaled
to 68% of original size)

(Des Jagath Kosmodara (2445, 2452, 2458,
2460), Prasadini Kumari (2446, 2449, 2464),
Pulasthi Ediriweera (2447/8, 2450), Mevan
Fonseka (2451, 2457, 2461/2), Ruwan
Indrajith Upasena (2453, 2456, 2463), Gayani
Gunathunga (2454/5, 2459). Litho Dept of
Govt Printing, Sri Lanka)
2017 (12 May). United Nations Day of Vesak.
Buddhist Places of Worship. T 1123 and
similar horiz designs. Multicoloured. P
13×12½ (with two diamond-shaped
holes in each horiz side and one notched
elliptical hole in each vert side).
2445
15r. Type 1123
a. Sheetlet. Nos. 2445/64
2446
15r. Somapur Maha Vihara,
Paharpur, Bangladesh
2447
15r. Paro Taktsang, Bhutan
2448
15r. Angkor Archaeological site,
Cambodia
2449
15r. Yungang Grottoes, China
2450
15r. Buddhist Monuments at
Sanchi, India
2451
15r. Borobudur Temple
Compounds, Indonesia
2452
15r. Horyu-ji Temple, Japan
2453
15r. Town of Luang Prabang, Laos
2454
15r. Kek Lok Si, Malaysia
2455
15r. Gandantegchinlen Monastery,
Mongolia
2456
15r. Bagan Archaeological Zone,
Myanmar
2457
15r. Lumbini, Nepal
2458
15r. Taxila, Pakistan
2459
15r. Ivolginsky Datsan, Russia
2460
15r. Kong Meng San Phor Kark See
Monastery, Singapore
2461
15r. Haeinsa Temple Complex,
South Korea
2462
15r. Lankathilaka Temple, Kandy
2463
15r. Sukhothai Ancient City,
Thailand
2464
15r. One Pillar Pagoda, Vietnam
Nos. 2445/64 were issued in separate
sheets of 20, and were also printed together,
se-tenant, in sheetlets of 20 (4×5) (No. 2445a).

G.S.M. December 2017

(Des Juha Pykäläinen. Litho, embossed and
silver foil die-stamped Cartor)
2017 (24 May). Centenary of
Independence. P 13.
453
261
€5 multicoloured

Finnish

1976 Anniversary
Emblem
1971 Schloss Schönbrunn

(Des Marion Füllerer. Litho Enschedé)
2017 (9 May). Europa. Castles. P 14.
3462 1971 68c. multicoloured

(Des Robert Höfler. Litho Enschedé)
2017 (25 May). 175th Anniv of Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra. P 14.
3467 1976 80c. multicoloured

AUSTRIA

November 2017

1972 Maria Theresa as

Queen of Hungary
(Martin van Meytens)

(Des Svetlana Milijaševič. Litho and gold foil
Enschedé)
1967 Pöttsching

(Des Anita Kern. Litho Enschedé)
2016 (29 May). Traditional Costume. P 14.
3468 1967 68c. multicoloured

2017 (13 May). 300th Birth Anniv of Maria
Theresa (Maria Theresa Walburga Amalia
Christina), Queen of Hungary and
Bohemia, Archduchess of Austria, Ruler
of Habsburg Monarchy. Sheet 80×97
mm. P 14.
3463 1972 170c. multicoloured
Stamps of the same design were issued by
Croatia, Hungary, Slovenia and Ukraine.

1977 Stainz Bottle Train and
Carriages (Höllerhansl (green);
Bergliesl (red); Kräuterwagerl
(yellow); Schilcherschaukel (blue))

(Des Peter Sinawehl. Etch-Art By OeSD
Austrian State Printing)
2017 (28 May). Railways. 125th Anniv of Stainz
Railway. P 14×13½.
3468 1977 125c. multicoloured

ESTONIA

September 2017

484 Keila-Joa Castle

(Des Jaan Saar. Litho AS Vaba Maa)
1968 1861 Lombardy and
Venetia 10 Soldi Stamp
(As Type 3)

1973 Anniversary Emblem

2017 (8 May). Europa. Castles. T 484 and
similar horiz design. Multicoloured. P 14.
832
€1.40 Type 484
833
€1.40 Maarjamäe Castle
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SUBSCRIBE NOW AND GET 10% OFF ALL NEW
STANLEY GIBBONS CATALOGUES FOR A YEAR!

New and upcoming catalogues include:
St Helena, Ascension and
Tristan Da Cunha

Plus:
Get exclu
sive
discounts
Volume 3, Queen Elizabeth II
on
Stanley G
Pre-decimal Stamps
ibbons
A
c
c
essories
Brunei, Malaysia & Singapore

2018 Stamps of the World

2018 Commonwealth &
British Empire Stamps 1840-1970

With many more titles on the way

3

easy ways
to read...

Print, Online
and iTunes App

Print Subscription
12-Month Print Subscription
United Kingdom

£46.20

Europe (airmail)

£90.00

ROW (airmail)

£95.00

GSM App

Available to download from iTunes
Gibbons Stamp Monthly
Per issue

£2.99

6 months £16.99
12 months £31.99

GSM Online Subscription
12 months £24.95

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
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STANLEY GIBBONS CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT December 2017
(Des Mathilde Laurent (from drawings by
Patrick Sobral). Gravure)

2214 Aircraft dropping Supplies, Dam and
Maquis Members (image scaled to 68% of
original size)

(Des Sophie Beaujard. Eng Pierre Barra.
Recess)
2210 French and British Soldiers

and Péronne Castle

(Des Damien Cuvillier and Valérie Besser.
Gravure)

2016 (2 Sept). Maquis of the Eagle Dam
(group who delayed the construction
of the dam during World War II). Two
phosphor bands. P 13.
6033 2214 €3.20 multicoloured

2016 (16 Sept). Characters from Les
Légendaires (manga cartoons by Patrick
Sobral). T 2218 and similar horiz design.
P 13.
6048
70c. Type 2218
a. Strip. Nos. 6048/9 plus two
labels
6049
70c. Jadina and Shimy
Nos. 6048/9 were printed, se-tenant, in
horizontal strips of two stamps interleaved
with two stamp-sized labels, the whole
forming a composite design of Danaёl, Gryf,
Jadin, Shimy and Razzia.

2016 (21 Oct). Triumphal Arches. T 2223 and
similar horiz design. Multicoloured. Two
phosphor bands. P 13.
6066
80c. Type 2223
6067
€1 Rue Royale, Paris
Stamps of a similar design were issued by
Portugal.
2215 ‘If You run after Two
Hares, You will catch Neither’

(Des Emmanuelle Houdart. Gravure)

(Des Corinne Salvi and Jöelle Gagliardini.
Gravure)
2016 (2 July). Holidays. ‘Sous le Soleul’. Booklet
Stamps. T 2211 and similar horiz designs.
Multicoloured.
Self-adhesive.
One
phosphor band. Die-cut perf 11.
6008
(70c.) Type 2211
6009
(70c.) Lying in hammock
6010
(70c.) Girls in swimsuits, back view
6011
(70c.) Cold drinks
6012
(70c.) Crab pinching toe
6013
(70c.) Three scoop icecream cone
6014
(70c.) Footwork
6015
(70c.) Children in swim ring
6016
(70c.) Seafood platter
6017
(70c.) Kiss
6018
(70c.) Writing home
6019
(70c.) Multicoloured toe nails

2223 Rua Augusta Arch, Lisbon

(Des Yves Beaujard. Eng Yves Beaujard.
Recess)

2016 (1 July). Centenary of Start of World War
I. Battle of the Somme. Sheet 130×85
mm containing T 2210 and similar horiz
design. Multicoloured. P 13.
MS6007 80c. Type 2210; €1 Thiepval
Memorial, Virgin of Albert Cathedral and
Interpretation Centre

2211 Underwater

6065 2222 70c. multicoloured
No. 6065 was printed, se-tenant, with a halfstamp size label at right.

2016 (3 Sept). Proverbs. ‘Being the Fall Guy
(‘Être le dindon de la farce’)’. Booklet
Stamps. T 2215 and similar horiz designs.
Multicoloured.
Self-adhesive.
One
phosphor band. Die-cut perf 11½.
6034
(70c.) Type 2215
6035
(70c.) ‘When we talk about the wolf
we see the end of his tail’
6036
(70c.) ‘Having sea urchins in your
purse’
6037
(70c.) ‘Having the memory of an
elephant’
6038
(70c.) ‘Mute like a carp’
6039
(70c.) ‘The lion’s share’
6040
(70c.) ‘Sleep like a log’
6041
(70c.) ‘Be the fall guy’
6042
(70c.) ‘Comb the giraffe’
6043
(70c.) ‘Snake that bites it’s tail’
6044
(70c.) ‘Get on his high horse’
6045
(70c.) ‘To gape at crows’

2219 Child sitting on
New Moon’s Nose

(Des Guy Coda. Gravure)
2016 (1 Oct). Greetings 2016. Planetary
Correspondence.
Booklet
Stamps.
T 2219 and similar square designs.
Multicoloured.
Self-adhesive.
One
phosphor band. Die-cut perf 11.
6050
(70c.) Type 2219
6051
(70c.) Moon wearing scarf with a red
and running nose
6052
(70c.) Sun kissing the moon
6053
(70c.) Cats and the moon
6054
(70c.) New moon and stars
6055
(70c.) Eclipse of the sun
6056
(70c.) Polar Bear and ‘Great Bear’
6057
(70c.) Dog and star
6058
(70c.) Red moon
6059
(70c.) Saturn
6060
(70c.) Moon asleep in clouds
6061
(70c.) Dark moon

2224 Francois Mitterand

(Des Yves Beaujard. Eng Yves Beaujard.
Recess)
2016 (26 Oct). Birth Centenary of Francois
Mitterand (politician, President 19811995). Two phosphor bands. P 13½.
6068 2224 80c. multicoloured

2225 Begijnhof

(Des Stéphane Humbert-Basset. Gravure)
2220 The Charleston

2216 Léo Ferré
2212 Fish

(Des C215 (Christian Guémy) and Marion
Favreau. Gravure)

(Des Isabelle Simler and Stéphanie Ghinéa.
Gravure)
2016 (9 July). EUROMED - Fish of the
Mediterranean. P 13.
6020 2212
€1 multicoloured

2016 (8 Sept). Birth Centenary of Léo
Albert Charles Antoine Ferré (FrancoMonegasque singer-songwriter, pianist
and poet). One phosphor band. P 13.
6046 2216 €1.40 multicoloured

(Des Nancy Peña (70c.) or Jean Claverie
(other). Eng Claude Jumelet (70c.). Recess
(70c.) or Gravure and embossed (other))
2016 (8 Oct). Stamp Day. Dance. T 2220 and
similar vert design. Multicoloured. One
phosphor band (70c.). P 13.
6062
70c. Type 2220
MS6063 105×72 mm. €1.40 Duet from Swan
Lake (41×52 mm)

2016 (3 Nov). European Capitals. Amsterdam.
Sheet 135×143 mm containing T 2225
and similar multicoloured designs. Two
phosphor bands. P 13.
MS6069 80c.×4, Type 2225; Rijksmuseum;
Westerkerk (vert); Canals and building
façades

2226 ‘Peace
and Commerce’

(Des Valérie Besser (from original by Jules
Auguste Sage). Eng Elsa Catelin. Recess)

2221 Schematic of Spad VII,

2217 Françoise Giraud
2213 Bird-of-

Paradise

(Des Cécile Millet)
2016 (30 July). Greetings. Flowers in
Abundance. Booklet Stamps. T 2213 and
similar vert designs. Multicoloured. Selfadhesive. Two phosphor bands. Die-cut
perf 11.
6021
(80c.) Type 2213
6022
(80c.) Poppies
6023
(80c.) Lily of the Valley
6024
(80c.) Inscr ‘Balisier’
6025
(80c.) Lilies
6026
(80c.) Irises
6027
(80c.) Roses
6028
(80c.) Sunflowers
6029
(80c.) Daffodils
6030
(80c.) Marguerittes
6031
(80c.) Marvel-of-Peru
6032
(80c.) Passionflower

G.S.M. December 2017

(Des Sarah Bougault (from drawing by Louis
Monier). Eng Sarah Bougault. Recess)
2016 (9 Sept). Birth Centenary Francoise
Giroud (writer, journalist and politician).
Two phosphor bands. P 13.
6047 2217 80c. light blue and brownred

Wooden ‘Lightning’ Helix and
Dassault Rafle, Falcon and
nEUROn Aircraft
(Des Stéphan Agosto. Gravure and varnish)
2016 (13 Oct). Centenary of the ‘Lightning’
Propeller. Two phosphor bands. P 13.
6064 2221 70c. multicoloured

2016 (3 Nov). 70th Anniv of Salon Philatélique
d’Automne - 140th Anniv of the Peace
and Commerce Stamps. Grey-green. P 13.
6070
€1 Type 2226
a. Sheet. Nos. 6070/1, each×10
6071
€1 As Type 2226
Nos. 6070/1 are as Type 10 of 1876, No.
6070 is as Type I (‘N’ of ‘INV’ under ‘B’ of
‘REPUBLIQUE’), No. 6071 is as Type II (N of ‘INV’
under ‘U’ of ‘REPUBLIQUE’).
Nos. 6070/1, respectively, were each printed
in strips of five, No. 6070 in the top and
bottom rows and No. 6071 in the two central
rows, within sheets of 20 stamps.

2222 Saint Gengoult Collegiate
Church

(Des Claude Andreotto. Eng Claude
Andreotto. Recess)
2218 Danaël

2016 (21 Oct). Churches - Saint Gengoult
Collegiate Church. One phosphor band.
P 13.

2227 Sargent
Major’s Pen
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FRANCE

March 2017

RS470 Racquet Sports. A specialised collection of

blocks and singles includes tennis, badminton and
table tennis. Stamps depicting famous tennis stars;
Chris Evert, Steffi Graf, John McEnroe, Martina
Navratilova, Boris Becker, Billie Jean-King, Bjorn Borg,
Virginia Wade plus many others. Includes, several
British colonial stamps in mint blocks. 100+ world
stamps mint & used................................... Price £14.00

CD389 Cats & Dogs. A fantastic collection of cats &
dogs on stamps. A vast variety of different breeds of
these popular pets. Hundreds of different cats & dogs
stamps ........................................................ Price £16.50
NK39 North Korea. An unusual collection of D.P.R.

(North) Korean stamps including controversial and
highly political propaganda communist stamps
depicting Kim-Jong-II, father of the current leader
Kim-Jong-un. Includes scarcer blocks, se-tenant and
single stamps. Over 100 stamps.............. Price £10.75
USA5 Donald Trump. A political cover commemorating British Prime Minister Theresa May’s visit to Donald Trump in the U.S.A. The cover is one of a severely
limited issue of only 50 covers. Depicting Donald
Trump & Theresa May. The cover bears a British Union Jack flag stamp with special Royal Mail illustrated
Drayton postmark dated 27.1.17 and bears the special
paper cachet showing Theresa May laying a wreath
at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Arlington,
U.S.A........................................................... Price £13.00

A
superb
collection of British colonial and commonwealth
stamps, includes mint & used definitives &
commemoratives. Containing over 500 different
stamps plus miniature sheets and first day covers.
The entire collection. ......................... Price £19.80
CM134 British

Commonwealth.

SA12 South Rhodesia A scarce Royal postal history

cover bearing the complete 1947 set depicting
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth (Queen
Mother) as well as the two Princesses Margaret
& Elizabeth. The stamps have a special ‘ROYAL
TOUR’ Southern Rhodesia PMK in addition to a
red squared cachet with Royal Crown and the
King’s own G.R. insignia. A highly collectable
cover rarely available for sale. ........... Price £23.00

FC113 French Colonials. A superb collection of
unmounted mint stamps in blocks multiples & singles.
Countries noted include St. Pierre & Miquelon, Togo,
Cameroon, Guadeloupe, Cote d’Ivoire, Oceanic
Settlements, Dahomey, Fr. Somali Coast, Senegal
plus others. Mostly older superb engraved stamps.
Approx. 150 unmounted mint stamps ..... Price £14.50
COR12 Jeremy Corbyn & Theresa May. A scarce
political cover for the 2017 U.K. General Election.
The cover bears the Royal Mail parliamentary
commemorative stamp with illustrated ‘BIG BEN’
PMK dated 8 June 2017. The cover also bears a
yellow paper cachet inscribed “A shock result U.K.
election returns — Hung Parliament”. Only 50 of this
valuable cover were ever issued .............. Price £23.00

GB482 GREAT BRITAIN. Impressive collection of over

500 British stamps dating back to K.G.V. including
Wildings, Machins and commemoratives. Includes
mint but mainly used stamps also contains miniature
sheets & F.D.C’s. With decimal & pre-decimal G.P.O. &
Royal Mail issues ....................................... Price £23.00

The highly collectable
JA13 Jane Austen.
commemorative cover for the 200th anniv. of Jane
Austen. (A restrictive issue of only 60 covers. Bearing
Royal Mail Jane Austen stamps with official Jane
Austen illustrated anniversary PMK. ......... Price £8.60
M332 Morocco. An interesting & unusual group
of Morocco stamps, includes French Morocco,
Spanish Morocco, British P.O.S in Morocco.
Dating back to circa. 1940’s including overprinted
stamps ....................................................... Price £9.90
HU28 lraq War. A scarce cover for the invasion of Iraq,
depicting a defiant Saddam Hussein in face of the
United States & coalition invasion of Iraq in 2003. The
cover also has British postal history interest bearing a
British lions stamp with Royal Mail ‘BTN. ENQ. Office’
official postmark dated 20 March 2003. Only a few of
these covers are known to exist (mostly in collector’s
hands). ........................................................ Price £24.00
CF12 Star Wars. Rare Star Wars commem. cover in
memoriam of Carrie Fisher, lovingly remembered for
her role as Princess Leia in Star Wars. The cover bears
a special Carrie Fisher Royal Mail commemorative
stamp with illustrated Royal Mail PMK dated 27.12.16.
Only 50 of this rare cover exist ................. Price £15.00
VL15 Vera Lynn. GB limited edition of only 50 covers

celebrating the 100th Birthday of Vera Lynn known as
the ‘Forces Sweetheart’ during WWII. The cover bears
the Royal Mail Spitfire WWII commemorative with
official Royal Mail Vera Lynn postmark ...... Price £9.25

BR.COL.388 King George VI. British & Colonial

collection mainly King George VI but includes earlier
K.G.V stamps mostly used but mint noted. Good
range of countries ...................................... Price £13.75

SYR10 Syrian War. A scarce cover for the Syrian
ceasefire of 2016. The illustrated cover depicts
Putin and Erdogan, Presidents of Russia and Turkey
respectively who backed the Syrian ceasefire. The
cover is official postmarked with a circular Royal Mail
Heathrow Airport PMK, dated the day of the ceasefire,
30.12.16. Less than 50 of this historic war cover are
known to have exist worldwide. ............... Price £24.00
DT17 Donald Trump Presidential Cover. The special

cover commemorates Trump as 45th President of
the U.S.A. bearing foreign Trump stamps with purple
‘U.S.A. PRESIDENTIAL VICTORY’ cachet dated
08.11.16 in combination with British Royal Mail official
commemorative stamp with Royal Mail Illustrated
First Day Postmark at Tenby, Wales on election date
08.11.16. The cover is sought after as only 75 covers
were ever issued. ....................................... Price £18.00

5R411 Snakes & Reptiles. A strange collection

specialising in Snakes & Reptiles stamps (Worldwide).
Mostly used but includes mint stamps. ... Price £14.75

5C455 Scouting. A specialised collection of Scouts &
Guide stamps from various countries over 80 mint &
used scouting stamps and mini. sheets .... Price £7.00
P0523 1971 Postal Strike cover. A historic example of
British Postal history. A cover used during the British
Postal strike in 1971 bearing the Exeter Emergency
Post 2/- postage stamp tied to the cover with the
circular Post Strike PMK. Incorporated is a French
postage stamp officially postmarked by the French
post office on receipt at Le Touquet, France. G.B.
Strike covers used internationally are extremely illusive
and sought after. .......................................... Price £5.00
MA15 Masonic cover. Great Britain esoteric cover
commemorating the Tercentenary of the Grand Lodge
of England, celebrating 300 years of Freemasonry.
Depicting iconic symbols of Freemasonry only 50
covers were ever produced, bearing the Royal Mail St.
George’s Commemorative stamp with official Royal
Mail Masonic postmark. ............................. Price £8.50
RLY321 Thomas the Tank Engine cover. Brand new,

in superb condition from 2017 bearing the Thomas
the Tank Engine illustration. The cover is of limited
edition including a special ‘ “Goodbye Bertie called”
Thomas’ 1st class stamp with the official Mail by Rail
PMK from February 2017, sought after by Thomas the
Tank Engine fans young and old. ............... Price £4.50

C5473 Ceylon. A fabulous collection of hundreds of

different Ceylon and Sri Lanka stamps. Definitive and
commemorative stamps dating back to Queen Victoria with King Edward VII, King George V a superb
group of King George VI engraved stamps, following
through to Queen Elizabeth II and later independent Sri Lankan stamps. A perfect collection to build
upon............................................................ Price £18.50

CBW12 950th Anniversary of the Battle of Hastings

cover. Wonderfully illustrative cover featuring an image
of the Bayeux tapestry scene, alongside the quote
from William the Conqueror “Life yields only to be
conqueror.” Cover bears Royal Mail 1st class stamp
tied to the cover with official King Harold Battle of
Hastings, Battle PMK from October 2016. Less than
100 covers are understood to exist............ Price £7.00

SY097 Syria. A lovely collection of unmounted

BP8 Peter Rabbit. Probably the scarcest of all

P14 Passchendaele. Historic World War One
commemorative cover for the 100th Anniv. of the
Battle of Passchendaele. Limited issue of only
60 covers. Bears Royal Mail WWI commem. with
Illustrated Passchendaele postmark.......... Price £9.25

mint Syrian stamps in blocks and multiples. The
collection also includes a rare Syrian war cover for
the Syrian cease fire of 27/2/16 depicting Sergei
Lavrov and John Kerry representing Russia and the
USA respectively. A fragile ceasefire of hostilities
came into force in Syria. 97 fighting groups as well
as the Syrian govt. and Russian air force signed the
ceasefire. The cover bears a Royal Mail postage
stamp cancelled with illustrated Royal Mail PMK
dated 27 Feb 2016 in combination with Syrian and UN
stamps tied to the cover with red cachet quoting UN
security council resolution no.2254. This rare cover
forms part of the Syrian stamp collection Price £29.00

M37 Monkeys. A specialised colourful collection of
monkeys on stamps. Blocks and singles including
mint & used stamps. A multitude of monkey and ape
stamps worldwide ....................................... Price £7.50

KE8 King Edward VIII scarce abdication cover. This
valuable cover commemorates the abdication of
K.E.VIII Illustrated with an iconic portrait of the King,
the cover bears the complete British issue of the
original K.E.VIII stamps tied to the cover with purple
cachet inscribed “King Edward VIII G.P.O. Postage
Stamp issue September 1936” in combination with
Royal Mail House of Windsor Royal badge stamps
postmarked with official Windsor Castle abdication
postmark. Only 80 of this scarce cover are known to
exist............................................................. Price £26.00

DON301 Donald Trump
Inauguration
cover.
Commemorating the election victory and
inauguration of President Donald Trump, the
45th President of the U.S.A. from January 2017
featuring official photo of the President. The cover
bears a Royal Mail postage stamp cancelled with
official Royal Mail CDS on the inaugural date, in
combination with an official United States postal
stamp. Extremely limited and restricted edition of
only 60 covers were ever produced. . Price £11.25

HUTT4 Hutt River Province. A lovely collection of

unmounted mint stamps from the Hutt River Province.
This collection includes complete mint sets including
se-tenant pairs. Local issues from this Western
Australian territory which claims to be an independent
sovereign state, are rarely offered for sale Price £16.00

Beatrix Potter covers, due to the severely limited
& restricted issue of 80 worldwide. Issued to
commemorate the 150th anniv. of Beatrix Potter
depicts Peter Rabbit and bears the scarce Royal
Mail Peter Rabbit traffic light gutter pair stamps
and official Royal Mail Peter Rabbit illustrated
postmark .................................................... Price £19.50

5C484 Scandinavia. A fine collection of Scandinavian

stamps including Denmark, Norway & Sweden, and
fewer Iceland & Finland stamps. A nice ‘starter lot’ to
build on. ........................................................ Price £9.75

12 Prince Albert Street, Brighton, Sussex, BN1 1HE
Tel: 01273 326994
Telephone orders accepted.
Payment by Mastercard or Visa credit cards
We have no e-mail address, please contact us by telephone
Dealing in stamps for over 40 years
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6099
6100

2016 (4 Nov). History of Writing Pens. Sheet
105×143 containing T 2227 and similar
multicoloured designs. One phosphor
band. P 13.
MS6072 70c.×6, Type 2227; Reed nibs; 12thcentury monk using goose quill; Metal nibs;
Cat and hand writing with fountain pen
(horiz); Voltaire using goose quill, 1775

6101
6102

(70c.) Saint-Julien Cathedral, Le Mans
(70c.) St-Savin-de-Gartempe Abbey,
Sait-Savin
(70c.) Saint-Nazaire Basilica,
Cabassone
(70c.) Sainte-Chapelle, Paris

MS6119 135×143 mm. 73c.×5, As Type
2239×5
(b) Self-adhesive gum. Die-cut perf 12.
6120
73c. As Type 2239
6121
€1.46 As No. 6118
Nos. 6117/18 are perforated in a heartshape enclosed in an outer perforated square.
Nos. 6122/1 are perforated around the
design enclosed in an outer die-cut square.

2232 Soldier, Mother,
Children and Hotel des
Invalides

(Des Nicolas Vial and Valérie Besser. Gravure)

2228 Book Fair (image scaled to 68% of
original size)

2016 (9 Nov). Centenary of National Office of
Veterans and War Victims (NAWCO). P 13.
6077 2232 70c. multicoloured

(Des Ève Luquet. Eng Ève Luquet. Recess)
2016 (4 Nov). 30th Anniv of Brive-la-Gaillarde
Book Fair. One phosphor band. P 13.
6073 2228 70c. red-brown and
ultramarine

2233 Diadem (Christophe-Frédéric Bapst) and ‘Salut Printemps’
(award winning design by
student of Jewellery School)

(Des Florence Gendre. Eng Elsa Catelin.
Recess)
2229 River Valley

2016 (10 Nov). Careers in Art. Jeweller. P 13.
6078 2233
€1 multicoloured

(Des Christian Broutin. Gravure)
2016 (5 Nov). Restoration and Re-opening
of La Bièvre River - Val-de-Marne. One
phosphor band. P 13.
6074 2229 70c. multicoloured

2234 Moon, Sun and
Rainbow

(Des Aurélie Baras. Gravure)

2230 Red Cross as

Figure

(Des Jean-Charles de Castelbajac. Gravure)
2016 (5 Nov). Red Cross Fund. ‘Passion Show
- The Love Collection’. T 2230 and similar
multicoloured designs. One phosphor
band.
MS6075 70c.×5, Type 2230; Three red crosses;
Red cross enclosed in winged and crowned
heart (horiz); Red cross and blue heart on
flags; Red cross as figure holding a heart
in each hand
No. MS6075 was sold for €5.50, the
premium was for the benefit of the Red Cross.

2016 (14 Nov). Greetings 2016. Love, Health
and Happiness (and scratch card).
Booklet Stamps. T 2234 and similar vert
designs. Multicoloured. Self-adhesive.
One phosphor band. Die-cut perf 11.
6079
(70c.) Type 2234
6080
(70c.) Parcel
6081
(70c.) Hearts
6082
(70c.) Shooting stars
6083
(70c.) ‘BONNE ANNÉE’
6084
(70c.) ‘Plein d’Amour’
6085
(70c.) ‘Plein de Bonheur’
6086
(70c.) ‘BONNE ANNÉE’ (different)
6087
(70c.) Hat and candy canes
6088
(70c.) Baubles
6089
(70c.) Four-leaved clover
6090
(70c.) Stylised Christmas tree
Nos. 6079/90 were each printed with a
‘scratch-off’ section, which gave a code which
could be redeemed for a prize from the Post
website.

2236 Villa Medici (Charles Errard
(1606-1689))

(Gravure)
2016 (30 Nov). 350th Anniv of Académie de
France in Rome. Two phosphor bands.
P 13.
6103 2236
€1 chestnut and scarletvermilion
A stamp of a similar design was issued by
Italy.

2240 Château du Pailly
Haute-Marne

(Des Claude Andreotto. Recess)
2017 (27 Jan). Historic Buildings. Chateau
du Pailly, Haute-Marne. Two phosphor
bands. P 13.
6122 2240 73c. multicoloured

2237 Nusa Dua, Bali,
Indonesia

(Des Sylvie Patte and Tanguy Besset. Gravure)
2017 (7 Jan). Reflections. Landscapes of the
World. Booklet Stamps. T 2237 and
similar horiz designs. Multicoloured. Selfadhesive. Two phosphor bands. Die-cut
perf 11½.
6104
(70c.) Type 2237
6105
(70c.) Siwa Oasis, Egypt
6106
(70c.) Chamonix Mont-Blanc, France
6107
(70c.) Laguna Colorada (Red
Lagoon), Bolivia
6108
(70c.) Shompole Mountain, Tanzania
6109
(70c.) Moremi National Park,
Botswana
6110
(70c.) Mount Fuji, Japan
6111
(70c.) Dolomites, Italy
6112
(70c.) Avenue of the Baobabs,
Madagascar
6113
(70c.) Sermersooq, Greenland
6114
(70c.) Everglades National Park, USA
6115
(70c.) Última Esperanza Province,
Chile

2241 Rat

(Des Zhongyao Li and Etienne Théry.
Gravure)
2017 (28 Jan). Chinese New Year. Chinese
Zodiac. T 2241 and similar square
designs. Multicoloured. Self-adhesive.
Two phosphor bands. Die-cut perf 11.
6123
(73c.) Type 2241
6124
(73c.) Ox
6125
(73c.) Tiger
6126
(73c.) Rabbit
6127
(73c.) Dragon
6128
(73c.) Snake
6129
(73c.) Horse
6130
(73c.) Goat
6131
(73c.) Monkey
6132
(73c.) Rooster
6133
(73c.) Dog
6134
(73c.) Pig
COMMEMORATIVE AND CHARITY
BOOKLETS
2016 (1 July). Holidays. Self-adhesive.
CSB162 €8.40 Nos. 6008/19
2016 (30 July). Greetings
Abundance.
CSB163 €9.60 Nos. 6021/32

Flowers

in

2016 (3 Sept). Proverbs.
CSB164 €8.40 Nos. 6034/45

2238 La Paix, 1976 (detail)

(Des Valerie Lagarde (after Marc Chagall).
Gravure)
2017 (13 Jan). Art. 130th Birth Anniv of Marc
Chagall. Sheet 105×143 mm containing
T 2238 and similar vert design.
Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS6116 €1.70×2, Type 2238; Le Paradis, 1961

2016 (1 Oct). Greetings.
Correspondence.
CSB165 €8.40 Nos. 6050/61

Planetary

2016 (14 Nov). Greetings. Love, Health and
Happiness.
CSB166 €8.40 Nos. 6079/90
2016 (26 Nov). Structure and Light.
CSB167 €8.40 Nos. 6091/102
2017 (7 Jan). Reflections.
CSB168 €8.40 Nos. 6104/15

2235 Saint-Pierre Cathedral,
Beauvais

2017 (28 Jan). Chinese New Year. Chinese
Zodiac.
CSB169 €8.76 Nos. 6123/34

(Des Sylvie Patte and Tanguy Besset. Gravure)

2231 Portrait of the Baroness
Gourgaud with the Black Mantilla,
1923

(Des Angélique Andrillon (after Marie
Laurencin). Gravure)
2016 (6 Nov). Art. 60th Death Anniv of
Marie Laurencin. Sheet 143×105 mm
containing T 2231 and similar vert
design. Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS6076 €1.60×2, Type 2231; Little Girl with
the Guitar, 1940

G.S.M. December 2017

2016 (26 Nov). Structure and Light. Stained
Glass Windows. Booklet Stamps. T 2235
and similar horiz designs. Multicoloured.
Self-adhesive. One phosphor band. Diecut perf 11.
6091
(70c.) Type 2235
6092
(70c.) Saint Denis Basilica
6093
(70c.) Saint-Etienne Cathedral,
Bourges
6094
(70c.) Notre-Dame Cathedral,
Strasbourg
6095
(70c.) Notre-Dame Cathedral,
Chateris
6096
(70c.) Notre-Dame Cathedral,
Coutances
6097
(70c.) Notre-Dame Cathedral, Paris
6098
(70c.) Notre-Dame Cathedral, Bayeux

ISRAEL

October 2017
2239 Stripes and Checks

(Gravure)
2017 (20 Jan). St. Valentine’s Day. Balmain. T
2239 and similar heart-shaped designs.
Multicoloured. P 13½.
6117
6118

(a) Ordinary gum. P 13½.
73c. Type 2107
€1.46 Stripes and checks, yellow
background

1018 National Memorial Hall
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(Des Broll and Prascida. Eng Sarah Bougault.
Recess and litho)

END OF YEAR GENUINE CLEARANCE SALE

JAMES COE, 42, Trelawney Avenue, Poughill, Bude EX23 9HB.
*20%-40% reduction on our regular prices *no drop in quality
*Unbeatable value GB Mixed Lots & Mixtures.
*No quibble refunds guarantee.
*Order in confidence - we want you back for more!
*Discount on repeat orders.
*GB 1840-1970s Regular Special Offer List - just compare & save.

GB ILLUSTRATED SPECIAL OFFER LIST
SINGLE STAMPS / BETTER ITEMS! Exceptional value this month
– many prices down 30% - 40% to below trade/wholesale!
1840 onwards, prices £3 - £300. Items to suit all levels of collectors.
List free on request.

SERIOUS BUYER...
Every year I travel hundreds of miles throughout the UK, Europe and Scandinavia,
buying stocks, collections and accumulations. And I’ve been doing this since 1970.

WHAT DO I BUY?
I buy virtually anything in stamps and covers, from specialised one country collections
to general lots and accumulations, from better quality single items to complete
dealers’ stocks. If it’s philatelic, I’m interested.

WHY SELL TO ME?
For FOUR very good reasons:
ACCURATE VALUATIONS - I have over thirty years’ full-time experience as a major
buyer in the stamp trade, and I buy from all the main UK & Continental auction
houses. I make accurate, efficient valuations based on the very latest market values.

QV PRIVATE TREATY COLLECTION: A really good collection of QV
only 1840-1900. All identified and housed in good quality stock-book.
All good to/ fine-used. No damaged; No duplication, with imperfs,
Line Engraved, Plates and Surface Printed to at least 2/6. Unbeatable
value for these early issues. Total Cat: £7000 with a really good 1d. Black
A SNIP at only £295

FAIR VALUATIONS - I work on a high turnover with low profit margins which means
I must buy - and I pay the top market price to make sure I do. I cannot afford to waste
my time and yours by making unrealistic offers which will not stand comparison.

GB MIXED LOTS

And finally ... I buy most of my material from auction, usually at well below my “top
price’’. If those people had sold directly to me they would have been paid more, paid
immediately and would not have paid any commission or gone to any other expense.
Think about it - and then give me a ring.

GB1 GB “GLORY BOX” The best around! NO RUBBISH or mass
low values/remainders. I make these lots from good collections,
accumulations. QV-QE – main value in Pre-1939 material. 95%
different selection – no damage - @ an unbeatable 1/30th. – 1/40th. cat.
£60 BOX NOW £48 (Cat: £2000). DOUBLE LOT £110 NOW £90
(Cat: £4000)
GB2 QV ONLY LOTS 1841 – 1900: NO DAMAGED.
NO DUPLICATION. Ever popular early issues with Imperfs; Line
Engraved; “Plates”; Surface Printed range through to 1900 with better
values. Great value – all Good/Fine used at around 1/25th. of Cat.
Select from: £20 Sampler Lot NOW £17 (Cat. Approx. £500).
£50 Lot NOW £36 (Cat. £1250+). £100 Lot NOW £74 (Cat.£2500+).
£200 Lot NOW £140 (Cat. £6000).
GB3 QV ONLY SLIGHT “SECONDS”: A similar range to & content
to GB2 – but all stamps will have minor defects – usually a pulled/
short perf; small/light corner crease. NO heavy “killer” cancels!
All very collectable and at a fraction of fine-used prices. Unbeatable
at only 1/40th. of Cat. Value.
Select from: £20 Sampler Lot NOW £17 (Cat.Value £800).
£50 Lot NOW £38 (Cat. £2000+). £100 Lot NOW £74 (Cat. £4000+).
£200 Lot NOW £140 (Cat. £8000+).
GB4 QV ONLY “SECONDS”/ SPACE-FILLERS: Again a similar
range to GB2 & GB3 but these will have heavier faults than GB3
– clipped/trimmed perfs; thin or crease. Fill those elusive gaps at
lowest price ever @ 1/100th. of Cat.
LIMITED STOCKS: £25 Lot (Cat. £2500) NOW £20
MIXTURE CORNER
Exclusive to us! These are genuine, unpicked mixtures.
A. GB GENUINE CHARITY Mix. A really good mix including PreDecimal- even Pre-QE material. High values and even mint noticed.
Big 2lb. Parcel was £25 NOW £19 (Post Free).
B. WORLD - WIDE MIX (No GB ) LARGE COMMEMS /
PICTORIALS ONLY. Now better than ever with Falkland Isles,
& B.W.Indies – so often picked out of charity mixes! + N & S
America, E & W Europe, Africa, Middle/Far East & “Down-Under”.
THE best range of different countries and issues, I have seen for
years! A real ‘top’ grade.
½lb. £25 NOW £20. 1lb. £45 NOW £38.
C. COMMONWEALTH OFFICE/BANK MIX. A superior mix
with airmail clippings from letters/packets from banks, import/
export agencies etc. Better values to at least £1 including smaller
territories/islands. Very rarely offered!
100+ £18 NOW £13. 250+£38 NOW £28.
D. WORLD WIDE (No GB) Excellent range of Commonwealth /
Foreign Countries collected by smaller charities / fund-raisers.
Plenty of better values, air mails etc and values to at least £1 or
local equivalent.
£20 per lb. NOW £16.
E. GB HIGH VALUE COMMEMS 1950s – approx 2005 with unmounted
mint, good/fine used. Great variety. Unbeatable value.
£7 per 100. £20 per 250.

TERMS: Cheque, Postal Order or cash with order please.
No quibble refund guarantee. POST FREE UK.
Telephone enquiries welcomed 01288 359700
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IMMEDIATE PAYMENT - All my offers are backed by immediate payment.
We agree a price and you get paid there and then. It’s that simple.
HOME VISITS - I travel extensively, which means that I can easily arrange to view
bulky, valuable collections in your own home - at no extra cost to you.

18th November, Kenilworth
2nd December, Lichfield

3rd December, Potters Bar
8th December, Royal National Hotel, London

Member of Philatelic Traders’ Society

JOHN CURTIN LIMITED
(International Stamp Dealer)
PO Box 31, Sunbury-on-Thames
Middlesex TW16 6HS
Tel: 01932 785635 Fax: 01932 770523 (24 hours)
Email: jcbuying@btinternet.com
www.jcstamps.co.uk

RUSHSTAMPS
CURRENT LISTINGS AVAILABLE!
G.B. RUSHEXPRESS NO. 72 – 144 Pages (No. 73 expected in January
WORLDWIDE RUSHEXPRESS NO. 69 – 144 Pages including Errors
& Varieties, Many Discounts & Special Offers.
LOTS & COLLECTIONS – G.B & Islands, British Commonwealth,
Foreign and Royalty
G.B. QE2 Cylinder Blocks
G.B. Discount Postage – Discounts below Face Value
Please Order by Ref. Number
STOP PRESS
NA1 – 1840 1d Blacks*
WE WILL BE AT SPRING STAMPEX, STANDS 20/21 –
LOOK FOR ‘DIAMOND DEALS’. CAN WE PREPARE AN
NA2 – 1840 2d Blues*
ORDER FOR YOU TO COLLECT?!
NA3 – 1847 Embossed*
A12 – Stitched Booklets from Edward VII to Wildings
A22 – 1971 Postal Strike Covers
GB BUYING LIST
NOW AVAILABLE
A39 – Trade & Cigarette Cards – Sets/Part Sets
OR VIEW ON-LINE
(* - denotes Photocopies of stamps)

Send for List of Other Lists Available.

RUSHSTAMPS (RETAIL) LTD.

P.O. BOX ONE, LYNDHURST, HAMPSHIRE,
ENGLAND SO43 7PP
Tel: (023) 8028 2044, FAX: (023) 8028 2981

Email: enquiries@rushstamps.co.uk
Website: www.rushstamps.co.uk
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396 Building Façade

1025 Love Songs (image scaled to 25% of

1019 Waterfall, Golan
Heights

(Des Ronen Goldberg. Litho Cartor)
2017 (4 Apr). 50th Anniv of Settlements in
Golan, Jordan Valley, Judea and Samaria.
T 1019 and similar vert designs. P
13½×13.
2414
2s.40 Type 1019
2415
2s.40 Jordan Valley
2416
2s.40 Judea and Samaria

1020 Kibbutz Ein Gev, 1944

(Des Zina and Zvika Roitman. Litho Cartor)
2017 (4 Apr). Passover Haggadah. T 1020 and
similar horiz designs. Multicoloured. P
13×13½.
2417
4s. Type 1020
2418
4s. Kibbutz Artzi Federation, 1944
2419
4s. Pirkei Pesach Haganah, 1948

original size)

400 Zaki Nassif

(Des Myrna Haddad Kalfayan. Litho)

(Des Myrna Haddad Kalfayan. Litho)

2016 (22 Oct). 140th Anniv of La Sagesse
Academic Institute. P 13.
1579
396 L£2000 multicoloured

2016 (15 Dec). Personalities. Zaki Nassif
(songwriter) Commemoration. P 13.
1598
400 L£2000 multicoloured

(Des Baruch Nae and Anat Warshavsky. Litho
Cartor)
2017 (13 June). Israeli Music - Love Songs. T
1024 and similar square designs forming
the overall design T 1025. Multicoloured.
P 13.
2423
2s.40 Type 1024
a. Sheet. Nos. 2423/34
2424
2s.40 Take Me Under Your Wings
2425
2s.40 A Meeting to Eternity
2426
2s.40 Rosa Rosa
2427
2s.40 Apples and Dates
2428
2s.40 When the Light is on in your
Window
2429
2s.40 The Flower in my Garden
2430
2s.40 Forgiveness
2431
2s.40 There were Nights
2432
2s.40 Melancholy Song
2433
2s.40 Everyone Has
2434
2s.40 Universal Convenant
Nos. 2423/6 and 2429/32 were printed setenant, in horizontal strips of four and Nos.
2427/8 and 2433/4 in horizontal pairs, each
strip or pair sharing a composite background
design, surrounding a block of four stamp size
labels, within the sheet No. 2423a.
The stamps were arranged so that each
have a se-tenant, inscribed tab, at foot, the
tabs forming part of the design and the
margin of the sheet.

397 Emblem, Globe and Envelopes

2016 (4 Nov). Arab Post Day. T 397 and similar
horiz design. Multicoloured. P 13.
1580 L£10000 Type 397
1581 L£10000 As Type 397 but with design
reversed

401 ‘2017’

(Des Impact BBDO. Litho)
2016 (29 Dec). New Year. P 13.
1599
401 L£5000 multicoloured

(Des Meir Eshel. Litho Cartor)
2017 (4 Apr). 50th Anniv of Re-unification of
Jerusalem. Sheet 138×83 mm containing
vert designs showing symbols of
Jerusalem. Multicoloured. P 13½×13.
MS2420 4s.10×2, Hebrew University of
Jerusalem; Western Wall
Type 1021 is vacant.

402 Child receiving Immunisation Drops

(Des Myrna Haddad Kalfayan. Litho)

1026 Soldier

(Des Ronen Goldberg. Litho Cartor)
2017 (13 June). Centenary of World War
I in Israel. General Allenby Entering
Jerusalem, 1917. P 13×13½.
2435 1026 11s.60 mmulticoloured
1022 Bottlenose Dolphin

(Des Ronen Goldberg. Litho Cartor)
2017 (4 Apr). Dolphin Research - 40th Anniv
of Israel-Portugal Friendship. P 13×13½.
2421 1022 7s.40 multicoloured
A stamp of a similar design was issued by
Portugal.

JORDAN

October 2017
Stamps now received:

398 Abdul Hamid Karami

(Des Ghassan Balesh. Litho)
2016 (18 Nov). Personalities in the Fight for
Independence. T 398 and similar vert
designs. Multicoloured. P 13.
1582 L£250 Type 398
1583 L£250 Adnan Al Hakim
1584 L£250 Camile Chamoun
1585 L£250 Habib Abou Chahla
1586 L£250 Hamid Frangieh
1587 L£250 Henri Pharaon
1588 L£250 Majid Arslan
1589 L£250 Maroun Kanaan
1590 L£250 Mohamad El Fadl
1591 L£250 Pierre Gemayel
1592 L£250 Rashid Baydoun
1593 L£250 Saadi Al Mounla
1594 L£250 Sabri Hamadeh
1595 L£250 Saeb Salam
1596 L£250 Selim Takla

502 King and Queen

1023 Athletes

(Des Itay Balaish. Litho Cartor)
2017 (13 June). 20th Maccabiah (games). P
13½×13.
2422 1023 2s.40 multicoloured
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403 Woman’s Face

(Litho)
2017 (29 Mar). International Women’s Day Women in Power. P 13.
1601
403L£10000 multicoloured

2013 (18 Sept). Chess. T 502 and similar horiz
designs. Multicoloured. P 14.
2352
20pt. Type 502
2353
20pt. Chess board
2354
20pt. Rook and pawn

SAUDI ARABIA

November 2016

LEBANON

Re-list to show correct issue date:

May 2017

395 Emblem
1024 Atur Mitzchech
Zahav Shachor (Your
Forehead is Decorated
in Gold and Black)

2017 (20 Jan). 30th Anniv of Anti-Polio
Programme. P 13.
1600
402 L£2000 multicoloured

399 Building and Emblem

560 Emblem

(Des Myrna Haddad Kalfayan. Litho)

(Litho)

(Litho)

2016 (8 Oct). 70th Anniv of UPU Membership.
P 13.
1578
395 L£2000 multicoloured

2016 (3 Dec). 150th Anniv of American
University of Beirut. P 13.
1597
399 L£2000 multicoloured

2016 (15 May). 50th (2015) Anniv of Saudi
Arabia Philatelic Society. P 14.
2289
560
2r. multicoloured
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(Des Miri Nistor. Litho Cartor)
2017 (4 Apr). Memorial Day. National
Memorial Hall at Mount Herzel,
Jerusalem. P 13×13½.
2413 1018 2s.40 multicoloured

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

GEORGE VI ISSUES
MOUNTED MINT
Johore
SG.130
8.00
131–132 12.00
133
0.30
134
0.15
134a
1.20
135
0.80
135a 12.00
136
0.70
136a
1.00
137
0.70
137a
0.50
138
2.20
138a
3.50
139
0.50
139a
4.00
140
2.00
141
1.50
141a
0.70
142
1.25
142a
1.10
142b
4.50
143
3.20
144
2.00
133–144 18v 28.00
145
5.00
146 12.00
147 20.00
133–147 21v 60.00
148–151
1.90
D1
8.00
D2 16.00
D3 17.50
D4 17.50
D5 20.00
D1–D5 75.00
Kedah
57
9
60
3.00
61 25.00
62
6.00
63
6.00
64
3.50
65
6.00
66
2.50
67 50.00
68 15.00
60–68 110.00
70–71 14.50
72–75
1.80
76
0.30
77
0.15
78
0.70
79
0.25
79a
2.20
79ab
2.20
80
0.20
81
1.30
81a
2.50
82
0.20
82a
2.50
83
2.00
84
2.00
84a
0.90
85
0.50
85a
2.20
85b
3.00
86
3.00
87
2.20
76–87 18v 25.00
88
3.00
89 12.00
90 25.00
76–90 21v 60.00
Kelantan
40
1.00
41
3
42
3
43
1.75
44 10.00
45
1.75
46 14.00
47
3.00
48
3.25
49 25.00
50
5.00
51 40.00
40–51 12v 100.00
52 35.00
53 200.00
54
450.00
SG.55–56 16.50
57–60
1.70
61
0.15
62
0.45
62b
7.00

63
64
65
65a
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
61–78 18v
79
80
81
61–81 21v
Malacca
1–2
3
4
5
6
6a
7
8
8a
9
9a
10
11
11a
12
12a
13
14
3–14 17v
15
16
17
3–17 20v
18–21
N.Sembilan
23
24a
27
28
32
40–41
42
43
44
45
46
46a
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
42–59 18v
60
61
62
42–62 21v
63–66
Pahang
31a
34
36
39
47–48
SG.49–52
53
54
55
56
57
57a
58
59
60
61

2.20
0.70
0.50
1.50
0.25
2.20
2.50
0.25
2.50
3.00
2.50
0.70
0.70
0.50
0.80
6.50
3.00
35.00
3.50
17.50
30.00
80.00
16.50
0.10
0.30
0.10
0.10
2.20
0.25
0.25
3.00
0.10
3.00
1.25
0.35
3.50
0.35
4.00
0.50
0.50
18.00
8.00
12.00
25.00
60.00
1.70
1.50
3.00
7.50
1.75
4.00
11.50
0.45
0.45
0.20
0.10
1.50
1.50
1.00
0.35
3.00
0.15
3.00
1.75
1.30
1.40
0.45
0.45
2.50
2.50
2.50
22.00
2.75
10.00
22.00
52.50
1.20
12.50
15.00
5.00
18.00
12.50
1.20
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.90
0.25
0.25
0.45
0.25
0.60
0.10

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
53–70 18v
71
72
73
53–73 21v
Penang
1–2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
3–19 17v
20
21
22
3–22 20v
23–26
Perak
92
103
104
105
106a
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
103–118 16v
119
120
121
103–121 19v
122–123
124–127
128
129
130.00
131
132
132a
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
SG.142
143
144
145
128–145 18v
146
147
148
128–148 21v
Perlis
1–2
3–6
7
8
9
10
11

1.20
0.45
0.70
1.60
0.35
1.75
0.60
1.75
0.60
11.00
1.75
7.00
35.00
52.50
17.00
0.60
0.60
0.20
0.15
3.00
0.70
0.45
3.00
0.15
3.00
1.20
1.20
3.00
1.30
3.00
3.00
3.00
25.00
7.50
9.50
20.00
60.00
2.30
5.00
8.00
6.00
1.50
1.00
17.50
2.50
10.00
15.00
0.35
15.00
12.00
1.75
20.00
5.00
20.00
14.00
140.00
75.00
125.00
225.00
550.00
13.00
1.25
0.05
0.05
2.20
0.30
0.25
0.50
0.15
1.40
0.50
0.10
0.50
0.45
0.70
0.50
0.35
1.30
0.60
3.50
3.50
15.00
3.50
10.00
18.00
45.00
17.50
1.50
0.05
0.35
1.00
1.00
0.35

2
All major Credit/Debit cards accepted.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
7–24 18v
25
26
27
7–27 21v
Selangor
70
71
74
78
86
87
88–89
90
91
92
93
94
94a
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
90–107 18v
108
109
110
90–110 21v
111–114
Trengganu
29
34
59
60
61–62
63–66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
SG. 82
83
84
67–84 18v
85
86
87
67–87 21v
D1
D2
D3
D4
D1–D4
Maldive Is.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

0.60
2.50
1.00
0.80
1.50
3.00
3.00
0.70
1.30
1.25
1.80
3.00
2.20
24.00
4.00
12.00
32.00
67.50
2.75
2.20
5.00
5.00
9.00
17.50
13.00
0.05
0.10
1.60
0.20
0.70
0.15
0.10
1.30
0.15
0.05
0.90
3.50
3.50
0.35
0.70
1.20
0.45
6.50
1.30
20.00
1.30
6.00
20.00
45.00
2.30
17.50
17.50
2.50
2.50
13.00
1.70
0.35
0.45
2.20
0.10
0.15
0.75
0.35
0.45
0.10
0.45
3.50
3.50
0.45
1.00
0.45
0.80
5.00
0.80
20.00
2.50
17.50
30.00
67.50
3.00
3.50
22.00
50.00
75.00
1.75
7.00
7.00
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.50
5.50

21–29 9v
Malta
214–216
217
218
218a
219
219a
220
220b
221
221b
222
222a
223
223a
224
225
226
217–226 16v
227
228
229
230
231
217–231 21v
232–233
234
235
236
236a
237
237b
238
238c
239
239a
240
240a
241
241a
242
243
234–243 16v
244
245
246
247
248
234–248 21v
249–250
251–254
255–257
258–260
Mauritius
249–251
252
252a
253
254b
255a
255b
256b
256c
257
257a
258
SG. 259b
260b
252–260b 9v
261a
262a
263a
252–263a 12v
264–265
266–269
270–271
272–275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
276–287 12v
288
289
290
276–290 15v

22.00
1.00
0.05
1.50
0.20
2.50
0.20
1.25
0.10
1.25
0.10
3.00
0.20
1.75
0.10
0.15
1.00
1.00
13.00
3.00
2.00
3.50
2.00
7.00
27.50
0.20
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.25
0.45
0.10
0.45
0.10
0.30
0.25
1.00
0.15
1.00
0.15
1.10
1.25
6.00
0.90
3.00
4.50
11.00
11.00
35.00
16.50
1.75
0.30
0.80
1.00
0.10
0.35
0.70
0.90
1.10
22.00
0.90
15.00
0.30
20.00
0.30
3.00
6.50
12.50
14.00
13.00
6.00
42.50
0.20
0.40
7.50
1.80
0.05
0.05
0.20
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.30
0.90
0.10
1.00
3.25
6.00
8.00
9.00
6.00
27.50

Montserrat
98–100
101
101a
102
102a
103
103a
104
104a
105
105a
106
106a
106ab
107
107a
108
108a
101a–108a 8v
109
109a
110
110a
111
112
101a–120 12v
113–114
115–116
117–120
121–122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
123–132 10v
133
134
135
123–135 13v
Morocco Ags.
75–76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
SG. 91
77–91 15v
92
93
77–93 17v
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
94–100 7v
Mor. Ags. Sp
160
161
162
163
160–163 4v
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
165–171 7v
172–175
176–177
178–181
182
183
184

0.65
2.20
0.05
2.20
0.60
8.50
0.60
8.50
0.60
1.50
0.15
3.00
1.20
0.60
8.50
1.50
9.00
0.80
4.50
15.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
8.50
12.00
40.00
0.20
3.00
1.20
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
1.00
0.30
0.40
4.00
5.50
3.50
7.00
12.00
26.00
0.10
0.60
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.10
0.50
0.15
1.00
0.50
0.15
1.00
0.15
0.15
0.20
1.00
8.50
8.00
15.00
30.00
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.75
0.65
5.00
5.00
12.00
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.30
1.20
0.65
14.00
1.00
0.75
17.00
1.75
8.00
0.70
0.65
1.10
0.60

185
0.60
186
0.30
182–186 5v
3.00
Mor. Ags. Fr.
227–228
0.10
229
0.10
230
1.60
Mor. Tangier
241–243
0.10
244
0.50
245
3.00
246 10.00
247
1.00
245–247 3v 13.00
248–250
0.90
251
5.00
252
5.00
253–254
0.90
255–256
8.00
257–260
1.20
261
3.00
262
2.20
263
0.20
264
4.00
265
2.00
266
0.50
267
0.80
268
1.70
269
0.90
270
1.00
271
1.60
272
0.50
261–272 12v 17.00
273
3.20
274
7.50
275 20.00
261–275 15v 45.00
276–279
1.20
280
0.30
281
0.40
282
0.40
283
0.40
284
0.40
285
1.60
286
3.50
287
6.00
288 12.00
280–288 9v 24.00
Muscat
1
0.15
2
0.15
3
0.15
4
0.15
5
0.15
6
0.15
7
0.30
SG. 8
0.30
9
0.40
10
0.40
11
0.50
12
0.60
13
1.50
14
1.75
15
5.00
1–15 15v 11.00
O1
0.20
O2
0.50
O3
0.35
O4
0.35
O5
0.50
O6
0.50
O7
2.75
O8
1.00
O9
1.75
O10
4.00
O1–O10 10v 11.00
Nauru
40–43
0.75
New Hebrides
52
0.90
53
1.20
54
1.20
55
1.50
56
0.60
57
1.75
58
1.75
59
0.60
60
3.50
52–60 9v 12.00
61 12.00
62 30.00
63 90.00
52–63 12v 140.00
64–67
0.50
68
0.30
69
0.40

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
68–76 9v
77
78
68–78 11v
D6
D7
D8
D9
D10
D6–D10 5v
D11
D12
D13
D14
D15
D11–D15 5v
Nigeria
46–48
49
49a
50
50a
50b
50ba
51
51a
52
52a
52ab
52b
53
53b
54
54a
55
55a
56
56a
49–56 13v
57
57a
58
58a
SG. 58b
58c
59
59a
59b
59c
49–59a 16v
60–61
62–63
64–67
Niue
72–74
75
76
77
75–77 3v
78
83
84w
85
86
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
89–95 7v
96
97
89–97 9v
98–101
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
113–122 10v
Norfolk Is.
1

0.40
0.40
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.30
2.50
4.50
2.50
3.00
9.50
14.00
14.00
16.00
20.00
20.00
80.00
1.75
0.65
1.75
7.00
1.70
12.00
2.35
0.05
0.80
7.00
0.25
0.05
0.35
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.35
0.05
0.05
0.05
15.00
0.05
0.15
1.00
0.20
0.60
20.00
0.35
1.40
20.00
1.50
1.20
0.80
40.00
2.50
4.00
3.50
22.00
0.25
7.00
1.00
0.40
7.00
5.00
14.00
24.00
0.25
1.50
3.50
25.00
30.00
0.15
0.15
5.00
0.20
1.50
0.80
0.60
8.00
3.50
6.00
16.00
0.65
0.05
0.80
0.45
0.05
0.05
0.30
0.05
0.05
2.20
1.75
5.00
0.30

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1–12 12v
6a
12a
North Borneo
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
303–317 15v
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
SG. 331
320–331 12v
332
333
334
320–334 15v
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
335–346 12v
347
348
349
335–349 15v
350–351
352–355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
366a
367
356–367 13v
368
369
370
356–370 16v
D85
D86
D87
D88
D89
D85–D89 5v
N. Rhodesia
25
26

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.20
0.60
0.20
0.20
0.45
0.20
0.45
3.00
5.50
5.50
1.60
2.00
2.50
7.50
5.00
10.00
16.00
20.00
14.00
10.00
18.00
20.00
75.00
150.00
425.00
700.00
1.00
4.50
8.50
5.00
0.50
10.00
0.50
1.25
1.25
2.50
1.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
40.00
25.00
30.00
16.00
110.00
0.10
0.80
0.10
0.35
0.15
0.35
0.60
2.00
0.80
1.75
1.25
1.60
9.00
7.00
9.00
18.00
40.00
12.50
2.80
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.35
0.35
1.00
0.80
0.80
1.20
2.00
1.00
7.00
3.50
17.00
6.50
10.00
25.00
50.00
2.50
4.50
16.00
20.00
32.00
70.00
0.05
0.80

26a
27
27a
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
25–40 16v
41
42
43
44
45
25–45 21v
46–47
46a
48–49
50–53
Nyasaland
130
130a
131
131b
132
132a
133
133a
134
135
SG.136
137
138
130–138 13v
139
140
141
141a
142
143
130–143 18v
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
144–152 9v
153
154
155
156
157
144–157 14v
158–159
160
161–162
163–166
167–170
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D1–D5 5v

0.50
0.05
0.60
0.50
16.00
0.25
15.00
0.60
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.15
1.10
0.15
1.10
1.40
35.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
11.00
24.00
90.00
0.45
5.00
60.00
1.80
0.25
0.05
1.40
0.10
4.00
0.10
3.00
0.10
0.30
1.00
0.90
1.00
1.20
12.00
4.00
6.00
20.00
35.00
22.00
20.00
80.00
0.15
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.20
0.75
1.20
1.40
1.30
5.00
3.25
3.25
2.50
9.00
10.00
30.00
0.20
0.20
8.00
1.60
4.00
1.40
7.00
6.00
11.00
15.00
37.50
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2012 (26 July). The Syrian Eagle. T 1026 and
similar horiz designs. Multicoloured. P
12½.
2398
£S50 Type 1026
a. Block of 4. Nos. 2398/401
2399
£S50 In flight
2400
£S50 Sitting on rock
2401
£S50 Head
Nos. Nos. 2398/401 were printed, se-tenant,
inblocks of four stamps within the sheet.

2012 (31 Dec). Tree Day. P 11½×12.
2411 1031 £S40 multicoloured

561 Corner of Ka’bah

(Litho)
2016 (6 Sept). Pilgrimage to Mecca. T 561 and
similar vert designs. Multicoloured. P 14.
2290
2r. Type 561
a. Sheet. Nos. 2290/3
2291
2r. Ka’bah
2292
2r. Black Stone (Hajar al Aswad)
2293
2r. Ka’bah doorway
Nos. 2290/3 were printed, se-tenant, in
sheets of four stamps.

1036 Mother and Child
1032 Serinus syriacus

1027 Wine Seller

2012 (27 Sept). World Tourism Day. P 12½.
2402 1027 £S50 multicoloured

2013 (21 Mar). Mothers’ Day. P 12.
2437 1036 £S25 multicoloured

2013 (1 Jan). Syrian Birds. T 1032 and similar
vert designs. Multicoloured. P 12×11½.
2412
£S75 Type 1032
a. Block of 6. Nos. 2412/17
a. Sheet. Nos.2412/17
2413
£S75 Starling
2414
£S75 Erithacus rubecula (Robin)
2415
£S75 Yellow-breasted Chat
2416
£S75 Megarhynchos luscinia
(Nightingale)
2417
£S75 Cinereous Bunting
Nos. 2412/17 were printed, se-tenant, in
blocks of six stamps within large sheets and,
together in small sheets of six stamps.

562 Emblem

(Litho)
2016 (23 Oct). Saudi Arabia Vision 2030. T 562
and similar horiz designs. Multicoloured.
P 14.
2294
2r. Type 562
2295
2r. King Salman bin Abdulaziz,
Crown Prince Mohd bin
Abdulaziz and Deputy Crown
Prince Muqrn bin Abdulaziz
MS2296 105×75 mm. 5r. As No. 2295 Imperf

1037 Soldier and Flag

2013 (17 Apr). 67th National Day. P 12½×11½.
2438 1037 £S20 multicoloured

1028 Globe and Envelopes as
Doves

2012 (9 Oct). World Post Day. P 12.
2403 1028 £S15 multicoloured

563 Kissing Flag

(Litho)
2016 (2 Nov). National Day. P 14.
2297
563
2r. multicoloured

SYRIA

December 2012

1029 Dam (image scaled to 71% of original

1033 Mustapha Al
Shehabi

2013 (1 Jan). Syrian Writers. T 1033 and simlar
vert designs. Multicoloured. P 12×11½.
2418 £S100 Type 1033
a. Block of 6. Nos. 2418/23
2419 £S100 Khalil Mardam Beyk
2420 £S100 Mohammed Kurd Ali
2421 £S100 Marwan Al Mahasseni
2422 £S100 Shaker Al Fahham
2423 £S100 Husni Sabah
Nos. 2418/23 were printed, se-tenant, in
blocks of six stamps within the sheet.

1038 Workers and Emblem (image scaled to
71% of original size)

2013 (1 May). Labour Day. P 12½×12.
2439 1038 £S25 multicoloured

size)

2012 (16 Nov). 42nd Anniv of Correctionist
Movement of 16 November 1970. P
12½×12.
2404 1029 £S15 multicoloured

1034 ’Forgotten
Cities’

1025 Dahlia

2012 (20 June). International Flower Show,
Damascus. T 1025 and similar vert
designs. Multicoloured. P 12½.
2393
£S10 Type 1025
a. Strip. Nos. 2393/7
2394
£S10 Hydrangea
2395
£S10 Hemerocallis
2396
£S10 Inscr ‘Primevere’
2397
£S10 Lantana
Nos. 2393/7 were printed, se-tenant, in
horizontal strips of five stamps within the
sheet.

1030 Abed Alkareem

Alyafy

2012 (25 Dec). Syrian Writers. T 1030 and
simlar vert designs. Multicoloured. P
12×11½.
2405
£S50 Type 1030
a. Block of 6. Nos. 2405/10
2406
£S50 Kamar Kaellany
2407
£S50 Kostaky Al Houmsy
2408
£S50 Sedky Ismail
2409
£S50 Alfat Al Edelby
2410
£S50 Midhat Akash
Nos. 2405/10 were printed, se-tenant, in
blocks of six stamps within the sheet.

2013 (20 Jan). Cultural Heritage. T 1034 and
similar vert designs.
2424
£S5 orange
2425
£S5 orange (25.1.14)
2426
£S5 orange (1.9.15)
2427
£S10 pale brown
2428
£S10 pale brown (25.1.14)
2429
£S10 pale brown (1.9.15)
2430
£S25 sepia (14.11.16)
Designs: £S5×3 Type 1034×3; £S10×3
‘Damascene Sword’×3; £S25 Decorated Ewer
from Abbasid Period
Nos. 2431/3 have been left for this
continuing series.

1039 Wooden Overshoes

2013 (27 Sept). World Tourism Day. P 12½.
2440 1039 £S100 multicoloured

1035 Anniversary Emblem (image scaled to
71% of original size)

1026 Syrian Eagle

G.S.M. December 2017

1031 Cherry Tree

2013 (8 Mar). 50th Anniv of Baathist
Revolution. P 12½.
2436 1035 £S25 multicoloured

1040 UPU Emblem and Globe

2013 (9 Oct). World Post Day. P 12.
2441 1040 £S100 multicoloured
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1041 People of Many Trades

2014 (21 Mar). Mothers’ Day. P 12.
2449 1046 £S100 multicoloured

2014 (16 Aug). Nanjing 2014 - Youth Olympic
Games. P 12½.
2458 1052 £S100 multicoloured
1058 Faud Ghazi

2013 (16 Nov). 43rd Anniv of Correctionist
Movement of 16 November 1970. P
12½×12.
2442 1041 £S50 multicoloured

2015 (1 Jan). Syrian Musical Artists. T 1058
and similar vert designs. Multicoloured.
P 12×11½.
2466 £S100 Type 1058
a. Strip of 5. Nos. 2466/70
2467 £S100 Abd Al Fattah Sukar
2468 £S100 Sameer Hilmi
2469 £S100 Adnan Abi Al Shamat
2470 £S100 Fahed Ballan
Nos. 2466/70 were printed, se-tenant, in
horizontal strips of five stamps within the
sheet.

1047 Eagle, Map and Flag (image scaled to
64% of original size)

2014 (14 Apr). 68th National Day. P 12½×11½.
2450 1047 £S180 multicoloured

1053 Glass Blower

2014 (27 Sept). World Tourism Day. P 12½.
2459 1053 £S80 multicoloured

1042 Orange Tree

2013 (26 Dec). Tree Day. P 11½×12.
2443 1042 £S150 multicoloured

1059 Symbols of Industry
1048 Emblem

2014 (1 May). Labour Day. P 12½×12.
2451 1048 £S75 multicoloured

1054 Emblem

2014 (9 Oct). World Post Day. P 12.
2460 1054 £S80 multicoloured

1043 Mustela frenata (Long-tailed

2015 (8 Mar). 52nd Anniv of Baathist
Revolution. P 12½.
2471 1059 £S300 multicoloured

Weasel)

2014 (1 Jan). Fauna. T 1043 and similar horiz
designs. Multicoloured. P 11½×12.
2444
£S75 Type 1043
a. Strip of 3. Nos. 2444/6
2445
£S80 Fox
2446 £S170 Jackal
Nos. 2444/6 were printed, se-tenant, in
horizontal strips of three stamps within the
sheet.

1049 Players

2014 (12 June). World Cup Football
Championships, Brazil. T 1049 and similar
horiz design. Multicoloured. P 12½.
2452 £S100 Type 1049
a. Pair. Nos. 2452/3
2453 £S100 Players tackling
Nos. 2452/3 were printed, se-tenant, in
horizontal and vertical pairs within the sheet.

1060 Mother and Embryo
1055 Figures and ‘44’

2014 (16 Nov). 44th Anniv of Correctionist
Movement of 16 November 1970. P
12½×12.
2461 1055 £S60 multicoloured

2015 (21 Mar). Mothers’ Day. P 12.
2472 1060 £S110 multicoloured

1044 Script

2014 (1 Mar). Arab Language Day. P 13.
2447 1044 £S180 multicoloured
No. 2447 was perforated in a circle
contained in an outer perforated square.

1061 Flag and Statue

1050 Pres. Assad

2014 (22 July). Re-Election of President
Bashar al-Assad. T 1050 and similar
multicoloured designs. P 14.
2454
£S60 Type 1050
2455
£S90 Pres. Assad and workers
2456 £S150 Pres. Assad (32×63 mm)

1056 Pistachio Tree

2014 (25 Dec). Tree Day. P 11½×12.
2462 1056 £S245 multicoloured

2015 (17 Apr). 69th National Day. P 12½.
2473 1061 £S60 multicoloured

1057 Lynx

1045 ‘2014’

2014 (8 Mar). 51st Anniv of Baathist
Revolution. P 12½.
2448 1045 £S80 multicoloured

G.S.M. December 2017

1051 Soldier and Flag

2014 (1 Aug). Army Day. P 12½.
2457 1051 £S250 multicoloured

2015 (1 Jan). Fauna. T 1057 and similar horiz
designs. Multicoloured. P 11½×12.
2463 £S110 Type 1057
a. Strip of 3. Nos. 2463/5
2464 £S110 Oryx (Inscr ‘Arab Deer’)
2465 £S110 Syrian Bear
Nos. 2463/5 were printed, se-tenant, in
horizontal and vertical strips of three stamps
within the sheet.

1062 Steeplejack

2015 (1 May). Labour Day. P 12½×12.
2474 1062 £S235 multicoloured
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1052 Emblems
1046 Mother and Child

FREE CLASSIC GRANDE BINDER SET

ACT NOW
LIMITED TIME OFFER !
ORDER ANY REFILL SHEETS FOR £39 OR MORE & CLAIM
A GRANDE BINDER SET (WORTH NEARLY £30)
Please quote: SG1217 and add FREE items to your basket online

Id
Chri eal
stm
Gifts as
!

Offer ends
10th Dec
2017
KSF912BUR
Burgundy

KSF912GRN
Hunter Green

KSF912BLU
Navy Blue

Album Size: 280mm H x 325 mm W x 60mm D

KSF912BLA
Black

Slipcase Size: 293 x 355 x 70mm Capacity: up to 40 - 50 Refill sheets

Grande Stamp Pocket Refill Sheets - One Pack (5 pages) £4.99
Postcards

L o o k i n g a ft e r a l l t h a t y o u Tr e a s u r e

The Album where you choose the pages
from over 350 archival pocket refills

T

Head Office: Flash Foto Ltd T/A Arrowfile, 147 Churchill House, Stirling Way, WD6 2HP Reg No. 1561035

he most valuable Memories and Collections of all,
are your own. At Arrowfile we pride ourselves in
helping you to protect, archive, display, find quickly &
organise your Stamps, Coins and other collectables,
as well as Photos and CD/DVDs, safely and securely.
The unique and traditional Binder Album System
allows you to break away from the limitations of
ordinary albums.
Its flexibility enables you to place archival ACIDFREE loose leaf refill pages with varying sized slip-in
pockets into each binder album.

Four Pockets
150 x 216mm

RAG2S

Banknotes

Overall page size: 242 x 310 mm

Banknotes

Six Pockets
98 x 216mm

Eight Pockets
72 x 216mm

Ten Pockets
56 x 216mm

Twelve Pockets
46 x 216mm

Fourteen Pockets
38 x 216mm

RAG3S

RAG4S

RAG5S

RAG6S

RAG7S

Please ask operator for details of Indexing Sheets (F114) & page numbers (M13)

RAGZWL Grande Interleaves £2.95 Pack of 5

Vario Stamp Pocket Refills sheets - One Pack (5 pages) £2.99

Two Pockets
263 x 195mm
RCV1S

Four Pockets
128 x 195mm
RCV2S

RCZWL Vario Interleaves £2.95 Pack of 5

Fourteen
Pockets
33 x 195mm

Sixteen Pockets
29 x 195mm

RCV7S

RCV8S

See website for further pocket sizes

10 Pockets
48 x 195mm

12 Pockets
39 x 195mm

RCV5S

RCV6S

Overall page size: 215 x 280mm

Collectable Refill Pages - One Pack (10 pages) £4.99
Overall page size: 237 x 298 mm

First day cover

246 x 271 mm

Tickets

Stamps/Coins

Banknotes

Comes with
black insert card

Start organising your Collection today and claim a
FREE Grande Classic Album Set (includes album
& slipcase worth £29.95) available in four timeless
colours, when you order £39 or more of Refill sheets.

Holds Two
135x223mm

RAMM2A

Holds Three
95 x 216mm

RAMM3

Holds Three
295 x 70mm

Holds Three
295 x 70mm

RAMM3V

RAMM4V

Holds Tweleve
295 x 70mm

RAMM12

20 Pockets
56 x 55mm

RAMM20

Visit our website for our FULL range of Stamp, Postcard, Stampbook, Banknotes & Coin Storage Products
Maximum and Large Format
Postcard Albums & Refill Sheets

Wooden Display Case for
Medals, Pins & Decorations

KF6400
Magnifiers &
Tweezers

Matrix Self-Adhesive Coin
Holders and Refill Sheet

Quadrum Coin Capsules And Holders

Coin Boxes, Cases,
Drawers, Wallets and Trays

C5866 £32v.95

Perfometer Gauges

Stamp Drying Press

UV Lamp & Dectectors

Digital Microscopes

Coin Cleaning

Coin Holder Box

Terms & Conditions: *Please note normal P&P applies £5.95 | Offer ends 31.10.17and limited to one album/set per household | For overseas & non-mainland UK delivery please ring +44(0)1904 202150

Freefone: 0800 027 0636 Quote: SG1217
Online: www.arrowfile.com/GRANDE39

NB: Add SG1217 in the promotion code box in your basket
Arrowfile, PO Box 637, York, YO26 0DQ

Post:

Shop online for ALL your other Display Presentation
Storage requirements including Photos, CD/DVDs,
Documents, Portfolios, Collectables, Genealogy,
Scrapbooking PLUS MUCH, MORE....
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1063 Martyrs’ Star’
2015 (6 May). Martyrs’ Star. P 12.
2475 1063 £S260 multicoloured

1068 Tree, Face and Globe

2015 (25 Nov). National Environment Day. P
12.
2481 1068 £S100 multicoloured

1074 Weightlifting

2016 (6 Aug). Rio 2016 - Olympic Games.
T 1074 and similar vert designs.
Multicoloured. P 12½×11½.
2487 £S200 Type 1074
a. Strip of 5. Nos. 2487/91
2488 £S200 Athletics
2489 £S200 Swimming
2490 £S200 Tennis
2491 £S200 Judo
Nos. 2487/91 were printed, se-tenant, in
horizontal strips of five stamps within the
sheet.

(Des Idil Tuncali)
2012 (31 May). Tenth Turkish Olympics. Sheet
110×80 mm containing T 1068 and
similar horiz designs. Multicoloured. P 14.
MS4113 50ykr. Type 1068; 1ytl. Map and flag;
1ytl. Emblem; 2ytl. Faces of many nations

1069 Carnosaurus

(Des Bulent Ates)
2012 (5 June). World Environment Day.
Dinosaurs. Sheet 115×85 mm containing
T 1069 and similar horiz designs.
Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS4114 50ykr. Type 1069; 1ytl. Pteranodon;
1ytl. Tyrannosaurus rex; 2ytl. Tricerotops
It is reported that a 2ytl. lenticular stamp
was also issued.

1069 Oak Tree

2015 (31 Dec). Tree Day. P 11½×12.
2482 1069 £S250 multicoloured

1070 Ants carrying Globe

(Des Haci Küçükteke)
1064 Soldiers, Map
and Flag

2015 (1 Aug). Army Day. P 12½.
2476 1064 £S110 multicoloured

1075 Emblem

2012 (6 June). International Cooperatives
Year. T 1070 and similar horiz design.
Multicoloured. P 14.
4115
1ytl. Type 1070
4116
2ytl. Figures supporting flag as map

2016 (9 Oct). World Post Day. P 12.
2492 1075 £S250 multicoloured

TURKEY

August 2013
Stamps now received:
1070 Woman as Tree

2016 (8 Mar). International Women’s Day. P
12½.
2483 1070 £S100 mutlcoloured

1071 Symbols of Istanbul as Woman’s

Dress

(Des Shopping Fest)

1065 ‘Tambourine Beater
from Ugharit’

2015 (27 Sept). World Tourism Day. T 1065
and similar vert design. Multicoloured.
P 12½.
2477 £S150 Type 1065
a. Pair. Nos. 2477/8
2478 £S150 Male bust, Palmyra
Nos. 2477/8 were printed, se-tenant, in
horizontal pairs within the sheet.

O968 Atatürk

1071 Doves and Ears of

Corn

2016 (8 Mar). 53rd Anniv of Baathist
Revolution. P 12½.
2484 1071 £S200 multicoloured

2008 (29 Feb). Official Stamps. Mustafa Kemal
Atatürk. T 0968 and similar vert designs.
Multicoloured. P 14.
O3831 5ykr. Type O968
O3832 65ykr. Facing front
O3833 85ykr. Facing left, cream collared coat
O3834
1ytl. Facing left (different)
O3835 3ytl.35 Seated with small girl
O3836 4ytl.50 Seated with his wife
Stamps now received:

2012 (9 June). Istanbul Shopping Fest. T 1071
and similar horiz design. Multicoloured. P
14 (with two elliptical holes on each horiz
side and one star-shaped hole on each
vert side).
4117
1ytl. Type 1071
4118
2ytl. Symbols of festival as fan

1072 Handball Player

(Des Bulent Ates and Serdal Dokgöz)
2012 (27 July). Olympic Games, London.
Sheet 120×75 mm containing T 1072 and
similar horiz design. Multicoloured. P 14.
MS4119 50ykr. Type 1072; 1ytl. Hurdler
on London Bridge; 1ytl. Wrestlers; 2ytl.
Basketball player
O987a Daffodils
1066 Emblems

2015 (9 Oct). World Post Day. P 12.
2479 1066 £S60 multicoloured

1072 Mother and Child reading

2016 (21 Mar). Mothers’ Day. P 12.
2485 1072 £S150 multicoloured

2009 (26 Mar). Official Stamps. Flowers.
T 0987a and similar vert designs.
Multicoloured. P 14.
O3898a
5ykr. Type O987a
O3898b 10ykr. Lotus flower
O3898c 25ykr. Daisies
O3898d 50ykr. Crocus
O3898e 65ykr. Lily
O3898f
1ytl. Snowdrop
O3898g 3ytl.35 Pansy
O3898h 4ytl.50 Hydrangea
1073 Sautéed Pickles

(Des Nuray Cali)
1067 Stylised Symbols of Syria (image scaled

to 71% of original size)

2015 (16 Nov). 45th Anniv of Correctionist
Movement of 16 November 1970. P
12½×12.
2480 1067 £S60 multicoloured

G.S.M. December 2017

1073 Industry

1068 ’10’

2012 (14 Aug). Local Foods - Karadeníz. Sheet
120×100 mm containing T 1073 and
similar octagonal designs. Multicoloured.
P 14.
MS4120 50ykr.+10ykr. Type 1073; 1ytl.+10ykr.
Mthlama; 1ytl.+10ykr. Stuffed collard
greens; 2ytl.+10ykr. Fried anchovies
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2016 (1 May). Labour Day. P 12½×12.
2486 1073 £S300 multicoloured

GB QUEEN VICTORIA
(imperforate stamps will all have four margins)

SG
Used
1
1d int black
122.50
2
1d black
107.50
3
1d grey-black 122.50
5
2d blue
135.00
7
1d ex black pl. 17.50
8
1d red-brown
3.00
8a 1d blue paper
4.50
9
1d pale r-brown 4.75
10 1d dp r-brown
5.00
12 1d orge-brown 35.00
13 2d pale blue
14.00
14 2d blue
10.00
15 2d deep blue 15.00
17 1d Die I
3.00
18 1d yell-brown
6.00
19 2d deep blue 12.50
20 2d pale blue
17.50
21 1d Die II
6.00
22 1d Perf 14
8.00
23 2d Perf 14
32.00
23a 2d Plate 5
39.00
24 1d Die II
7.50
24a 1d v. blue ppr 15.00
26 1d Perf 16
17.50
27 2d Plate 5
69.00
29 1d Lge Crn P14 2.00
30 1d brick-red
7.50
32 1d brown-rose 7.50
33 1d orge-brown 7.50
34 2d Plate 5
9.50
35 2d Plate 6
9.50
36 1d White paper 10.00
36a 2d Perf 16
60.00
38 1d pale red
1.50
39 1d pale rose
1.75
40 1d rose-red
1.00
(40b) 1d Res Plates
3.00
41 1d dp rose-red 1.25
42 1d Alphabet IV 4.25
45-7 2d Plate 7
9.50
Plate 8
6.00
Plate 9
3.00
Plate 12
24.00
Plate 13
4.00
Plate 14
5.00
Plate 15
5.00
Set Plates 7-15
33.75

SG
62
62a
63
64
65
66
66a
66b

4d Sm. Garter
4d blue paper
4d Mdm Gtr
4d Mdm Gtr
4d Mdm Gtr
4d rose-carm.
4d rose
4d Thick paper
4d Wmk inv
69 6d deep lilac
70 6d lilac
70 6d Wmk inv
71 1s deep green
72 1s green
73 1s pale green
73b 1s thick paper
75 3d dp car-rose
76 3d br car-rose
77 3d pale c-rose
79 4d bright red
80 4d pale red
81 4d Hair Lines
82 4d do. pale red
83 6d deep lilac
84 6d lilac
84b 6d Thick paper
85 6d Hair Lines
85c do., Thick ppr
86 9d bistre
87 9d straw
89 1s deep green
90 1s green
92 3d Plate 4
92b 3d Thick paper
93/5 4d Plate 7
Plate 8
Plate 9
Plate 10
Plate 11
Plate 12
Plate 13
Plate 14
Set Plates 7-14
94 4d Wmk Inv
96/7 6d Plate 5
Plate 6
98 9d Plate 4

Used
55.00
55.00
55.00
52.50
65.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
27.50
12.50
9.95
30.00
47.50
35.00
35.00
42.50
55.00
40.00
40.00
15.00
11.50
12.50
11.00
15.00
10.00
19.50
17.50
25.00
45.00
42.50
32.50
19.50
16.00
18.75
10.00
7.50
7.50
12.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
11.50
65.00
7.50
9.75
17.50
90.00

SG
Used
98a 9d Thick ppr 110.00
101 1s Plate 4
17.50
101b 1s Thick ppr
27.50
102/3 3d Plate 4
19.50
Plate 5
7.50
Plate 6
7.50
Plate 7
7.50
Plate 8
7.50
Plate 9
7.50
Plate 10
12.50
Set Plates 4-10
65.00
104 6d lilac
10.00
105 6d dp lilac
11.50
106 6d purple
13.50
107 6d brt violet
12.00
108 6d dull violet
10.00
109 6d m’ve Pl.8
9.50
Plate 9
9.50
104/9 One of each
Plates 6,8,9
27.00
110 9d straw
32.50
111 9d pale straw 32.50
112 10d red-brn
45.00
113 10d pale
47.50
114 10d deep
55.00
115/7 1s Plate 4
7.50
Plate 5
7.00
Plate 6
7.00
Plate 7
15.00
Set Plates 4-7
35.00
118 2s dull blue
20.00
119 2s deep blue
20.00
120 2s pale blue
30.00
122 6d dp chest
10.00
122a 6d chestnut
8.00
122b 6d pale ch.
8.00
123 6d buff Pl.11
12.50
Pl.12
35.00
125 6d. grey
25.00
126/7 5s Plate 1
85.00
Plate 2
95.00
138 2½d.blue ppr. 17.50
139 2½d. Plate 1
10.00
Plate 2
10.00
Plate 3
17.50
Set, Plates 1-3
35.00
141 2½d Plate 3
17.00

SG
141 Plate 4
Plate 5
Plate 6
Plate 7
Plate 8
Plate 9
Plate10
Plate11
Plate12
Plate13
Plate14
Plate15
Plate16
Plate17
Set, Plates 3-17
142 2½d Plate17
Plate18
Plate19
Plate 20
Set, Plates 17-20
143-4 3d Plate 11
Plate 12
Plate 14
Plate 15
Plate 16
Plate 17
Plate 18
Plate 19
Plate 20
Set, Plates 11-20
146-7 6d. Plate 13
Plate 14
Plate 15
Plate 16
Plate 17
Set, Plates 13-17
148-50 1s. Plate 8
Plate 9
Plate 10
Plate 11
Plate 12
Plate 13
Set, Plates 8-13
151 1s Plate 13
152 4d Plate 15
153 4d Plate 15
153 4d Plate 16

Used
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
7.50
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
47.50
130.00
8.00
7.00
5.25
5.25
23.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
12.50
65.00
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
23.50
49.50
17.50
17.50
19.50
17.50
10.00
10.00
87.50
90.00
52.50
32.00
30.00

A fantastic array of Fine Used
stamps is now avaiable!

We offer comprehensive stocks of
these countries:
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Commonwealth
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Faroes
Finland
France

Germany 1872-1945
West and Unified
Germany
Berlin and the Zones
(East Germany) DDR
Greenland
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy and Colonies
Luxembourg

Malta
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal and Colonies
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
USA

All items are offered on 7 days approval against cash with order, subject unsold: all are sound good
used (Mint are mounted with gum). REFUND is guaranteed provided stamps are returned within 7 days
(21 days for overseas clients). To all orders under £50 please add 90p to help with post and packing.
(Overseas customers please add £2.50 to all orders regardless of value).

GRAHAME. W. MANN
Dept GSM12, PO Box 116, LUDLOW, Shropshire SY8
3WQ Tel/Fax: 01584 891303 Mon-Sat (9.00am to 5.00pm)
Email: stampmann@btinternet.com

SECURITY MACHINS
Singles-Cylinder blocks (Grids)Date Blocks-Cylinder books

Excellent Quality ⦁
Prompt Service ⦁

NEW 2018 STAMP CATALOGUES
NOW IN STOCK INCLUDE
Yvert et Tellier, Facit
Zumstein, Michel
Scott, Sassone
and many more
check our website for the latest issues

www.prinz.co.uk

Prinz Publications UK Ltd (Incorporating Vera Trinder Ltd)
Unit 3a Hayle Ind Park, Hayle Cornwall TR27 5JR

Competitive Prices

Tel: 01736 751910 Email: info@prinz.co.uk Order by telephone, post

Want Lists Welcome

EXTRA VALUE APPROVALS
GREAT BRITAIN AND
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

PayPal Only (fees apply)

or online:

www.prinz.co.uk

Priced from pence to pounds, my prices are lower than most, in many cases
30% cheaper than my average competitor. Select in the comfort of
your own home, with no obligation to purchase, from a range and quality not
available from other approval services.

TICK REQUIREMENTS GB BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
QV/GV GVI QEII

No Quibble Refund
E-mail michaelparkerstamps@gmail.com

Name .........................................................................................Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address..........................................................................................................
(Postcode) ....................................... Tel: .......................................................
I agree to return all selections within 21 days of receipt, together with my
remittance for any stamps retained.
SIGNATURE ................................. DATE .......................................................
Applicants under 18 years require the written consent of their parents.
M CLIFFORD, PO Box 25, Bognor Regis, West Sussex PO21 3YU

BONUS COUPON - DEDUCT £3 FROM FIRST PURCHASE
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O1074 Snowcovered Pines
2012 (11 Sept). Official Stamps. Seasons.
Type O1074 and similar vert designs.
Multicoloured. P 14.
O4121 10ykr. Type O1074
O4122 25ykr. Cherry blossom
O4123 50ykr. Cherries
O4124
1ytl. Autumn leaves

(Litho and gold-foil die-stamped)
2013 (27 Feb). Palaces. Sheet 108×60 mm
containing T 1083 and similar horiz
design. Multicoloured. P 14.
MS4147 1ytl.10×2, Type 1083; Palace, Sultan
Abdülhamid II and calligraphy

1079 Goat Kid

2012 (26 Dec). People and Agriculture. T 1079
and similar horiz designs. Multicoloured.
P 14.
4131 50ykr. Type 1079
4132 50ykr. Mending nets
4133
1ytl. Sheep
4134
1ytl. Throwing net
4135
2ytl. Woman sharpening scythe
4136
2ytl. Horses fighting

1084 1084 High Speed
Locomotive

2013 (21 Mar). 2013 UNESCO Intangible
Cultural Heritage and World Cultural
Heritage Centre, Eskisehir. Sheet 107×78
mm containing T 1084 and similar horiz
designs. Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS4148 1ytl.10 Type 1084; 1ytl.10
Meerschaum pipe and reservoir; 2ytl.20
Porsuk river; 2ytl.20 Historic houses,
Odunpazari

1089 Map (image scaled to 35% of original

size)

(Des Ayşe Ertürk Bıçakçı)
2013 (18 Apr). 500th Anniv of Piri Reis World
Map. Sheet 116×105 mm containing
T 1088 and similar hexagonal designs
and forming the overall design T 1089.
Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS4157 1ytl.10 Type 1008; 1ytl.10 Part of
map; 2ytl.20 Part of map; 2ytl.20 Piri Reis
and map

1075 Competitors

(Des Kamil Mersin)
2012 (27 Oct). Kickboxing European
Championships for Seniors, Ankara.
Sheet 100×70 mm containing T 1075 and
similar vert design. Multicoloured. P 14.
MS4125 1ytl.×2, Type 1075; Competitors
(different)

1080 Calligraphy

2013 (7 Jan). Calligraphy. T 1080 and similar
vert designs. Multicoloured. P 14.
4137 20ykr. Type 1080
4138 1ytl.10 As Type 1080, but with tulips
surrounding stem
4139 2ytl.20 As Type 1080, but with red
flowers and leaves
4140 3ytl.85 As Type 1080, but with three
curlicue circles expanding
outwards
4141
8ytl. As Type 1080, but with
yellowish background and
black leaves

1090 Postal Vehicles

2013 (9 May). Europa. Postal Vehicles. T 1090
and similar horiz design. Multicoloured.
P 13½.
4158 1ytl.10 Type 1090
4159 2ytl.20 Early postal vehicles

1086 Symbols of Izmir and EXPO
Emblem

1076 Emblem, Pool Table
and Ten Pins

(Des Kamil Mersin)
2012 (1 Nov). Centenary of Karşıyaka Sports
Club. T 1076 and similar vert designs.
Multicoloured. P 14.
4126 50ykr. +10ykr Type 1076
4127
1ytl. +10ykr Emblem, football and
tennis ball
4128
2ytl. +10ykr Emblem and yachts

1085 DNA

2013 (22 Mar). World Down Syndrome Day.
Sheet 110×90 mm containing T 1085 and
similar horiz designs. Multicoloured. P 14.
MS4149 50ykr. Type 1085; 1ytl. Child’s face
and heart; 2ytl. Children (80×30 mm)

1081 ‘Ptt’ Emblem

(Litho and gold-foil embossed)

2013 (4 Apr). World EXPO 2020, Izmir, Antalya.
Sheet 95×98 mm containing T 1086
and similar diamond-shaped designs.
Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS4150 1ytl.10 Type 1086; 1ytl.10 Joggers;
2ytl.20 EXPO emblem

2013 (14 Jan). 150th Anniv of Turkish Stamps.
Sheet 92×132 mm containing T 1081 and
similar octagonal designs. Multicoloured.
P 15.
MS4142 1ytl.10×4, Type 1081; Crescent moon
and star; Calligraphy; ‘150’

1091 Symbols of Energy,
Infrastructure and Food

2013 (23 May). Euroasia Social Business
Forum, Istanbul. Sheet 106×75 mm
containing T 1091 and similar vert
design. Multicoloured. P 14×13½ (with
one elliptical hole on each vert side and
one star-shaped perf on each horiz side).
MS4160 1ytl.10+10ykr.×2, Type 1091; Globe
in water droplet

1087 Manavgat Şelalesi

1077 Istanbul Bosphorus Bridge

(Des Bulent Ates)
2012 (26 Nov). Bridges. Sheet 139×77 mm
containing T 1077 and similar horiz
design. Multicoloured. P 14.
MS4125 1ytl.×2, Type 1077; Taizhou Yangtze
River Highway Bridge
Stamps of a similar design were issued by
China.

O1082 Bahkesir

Carpet

2013 (14 Feb). Official Stamps. Turkish
Carpets. Type O1082 and similar vert
designs. Multicoloured. P 14.
O4143 10ykr. Type O1082
O4144 25ykr. Kayseri
O4145 1ytl.10 Aksaray
O4146 3ytl.85 Mugla

2013 (18 Apr). Tourism. T 1087 and similar vert
designs. Multicoloured. P 14×13½ (with
two elliptical holes on each vert side and
one star-shaped perf on each horiz side).
4151 2ytl.20 Type 1087
4152 2ytl.20 Alanya Kalesi (Alanya Castle)
4153 2ytl.20 Apollon Tapinaği (Apollon
Temple)
4154 2ytl.20 Saat Kulesi ve Yivli Minare
(Clocktower and Yivli Minare
Mosque)
4155 2ytl.20 Hadrian Kapisi (Hadrian’s Gate)
4156 2ytl.20 Kaleiçi (Old City)

1092 Portico

2013 (24 May). 240th Anniv of Istanbul
Technical University. Sheet 106×75 mm
containing T 1092 and similar horiz
designs. Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS4161 1ytl.10×4, Type 1092; Doorway;
Entrance; Portico (different)

1093 Symbols of Local Foods

1078 Altar Stone

G.S.M. December 2017

1083 Yildiz Palace

1088 Map

2013 (29 May). 130th Anniv of Beypazari
Municipality. T 1093 and similar
multicoloured design. P 13½.
4162
1ytl.1 +10ykr. Type 1093
4163 1ytl.10 +10ykr. Houses (vert)
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2012 (29 Nov). Cultural Heritage. Kütahya.
Sheet 110×75 mm containing T 1078
and similar square design. Multicoloured.
P 14.
MS4130 1ytl.Type 1075; 2ytl. Zeus Temple

stamp fairs
sLip END

17th December 2017
Village Hall, Markyate Road & Grove Road (B4540)
LU1 4BU

NOW taking advertising
bookings for:

aYLEsBUrY

Collect British Stamps
(69th Edition)

Holiday inn Aston Clinton Road A41 HP22 5AA

North East Africa
(2nd Edition)

27th December 2017

miLtoN kEYNEs

7th January 2018
Novotel Saxon St Leyburn Court Heelands MK13 7RA

UpmiNstEr

13th January 2018
St Lawrence Church Hall Corbets Tey Road. RM14 2AJ
Enquiries: Graham O’Hara
07710 683122 / 01582 876651

GS-GRH1217Q.indd 1

Upcoming Stanley Gibbons
Catalogues scheduled for
publication in 2017

Postal Auctions
Wide variety of Commonwealth and Foreign
No buyer’s premium
No postage charges
Contact us for a free catalogue or
visit our website to view and bid online

India & Indian States
(5th Edition)
Email us advertising@stanleygibbons.co.uk
Call us +44 (0) 1425 48 10 57
For all the latest advertising offers and information,
follow the Stanley Gibbons advertising team on
at:

www.twitter.com/StanleyGibbonsA

31/10/2017 11:08:00

L & R Stamps (ADPS)

CAMPBELL PATERSON’S
“NEW ZEALAND”
The World’s Leading
Specialised Colour Catalogue.
£65 (+ p & p)

Only from

12 Townsend Close,
Wyton, Huntingdon, PE28 2AR, UK
Tel: 01480 464552 e-mail: info@lrstamps.co.uk
website: www.lrstamps.co.uk

PO Box 99988 Newmarket, Auckland 1149 New Zealand
Toll-free (UK) 0500-893-975
email: service@campbellpaterson.co.nz

PRINZ PUBLICATIONS (UK) LTD

NORFOLK ISLAND – UNMOUNTED MINT

UNIT 3A HAYLE IND. PARK, HAYLE,
CORNWALL, TR27 5JR
Telephone: 01736 751910
Email: info@prinz.co.uk

www.prinz.co.uk
Stamp accessories
Stockcards, Stockbooks
Stamp Mounts, Hinges
Send for our brochure!
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Campbell Paterson Ltd

1947-59 Ball Bay Defs. 14v ..............£18.75
1992 Guadalcanal Anniversary...........£4.50
1953 Defs. 6v ...................................£19.95
1993 Emergency Services ..................£3.75
1958 Surcharges 2v............................£1.50
1995 Butterflyfish ...............................£2.95
1960 Surcharges 3v............................£5.95
1996 Skinks & Geckos strip ...............£1.50
1962-63 Fish Defs. 6v ........................£3.95
1996 Shells .........................................£1.50
1966 Decimal Defs. 12v .....................£6.50
1998 Cats ...........................................£2.25
1967-68 Ship Defs. 14v ......................£6.25
1998 Reef Fish Defs. 12v ...................£9.50
1970-71 Bird Defs 15v......................£16.50
2000 New Millennium .........................£6.25
1975 Cook Bicentenary 2 ...................£0.95
2004 Sacred Kingfisher ......................£5.50
1973-75 Building Defs. 16v ................£3.75
2006 Dogs of Norfolk Island ...............£7.75
1974 Cook Bicentenary 4 ...................£1.25
2007 Christmas ..................................£5.75
2009 Bush Birds .................................£6.25
1976-77 Butterfly & Moth Defs. 17v ....£3.75
2010 Christmas/Parrots .....................£5.95
1980-81 Aeroplane Defs. 16v .............£4.95
2011 Police Anniversary .....................£7.50
1982 Whales .......................................£0.85
2014 Artwear ......................................£6.95
1982 Shipwrecks ................................£3.25
2014 Christmas ..................................£6.75
1983 Fungi..........................................£0.75
2015 Christmas ..................................£6.50
1984 Flower Defs 16v.........................£4.95
2016 160th Anniv.Pitcaimers' Landing M/S...£5.95
1989 Insects .......................................£2.50
2016 Seabirds ....................................£3.95
1989 Christmas ..................................£3.50
1990 Wreck of the Sirius Bicentenary ....£3.95
2016 Seabirds M/S .............................£3.95
Wants for Unlisted Sets Welcome – Most in Stock
POSTAGE: Inland 80p extra. Special Delivery £6.75 extra on orders over £75
Overseas: £2.50 extra. Reg/Recorded Delivery £9.25 extra on orders over £75
POSTAL ONLY – REGRET NO LISTS AVAILABLE

R. GAMMON, 22 SALISBURY AVENUE, RAMSGATE, KENT CT11 7LH

G.S.M. December 2017
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4172
4173

1ytl. As Type 1099, but with smaller
figure enclosed
1ytl.10 As Type 1099, but with boat
shape beneath
8ytl. As Type 1099, but with two
smaller figures enclosed

1110 Sultan Ahmet’s Mosque

2013 (12 Dec). Turkey-Palestine Friendship.
Sheet 120×70 mm containing T 1110 and
similar horiz design. Sepia. P 13½.
MS4195 1ytl.10 Type 1110; 2ytl.20 Al-Aqsa
Mosque, Palestine

1094 Drought and
Flood

2013 (5 June). World Environment Day.
Environmental Pollution. Sheet 125×80
mm containing T 1094 and similar vert
designs. Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS4164 1ytl.10×4, Type 1094; Globe, left;
Globe, right; Family, rabbit and fox

1100 Council Building

2013 (2 Sept). 145th Anniv of Council of the
State. T 1100 and similar horiz design.
Multicoloured. P 13½.
4174 1ytl.10 Type 1100
4175 1ytl.10 Anniversary emblem

2013 (10 June). Mediterranean Games. Sheet
125×80 mm containing four vert designs
showing athletes. Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS4165 1ytl.10×4, Javelin, shot put, running
and boxing; Boxing, weight-lifting and
yacht; Archery; Volleyball and cycling
Type 1095 is vacant.

1105 Great Mahmudiye
Mosque, Constanta

2013 (10 Oct). 135th Anniv of Turkey-Romania
Diplomatic Relations. Sheet 110×60 mm.
P 13½.
MS4188 1105 3ytl.85 multicoloured

1111 Anniversary Emblem

(Des Kamil Mersin)
2013 (14 Dec). 50th Anniv of Ankara University
Faculty of Dentistry. P 13½.
4196 1111 1ytl.10 multicoloured
1101 Globe and Satellite

1096 Building and Atatürk (image scaled to

53% of original size)

2013 (28 June). 60th Anniv of TODAIE (Turkey
and Middle East Public Administration
Institute). P 13½ (with three elliptical
holes on each horiz side and one starshaped perf on each vert side).
4166 1096 1ytl.10 multicoloured

(Des Kamil Mersin, Bülent Ateş and Serdal
Dokgöz)
2013 (5 Sept). Transportation, Maritime Affairs
and Communication Forum. T 1101 and
similar square designs. Multicoloured. P
13½.
4176 1ytl.10 Type 1101
4177 1ytl.10 Aircraft and Istanbul’s new
airport
4178 2ytl.20 Yavuz Sultan Selim Bridge
4179 2ytl.20 Locomotive (Marmaray
project)
MS4180 125×75 mm. 1ytl.10×4, Yavuz Sultan
Selim Bridge, left; Bridge, centre left;
Bridge, centre right; Bridge, right

1106 2008 80ykr. And
85ykr. Stamps (Nos.
3827/8)

2013 (22 Oct). PTT Stamp History Museum. T
1106 and similar multicoloured designs.
P 13½.
4189 1ytl.10 Type 1106
4190 2ytl.20 Display stands
MS4191 110×68 mm. 8ytl. Modern and early
postmen and post box (90×45 mm)
Nos. 4189/90 are each perforated in a circle
contained in an outer perforated square.
No. MS4191 is pointed at lower edge.

1112 Yaşar Doğu

2013 (23 Dec). Birth Centenary of Yaşar Doğu
(wrestler) (Olympic gold medallist, 1948).
P 13½ (with one star-shaped perf on each
horiz side and one elliptical hole on each
vert side).
4197 1112 50ykr. multicoloured

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

October 2016

1097 Children

2013 (25 July). World EXPO 2020, Izmir,
Antalya (2nd issue). T 1097 and similar
vert design. Multicoloured. P 13½ (with
one elliptical hole on each horiz side and
one star-shaped hole on each vert side).
4167 2ytl.20 Type 1097
4168 2ytl.20 EXPO emblem

1098 Local Foods

2013 (16 Aug). Local Foods - Central Anatolia.
Sheet 175×75 mm containing T 1098
and similar vert designs. Multicoloured.
P 13½.
MS4169 1ytl.10×4, Type 1098; Rice and other
local dishes; Stews in terracotta cook pots;
Pastries and flatbreads

1107 Weapons

1102 River through Istanbul

2013 (14 Sept). Istanbul Biennial. P 13½.
4181 1102 1ytl.10 black and chrome

2013 (29 Oct). 90th Anniv of the Turkish
Republic. Sheet 110×72 mm containing
T 1107 and similar square design.
Multicoloured. P 13½.
MS4192 1ytl.10×2, Type 1107; Atatürk, highspeed train and satellite

G.S.M. December 2017

(Litho Oriental Printing Press - Bahrain)
2016 (15 Mar). Khalifa International Award for
Date Palm and Agricultural Innovation.
P 14.
1230
364
3d. multicoloured

O1103 Atatürk

2013 (15 Sept). Official Stamps. Mustafa
Kemal Atatürk. Type O1103 and similar
vert designs. Multicoloured. P 13½×14
(with one elliptical on each horiz side and
one star-shaped perf on each vert side).
O4182 10ykr. Type O1103
O4183 25ykr. Facing front
O4184
1ytl. Facing left, looking down
O4185 1ytl.10 Facing left looking forwards
O4186
8ytl. As older man

365 Race

(Litho Cartor)
1108 Tunnel (image scaled to 53% of
original size)

(Des Kamil Mersin)
2013 (29 Oct). Opening of Marmary Tunnel
linking Europe and Asia. Sheet 108×102
mm. P 13½ (with three elliptical holes on
each horiz side and one star-shaped hole
on each vert side).
MS4193 1108 1ytl. multicoloured

1099 Calligraphy

2013 (27 Aug). Calligraphy (2nd issue). T 1099
and similar vert designs. Multicoloured.
P 13½ (with one elliptical hole on each
horiz side and one star-shaped hole on
each vert side).
4170 10ykr. Type 1099

364 Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed AI Nahyan

1104 Symbols of the Festival

2013 (26 Sept). Turkish Language Festival. P
13½.
4187 1104 1ytl.10 multicoloured

1109 Congress Emblem

2013 (30 Oct). Fifth Izmir Economic Congress.
P 13½.
4194 1109 1ytl.10 multicoloured

2016 (8 June). ‘Dubai Tour’ - Professional
Cycling Race. T 365 and similar horiz
design. Multicoloured. P 13×13½.
Nos. 1231/2, each×2, were printed, setenant, in sheets of four stamps.
1231
1232

(a) Ordinary gum. P 13×13½.
1d. Type 365
a. Sheet. Nos. 1231/2, each×2
1d. Boy waving to competitors

(b) Booklet Stamps. Self-adhesive. Die-cut
perf 9.
1233
1d. As Type 365, plus race emblem
1234
1d. Boy waving to competitors
plus race emblem
Nos. 1233/4, each×4, were printed in
booklets of eight stamps, the stamps are
peeled directly from the booklet cover and
cannot, therefore, be collected as separate
panes.
STAMP BOOKLETS
2016 (8 Jun). Dubai Tour. Self-adhesive.
SB13
8d. Nos. 1233/4, each×4
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4171`

GREAT BRITAIN

GREAT BRITAIN 1840 - 2010

Our latest catalogue covers all periods of G.B. from Penny Blacks to modern Machins
Included are Booklets, Booklet Panes, First Day Covers, and a wide range of Definitives
and Commemorative stamps in unmounted and fine used condition. For a friendly, personal
service, why not request a copy today or send us a list of your requirements. Whether buying
or selling we look forward to receiving your enquiries.
NOVEMBER
Fri-Sat 17th-18th LEEDS Pudsey Civic Hall, Dawsons Corner, Leeds, LS28 5TA
Sunday 19th NORWICH Brook Hotel, Barnard Rd, Bowthrope, Norwich, NR5 9JB
DECEMBER
Saturday 9th KINGS LYNN, Gaywood Chutrch Rooms, Gayton Rd, Kings Lynn, PE30 4DZ

ARUN STAMPS

P.O.BOX 15, FAKENHAM, NORFOLK, NR21 OEU Telephone 01328 829318
Email info@arunstamps.co.uk www.arunstamps.co.uk

BUYING
OR SELLING
GREAT BRITAIN
Our new 208-page G.B. Price list is
now available (RE 72)

JUST COMPARE OUR
PRICES AND SAVE!!
Prompt Delivery. All Credit Cards Accepted. We are
liquidating our A-Z Worldwide Stocks - Big Discounts.
Ask for RE69!

WE ALSO BUY
Especially Great Britain - Everything and Anything.
Immediate payment. Obtain TOP PRICES.
What can you offer?
Ask for our buying list.

RUSHSTAMPS (RETAIL) LIMITED

P.O. Box 1, Lyndhurst, Hants, SO43 7PP
Tel: (023) 8028 2044 Fax: (023) 8028 2981

website: www.rushstamps.co.uk
Email: enquiries@rushstamps.co.uk

GREAT BRITAIN
STAMPS

WANTS
LISTS
WELCOME
POSTAL HISTORY

15 0 0 – 19 2 0

MARTIN TOWNSEND
1971 Ulster ...............0.21
1971 Literary ............0.23
1971 Anniversaries ..0.21
1971 Universities .....0.32
1971 Christmas ........0.18
1972 Explorers .........0.30
1972 Anniversaries ..0.21
1972 Churches .........0.37
1972 BBC ..................0.25

GREAT BRITAIN UNMOUNTED MINT

1972 Christmas ........0.14
1972 Wedding ..........0.28
1973 EEC ..................0.26
1973 Oak ...................0.08
1973 Explorers .........0.36
1973 Cricket .............0.32
1973 Paintings .........0.29
1973 Jones ...............0.39
1973 Parliament .......0.24

1973 Wedding ..........0.26
1973 Christmas ........0.87
1974 Chestnut...........0.14
1974 Fire....................0.35
1974 UPU ..................0.33
1974 Warriors ...........0.40
1974 Churchill ..........0.30
1974 Christmas ........0.27
1975 Charity .............0.04

1975 Turner ..............0.25
1975 Architecture.....0.46
1975 Sailing ..............0.35
1975 Railways ..........0.47
1975 Parliament .......0.13
1975 Austen..............0.39
1975 Christmas ........0.35
1976 Telephones ......0.39
1976 Reformers........0.42

1976 Franklin............0.11
1976 Roses ...............0.39
1976 Culture .............0.42
1976 Caxton .............0.39
1976 Christmas ........0.35
1977 Rackets ............0.39
1977 Chemistry ........0.39
1977 Jubilee .............0.48
1977 Government ....0.12

1977 Wildlife .............0.47
1977 Christmas ........0.49
1978 Energy .............0.40
1978 Architecture.....0.40
1978 Ditto ms ...........0.40
1978 Coronation ......0.40
1978 Horses .............0.40
1978 Cycling.............0.40
1978 Christmas ........0.37

Tel & Fax: 01462 420678
martin@martintownsend.com
www.martintownsend.com

Postage £1 for UK orders. Free GB price list. Ray Butcher, PO Box 2, Hunstanton, PE36 6NS (FAST SERVICE)

Great Britain
1839–1951

www.andrewglajer.co.uk
www.andrewglajer.co.uk
Andrew G Lajer Ltd

ANDREW VAUGHAN
Philatelics

Andrew G Lajer Ltd
www.andrewglajer.co.uk
www.andrewglajer.co.uk
sales@andrewglajer.co.uk / T: +44 (0)1189 344151
The Old Post Office, Davis Way, Hurst, Berkshire, RG10 0TR, UK

sales@andrewglajer.co.uk
+44Ltd
(0)1189Andrew
344151G Lajer Ltd
www.andrewglajer.co.uk
Andrew
G T:
Lajer

All keenly priced quality
stamps

SEND FOR YOUR FREE PRICE LIST

PO Box 6051, Tamworth, Staffs B78 3JB
sales@andrewglajer.co.uk
sales@andrewglajer.co.uk
/ T:Post
+44Office,
(0)1189
344151
/ T: +44 (0)1189 344151
The Old
Davis
Way, Hurst,
Andrew G Lajer Ltd

CLASSIFIED

The Old Post Office, Davis Way,
Hurst,
The
Berkshire,
Old Post
RG10
Office,
0TR,
Davis
UK
Way,
Hurst, Berkshire, RG10 0TR, UK
sales@andrewglajer.co.uk
/ T: 0TR,
+44
(0)1189
344151
Berkshire,
RG10
UK
The Old Post Office, Davis Way, Hurst, Berkshire, RG10 0TR, UK

Tel: 01827 63367
E-mail: andrew@stampsgb.co.uk
Internet: www.stampsgb.co.uk

Great Britain
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CLASSIFIED AD SALES
+44 (0) 01425 481057
email: advertising@stanleygibbons.com
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BUYING

Collections and
fine single items

P.O. Box 10, Hitchin, Herts. SG4 9PE

1840 to DATE

Email: advertising@stanleygibbons.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1425 481055
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EVERYONE IS
READING OUR
NEW 36-PAGE
GREAT BRITAIN
1840 – 2017 LIST.
DON’T MISS OUT –
REQUEST YOUR
FREE COPY NOW!

WESELLSTAMPS
H I G H E S T Q U A L I T Y,
LOWEST PRICES
0121 448 8750
wesellstamps@talktalk.net
WESELLSTAMPS, P.O. BOX 13920,
SOLIHULL, B91 9HG.

COMMONWEALTH
DO YOU COLLECT
MODERN COMMONWEALTH
MINT OR USED?
We offer Australia, New Zealand, Canada,
Great Britain, West Indies, Africa and Pacific.
We also have extensive mint and used stocks
of all reigns before Queen Elizabeth.
Send us your wants lists now and we also supply
competitively priced approvals.
Robert Williams (UDPA, ADPS)
1 Butt Hill Drive, Prestwich, Manchester M25 9PL
Tel: 0161 798 4734 Fax: 0161 798 5189
robertwilliams@corporatefinance.org.uk

COMMONWEALTH
MAXIMUM HALF SG CATALOGUE
REGULAR LISTS

APPROVALS
AUSTRALIA ∙ CANADA
NEW ZEALAND
Quality used stamps on 14 days approval
Sets/odd values/Miniature Sheets
Wants Lists welcome (KG5- QE2 current)
COMMONWEALTH selections also in stock.
Please state interests.

David Williams

PO BOX 1632 YATTON BRISTOL BS49 4RU

Email: david486williams@btinternet.com ∙ Tel. 0777 398 5690

QUALITY
APPROVALS
tailored to your requirements

THEMATIC
Thematics

YOU CHOOSE! - : New Stock
Fish,

Animals, Archaeology,
Astronomy, Aviation, Birds, Cars & Motor, Cats & Dogs,
Circus & Magic, Christmas, Churches, Costumes, Dinosaurs,
Europa, Flowers, Flowers & Trees, Football/Olympics, Fungi,
History of the Posts, Handicraft & Textiles, Lighthouses, Maps
& Surveying, Marine Life, Military, Minerals & Mining, Music
& Dance, New Year, Orchids, Paintings, Polar - (Antarctic &
Arctic), Railways, Road Transport, Royalty, Rugby, Science,
Science & Medicine, Ships, Space, All Sports, Stamp-onstamp, Toys & Games, Whales & Dolphins, Writers.

I will attempt to supply a listing for any theme or country

Whether you are just starting or expanding your collection

contact FRANK SPENCER for lists of available items.
PO Box 11, BLANDFORD FORUM,
Dorset DT11 7YL. Tel: 01258-860081
Supplying stamps on all subjects since 1983

PAKISTAN

B & S STAMPS

World, Commonwealth, Thematic,
Specific Countries etc

B U Y I N G PA K I S TA N

NEWTOWN STAMPS

Singles, Collections, Dealer Stocks
Also Provisional Overprints on India
Lasbela, Kalat State Stamps, Covers, Revenues

IRELAND

PO Box 14, Livingston, W Lothian
EH54 8HS
(Members ADPS & SPTA)

Rushcliffe House, 17-19 Rectory Road
West Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 6BE
Tel: 0115 9816214 Email: chris@robinhood-stamp.co.uk

Generous prices paid for postal history,
GB used in Ireland, high value overprints,
errors, booklets, coils, covers (except post
1960 FDC), revenues, or any specialist or
rare items of Ireland. Good collections
always of interest.

FIRST DAY COVERS
EUROPE

Write or telephone:

AUSTRIA ∙ FRANCE ∙ GERMANY ∙ ITALY
∙ LIECHTENSTEIN ∙ LUXEMBOURG ∙
MONACO ∙ NETHERLANDS ∙
PORTUGAL ∙ SPAIN ∙ SWITZERLAND

MacDONNELL WHYTE LTD

Free and extensive lists of these countries.

102 Leinster Road, Dublin 6, Ireland.
Telephone: (+353-1)4977449
Fax: (+353-1) 4977440
Members: PTS, BDF, ASDA, APHV, IPTA

Salman Basir

Box 56, Lake Bluff, IL 60044 USA
sbasir@sbcglobal.net
Member APS 25 years

GERALD KIRKHAM
17, BEECH CLOSE, LEEK
STAFFS ST13 7AF
TEL: 015383 85532 Email: geraldstamps@talktalk.net

GERMANY

FIRST DAY COVERS
Specialist in Great Britain
First Day Covers

Free illustrated Price List with over 100
pages of First Day Covers and
Commemorative Covers
STEVEN RILEY
37 BADGER GATE, THRESHFIELD,
SKIPTON BD23 5EN

AUCTIONS
FRANCE 1849-2017

GERMAN KILOWARE/PACKETS

Full detailed stock list on request
Yvert France Catalogue 2017 - £24.00 post paid

CHARLES BLOMEFIELD
Chipping Campden, Glos, GL55 6PP
Tel: 01386 841923
blomefield@aol.com

www.charlesblomeﬁeld.com

Australia, British and Commonwealth
Free Public and Postal Auctions. Free monthly catalogue.

email: ianperrystamps@aol.com
ABC Stamp Auctions
29 Chetwynd Grove, Newport, Shropshire TF1O 7JW

FREE POSTAGE

FRENCH COLONIES

ABC STAMP AUCTIONS

SCANDINAVIA
Denmark Faroes Finland Greenland

01952 825941

Iceland Norway Sweden
Mint Used & Covers
EUROPA ISSUES -All Countries
Mint FDC’s
Free Lists From B. McLean, P.O. Box 323,
ELLON, Aberdeenshire, AB41 7YA

STAMP AUCTIONS
To advertise here next month
Call: +44 (0) 1425 481057
or email:
advertising@stanleygibbons.co.uk

CLASSIFIED

1lb Commemoratives £10.00
¼lb High values commem. + semis £10.00
100. diff. commem. high value £10.00
100. diff. semi-postals £10.00
All circular cancelled, excellent quality
Please send cash with order
Werner Eisenstein, Privasstrasse 4,
D-35781, Weilburg, Germany

Email: advertising@stanleygibbons.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1425 481055

WE BUY IRELAND

Stamps 1947-2000
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STAMP SHOPS
NEW THIS MONTH - PRICE LISTS
AUSTRALIA USED 1913-2009
FAROE ISLANDS MINT AND USED 1940-2003
Recent lists available

ADEN
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
CANADA
CEYLON
DENMARK
FAROE ISLANDS
FINLAND
FRANCE
IRELAND
GERMANY

W. GERMANY
GREAT BRITAIN
GREENLAND
MAURITIUS
NETHERLANDS
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
N. RHODESIA
PAKISTAN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
USA

Write to:

CLASSIFIED

Email: advertising@stanleygibbons.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1425 481055

THE TAUNTON STAMP SHOP
66 Bridge Street, Taunton, Somerset, England TA1 1UD
Tel: 01823 283327 • Fax: 01823 325882

COFTON COLLECTIONS

M&C Stamps

1103 Bristol Road South Northfield,
Birmingham, B31 2QP 0121 475
4124
OPENING HOURS
Monday – Closed
Tuesday – Friday 10.00am – 5.00pm
Saturday 9.00am – 1.00pm
cofton@btconnect.com
BUY AND SELL STAMPS, FDCs,
POSTCARDS AND CIGARETTE CARDS
ASLO LARGE SELECTION OF
ACCESSORIES

GB, Commonwealth & World
Stamps GB New Issues
Hours Thurs-Mon 11-5
Inc Sunday 11-5
The New Gloucester Antiques Centre
26 Westgate St. Gloucester GL1 2NG
Tel: 01452 506361
Email: mick@mandccards.co.uk

ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES

STAMP INSURANCE

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

EX BARRINGTON SUPPLIER

ALL RISKS COVER for COLLECTIBLES

AUSTRALIA (inc. States)
CANADA • NEW ZEALAND

Low Price Stockbooks, stockcards, wallets for covers, fdc
pages, albums, compass stock
books etc.
SAFE ALBUMS UK LTD.
Chris Carter 01189328976
www.safealbums.co.uk
Stanley
Gibbons
chris@safealbums.co.uk
Commonwealth Department

Stamps, Postcards, Coins, Diecast models, DollsHouses etc.

STAMP INSURANCE SERVICES

[Dept 04] C G I Services Limited
29 Bowhay Lane, Exeter, EX 1PE
Tel: 01392 433 949 Fax: 01392 427 632

www.stampinsurance.co.uk

Inc Specialisted, Covers, etc...
Monthly lists available FREE
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With a difference!
Stamps, covers, etc.
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Send for details

Send a copy of your wants list or call:
Andrew Mansi on 020 7557 4455
email amansi@stanleygibbons.com

R.A.J. Philatelics, 35 Castlecombe Drive
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Don’t think we can pay
you up to 36% more?
Philately Understood

COLLECTORS ARE RIGHT TO BE WARY OF LOFTY CLAIMS BUT THERE MAY BE
GOOD REASONS WHY YOU MAY FIND SOME OF THEM TO BE TRUE
The stamp market constantly fluctuates so that
at any given moment if there is too much of
what you wish to sell on the market, despite
what anybody claims, no dealer can offer you
massively more.
However, there may be good reasons why
some stamp organisations can offer you
significantly more and pay you immediately
rather than waiting months for the unknown of
what you may or may not sell at auction – and
you will be waiting even longer for payment.

Providing your collection has sufficient
potential we may offer to visit without charge
or obligation, or we will offer to uplift your
collection from your home at our expense,
insured in transit (and whilst in our care) free
of charge. If you are situated in mainland UK
and your collection is too bulky for you to pack,
provided your collection is valuable enough,
we may even provide a free packing service in
addition to shipping to our office.

Now we assess your collection and offer
you the choice of agreeing a price that will be
It all depends upon that stamp dealer’s/ paid immediately – or of our bidding against
auction’s business model. UPA buys and sells other dealers so that you know you are achieving
globally but if for example the nearest stamp the best possible price.
dealer you approach only
sells British stamps to a small
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL:
market place then there is a
strong possibility that he/ Dear Folk at UPA,
she may be fully stocked
already – so that if a price I've dealt with the public for 37 + years, and as
both a consumer, and a businessman, I have
is proffered to you there is created huge numbers of orders from all over
SCOTTISH
an increased likelihood of the world from a complete range of suppliers
& NORTH
your receiving a lower offer from all aspects of our daily lives.
OFFICE
as your collection, or part
But I don't believe I have ever encountered
of your collection may be such sensitivity, such kind thought, such
– BUYER
‘traded on’ to a larger dealer. understanding as I have with you in our
Worse still, other unrelated initial meeting, our subsequent successful
areas of your collection may transaction, and now this.
be neglected or not valued in
I recall well the item you highlight, and
any offer you receive.
realise that this one item has such colossal
If you consign your
collection to auction and it
is unsuitable or too timeconsuming for that auction
to ‘break’ it into smaller lots
– then there is a very strong
probability that you will be
paying an auction to sell your
stamps to a stamp dealer
WHO could afford to pay you
up to 36% more than you will
receive. Don’t forget most
auctions charge the buyer of
your collection up to twice
the commission, or more,
that they charge you.

personal value, I could never part with it.
It has been an absolute pleasure dealing
with yourself, and I am more than willing for
you to use this e-mail as commendation to
others who may be thinking of disposing of
their collection.
Many, many thanks for a memorable
experience, and I will try to emulate your
thought and care in my own business sphere.
Yours sincerely
D. E. B. Bath, UK

It doesn’t make sense for you to pay an
auction to sell your stamps to a stamp dealer,
when – if you handle the transaction wisely –
you can receive the up to 36% more for yourself.
What happens when you ask UPA to make
you an offer?
First we ask you to tell us about your
collection and we listen. Then we ask you
how much you know about the market for your
type of collection? At this stage we add to your
knowledge, informing you of current conditions
you may be unaware of. Then we discuss
whether we may be well placed to assist you and
how that may be achieved.

that if an item has been previously unsold we
actually tell you. Furthermore each time
an item is unsold we reduce the price and we
keep on reducing the price – until finally
the lot sells or it is given away. In practice
good material sells quickly whilst other material
finally finds its own price and sells. This is the
reason why there are always 1,000’s of new
offers at UPA …. and part of the reason why we
are usually in a position to pay you more and pay
you immediately.
Furthermore, unlike some, UPA has not one
but 4 different selling systems selling 95% of
stamps to collectors, so that when a collection
is purchased the most valuable/interesting
stamps go into our Universal
Philatelic
Auctions
(a
NEW UPA UK record 1,750
different bidders in the last
auction). Intermediate/lowerpriced sets/singles enter our
Omniphil and Avon Approvals
systems
(established
56 years and over 1,250
regular collector clients),
inexpensive stamps enter the
Avon Mixtures system and
eBay (universalphilatelic) for
surplus material. All of which
is why UPA can purchase
and pay for almost literally
anything…..

COTSWOLD,
MIDLANDS
& SOUTH
– BUYER

National number please contact:
Andrew McGavin or John Cowell on

01451 861 111

Guarantee: We guarantee that you will never
be under pressure at any stage of the process;
you will always be in control. E-mail or Contact
UPA now: 01451 861 111
Why can UPA often pay considerably more?
We often buy at auction. That auction takes the
“up to 36% more” that we pay that YOU DO
NOT RECEIVE.
However – there is another equally important
reason …. namely The UPA Business Model.
Unlike most dealers we believe that if an item is
not selling, then it must be too expensive. This is
the reason why when you receive our quarterly
catalogues of up to 20,671 different lots (you
can request a sample one free) … you will find

WHAT DOES UPA BUY?
UPA
literally
purchases
almost any country collection
worth £250 upwards from
sets and singles to classics
and entire British, British
Empire, Europe and World
collections. At the moment
UPA
has
exceptional
demand
for
original
collections and GB &
British Empire in particular.

What do I do next?
You contact UPA and talk to one of our
friendly Team who will help to inform you so
that you can decide how to progress matters ….
there is no charge and no obligation …. please
CONTACT UPA NOW.
Remember, if you are selling a collection ….
collectors buy the stamps they are missing; this
is why dealers exist. Most intact collections
offered at auction sell to dealers. Save
commissions and uncertainty by contacting
UPA today.We guarantee that you will never
be under pressure at any stage of the process,
you will always be in control. CONTACT our
friendly UPA Team NOW: 01451 861 111

If you’d like to discuss the sale of your collection please contact
Elaine or Andrew on 01451 861111
Visit www.upastampauctions.co.uk when you want to buy or sell stamps.

UNIVERSAL PHILATELIC AUCTIONS
ANDREW PROMOTING PHILATELY ON
THE ALAN TITCHMARSH SHOW ITV

(GSM12/17)
4 The Old Coalyard, West End Northleach, Glos. GL54 3HE UK
Tel: 01451 861111 • Fax: 01451 861297
www.upastampauctions.co.uk • info@upastampauctions.co.uk
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PLEASE MAIL ME YOUR U P A 20,000+ LOTS

w

w

FREE AUCTION CATALOGUE

NAME ...............................................................................................................................................
ADDRESS ........................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................. POSTCODE..................................................... GSM 12/17
POST TO: Universal Philatelic Auctions, 4, The Old Coalyard,
: 01451 861111
West End, Northleach, Glos. GL54 3HE, UK

Do it now and I'll round your Free offer up to £30

1st £25 FREE Approvals Coupon
I collect the following countries / areas:
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
A FREE 4 MARGIN 1841 BLUE CAT. £90 WITH 3rd SENDING
I collect  MINT and/or  USED

ONE OFFER PER UK
Philatelic Household

NAME ...............................................................................................................................................
ADDRESS ........................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................. POSTCODE..................................................... GSM 12/17
POST TO: Omniphil and Avon Approvals
P.O. Box 10, Tewkesbury, Glos GL20 8YX Tel: 01684 299278

PLEASE MAIL, WITHOUT OBLIGATION, UPON APPROVAL

WORLD OFF-PAPER MIXTURE

NEW, 1st 500 Stamps FREE
TRIAL Offer – Send NO Money Now
OK thanks, count me in. I’m UK based, aged 18+. Please mail me over 2,000 off-paper
assorted World stamps, FREE trial offer, for me to pick up to My 1st 500 stamps FREE.
Pick the BEST, Return the Rest. I understand you’ll also enclose ‘unit’ priced stamps
upon Approval – simply pay for any I wish to keep and return the rest. No need to
purchase anything – just return, I can STOP/start service anytime…
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SELLING? RECEIVE UP TO 36% MORE
01451
861111

CONTACT US NOW ON 01451 861111 or post to:
UPA, (Admin Office), 4, The Old Coalyard,
West End, Northleach, Glos. GL54 3HE, UK
Fax: 01451 861297| E-mail: andrew@upastampauctions.co.uk
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............................................................. POSTCODE................................................ GSM 12/17
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Please note, we can not be held responsible for the quality or
performance of goods and/or services advertised in this publication.
The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) exist to regulate the
contents of advetisements and they can be reached on 020 7492 2222.

£1

STANLEY
GIBBONS
VOUCHER

This voucher may be used against any purchase (minimum order value £10)
 in person at 399 Strand
 by mail order from Stanley Gibbons Ltd, Parkside, Ringwood, Hampshire BH24 3SH

..............................................................................................................................
Brief details ....................................................................................................................................

Full details of the SG range of catalogues, handbooks, albums and accessories can be
found online or in the Publications mail order brochure available free from the above
address.

...............................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................

A £1 Stanley Gibbons voucher can be found in Gibbons Stamp Monthly each month

..............................................................................................................................
Tel No. (Eve) ...................................................................................................................................

TO REQUEST ON-LINE AND
FOR FREE STAMP TRADE TIPS –
Please visit our website

www.upastampauctions.co.uk

No cash value, to be used only at time of purchase/ordering – cannot be used to credit accounts without purchase. One
voucher per person. No photocopies accepted.

Valid until 31 December 2017
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ATTENTION OWNERS OF LARGE/ VALUABLE COLLECTIONS –

Are You THINKING of SELLING?
This is

HOW THE STAMP TRADE WORKS

Philatelic Expert Lets You into his Selling Secrets so you can benefit from
a totally different (and New) Selling Experience

1

by Andrew McGavin
If You want to learn how the stamp

trade works, please read on… When I
was 15, I did. I wondered if there was some secret source of supply? So, I bought my 1st stamp
mixture, (wholesale I thought), broke it into 50
smaller units, advertised it in Stamp Magazine
‘Classifieds’, and waited for the orders to roll in…
I’m still waiting, 48 years later !...

…but did it really? What was the real reason?
How could a Dealer pay a higher price than a
Collector? It doesn’t make sense, does it? Collectors are customers. Customers usually pay
the highest price, unless… for a Collector, this
was…

3

✗ Wrong Price ✗ Wrong Place ✗
✔ = H me but I was only 15 at

Wrong Offer
(naïve seller

2

✗

✗

✗

Fast-forward 48 years later

the time!)

to a British Empire collection, lot #1 in
an International Stamp Auction – Estimated
at £3,000, but we were the highest bidder at
£21,000 – YES – some 7×higher. Including Buyer’s Premium in the extraordinary sum of £4,788
we actually paid GBP£25,788= upon a £3,000 estimate… however, we broke it down into sets,
singles, mini-collections etc. We made a profit.
Some might say it found its price. Others may
say:

Three years later,

attending my
first public stamp auctions I wondered
how some bidders seemed to buy everything,
paying the highest price? It didn’t occur to
me that they were probably Auction Bidding
Agents, paid by absent (dealer) bidders to represent them. I wondered why two collectors sitting side by side muttered to each other “he’s a
dealer” as if that justified him paying the highest price…

✗

✗

Wrong Estimate Wrong Presentation
Wrong Structure Wrong Protection of Price

✗

✗

– Lucky for the seller that 2 well-healed
bidders saw the potential value that day

About The Author ➳ Andrew found his
Father’s stamps at the age of 10. A year later at
Senior School he immediately joined the School
Stamp Club. He ‘specialised’(!) in British, but
soon was interested in Queen Victoria which he
could not afford. The 2nd to last boy wearing
short trousers in his school year, he religiously
bought Post Office New Issues on Tuesdays
with his pocket money. He soon found that he
enjoyed swapping / trading stamps as much as
collecting them. Aged 19, eschewing University
he quickly found a philatelic career in London,
leading to creating his own companies in
stamps. Andrew has authored many internationally published Stamp ‘Tips’ articles, appearing on Local Radio and National TV promoting
Philately with Alan Titchmarsh. Andrew’s area of
expertise is unusual – in so far as his grounding
in collecting and wide philatelic knowledge has
given him a deep understanding of Philately.
He has studied Philately for the past 45 years,
in combination with Commerce and Marketing
Expertise, enabling him to create synergies in
‘lifetime’ interlinked Stamp Selling Systems, selling unit-priced stamps through to handling collections & Rarities up to £700,000 each. Today
Andrew is fortunate to be co-owner with his
Wife, of Universal Philatelic Auctions (aka UPA)
– the Largest No Buyer’s Premium Reducing-Estimate System Stamp Auction in the World, creating records selling stamps to 2,261 different
bidders from 54 different countries in his latest
auction. Andrew stopped collecting
stamps aged 18 reasoning that his
enjoyment of stamps would be in
handling them and selling them…

ANDREW PROMOTING PHILATELY ON
THE ALAN TITCHMARSH SHOW ITV

Wrong Presentation
Wrong Place
therefore Wrong Price

or it could have been given away… the seller
could easily have lost out couldn’t he? or she?
So, by un-peeling the layers of obfuscation, hopefully we can all agree:

The Secret is Simple –
it’s ALL About: TIMING,

Plus the 3 Philatelic ‘P’s –

✔Place ✔and Price ✔

Presentation

4

Understanding the problem…

I always remember the car trade had
their own little ‘bible’ – Glass’s Guide. I’ve no
idea, I’ve not even looked - in this internet-dominated world, it may even have disappeared.
Well, there’s an insider Stamp Trade publication for Stamp Dealers called “The Philatelic
Exporter”. There’s nothing that special about
it – and you won’t learn much or find massively reduced prices by subscribing – BUT – it is
a forum, a paper focal point, a last ‘bastion’ in
this on-line transparent world that we inhabit…
whereby dealers (and auctioneers) can try and
communicate with each other. I publish my own
articles there…
Recently I discussed the outcome of my 10
years’ simple research, asking dealers and auctioneers ‘what is your biggest problem?’
To a man, (why are we almost all men), they
replied – “my biggest problem is
stock, if I can get more of the right
stock I can sell it easily”
Strange that, nobody ever asked
me the same question back – because my answer would have been
entirely different (and I don’t treat
it as a problem) – I seek to satisfy
collectors
This is the reason why my company has such massive advertising. This
is the reason why we spend up to 8%
of turnover – up to £200,000 per annum
REQUE
in marketing costs. (Most dealers don’t
ST MY
‘TIPS O
THE TR
even sell £200K per annum).
F
A
DE’
OOKLE

FREE B

T

5

Why is that? Because, as the world

revolved the Stamp Market, imperceptibly Changed, and incrementally –

Massively

So, although few will tell you this, it’s
clearly evident that the problem for most
Sellers of Stamps today is no longer absent
stock – but absent collectors in the place
they choose to sell their stamps in. Simply
put, other Dealers, Auctions, Stamp Fairs have
not invested in marketing to have a strong Customer-core. To be fair, this is not true of all – but
it is true of most – so that our nearest competitor ‘Apex’ had 800 bidders in a recent auction.
In my most recent 20,000+ lot UPA 65th Auction
we had 2,261 different bidders from 54 different
countries, 95% of whom were Collectors. Some
other well-advertised auctions only have 200
bidders (a high percentage of whom are dealers
– so that, essentially they are Dealer-dominated
auctions) – so that when you sell through them
– you’re paying up to 18% (including VAT) seller’s commission and the buyer is paying up to
25% and more in Buyer’s Premium, credit card
fees, on-line bidding fee, delivery and insurance
etc… AND all of that so that your stamps

may be sold, wait for it – TO DEALERS
(and some collectors), but Dealers, that naturally must make a profit to survive…

6

Now, let’s examine the cost
implications – Example: Your

stamp collection sells in public auction for
£800. Upon a 25% buyer’s premium, the dealer
pays £1,000 and it could be more. He breaks
it into £2,000+ selling price (much lower and
he’ll go out of business). The auction charges
you a seller’s commission of up to 18% (VAT
included) upon the £800 sale price. This is
GBP£144. Therefore you receive approaching
£656 – which is approximately 33% of the dealer’s £2,000+/- retail selling price - BUT… now
that we have identified the problem…
Isn’t the Solution Staring us
Right in The Face ?

7

Why Pay an Auction to Sell
to Dealers: Sell to Collectors in-

stead ?In our example with buyer’s premium,
sellers commission, lotting fees, extra credit
card charges, VAT and even insurance - you’re
already being charged in different ways up to
40% of the selling price to sell, possibly or probably, to the wrong person.
Why not direct that 40% cost you’re paying to sell to Collectors instead? Sounds
good, so why hasn’t this been done before ?

8

Truth is, it Has been done before…Sometimes the ‘old’ ways are the
best ways aren’t they? But in today’s enthusiasm
to obscure the obvious so that money may be
taken, almost surreptitiously, in numerous different ways, (without us apparently noticing
until we see the cheque in our pocket) – the
transparent ‘seller pays’ has been deliberately
‘obscured’ – so much so that, amazingly, the
latest 2017 European Auction Selling Legislation just introduced – now requires auctions

that charge ‘buyer’s premiums’ to warn the
buyer in advance. Just imagine going into the

want to agree a specific price and know that they
are paid precisely this amount. No client is treated
like a number and no client is forced like a square
peg into a round hole. M

petrol station, and being warned that the price
you’re paying to put fuel in you tank is not the
real price, you have to pay a premium! Obviously, there would be an uproar…

15

9

a). You contact UPA to discuss with
Andrew or a highly-qualified Auction Valuer/
Describer what you have to dispose of and your
options bearing in mind your specific interests
/ requirements
b). If you wish, get a 2nd opinion, but
investigate what type of auction / dealer you
are dealing with. Is it a Dealer’s auction with
relatively few collectors? Can you see where
/ how the Dealer sells? If you can’t easily see
any pricelists or high quality selling catalogues
– that Dealer may sell your stamps to other
dealers…
c). Finally you ask U P A to collect your
stamps, insure in transit for an estimated replacement retail value…C B S

How can you cut out the
middleman and sell to Collectors instead? Well, I can think of two

ways. 1). DIY - Do It Yourself selling on eBay.
That may be fine for lower grade material – but,
would you risk auctioning relatively unprotected rare material on eBay ? We don’t and we’re
professionals, so we should know what we’re
doing. Or 2). Cut out the extra middle-man. Use
my company UPA, which reaches collectors
instead. Here’s how it works: Continuing from
our previous Example:
The auction sold your stamps to a dealer for
£1,000 – but You received circa £656
UPA sells them to collectors for you for up to
£2,000 – even after 40% commission you receive
up to £1,200. Up to £544 more. Now that’s amazing, isn’t it? G

10

Sounds Good Andrew, but
Can You ‘Deliver’? Obviously,

nothing is as simple as that, and as we auction
stamps to collectors some collections may
‘break’ to the example £2,000+/- but the stamps
may be sold for more or less – especially as we
reserve all lots at 20% below, (Estimate £2,000
= £1,600 reserve) and not everything sells first
or even 2nd time so prices may come down…
Naturally, it’s not that straightforward for a dealer either – he may sell at a discount to ‘move’
stock OR, like many dealers he may be sitting
on the same unsold stamps, that you see time
and time again, in dealer’s stocks years later
and still at the same unattractive prices… So,
I think it is more reasonable for you to expect
up to 36% to 50% more, indirectly or directly via
my Collector’s Secret Weapon: Universal
Philatelic Auctions, which moves material more
quickly, by incrementally reducing estimate (and
reserve) price in a structured selling system…

11

Q.❱ What is the Collector’s
‘Secret Weapon’?
A.❱ It’s called the
Unique UPA Reducing
Estimate System... L

This is a rather long explanation, I don’t want
to bore you, but 17 years ago, when my wife and
I set up Universal Philatelic Auctions I detected
that the stamp trade’s biggest problem then was
not what sold – but what didn’t sell… So,
because I didn’t want to try to keep on offering
the same either unsaleable or overpriced stock
I created the unique UPA Reducing Estimate
(and reserve) Selling System. Simply put, if a
lot doesn’t sell in the 1st auction we reduce the
estimate (and reserve) by 11% and unlike other
dealers and auctions WE TELL YOU – ‘US’
= once unsold. If unsold after the following
auction we reduce by a further 12% and WE
TELL YOU ‘US2’, if unsold after a 3rd UPA
auction we reduce by a further 13% and WE
TELL YOU ‘US3’ and so on till the lot finds its
price, is sold or virtually given away...

12

✔

Any Scientist will tell you

that combinations of ingredients can
produce powerful results. So we created the
unique combination of my UPA Reducing Estimate System, married (in stone), with UPA’s
fair ‘NO BUYER’S Premium’ policy, PLUS each
lot carries my total ‘no quibble’ guarantee –
this formula is the reason why within the span
of 4 auctions (one year)… 90%-95% of lots broken from a collection have sold. This Unique
Philatelic Selling System Formula is the reason why we are the largest stamp auction in
the UK today with 2,261 different bidders in
my recent auction.E

OK, What Do I Do Next?

16
Contact UPA: 01451 861 111
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL:

Dear Folk at UPA,
I’ve dealt with the public for 37 + years, and as
both a consumer, and a businessman, I have
created huge numbers of orders from all over
the world from a complete range of suppliers
from all aspects of our daily lives.
But I don’t believe I have ever encountered
such sensitivity, such kind thought, such
understanding as I have with you in our
initial meeting, our subsequent successful
transaction, and now this.
I recall well the item you highlight, and
realise that this one item has such colossal
personal value, I could never part with it.
It has been an absolute pleasure dealing
with yourself, and I am more than willing for
you to use this e-mail as commendation to
others who may be thinking of disposing of
their collection.
Many, many thanks for a memorable
experience, and I will try to emulate your
thought and care in my own business sphere.
Yours sincerely
D. E. B. Bath, UK
In Hindsight Dealers warned me 17 years
ago that my idea wouldn’t work. 17 years later
I think I’ve proven that it does. (Reader: Please
Request a complimentary UPA catalogue – using the contact details further below)
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OK, Cut to the Chase
Andrew, what’s the offer? All

of my Selling Systems are based upon
selling to Collectors Globally, so that
95% of stamps sold by UPA are sold directly
to Collectors. If you wish to benefit by
up to 50% or more, depending upon your
circumstance and type of material, by cutting
out the middleman – then this offer may be
for you. Generally ‘time’ is the enemy in our
lives, and for most dealers not being able to
sell stock. Now is the time to let ‘time’ do
the ‘heavy-lifting’ and consider making ‘time’
work for you, so that at UPA you can make
time your friend.

14

I

AND the SMALL PRINT? Some

lots are too small in value for us to offer
this system. Other lots may not be suited to selling
in this manner (e.g. surplus mint British decimal
stamps best used for postage) – especially if the
market is heavily compromised by stock overhang
in specific areas. Some Collectors will not wish to
use time and systems to leverage price, others will

What Happens then? A member of my Team telephones/e-mails
you to confirm safe receipt. ‘Overnight’ valuations, unless simple, are rare. Valuing stamp
collections that have taken tens of years to
create takes time. Depending upon your priorities / timescale I, or an experienced member of
my Team will contact you to discuss your requirements and the options available to you for
the sale of your collection. Provided only that
you feel well-informed and comfortable do we
agree strategy T D
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How Strong is the Stamp
and Cover Market? Everybody

knows that the strongest areas are GB and British Empire. Post-Independence / QEII material
sells but if hinged at considerable discount.
Mint hinged material pre 1952 is regarded as the
industry ‘norm’ and therefore desirable – but
genuine never-hinged commands a premium.
Europe sells but at reduced levels, Americas
is good, as generally is Asia but the ‘heat’ has
come off China which is still good – and Russia
which can still be good. East Europe is weaker. Overall, Rarities throughout
can command their own price
levels and real Postal History
has good demand.

18 What Should I Do Next?

Discuss your collection with U P A. Contact Andrew or an experienced member of his
Team now… B C
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Guarantee: I want You to be
absolutely Sure So If You’re not

sure we’ll transport and return your stamps for
FREE up to £200 in actual shipping cost at our
expense. It sounds generous (and it is), but it’s
far less than the cost of driving 100+ miles each
way and 3 to 6 hours in your home valuing your
stamps U

Double Cast Iron Guaran20 My
tee:

We can do a better job valuing your
stamps in our office than in your home. If you
don’t agree I’ll pay you an extra £50 for you to pay
somebody trusted to open the boxes and put your
albums back, in the same place, on the shelf they
came from. U U
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Act NOW: Contact Andrew or

an experienced member of his Team
using the on-line selling form at our website, by
fax, telephone or by mail. We’ll work harder for
you not to regret the decision to sell all or part
of your collection…C B

A

Andrew McGavin, Philatelic Expert,
Author, Managing Director
Universal Philatelic Auctions UPA
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ANDREW PROMOTING PHILATELY ON
THE ALAN TITCHMARSH SHOW ITV

Please open flap

Dear Colleague,
For the first time, in this open letter, I’m going to give you the
thinking, the ‘mindset’ if you will, of how and why my stamp
auction thrives where others do not...
As many of you will attest. At certain ‘peak’ times in our auction ‘cycle,’ I personally
answer the telephone to callers. It’s a wonderfully enjoyable and rewarding thing for me to
do, because, you kindly inform me of your likes and dislikes, about us, and other auctions
that you may have dealt with before discovering Universal Philatelic Auctions … (UPA).
One of the most common ‘threads’ that I have learnt from You, and from other
Dealers and Auctioneers, is simply ‘how does U P A do it?’ How is it that we have
become the largest Stamp Auction in the UK and almost the largest globally?
How can we afford to expend more upon advertising worldwide than most
dealers sell in a year? Simply put: How can we afford to offer more and charge
less – indeed – how can we afford to offer more and charge you no extra
w-h-a-t-s-o-e-v-e-r ??
The fundamental reason why is because, unlike others, everything we
do is Driven by You.. Over the course of the past 17 years I have discovered
that combining this ‘bottom-up’ thinking with offering simply MASSIVE Philatelic
Choice – permits us to offer you a Unique Collector-Driven Stamp Auction
Experience. Think about it: whilst the rest of our philatelic industry works ‘topdown’ – issuing diktats, regulation, charges and fees, and few guarantees – ever
increasingly we throw these off encouraged by more and more collectors joining us, who
crucially continue to participate in auction after auction... rewarding us by their loyalty,
enriching their collections... enabling us, in turn, to reward them.
...So that, when you inform us that You don’t like ‘X’ (extra shipping and insurance
charges), and You dislike ‘Y’ (paying credit card charges) and you positively abhor paying
‘Z’ – up to 25% buyer’s premiums... (particularly when you may realise that you are possibly
or probably paying a buyer’s premium upon that dealer’s own stamps that they are selling
to You)... we take that valuable knowledge you’ve imparted and ‘dial’ it back into our auction
system, not purely for your benefit BUT for our mutual benefit because over the 17 years
that U P A has been auctioning I have discovered that if we have enough participating
bidders in our auctions we can offer you a radically superior service and a radically different
deal than others
others...

Discover the Difference
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Philately Understood

Please open flap

To me it is logical that when you configure your auction to really give
collectors what they seek, mixing in a unique reducing-estimate-auction system,
blended with hundreds and thousands of simply massive philatelic choice –
these are the reasons why more Collectors bid in my U P A auctions than
any other auction in the UK and almost all others globally. Consider that
each U P A auction adds up to 250 different new bidders when most stamp
auctions only have a few hundred bidders TOTAL – the SCALE of Your
SUPPORT permits us to ‘square’ the circle so that, hopefully, we can offer
collectors like you True Philatelic VAL-YOU for Money...
How can you help? Simply by participating regularly in our
auctions permits us to give back, producing the most expensive and the
best post-free auction catalogues you may ever receive whilst staying in
business. Your continued support is powering our new Loyalty Post-Free System.
So, all that I would respectfully ask and encourage you to do – is join the 2,234 different
Collectors and Dealers from 51 different countries worldwide, who participated in my
last auction U P A #67, creating new philatelic world records of participation and in
some cases of realisations – whilst an astonishing 90% of bidders were successful... and
those lots that remained unsold carried forward at ever decreasing estimate and reserve
thereby creating the nucleus of this auction with a ‘sprinkling’ of more than 8,000 new
lots of absolutely extraordinary NEW material... whereby, ultimately collectors like You
determine values, not catalogues…
My wife and I, and members of our super Team, wish you Happy Hunting and
great Philatelic Fun. With thanks for Your continued support. Please do tell your
Philatelic Friends. They’ll receive the best Philatelic Thank You for joining us and you’ll
be rewarded too!

A

To Collect
Your NEXT
£20
20,680 lot
Auction
Catalogue
Request
Yours

Andrew McGavin, Managing Director
Universal Philatelic Auctions UPA,

Simply – telephone one of my Team on 01451 861111 to request Your
NEXT FREE 9th January 2018 U P A Catalogue NOW… OR turn to one
of my 1st £55 Auction Winnings FREE coupon pages in this magazine,
visit www.upastampauctions.co.uk to view/bid on-line OR request
your 340 page, 1 kg catalogue on-line, mailed quickly so you can test
my auction without spending a penny, … Join 2,234 bidders, 90%
successful, in my last auction. Start Bidding and winning now…
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